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PREFACE

The work described in the eleven papers presented by members of the

Jet Propulsion Laboratory represent one phase of research carried out at the

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under Contract

NAS 7-100, sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Six of the papers presented were sponsored totally or partially by the

European Space Research Organization.

The six sessions held over the three days from November 11-13, 1970,
are listed below:

Session I: Astrophysics and Theory

Session iI: Gravitation Waves, Redshift, and Gyroscope Experiments:
Current and Future

Session III: Deflection, Time Delay, and Planetary Orbit Experiments:
Past and Present

Session IV: Inherent Limitations and Future Technology Capabilities

Session V: Spacecraft Mission Analysis

Session VI: Potential of Space Technology for Testing Gravitation
Theories

Panel Discussion 1:

Priorities of Theoretical Questions

Moderator: K. S. Thorne

Members: R. H. Dicke, L. Schiff, J. A. Wheeler, D. Sciama,

W. M. Fairbank

Panel Discussion Z:

Technical Program Considerations

Moderator: R. H. Dicke

Members: R. Pacault, J. Mitchell, D. B. DeBra, R. Kraemer,

R. Juille rat

111



FOREWORD

The structure and timing of the conference reflected the feelings of a

number of people that technology, particularly that spawned by previous space

activities, had made it possible to think realistically in terms of a long-range

cooperative effort in the testing of General Relativity and other modern

theories of gravity. Naturally, the conference was attended primarily by

experts and enthusiasts. However, there are a number of competitive philoso-

phies within this group on both the operational and on the theoretical level,

and it was a constructive confrontation of these issues that the conference

organizers sought to develop.

Not long after the conference ended, one of the most important personal-

ities in this exciting field, Leonard Schiff, died. We will no longer have the

pleasure of his gentle company or his sincere counsel, and so we modestly

attempt to say we miss him by dedicating these proceedings to his memory.

R. W. Davies

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
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The Cosmic Helium Abundance

Leonard Searle

Hale Observatories

Carnegie Institution of Washington, California Institute of Technology

I. Introduction II. The Helium Abundance Here and Now

It would be interesting to know the composition

of the material out of which galaxies formed.

This would obviously place an important constraint

on cosmological theory. As you well know, some

such theories make quantitative predictions con-

cerning the helium content of pre-galactic matter.

If the bulk of the helium in the world was formed

at a pre-galactic epoch, we should expect that the

helium content of cosmic material would be the

same at all places and at all times Since the for-

mation of galaxies began. I shall here, very

briefly, summarize the observational evidence

relating to this expectation.

Elements other than hydrogen and helium

certainly appear to have been formed by events

subsequent to the formation of galaxies. Apart

from the direct evidence provided by the abundance

of radioactive species, the distribution of the ele_

ments shows this. Different subsystems within

our own galaxy have very different compositions.

For example, the abundance ratio of hydrogen to

the common metals is more than one hundred

times greater in many of the stars of the old

spherical subsystem of our galaxy than it is in the

common stars of the galactic disk. Moreover,

entire galaxies differ one from another in their

metal content. Among the near neighbors of our

galaxy there is a clear difference in the metal con-

tent of the bulk of the stars belonging to the Large

Magellanic Cloud on the one hand and to the dwarf

elliptical galaxies (e. g. , the Sculptor system) on

the other. Evidently there is no cosmic metal

abundance. Is there a cosmic helium abundance?

The helium abundance in young stars and in

the interstellar gas of the solar neighborhood is

by now well determined. If there is a cosmic

helium abundance we know what it is: There are

three lines of evidence.

A. Interior Structure

Studies of the interior structure of young

stars predict relations between mass, radius, and

luminosity for unevolved homogeneous hydrogen-

burning stars that depend upon composition and in

particular on the value of the helium mass fraction

Y. From a comparison of these predicted rela-

tions and those actually observed, it is found that

the helium mass fraction Y = 0. 25 ±0. 05. For

examples of work of this kind see Percy and

Demarque (Ref. i) and Morton (Ref. 2).

B. Photospheric Spectra

Studies of the profiles of helium absorption

lines in the photospheric spectra of hot young

stars provide the second line of evidence. Early

attempts to derive helium abundances in this way

were based on crude theories of line broadening

and line formation and the results were quite

uncertain. Recently, however, nluch progress

has been made concerning these i_latters and the

new work, based on this theoretical progress,

yields Y = 0. 30 ±0. 04. Examples of this work

are Hyland (Ref. 3), Shipman and Strom (Ref. 4),

Norris (Ref. 5). and Poland (Ref. 6). There

remains the prob[em of interpreting the photospheric



abundances.I think thatthereis little doubtthat
generallytheyrepresentthecompositionof the
materialoutof whichthestar formed. Butthere
are, evenamongyoungstars, rare caseswhere
thephotosphericheliumcontentdiffers from the
norn_alvalue. Overabundancesofheliumcan
result from nuclearevolutionwithinstarsandthe
mixingof someof theprocessedmaterialto the
stellar surface. Overabundances,then,arenot
toosurprisingandneednotdetainus. More
alarmingarecaseswherethephotosphericmate-
rial isunderabundantinhelium. Thebeststudied
caseis 3 CenA (Ref. 7). Onthesurfaceof this
star Y = 0.04andmostof thesmall amountof
heliumpresentis He3. Thereareotherabundance
abnormalities. Phosphorousis overabundantcom-
paredwiththenormalcompositionof starsnear
thesunbymorethanafactor of ahundred.The
processesthathaveledto this photosphericcom-
positionareunexplainedbut I do not think that any-

one believes that the star was formed from helium

deficient material. This star is a member of a

binary system and its companion has a quite nor-

mal surface composition. There are numerous

examples of individual helium-poor stars that are

found in star clusters containing dozens of other

hot stars of normal helium content. These stars

are a clear warning that we cannot always take the

photospheric composition of a star as indicating

the composition of the material from which that

star formed.

C. Emission-Line Spectrum of Ionized Gas

Finally, the helium abundance can be deter-

mined from the emission-line spectrum of ionized

gas surrounding hot young stars. The ratio of the

number of He + ions to protons in these regions can

be obtained directly from the intensity ratio of the

recombination lines of Hel and HI. Suitable pairs

of recombination lines can be measured in both the

optical and in the radio frequency regions of the

spectrur*l. Observation and theory both show first

that there is very little He ++ in the ionized hydro-

gen region surrounding young stars and second

that helium is generally either nearly all He °

or nearly all He + throughout the H + zone, cases

where He ° and He + are present in comparable

abundance being very rare. This circumstance is,

of course, very favorable to abundance determina-

tion. For the average of a number of regions from

which helium recombination lines are seen, optical

studies give n(He+)/n(H +) : 0. 090 +0. 010 (Ref. 8).

Radio studies (Ref. 9) give 0. 084 _:0. 003 for this

same ionic number ratio. If the amount of neutral

heliun_ in these regions is negligible, Y = 0. 26 .

±0. 01. If, as seenls probable, a small amount of

neutral helium is present in the H + zone, then

this number should be construed as a lower limit.

There is good agreement between the results

of the three independent lines of investigation. I

think we can safely conclude that the helium mass
fraction here and now lies within the limits 0. Z6<

Y< 0.32.

III. The Helium Abundance Long Ago

For the helium abundance early in the history

of our galaxy, only one of the three possible lines

of evidence yields a decisive result. Studies of

the interior structure of old stars predict evolu-

tionary changes in luminosity and radius that a

star undergoes as it ages. For an assemblage of

coeval stars of different mass (such as a star

cluster) the theory predicts a distribution in lumi-

nosity and radius which changes with the age of the

assemblage and whose character depends on the

initial helium abundance. Comparison of the

observed and predicted distributions yields both the

age and initial helium content of the stars in the

cluster. All the numerous investigations based on

this idea give the same result, namely that the

initial helium abundance of the oldest and most

metal-poor stars of our galaxy was about thirty

percent. Values lower than twenty percent are

clearly inconsistent with the observations. For

different approaches see Cayrel (Ref. I0),

Schwarzschild (Ref. 11) and Hartwick (Ref. 12).

In a similar fashion the comparisonoftheobserved

and computed pulsational characteristics of old

stars yields Y = 0. 32 (Ref. 13).

In apparent conflict with these results, analy-

ses of photospheric spectra show that helium is

frequently underabundant by large factors in the

hot old stars (which are the only old stars where

the matter can be investigated spectroscopically).

The best studied case is HD205805 (Ref. 14). I

believe that the reality of the helium deficiency in

the photospheres of these hot old stars is estab-

lished beyond reasonable doubt. What is in doubt

is whether this photospheric composition is the

same as that of the material out of which the star

originally formed. As I have already mentioned

there is also convincing evidence for helium-

deficient photospheres among young stars. In the

one case where high resolution spectra could be

obtained for an old helium-poor star (Ref. 15),

that star was found to exhibit large overabundances

of phosphorus - just like 3 Cen A (Ref. 7) - surely

not a property of the primordial composition.

One might hope that the helium content could

be obtained from the emission-line spectrunl of

ionized gas surrounding hot old stars. In a plane-

tary nebula gas ejected from an evolved old star

is ionized by the hot stellar remnant. For one

such object in a metal-poor globular cluster a

helium abundance Y = 0.42 was found (Ref. 16)

i.e., the helium content was higher than that of

young stars. There is a large spread in the

helium content of planetary nebulae (Ref. 17) and

it seems likely that their compositions have, in

general, been contaminated by nuclear processes

within the evolved stars themselves.

I conclude from this that of the three possible

lines of evidence only the one involving observa-

tional checks on theories of stellar interior struc-

_Ire and evolution is at present capable of yielding

inforn_ation on the helium content of old stars.

Such studies show that the oldest and most metal

deficient stars of our galaxy were formed from

material with a heliun_ content indistinguishable

(in the present state of theory and observation)

from the helium content of the young stars in the

solar neighborhood now. In any case, where and

when the metals-to-hydrogen ratio was one or

two orders of magnitude smaller than it is locally

now the helium-to-hydrogen ratio was snlaller by,

at most, a factor of two. It is not yet possible to

investigate how helium content depends upon age

in any galaxy beyond our own.

IV. The Helium Abundance Far Away

The spatial homogeneity of the helium abun-

dance outside our own galaxy can be studied from



theopticalemission-linespectraof ionizedgas
aroundhotyoungstars in thespiral armsof
externalgalaxies. Theheliumcontenthasbeen
determinedin thiswayfor afewgalaxiesof the
localgroup(M31,M33,LMC, SMC,NGC682Z)
andfor afewgalaxiesbeyondit (M51,MI01,
NGC2403,4214,4449,7679). A largefraction
of theavailableinformationcomesfrom thework
of PeimbertandSpinrad(Ref. 18). Noneof these
galaxieshaveheliumcontentssignificantlydiffer-
entfrom theinterstellargasof thesolar neighbor-
hoodof ourowngalaxy. AlwaysY = 0.28:h0.06.

RecentlyI havefound,from observationsof
these emission regions, that there are composition

gradients across the disks of spiral galaxies. In

particular the ratio N/O decreases from the inner

to the outer spiral arms. Furthermore, the N/O

ratio is systematically higher in some galaxies
than it is in others. In contrast to this observed

inhomogeneity of the nitrogen and oxygen abun-

dances the helium-to-hydrogen ratio is the same
wherever I have been able to measure it.

It is perhaps worth remarking that these

helium surveys refer to only a very small part of

the observable universe. No helium abundances

have been determined for galaxies further away

than about 50 megaparsec.

V. Conclusion

At other places and at other times the compo-

sition of the cosmic material was significantly

different from the composition in the solar neigh-

borhood now. In contrast, the helium content has

not changed by observable amounts over the life-

time of our galaxy and is the same for all galaxies

so far surveyed. These results suggest that the

bulk of the helium in the world was formed in an

event or events that occurred before the galaxies

themselves formed.

But analyses of emission-line spectra of

quasars lead to the result that in them the He/H

ratio is sometimes an order of magnitude smaller

than this 'universal" abundance. See, for exam-

ple, Bahcall and Kozlovsky (Ref. 19). This is, at

the moment, the only serious evidence known to

me that opposes the notion of a "cosmic" helium

abundance. The determination of abundances from

quasar spectra is no routine matter, however.

Despite the progress that these models undoubt-

edly represent, theyremain in some respects arbi-

trary. In fact they have internal inconsistencies;

for example, they are not in thermal equilibrium.

That this is a serious linlitation is clear from the

consideration that radiation in the observed emis-

sion lines whose intensities are used to put

constraints on the model) is precisely the cooling

mechanism of the gas.

I think that it is fair to say that the helium

abundances so far inferred from quasar spectra

are much less certain than the results on which

this review has been based.
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StellarandSolarRotation_

Jeremiah P. Ostriker t

Princeton University Observatory

I. Introduction

The fact that most stars rotate at observable

rates is interesting to relativists for at least two

reasons. Even if the rotating star is nearly spher-

ical, its rotation causes the inertial frames in its

vicinity to rotate with respect to inertial frames at

distance. This effect, the "dragging of inertial

frames," which, of course, does not exist in New-

tonian Physics, provides one of the tests of rela-

tivistic theories of gravitation. Another effect due

to oblateness is important chiefly for the confusion
it can cause. If the matter distribution in a star

is aspherical, the gravitational field will in gener-

al have a quadrupole moment, which, in turn, can

affect the motion of a test particle in a way that can

mimic (or mask) relativistic effects (Ref. 1).

Measurements of non-Newtonian effects are

normally so delicate that the only suitable experi-

mental laboratory is our solar system. Unfortu-

nately, the sun does not rotate rapidly. This makes

the anticipated effects small and difficult to esti-

mate reliably. For example, we must know the
state of interior rotation to calculate either of the

above-mentioned effects. If the sun had a surface

rotation rate 100 times the observed rate, itwould

be noticeably flattened and its luminosity would be

significantly less than that of the rotating starhav-

ing the same mass and age. Then the reduction

would give a quantitative estimate of the state of
interior rotation. For our sun, the redtlction is

less than O. 1% even if the central regions are ro-

tating 1_ times as fast as the surface. In addition,

the sun is a relatively old star, and so quite

inefficient processes like viscous angular-
momentum transfer and "spindown" might have

altered the {nitial angular momentum distribution.

For these reasons, the direct approach to deter-

mining the rotation of most of the sun's mass is

very difficult. Direct observation is complicated
because the anticipated effects are small, and

direct calculation is dangerous because so many

very small physical effects may be acting in unan-

ticipated ways. For these reasons, I shall takean

indirect approach in which the sun is placed in the

context of stars in general, and the probable ini-

tial angular n_on_entum and subsequent evolution

are estimated on the basis of continuity with stars

of other i_asses and ages.

Taking the theoretician's approach, I will first

discuss what we might on an a priori basis expect

the angular momentum of stars to be and how we

might expect it to be distributed within the stars.
Then I will turn to the accumulated observations

which show how the observed surface velocities

depend on a bewildering variety of factors, includ-

ing age, mass, spectral type, binarism, etc. Fi-

nally, I shall return to the sun.

II. Theoretical Expectations

A. General Remarks

There are two integral properties to consider,

the angular mon_entum 3" ._ fv_. dm and the rota-

tional kinetic energy T _ 1/gfv_ din, where v_ is

the rotation velocity and _ the perpendicular dis-
tance from the rotation axis. Nor a given star,

_;-'Work supported by Air Force Contract F446Z0-70-C-0033.

tpresently an Alfred P. S[oan Fellow.



the natural unit of energy is the gravitational ener-

gy W = -1/ZfVg din, where Vg is the gravitational
potential, so we can use the ratio IT/WI tocharac-

terize the importance of rotation for a given star.

The angular momentum J is useful if different stars

are to be compared and is particularly valuable

since, under many circumstances, it is an invari-

ant of the equations of motion.

B. Distribution of Angular /viomentum Within
Stars

Our laboratory experience leads us to expect

that rotating objects rotate uniformly, t-he angular

velocity of rotation being constant throughout the

object. The contrary can be expected for stars.

There are three principal ways in which cosmic

bodies differ from laboratory objects,andallthree

differences lead one to expect that nonuniforn_ ro-

tation will be the rule, not the exception.

(1) Stars are very inhomogeneous with re-

spect to density: the calculated central
density of the sun is 108. 5 times larger

than the density of its radiating surface.

Thus, even if a star contracts from a

uniform-density, uniformly rotating cloud,

its central regions, having contracted fur-

ther (to a higher density), will rotate

more rapidly than average for the star.
Since _ = p2_/3 (for fixed angular momen-

tum) the center of the sun would be expec-

ted to rotate -106 times more rapidlythan

its surface if angular momentum transfer

could be neglected. Furthermore, high-

and low-density regions are not strongly

coupled together dynamically; density

gradients (and, even more, molecular

weight gradients) tend to stabilize a star

against shear instabilities which might

oppose differential rotation.

(z) Stars are very big. The time tvi s re-

quired for viscous forces to act is, by

dimensional analysis, tvi s = L2/v, where

L is a characteristic length and v thekln-

ematic viscosity; notice that the velocity

itself does not appear in the expression

for tvis. In a star's interior, v < 101- 5;

thus, even in 1010 years, viscous forces

are able to couple together only regions

smaller than about 0. 1 RE. Furthermore,

as we shall shortly see, the viscous

forces will not necessarily lead to uniform

rotation but can work in the opposite di-
rection.

(3) Stars are held together by gravity. The
inertial forces associated with rotation

are of a repulsive inverse-cube type.

Under laboratory conditions, these are

balanced by attractive short-range forces

having a radial dependence as steep as,

or steeper than, inverse-cube dependence.

Stars, of course, are held together by the

inverse-square long-range attractive

force of gravity. As a consequence of

this difference, stars, in contrast to fly-

wheels, will not "break up" if their angu-

lar momentum is increased beyond some

critical point. If rotation is rapid

([T/WI) _> 0. 1), in a centrally condensed

star, the outer parts feel an essentially

point gravitational potential, and the

angular velocity distribution must become

Keplerian. Under these circumstances,

the angular velocity _ will be ¢c _ -3/2

regardless of viscous effects (so long as

the viscous time scale is long compared

to the few-hour dynamical time scale);
then it can be shown that viscous effects

will tend to increase rather than decrease

the Lagrangian gradient in angular mo-

mentum per unit mass.

There are, however, limits on the angular

velocity (or momentum) gradients possible in a

star. If the angular momentum per unit mass should

increase toward the rotation axis [d(_Z_2)/d_ < 1],

the flow is unstable to the axisymmetric dynami-

cal Rayleigh instability. In addition, Goldreich
and Schubert (Ref. 2; see also Ref. 3) have shown

that, if the rotational velocities are not too small,

there exist slower instabilities (depending on dif-

fusion) which require the angular momentum to be

constant on cylinders, so that the angular velocity
cannot increase inward from surface to center

along surfaces parallel to the axis.

Thus, in summary, we may expect the central

angular velocities of rotating main-sequence stars

to be several times larger than the observed sur-

face equatorial angular velocities.

C. Distribution of Angular Momentum Among
Stars

The initial angular momentum of stars after

they are formed from the interstellar gas and dust

depends, of course, on which highly uncertainthe-

ory of stellar formation is adopted. But, although

the detailed theories vary greatly in their predic-

tions, all of the simpler (nonelectromagnetic)

theories lead to values of angular momentum J

much greater than those observed in main-sequence

stars. This point is easily made in rough quanti-
tative fashion. Consider (1) the angular momen-

tum of a spherical blob of gas, due simply to the
fact that the local standard of rest rotates about

the galaxy with a period of = 108 years; and (2) the

angular momentum expected if the protostar cloud

has rotational kinetic energy in equipartition with

its translational kinetic energy (Vtr = 10 kin/s).

In both cases, we find that a protostar with an

original density of = 10 -24 g/cm 3 would have

I a = 1056 (M/M.)5/3 g cm 2 s-1 (galactic rotation)

Jb = 1058 (M/M )4/3 g cm Z s-1 (equipartition)

(1)

In comparison to this, even the most rapidly

rotating main-sequence stars have .I = 1050

- 1052 g cmZs -1. The difference between these

two sets of figures indicates that physical proc-

esses must exist which are capable of transferring

angular momentum from a contracting, spinning

star to its surroundings. Two general classes of

mechanism have been considered, and it is likely

that both types operate. Macroscopic instabiIities

may occur which transform spin angular momen-

tum to the orbital form; the prevalence of binary
stars (more than half of all stars) makes fission



plausible. On a "microscopic" level, angular mo-

rnentun] can be transferred from one mass element

to another by a variety of processes, including mo-

lecular and radiative viscosity, magnetic stresses,

and turbulent interchanges (see Ref. 4 for details).

Magnetic braking can be very efficient in slowing

the rotation of a star (Refs. 5 and6), if it is simul-

taneously suffering mass loss via a stellar wind

analogous to the observed solar wind. Stellar

winds, in turn, are theoretically expected for the

lower-mass main-sequence stars (M < 1.7 M .)

having convective envelopes.

The fission process is beginning to be under-

stood (Ref. 7). It is capable of reducing the spin

angular momentum to the upper end of the observed

range hut always leaves the stars in a state of rel-

atively rapid rotation (IT/WI =0.2), often more

rapid than the observed rate. Thus, it is likely

that one or more of the suggested microscopic

processes operate during the contraction phase.

We may expect the san_e relatively slow angular

momentum loss mechanisms to operate during the

much longer main-sequence evolutionary phase if

they are significant during the briefer contraction

phase. In brief, old stars should rotate more

slowly than young ones.

Tidal inte r actions, which are c la s sic ally known

to be capable of transferring angular momentum

from spin to orbital form, can account for the slow

rotation of the moon and perhaps even Venus

(Ref. 8). Correspondingly, we may expect stars

in close binary systems to rotate synchronously
with their orbital motions, which, in astronomical

terms, would lead to slow rotation.

Finally, since the most efficient of the pro-

posed loss mechanisms require magnetic fields,

we might expect magnetic stars to rotate slowly.

Needless to say, the list of "predictions" has

been constructed with one eye on the observed

facts; however, the theoretical arguments are still

useful if only to provide an intellectual framework

within which to organize the complex observations
of stellar rotation.

III. Observations of Surface Stellar Velocities

Figure 1 summarizes the accumulated data

on early-type main-sequence stars adopted from

Slettebak (Ref. 9). The sample excludes the rela-

tively common Am and Ap stars, which have very

low rotational velocities but which also display

spectral peculiarities indicating abundance anom-

alies and, for some, strong magnetic fields. Be

stars (e-showing spectral lines in emlssion)have

been included; they occupy the upper left portion

of the cross-hatched area. The sample shown in

Fig. 1 has been chosen to represent essentially

unevolved stars which, according to prevailing

theory, have convective cores and radiative enve-

lopes. In the mass range 1. 1 < M/M < I. 7, the

angular momentum increases very steeply with
increasing mass, the approximate dependence

being _ M 4. 5. These stars have both smallcon-

vective cores and small convective envelopes, ac-

cording to current stellar interior theory (Ref. 10).

The upper main-sequence stars (M//M_?. >1. 7) do

not have convective envelopes. The average angu-

lar momentum for stars of glyen mass follows

approximately the law Io=MS/3 (Ref. 11). This

dependence is close to what one would expect if

the outer parts were in Keplerian orbits, although
the observed velocities tend to be somewhat below

this limit. The Keplerian limit -- sometimes mis-

leadlngly called "breakup velocity" -- represents
the maximum sur face ve ioc itie s cons istent with

hydrodynamical equilibrium. Actually, a some-

what lower limit exists to the possible angular

momentum if stability to fission as well as equi-

librium is required. The stability limit -- IT�W1 =

0.2--(Ref. 7) is quite close to the left-hand part

of the upper envelope shown in Fig. 1. Young

upper main-sequence stars (those in galactic clus-

ters} tend to rotate at velocities ranging from the

maximum compatible with a stable equilibrium to
a factor of 4 slower (Ref. 12). The field stars

comprising Slettebak's sample have similar ve-

locities, except that the less massive stars
(A5 - F5) tend to have somewhat lower velocities

than their counterparts in clusters. This is prob-

ably an evolutionary effect since, for these spec-

tral types, field stars are considerably older than
cluster members.

In Fig. 2 (adopted from Ref. 12) the variation

from cluster to cluster is shown dramatically. All

stars observed in the specified clusters have been

used, including Ap, Am, spectroscopic binaries,

and Be stars. Much of the variance at a given

spectral type can be understood qualitatively in
terms of the mechanism described in Section II.

The Ap stars are typically magnetic variables and

rotate slowly. The Am stars are often close bi-
naries. When close binaries and spectroscopi-

cally peculiar stars are removed from the sample,
the cluster curves lookmuchmore like one another

and more llke those in Fig. 1. Much of the re-

maining variance can be ascribed to the age of the
cluster.

Kraft (Ref. 13) has demonstrated such an

effect among field and cluster stars of different

age categories. His results, reproduced in

Table 1, show that, for F5 stars, the surface

velocities decrease by more than a factor of 6 in

a few billion years.

The lower main-sequence stars (M < l. ] M.?)

rotate much more slowly than more massive stars

and as much as 2 orders of magnitude more slow-

ly than the limits given by stability requirements.

Although observation becomes difficult because of
both the faintness of the stars and the weakness of

the rotational effects, there are indications that

these stars also slow down significantly with in-

creasing age. They all have significant convec-

tive envelopes, and many show signs of chromo-

spheric activity more dramatic than that of the

sun. It seems a reasonable presumption that all

have stellar winds. If the chromospheric activ-

ity (indicated by flares and emission lines) is a

measure of the strength of the winds, then these

are much stronger when the stars are young

(cf. Ref. 14 for a summary discussion). The

angular momentum removed from the sun by the

solar wind can be measured by space probes.

Taking the mass flux of 1.2 X 1012 g s -1 from

Ref. 15, and the ratio of mass flux to angular

momentum flux from Ref. 16, I obtain an angular

momentum loss rate of 6 X 1030 g crags "1. This

implies that the sun's surface velocity will de-

crease by a factor e in about 9 × 109 years if it

is rotating uniformly, but in only 1.0 X 108 years

if the convective envelope alone is being deceler-
ated.
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Fig. 1. Rotation of main-sequence field stars adopted from P.ef. 9. Left ordinate: product of equatorial

velocity (km/s) and sin of angle between rotation axis and line of sight (with assumption made in data

reduction that stars are uniformly bright, uniformly rotating spheres); range in the average

I v sin i [ at given spectral type due to differences in samples investigated by various

observers. Right ordinate: average equatorial velocity assuming random

orientation of axes. Lower abscissa: observed spectral type.. Upper

abscissa: approximate calibration giving the relation between mass

(in units of the sun's mass) and spectral type; notice

extreme nonlinearity of scale.

On a rough quantitative basis then, the small

and secularly decreasing velocities of the lower

main-sequence stars can be understood in terms

of stellar wind angular momentum transport. _'._

IV. The Sun

Evidence from the youngest clusters indicates

that the sun may have arrived on the main sequence

with a sur*face velocity of _15 + 5 km/s (data from

Ref. 14). The rotation period at this time was

---3.3 days and applied to the interior as well since,

during its pre-main-sequence phase, convection

prevailed throughout the star and turbulent viscos-

ity was probably important. During its early evo-

lution, chromospheric activity (as indicated by

Call emission) was intense, the solar wind stronger

than it is at present, and the angular momentum

loss rate was greater.

Suppose dJ/dt = Qjn. Then (for n > i) the

characteristic time (J/J)0 measured at any instant

is (n - I) times the age of the object if J,, << J ......
U .inl_lal

The observed characteristic time for the sun is

about twice its present age (cf. Section Ill) assum-

ing solid body rotation. The corresponding index,

n = 3, is consistent with observations of other

stars (see Table I), which, in rough quantitative

terms, indicates that solar wind angular momen-

tum transport may have been sufficient to slow the

sun, as a whole, to its presently observed rotation

rate. These arguments are not definitive; further-

more, our understanding of the dynamical processes

coupling the decelerated envelope to the central

core is insufficient to permit the assumption that

*We have intentionally neglected the fact that [or the sun and at least one other late type dwarf (Ref. 17),

most of the angular momentum is probably in a planetary system.
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Fig. 2. Average equatorial rotation velocities of stars in various clusters, adopted from Ref. 12.

Scales defined as in Fig. 1. When close binaries and stars with spectral peculiarities (e. g. ,

Am, Ap) are removed from the cluster samples, the curves become more like one

another and more like those in Fig. 1, for the early spectral types. However,

F and G cluster stars do rotate more rapidly than field stars of the same

spectral type, probably indicating a decrease in

surface velocity with increasing age.

Table 1. <v> as a function of age for stars of mass M = 1.2 M

Kind of star Approximate average age, <v>
years km/s

Field non-emission

Hyade s Cluster

Pleiades Cluster

3 XlO 9

4 x 10 8

3 x 10 7

6

18

39

the core will not maintain its original rotation rate. 3.

Allowing for these uncertainties, it seems possible

to restrict the present valuc of the core rotation 4.

rate to the range 3 da < P < 25 da.c
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Theoretical" Frameworks for Testing Relativistic Gravity--A Review

Kip S. Thorne, Clifford M. Will, and Wei-Tou Ni

California Institute of Technology

I. Introduction

The technology of the 1970s makes possible

many experimental tests of general relativity.

But their cost, in manpower and money, is high.

(The megabuck will be a useful unit of measure

for some of the tests.) For this reason, it is cru-

cial that we have as good a theoretical framework

as possible for comparing the relative values of

the various experiments - and for proposing new

ones that might have been overlooked.

The most simple-mlnded theoretical frame-

work would be a direct comparison of general rel-

ativity with Newtonian theory. Indeed, just such a

comparison motivated Einstein's original three
tests -the gravitational red shift, the deflection

of light, and the perihelion shift of Mercury.. One

might think that we should merely continue to
measure these and other non-Newtonian, general

relativistic effects to higher and higher accuracy,

and only if a discrepancy between experiment and

theory is found, should we begin to consider other
theories.

This would be a reasonable approach if we had

enormous confidence in general relativity; but we
do not- at least some of us don't some of the

time. So we would prefer to design the experi-
ments to be as unbiased as possible; we would like

to see them force us, with very few a priori as-

sumptions about the nature of gravity, toward gen-

eral relativity or some other theory. And, of

course, this can happen only if we first open our

minds to a wide variety of theoretical possibilities.

A leading exponent of this viewpoint is Robert
H. Dicke._:":' It has led him and others to perform

several high-precision null experiments (Dicke-

EotvSs experiment; Hughes-Drever experiments;

ether drift experiments) which greatly strengthen
our faith in the foundations of general relativity

(Ref. 1). Without this viewpoint, some of the null

experiments might not have been performed, and

we would certainly not understand so well their

significance.

Dicke himself has suggested one type of theo-

retical framework for comparing various theories

of gravity and analyzing the significance of various

experiments. This "Dicke framework" assumes

almost nothing about the nature of gravity. It helps

one to design and discuss experiments which test,
at a fundamental level, the nature of space-time

and gravity. Within it, one asks such questions as:

Do all bodies respond to gravity with the same ac-

celeration? Is space locally isotropic in its intrin-

sic properties? What types of fields, if any, are

associated with gravity-- scalar fields, vector
fields, tensor fields, affine fields, ... ?

We will not discuss the Dicke framework in this

paper. Our reasons: (1) Detailed reviews of the
Dicke framework are readily available elsewhere

Supported in part by the National Science Foundation [GP-19887, GP-Z8027, GP-Z7304] and the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration Caltech/3"PL Contract No. NAS 7-100 [ 188-41-54-0Z-01 ].

See also pp. I00-I01 of Ref. 2 for a very convincing discussion of it.
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(Ref. 1, especially Appendix 4; Ref. 3). (Z) Its

forte is the analysis of null experiments, which

are deemphasized at this conference; for analyzing

"solar system experiments," the Dicke framework

is much less useful.

A second theoretical framework, one better

suited to solar system experiments, is the Pa-
rametrized Post-Newtonian (PPN) formalism of

Nordtvedt (Ref. 4) and Will (Ref. 5), which is

based on earlier work by Eddington (Ref. 6),

Robertson (Ref. 7), Schiff (Ref. 8), and Baierlein

(Ref. 9). The PPN framework starts where the

Dicke framework leaves off: By analyzing a num-

ber of experiments within the Dicke framework,

Thorne and Will (Ref. 3) arrive at (among others)
two "fair-confidence" conclusions about the nature

of gravity: (i) that gravity is associated, at least

in part, with a symmetric tensor field, the "met-

ric" and (2) that the response of matter and fields

to gravity is described by _ • T = 0, where _.

is the divergence with respect to the metric, and

1" is the stress-energy tensor for all matter and

nongravltational fields. These two conclusions in

the Dicke framework become the postulates upon

which the PPN framework is built, and one calls

theories of gravity that satisfy these two postu-

lates "metric theories. "

To construct the PPN framework, one first

takes the slow-motion, post-Newtonlan limits of
all conceivable metric theories. One then builds

a single "post-Newtonian theory of gravity," which

possess those limits as special cases. This post-

Newtonian theory or framework contains a set cf

real-valued parameters. The post-Newtonianlimit

of each metric theory is characterized by a set of

particular values for these PPN parameters. The

task of solar system gravity experiments in the

coming decade can be regarded as one of measur-

ing the values of these PPN parameters and

thereby delineating, hopefully, which theory of

gravity is correct.

It is important for the future that experiment-

ers concentrate not only on measuring the PPN

parameters. They should also perform new ex-

periments within the Dicke framework to

strengthen--or destroy--the foundation which it

lays for the PPN framework.

Section II of this paper discusses metric
theories of gravity; it explains why every currently

viable theory is a metric theory, and it lists and
classifies a large number of metric theories. Sec-

tion III reviews the PPN framework and lists the

values of the PPN parameters for various metric

theories. Section IV interprets past and future

experiments in terms of the PPN framework,

thereby delineating their significance. Section V

compares the predictions of various metric theories

with the results of past experiments.

II. Metric Theories of Gravity

A. Definition of Metric Theory

A given theory of gravity is a "metric theory"

if and only if it can be given a mathematical repre-
sentation in which two conditions hold: Condition I.

There exists a metric of signature -2, which gov-

erns proper length and proper time measurements

in the usual manner of special and general

relativity:

ds 2 = gijdxidxJ (1)

Condition IT. Stressed matter and fields being

acted upon by gravity respond in accordance with

the equation

v-T = 0 (z)

where T is the total stress-energy tensor for all

matter and nongravitational fields.

It is significant that these two postulates can

be obtained directly from a single, attractive as-

sumption: the existence of local Lorentz frames

everywhere, in which all the laws of special rela-

tivity take on their usual form (a weakened form of
the strong equivalence principle; cf. C below).*

However, we prefer to put the PPN formalism on

the narrower base of metric plus _ • 1" = 0, so

that its experimental justification can be discussed

more clearly.

In applying this assumption, one must be careful to allow for coupling to the Riemann curvature tensor

in certain of the usual special-relativity equations. For exampIe, the usual laws of vacuum electro-

dynamics in terms of the physical observables E and B,

- 8E 8B

_7 • E = _7 • B = 0, _TxB = _, _TxB =.......... 8t

in curved space-time imply that the vector potentialA in the Lorentz gauge (_7 • A = 0) satisfies

GA-R.A=0

rather than_A = 0. Here [] is the wave operator (d'Alembertian) and FI is the Ricci tensor.

ll



One should keep in mind that any metric

theory of gravity can perfectly well be given a

mathematical representation that violates condi-

tions I and II. For example, the Brans-Dicke

theory, in the mathematical representation of

Dicke (Ref. 10) does not satisfy either condition:

Dicke's scalar field causes deviations from geo-

desic motion, and physical rods and clocks do not

measure ds 2 = gijdxldxJ. However, in the original

mathematical representation of Brans and Dicke

(Ref. ii), the theory satisfies both conditions, so

it is a metric theory.

Notice that, in the "canonical representation"

of a metric theory (the representation where con-

ditions I and II are satisfied), the metric is the

only gravitational field which enters into the

response equation _ • 1" = 0. (The metric deter-

mines $7; and T contains no gravitational fields.)

This does not mean that the metric is the only

gravitational field present. On the contrary, as

in Brans-Dicke theory, there may be other fields.

However, the role of the other fields can only be

that of helping to generate the space-time curva-

ture associated with the metric. Matter may

create them, and they plus matter may create the

curvature, but they cannot act back directly on the

matter. The matter responds only to the metric_

In this paper, we shall restrict ourselves

entirely to metric theories of gravity. Our justi-
fication is two-fold: (1) conditions I and II for

metric theories are supported strongly by experi-

mental data (B and C below), and (2) every cur-

rently viable theory of gravity is a metric theory
(D below).

B. Evidence for the Existence of a Metric

There is strong experimental evidence for

the existence of a symmetric "metric" field g,

whose orthonormal tetrads are related by Lorentz

transformations, and which determines the ticking

rates of atomic and nuclear clocks and the lengths

of laboratory rods.

This evidence comes largely from elemen-

tary particle physics. It is of two types: first,

experiments which measure space and time inter-

vals directly--e.g., measurements of the time

dilation of the decay rates of unstable particles;

second, experiments which reveal the fundamental

role played by the Lorentz group in particle

physics, _' including every-day, high-precis ion
verifications of four-momentum conservation and

of the relativistic laws of kinematics. To cast

out the metric tensor would destroy the theoreti-

cal backing of such experiments.

Let us notice what particle-physics experi-
ments do and do not tell us about the metric ten-

sor g: First, they do not guarantee that there

exist global Lorentz frames --i.e., coordinate

systems extending throughout all of space-time in
which? '

gij = Minkowskii metric qij =- dlag (1, -1, -1, -1)

(3a)

However, they do demand that at each event q

there exist local frames, related by Lorentz

transformations, in which gij(q) = rli:. Moreover,
given such a frame, elementary diffirentlal geom-

etry guarantees the existence of coordinates in
which

= + k 2

= 0atq

8x k

(3b)

Such a coordinate system is called a "local

Lorentz frame at q."

Second, particle experiments do not guarantee

that freely falling particles move along geodesics

of the metric field, i.e., along straight lines in

the local Lorentz frames. In particular, we do

not know from elementary-particle experiments

whether the local Lorentz frames in an earth-

bound laboratory are freely failing (so they fly up
from the center of the earth and then fall back with

Newtonian'acceleration g = 980 cm/s2), whether

they are forever at rest relative to the laboratory

walls, or whether they undergo some other type

of motion. The strong equivalence principle

(Einstein elevator argument) predicts that the

local Lorentz frames should fall freely, so that a

free particle initially at rest in one would always

remain at rest in it. Contrast this with flat-

spacetime theories of gravity, in which rods and

atomic clocks are governed by the global

Minkowskii metric (3a), and gravity, like electro-

magnetism, is described by a field (scalar, vec-

tor, tensor, or combination) which resides in flat

space-time. In such theories a Lorentz frame

initially at rest in an earth-bound laboratory

would remain always at rest (except for accelera-

tions << 980 cm/s 2 due to the earth's rotation and

orbital motion). These possibilities and others

are permitted by all elementary-particle experi-

ments to date (except the Mossbauer red-shift

experiments discussed in C1 below).

Third, elementary particle experiments do

tell us that the times measured by atomic clocks

depend only on velocity, not upon acceleration.

':'For a 2% test of time., dilation with rr_uons of (1 - v 2)'I/2 12 in a storage ring, see Ref. } 2. For

earlier time dilation experiments, see Refs. 13 through 17. For an experiment which verifies, to one

part in 104 , that the speed of light (x/-rays) is independent of the velocity of its source (decaying Tr°)
for source velocities v > 0.99975c, see Ref. 18.

_'.__:_
See Ref. ]9 for a discussion of Lorentz invariance, spin and statistics, the TCP theorem, and

relevant experiments.

_Here and throughout most of this paper, we use units in which the speed of light is unity.
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The measured squared interval is ds Z = gabdxadx b

independently of acceleration. ]Equivalently but

more physically, the time interval measured by a
clock moving with velocity v °L relative to a local

Lorentz frame is

ds = @ab dxa dxb) 1/2

(4)

independently of the clockts acceleration dgxC_/dtZ.

If this were not so, then particles movin_ in cir-

cular orbits in strong magnetic fields would ex-

hibit different decay rates than freely moving par-
ticles, which they do not (Ref. 12/,* and 57 Fe

nuclei would show acceleration dependence in the

frequency of their Mossbauer transitions, which

they do not (Ref. 20).

C. The Response of Matter to Gravity

1. Test-Body Trajectories and the Gravi-
tational Redshift

According to the Dicke-E_tv6s experiment

(see, e.g., Ref. 1), the trajectory of a freely

failing, neutral, laboratory-sized object ("test

body") is independent of its structure and compo-

sition --at least to a high degree of accuracy. We

shall assume complete independence (Dicke'sweak

equivalence principle).

This means that space-time is filled with a

family of preferred curves, the test-body trajec-
tories. Any initial event in space-time and initial

velocity through that event determine a test-body

trajectory which is unique except for parametriz-

ation. If we knew ai1 the test-body trajectories,

we would know a gi'eat deal --perhaps everything --

about gravity.

There is a second family of preferred curves

filling all of space-time: the Geodesics of the

metric g. It is tempting to identify these geo-

desics with the test-body trajectories (Einstein's

equivalence principle). However, we should not

do so without rather convincing experimental proof.

In order to see what kinds of experiments are

relevant, let us elucidate the physical significance

of the goedesics. A geodesic of g is most readily

identified locally by the fact that it is a straight

line in the local Lorentz frames. Put differently,

a body's motion is unacceterated as measured in

a local Lorentz frame if and only if the body moves

along a geodesic of g . I-Ience, to determine
whether test-body trajectories are geodesics, we

must compare experimentally the motion of a local

Lorentz frame with the motion of a test body.

It is easy to study experimentally the motions
of test bodies; relative to an earth-bound labora-

tory they accelerate downward, with g = 980 cm/sZ;

and this acceleration can be measured at a given

location on the earth to a precision of one part in
106 (Ref. 73).

Unfortunately, it is much more difficult to
measure the motion of a local Lorentz frame. It

seems to the authors that the only experimental

handIe one has on this today is gravitational red-

shift experiments.

The red-shift experiment of highest precision

is that of Pound and Rebka (Ref. 24), as improved

by Pound and Snider (Ref. 25). It reveats a red

shift of z = Ak/k = (gh/cZ)(.1 + 0.01) for photons

climbing up through a height h in the earth's locally

homogeneous gravitational field- if the emitter
and receiver are at rest relative to the earth's

surface. This tells us that the local Lorentz

frames are not at rest relative to the earth's sur-

face as predicted by flat-space-time theories of

gravity; rather, as predicted by the strong equiv-

alence principle, they accelerate downward with

the same acceleration g as acts on a free particle

(to within 1% precision) (cf. B above). To arrive

at this conclusion from the experiment, we argue
as follows. =::::=

We wish our argument to be as independent of

the special-relativistlc laws of physics as possible.

The only aspects of special relativity that we shall

use are (1) the relationship between the Minkowski

metric of the local Lorentz frames and the ticking

rates of atomic clocks and (7) the con.servation of

wave fronts in electromagnetic wave_. Let us

assume (falsely) that the local Lorentz frames

were unaccelerated relatlve to the wails of the

tower used in the Pound-Rebka experiment. We

can then perform a calculation in that particular

Lorentz frame which was attached to the walls of

the tower and was large enough to cover the entire

tower. The static nature of the emitter, receiver,

gravitationai field, and Lorentz coordinate system

guaranteed that, although the space-time trajec-

tories of the wave crests might have been bent by
gravity, they were certainly the same from one

crest to another, except for a translation At L in
the Lorentz time coordinate. Thus, the coordinate

rates 1/At L emission and reception of wave crests

The experiment of Farley et al. (Ref. 12 is a 2% check of acceleration independence of the muon
r ies

decay rate for ene g;z0 E/m = (1 vg) -1/Z ~ 1Z and for accelerations, as measured in the muon rest
frame, of a = 5 X cm/s 2 = O. 6/cm. Note that, at accelerations a factor of 1013 larger than this

(a _ 1033 cm/s 2 _ 101g/cm), in one light travel time across the muon, it accelerates up to near the

speed of light if it was initially at rest. Such large accelerations will probabIy affect the decay rates --

not because of any breakdown in relativity theory, but because the decay cannot be analyzed within a
single comoving local Lorentz frame. The muon ceases to be a valid special relativistic clock. See
Refs. Z1 and 22.

We thank Charles W. Misner for helping us to formulate this version of the argument. For a variety

of somewhat similar arguments see chapter V of Ref. 2.
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werethesame. But, byassumption,theseLorentz
coordinate rates were also the proper rates mea-

sured by the atomic clocks (57Fe nuclei) of the ex-

periment. Hence, theory predicts zero red shift,
in contradiction with experiment. Our assumption

that the local Lorentz [rames were unaccelerated

must be wrong!

We must assume, then, that the local Lorentz

frames were accelerated relative to the tower.

Since gravity pointed vertically and all horizontal

directions were equivalent in all respects, the

acceleration of the Lorentz frames must have been

vertical. Denote by a its value in the downward

direction. As in our previous argument, in a static

coordinate system (i.e. , in coordinates at rest

relative to emitter, receiver, and earth's static

gravitational field) the wave-crest trajectories

must have been identical, except for a time trans-

lation At s from one (:rest to the next. But in this

case the static coordinates were not horentz

coordinates. Rather, they were accelerated up-

ward (in the +z-direction) relative to the Uorentz

frames (here we show the speed of light explicitly):':'

(Zs+C2)
ct L = -------_, sinh --_-- ,

(Zs +c2) (ats /
z L = ----/----- cosh C"$-1'

XL = Xs' YL = Ys

Hence, proper time as measured by atomic clocks

was given by

2 2 2 2 _ 2 _ 2c dT 2 = c dt -dx L dy L dz L

/ ._ X2

/--'-_-- I c 2 dz 2I Zs 2 dt_ - dx_ - dy s - s

!

Since, as before, the wave-crest emission and

reception rates were the same (1/At s) when mea-

sured in static coordinate time, they were related

by

---_k : vem 1 : [1 + (azs)rec/c2]Ats 1

k Vre c [1 + (aZs)em/C2]Ats

a(z ) -(z )s rec s t m ah

c ! c _

when measured in the proper time of the atomic

clocks. But the experimentally measured red

shift was gh/c 2 to a precision of 1°70. Hence, the

downward acceleration of the inertial frames was

the same as that of a free particle, g = 980 cm s -2,

to a precision of 1%.

The Pound-Rebka-Snider experiment is the

easiest red shift experiment to interpret theoretically

because it was performed in a uniform gravitational

field. Complementary to it is the experiment by

Brault (Ref. 27), which measured the red shift of

spectral lines emitted on the surface of the sun and

received at earth. To a precision of 5°70 he found a

red shift of GM(D/R nc 2, where M63 and R(D are
the mass and radius'of the sun. Th-{s is just the

red shift to be expected if the local Lorentz frames,

at each point along the photon trajectory, are un-

accelerated relative to freely failing test bodies.

It certainly could not result if there were a single

global Lorentz frame, extending throughout the

solar s.,.y,,.stem and at rest relative to its center of
mass! ......

In summary, the red-shift experiments reveal
that, to a precision of _0.01 GM/R 2, where M and

R are the mass and radius of the earth, the local

Lorentz frames at the earth's surface are unaccel-

erated relative to freely falling test bodies. Equiv-

alently, test bodies move along straight lines in the

local Lorentz frames. Equivalently, the test-body

trajectories are geodesics of the metric g.

Because this conclusion is crucial to the

foundations of metric theories, of the PPN frame-

work, and of general relativity, it is important

that the precision of the red-shift experiments be

improved as much as possible-- both on earth

(homogeneous field) and elsewhere in the solar

system (inhomogeneous fields). Of particular in-

terest will be experiments in which atomic clocks

are flown in space craft (see, e.g., Refs. 28, 29,

and 30).

Our view that much effort should be put into

future red shift experiments is disputed by Dicke

and by Schiff. Dicke (Ref. 1, pp. 5 and 6) believes

that"the gravitational red shift is not a very strong

test of general relativity" because it can be derived

from the weak equivalence principle, plua energy

conservation, plus equivalence of inertial mass and

conserved energy. The authors do not find Dicke's

argument fully compelling. The fact that general

relativity has no satisfactory local energy conser-

vation law, except in static external gravitational

fields, makes us worry about the a priori assump-

tion of energy conservation. More importantly,

we see no convincing a priori arguments why the

inertial mass must equal the conserved energy to

the precision required by Dicke's argument. In

fact, this is not true in some theories with two

tensor fields (see Ref. 31; we thank Professor

Dicke for pointing this out to us). Finally, there

exist a variety of relativistic gravitation theories

which have been considered viable and attractive

at one time or another but which disagree with the

gravitational red-shift experiments (see p. 100 of

Ref. 2).

For an elomentary derivation and discussion of this transformation law between Lorentz frames and

accelerated frames, see, e.g. , chapter 6 of Ref. 26.

:::::See chapter V of Ref. 2 for furthor discussion of this point
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Schiff (Ref. 32, item 2 in "note added in proof")

has suggested that the red shift can be derived from

the Dieke-E_tvSs experiment plus fundamental con-

cepts of quantum theory. He was working on the

details of such a derivation in January 1971, at the

time of his tragic death. If others succeed in com-

pleting his derivation, then the importance of red-

shift experiments will be diminished. (For further

discussion see n2 below.)

2. The Response of Stressed Matter to

Gravity

To discuss solar system tests of gravity, one

must assume something about the response of

stressed matter (e.g. , the matter inside planets)

to gravity. Metric theories all assume that, as in

special relativity (gravity absent), so also in the

real world where gravity is present,

v. T = 0 (5)

Here T is the total stress-energy tensor for all

matter and .non- _ravitational fields, and _ • is the

divergence with respect to the metric g and its

affine connection {ha}.

Unfortunately, we do not have a firm experi-

mental basis for the validity of Eq. (5) in the

presence of gravity. However, we can make it

seem reasonable --perhaps even compelling -- by

the following argument.

Geodesic motion for test bodies and _ T = 0

for stressed matter go hand-in-hand. In particular,

from the assumption q T = 0 we can derive

geodesic motion (see, e.g. , Ref. 33). From

geodesic motion, i.e. , straight-line motion in

local Lorentz frames, we can derive _ • T = 0

for the smeared-out stress-energy tensor of a

swarm of noninteracting test particles. For test

particles that interact only by means of instan-

taneous collisions, eachof which conserves energy

and momentum in the local Lorentz frames, geode-

sic motion again guarantees _ • T = 0.

all the way through the body.* Using Stokes'

theorem in the local Lorentz frame, we can infer

from Eq. (6) th{tt

fv Tab dv = _(_7 "T) a dv = 0

f

_b Jv

(7)

Here v is any 4-volume contained entirely within

the local Lorentz frame, which is intersected by all

parts of the body. Equation (7) is equivalent to

geodesic motion. The most straightforward way to

guarantee the validity of Eq. (7) is by imposing

X7 • T = 0. But that is not the only way. For

g'xample, if n and w are vector fields whose varia-

tion through the body is completely negligible, if

n is spacelike, and if T = T_ is the trace of the

stress-energy tensor, then

• T + w(n" qT)= 0 (8)

would imply (7) and thence geodesic motion. How-

ever, there is no obvious, satisfactory way to pick

out the vectors n and w.

It is tempting, as another alternative to _ • T

= 0, to demand that D • T = 0, where D • is the

covariant derivative with respect to some affine

connection F_c different from Ibat --for exampIe,

Ibac} plus a torsion. However, Thorne and Will

(Ref. 3, appendix) show that this is untenable.

It is important to seek, in the future, direct

experimental proof that _ • T = 0. To the accu-

racy of all laboratory experiments performed thus

far (i.e., measurements of the behavior of

stressed bodies in the earth's gravitational field),

V • T = 0 is true. But these experiments are

probably not of sufficiently high p.r..ecision for the

purposes of the PPN formalism. .....

D. Every Currently Viable Theory of Gravity is

a Metric Theory

Unfortunately, one cannot prove that geodesic

motion implies E7 • T = 0 in all circumstances.

The closest one has come is the following: Con-

sider a laboratory-sized object made of stressed

material. Geodesic motion and conservation of

rest mass mean that the body's 4-momentum is

conserved, as seen in any local Lorentz frame:

ab dS b _- pa is independent of
(6)

Here 2; is any spacelike 3-surface, contained en-

tirely within the local Lorentz frame, which passes

So far as the authors know, every theory of

gravity which is currently viable is a metric theory.

Of course, this statement is meaningless without

a definition of "viable." By "viable" we mean

(1) self-consistent, (Z) complete, and (3) com-

patible with all experiments performed in the past.

These three criteria, and theories which violate

them, are discussed in the following three sections.

h Self-Consistency

The classic example of an internally inconsis-

tent theory is the spin-two field theory of gravity,

derived with standard field theoretic techniques by

Fierz and Pauli (Ref. 34). (For a brief review,

':'We ignore small corrections due to the Christoffel symbols /bc , which vanish only at the origin of the

local Lorentz frame. Clearly those corrections go to zero linearly with L, the size of the space-time

region under consideration--i.e. , the "size of the local Lorentz frame."

**Note the great difference in spirit between the above discussion and the usual viewpoint. One usually

assumes _ • T = 0; and when confronted by any apparent violation of it (e.g. , the apparent break-

down in energy-momentum conservation in beta decay), one normally seeks a modification of the

stress-energy tensor T which will then restore the validity of _ • T = 0 (e.g. , PaulUs 1930 postu-

late of the existence of neutrinos). By contrast, we are assuming (without much justification) that all

the contributions to T are known, and that the metric and covariant derivative _ are known; and we

are then asking whether _ • r = 0.
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see chapter 7 of Ref. Z6.) This theory is identical

to "Linearized General Relativity" -- which one

obtains by linearizing about flat space-time. It

has a flat background metric qiiand a symmetric

second-rank gravitational field ]%ij- The field

equations of the theory demand that, in a Lorentz

frame of the background metric, the stress-energy

tensor have vanishing coordinate divergence,

Tl,Jj = 0. From this, one infers that test particles
move along straight lines in the background metric,

which means they are affected not at all by gravity:

d2xa/dr 2 = 0 -- a result contradicting the equations

of motion of the theory,

d2x v

(qbt v + hbt v) dr2

+ axvldT dT

This internal inconsistency of the theory can be

removed by modifying the Lagrangian from which

the theory is derived. The resultant modified

theory turns out to be identical to general relativity

(see papers by Gupta, Thirring, Feynman, Vc'ein-

berg, and neser cited in chapter 7 of Ref. 26).

Another example of a theory with internal in-
consistencies is that of Kustaanheimo (Ref. 35).

It predicts zero gravitational red shift when the

wave version of light (Maxwell theory) is used, and

non-zero red shift when the particle version (pho-

ton) is used. Such an inconsistency is fairly com-

mon in "flat-space theories of gravity. " By "flat-

space theory" we mean a theory with a global

Minkowskii metric qij that governs atomic clock
rates and rod lengths. Such theories must predict

zero gravitational red shift when the wave version

of light is used (see, e.g., C1 above, Ref. 2, and

chapter 7 of Ref. 26). But their equations of motion

typically predict the standard red shift (A energy/

energy = -gZxh) for particles of zero rest mass.
No such theories are viable. However, most of

them can be (and have been) salvaged by a physical

reinterpretation. The Minkowskii metric is re-

placed, as regulator of clock rates and rod lengths,

by a curved-space metric which is constructed

from it and from the "gravitational field. " For

example, Whitehead's original theory of gravity

(Ref. 36) had a Minkowskii metric qij which
governed clock rates and rod lengths; and it had a

symmetric second-rank tensor hij as its gravita-
tional field. To make its wave-calculated red

shift come out right, Synge (Ref. 37) reinterpreted

gij _ r]ij +hij as the metric that governs clock
rates and rod lengths.

2. Completeness

To be complete, a theory of gravity must be

capable of analyzing from "first principles" the

outcome of every experiment of interest. Of

cnur.qe, this requires that it mesh with and incor-

porate a consistent set of electromagnetic laws,

quantum mechanical laws, etc.

No theory is complete if it [mstulates that
atomic clock_ measure the "interval" ds :

(gij dxidxJ) 1/2 constructed from a particular metric.

Atomic clocks are complex systems whose behavior

must be calculated from the fundamental laws of

quantum theory and electromagnetism.

No theory is complete if it postulates that

planets move on geodesics. Planets are complex

systems whose motion must be calculated from

fundamental laws for the response of stressed

matter to gravity.

Most theories of gravity proposed in the past

were incomplete. Only subsequently were they

put into forms which meshed consistently with the

other laws of physics, so that the behavior of com-

plex systems could be calculated. So far as the

authors know, all cases of successful meshing

have succeeded by identically the same approach:

(I) the introduction of a curved space-time metric

gij and (2) the demand that all special relativistic
laws of physics be valid in the metric's local

Lorentz frames (strong equivalence principle).

Two consequences of this universal approach are

that (I) atomic clocks and laboratory rods measure

the interval whose square is ds 2 = gij dxldx) and

(2) stressed matter and (non-gravitational) fields

respond to gravity in accordance with the law

• I" = 0, where _7 • is the metric's covariant

derivative. Hence, successful meshing has always

yielded a metric theory of gravity.

To construct a theory of gravity which meshes

consistently in some other manner with the laws of

electromagnetism and quantum theory is an intri-

guing theoretical challenge. So far as the authors

know, nobody has ever succeeded. Since the only

known way of meshing produces metric theories,
and since metric theories which give the correct

Newtonian orbits for freely falling [)articles near

earth must have too = 1- 2GM/r and must thus

give the correct red shift, red-shift experiments

might seem less important than was claimed in
C1 above. However, the authors retain a belief

in the importance of red-shift experiments, since
the failure of theorists to find another meshing

scheme is no proof at all that other schemes are

impossible.

3. Compatibility with Experiments

The necessity that a theory agree, to within
several standard deviations, with the "four stand-

ard tests" (gravitational red shift, perihelion

shift, electromagnetic-wave deflection, and radar

time delay) is obvious. Equally obvious but often

forgotten is the need to agree with observations at

the more every-day, Newtonian level. Example:

Birkhoff's theory (Ref. 38) predicts the same red

shift, perihelion shift, deflection, and time delay

as general relativity. But it requires that the

pressure inside gravitating bodies equal the total

density of mass-energy, p : p, and as a conse-

quence, it demands that sound waves travel with

the speed of light. Of course, this disagrees

violently with experiment, so Birkhoff's theory is

not viable.

Table I lists many non-viable theories of grav-

ity and explains at least one difficulty with each.

It is only a preliminary list; other theories, which

the authors have not yet studied closely, will turn

out to be non-viable.
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Table i. Non-viable theories of gravity: a partial lista

Theory and references

Hoyle's C-field theory

(IKefs. 39, 40, 41)

Milne's kinematical

relativity (Refs. 42, 43)

Poincarels theory

(Ref. 44) as generalized

by Whitrow and Morduch

(Ref. 45 )

Whitrow- Morduch vec-

tor theory (Refs. 45,

46)

Kustaanheimo's various

vector theories (Refs.

35, 45, 46, 47, 48)

Birkhoff's theory

(Ref. 38 )

Rastall's theory

(Refs. 49, 50)

Yilmaz's theory

(Refs. 51, 52)

Comments, including some but not all the reasons

why the theory is non-viable

Was devised originally as a foundation for the steady-state

model of the universe. Is incomplete- lacks an equation

governing the rate at which the C-field creates particles.

Was devised originally to handle certain cosmological problems.

Is incomplete - makes no red-shift prediction; predicts zero

deflection of light.

Action-at-a-distance theory in flat space time with an adjust-

able parameter n. For n < 2 predicts zero red shift. For

n >- 2 gives internally inconsistent treatment of light propagation.

Contains a vector gravitational field that resides in flat space

time; possesses a freely specifiable parameter p. For p = 0,

predicts no red shift. For p _/ 0, gives internally inconsistent

treatment of light propagation.

Contain a vector gravitational field that resides in flat space

time; possess several freely specifiable functions, which can

be adjusted to give agreement with the "four standard tests. "

Are incomplete -- do not mesh with other laws of physics,

exdept by imposing them in the global Lorentz frame of the flat

space-time metric, which then gives internal inconsistencies:

different red shifts for light viewed as photons and light viewed

as waves; non-zero red shifts for photons between points at the

same gravitational potential. Also several scalar and tensor

theories which suffer the same problems.

Gives same prediction as general relativity for four standard

tests; but predicts crazy results for internal behavior of

matter--p = pc 2, Vsoun d = Vlight.

Is such a complicated theory mathematically that it is far from

obvious whether the field equations have unique solutions -- or

any solution at all -- for given initial data. Until the initial

value problem has been treated properly, we (the authors)

consider this a non-viable theory.

Scalar-metric theory. Gives same prediction as general

relativity for four standard tests, but does not have complete

account of non-static gravitational fields. Modified version of

the theory is included in Tables 2 and 6.

aThese theories are non-viable in their present forms. Future modifications or specializations

might make some of them viable. If we_ave misinterpreted any theory here, we apologize to

its proponents, and we urge them to demonstrate explicitly its self-consistency, completeness,

and correct experimental predictions.

E. A Partial Catalogue of Metric Theories

All metric theories contain a metric gii' which

governs the lengths of laboratory rods and t'he
ticking .of .atomic clocks in accordance with ds 2

= gijdxldx3, and which influences the motion of
stressed matter in accordance with _7 • 1" = 0.

In only one significant way do various metric

theories differ: their law for the generation of

the metric. In general relativity theory, the
metric is generated directly by the stress-energy

of matter and of non-gravitational fields. In the

scalar-tensor theories of Brans and Dicke (Ref.

11), and of Bergmann (Ref. 53) (as specialized

and made compiete by Wagoner, Ref. 54), the

matter and non-gravitational fields generate a

scaIar gravitational field d_; then 4> acts together

with the matter and fields to generate the metric.

In other theories, e. g. , that of Whitehead (Ref. 36),

there exists a global Lorentz metric qi;, which
does not affect matter directly, in addition to the

physical metric g:;. The Lorentz metric acts to-L3
gether with the stress-energy and non-gravitational

fields to produce the physical metric. In still
other theories, e. g. , the generalized Nordstr6m

theory (Refs. 45 and 55), a global Lorentz metric

_lij, together with stress-energy, generates a
scalar field 6; then O_and rlij work together to

generate the physical metric gi:" All these

examples and others are spelle_t out in Table 2.
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aTable2. A partialcatalogueof metric theories of gravity

Theory and references b

1° General relativity

(Ref. 56)

2. Scalar-tensor

theories

3,

a. General case

(Refs. 53 c ,

54)

b. Special cases

(Refs. 11

same as Ref.

57, with rl= -I,

b = 0], 58)

Conformally flat
theories of the

NordstrOm type

a. General case

(Ref. 55)

b. Special cases

(Refs. 45, 46,

59, 60, 61,

62, 63, 64)

4, Stratified

theories with

conformally flat

space slices

(Ref. 55)

a. Einstein

(Ref. 65)

b. Whit row and

Morduch

(Refs. 45, 46)

(They call it

"theory with
variable veloc-

ity of light. ")

c. Modified

Yilmaz (Refs.

51, 52, _5)

d. Ni*s Lagrangian-

based theory
(Ref. 5_)

e. Nils general
stratified

theory

(Ref. q_)

Entities

present

T,g

T

T

_7

¢

g

Generation

scheme

T w__K_g

tr(T) W-_,.-*

(T, $) w--,.-g

(T,_) W--_*

L

Arbitrary parameters and functions

None.

General case (Bergmann-Wagoner): two

arbitrary functions of _; in post-
Newtonian limit (without cosmological

function) -- two arbitrary parameters,
w and A.

Brans-Dicke-Jordan case: one arbitrary

parameter, _; in P-N limit -- A = 0.

Nordtvedt case: one arbitrary function of

@; in P-N limit -- w and A.

General case (Ni): two arbitrary func-

tions of $; in P-N limit -- two arbitrary

parameters, p and q_

Whitrow-Morduch case: one arbitrary

function of _ ; in P-N limit-- q arbi-

trary, p = -4.

Littlewood-Bergmann case: none; in

P-N limit-- q = i/2, p = -4.

Nordstr6m case (Ref. 61): none; in P-N

limit-- q = 0, p = -4.

Nordstr_m-Einstein-Fokker case: none;

in P-N limit-- q = i/2, p = -3.

a. None

b. None

c. None

d. None

e. Two arbitrary functions; in P-N

limit- two arbitrary parameters,

p and q.
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Table2. (contd)

b
Theory and references

5. Action- at- a- distance

theories with

Lorentz invariance

a°

b.

Whitehead

(Ref. 36); see

also Synge

(Ref. 37) and

Schild

(Ref. 66)

Schild' s gener-
alization of

Whitehead

(Ref. 66)

Entities

present

Generation

scheme
Arbitrary parameters and functions

a. None.

b. Two arbitrary functions.

aNotation:

,7--

and h =

t --

g =

T=

tr(T) =

a "background" Lorentz metric whose existence is postulated by the theory.

scalar and symmetric tensor gravitational fields, generated by stress-energy,

which help to generate the physical metric, but which do not act back directly on

matter or non-gravitational fields.

a scalar field which plays the role of a preferred, universal time coordinate.

the physical metric which governs clock rates and rod lengths, and to which matter

responds via_ • T = 0.

the total stress-energy tensor for all matter and non-gravitational fields.

the trace of the stress-energy tensor.

B---_W C means that B generates the field C via a wave-type equation, which has homogeneous

wave-type solutions representing a freely propagating B field.

B AD C means that B generates the field C via a Lorentz-invariant action-at-a-distance

equation.

BL---_-_C means that B generates C in a local, algebraic manneri e.g., (4_,_)_g might

the generation equation gij = e_qij"represent

bsome of these theories were ,incomplete (cf. IIID) in their original forms. Ni (Ref. 55) has com-

pleted them and converted them into metric theories by making minor modifications. A more

detailed version of this catalogue will be given in Ref. 55.

C i
Bergmann s theory (Ref. 53) was not complete in its original form. Wagoner's version (Ref. 54)

completed it by assuming a particular form for the coupling of matter in the field equations.

(Note that Table Z is not a complete catalog; other
metric theories will be added after the authors

have studied them more closely. )

Ill. Parametrized Post-Newtonian (PPN)

Framework

A. Description of the Framework

The solar system, where experiments to dis-

tinguish between metric theories are performed,

has weak gravity,

U = (Newtonian potential) < 10 -6

Moreover, the matter which generates its gravity

moves slowly,

v g = (velocity relative to solar system

center of mass) 2 _< 10 -7

and has small stress and internal energies:
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TalsI (stress divided by density of

Po

rest mass-energy) < 10 -6

H -

p - O0
- (internal energy density per

Po

unit rest mass-energy) < I0 -6

their post-Newtonian limits are very similar; so

similar, in fact, that one can construct a single

post-Newtonian theory of gravity, devoid of any

reference to the fields 4_, h, 7_ of Table 2, which

contains the post-Newtonian limit of each metric

theory as a special case. This all-inclusive post-

Newtonian theory is called the "Parametrized

Post-Newtonian (PPN) framework. " It contains a

set of parameters (called PPN parameters), which

can be specified arbitrarily. One set of values for

these parameters makes the PPN framework iden-

tical to the post-Newtonian limit of general relativ-

ity; another set of values makes it the post-
Newtonian limit of the Brans-Dicke theory; etc.

Consequently, the analysis of solar system experi-

ments using any metric theory of gravity can be

simplified, without significant loss of accuracy,

by a simultaneous expansion in the small parame-

ters U, v z, T_Sl/Qo, and If. Such a "weak-field,

slow-motion expansion" gives: (i) flat, empty

space time at "zero order, " (Z) the Newtonian

treatment of the solar system at "first order, "

and (3) post-Newtonian corrections to the

Newtonian treatment at "second order. "

The formalism of Newtonian theory plus post-

Newtonian corrections is called the "post-

Newtonian limit. " Each metric theory has its own

post-Newtonian limit. Despite the great differ-

ences between the metric theories themselves,

How many parameters does the PPN frame-

work need in order to reproduce the post-Newtonian

limit of every metric theory? Nine parameters

suffice, if one is satisfied to treat all theories

listed in Table 2, except Whitehead and General-

ized Whitehead. The Whitehead theories contain

complexities unknown to other catalogued theories,

so they require an extension of the PPN frame-

work beyond nine parameters.

The restricted, nine-parameter framework
which the authors use was divised by Will (Kef. 5),

and is also presented in Part 9 of Ref. g6. A very

brief exposition of it is given in Table 3 of this

paper. Table 4 contains a list and heuristic

description of its parameters.

Table 3. The nine-parameter PPN framework (Ref. 5; see also Part 9 of Ref. 26)

Coordinate system

Units

Matter variables

The framework uses a particular, nearly globally Lorentz coordinate

system in which the solar systerri's center of mass is at rest, or

nearly so. The coordinates are (t, x 1, x 2, x3); and three-dimensional,

Euclidean vector notation is used through(_ut. All coordinate arbi-

trariness ("gauge freedom") has been removed by specialization of the
coordinates.

Geometrized units are used. These are units in which the speed of

light and the Newtonian gravitational constant (as measured today far

from the solar system in a frame at rest with respect to the distant

galaxies) are unity (c = G = 1).

1. Po = density of rest mass measured in a local Lorentz frame

momentarily comov[ng with the gravitating matter.

2. v a = (dxa/dt)comovin ~ = coordinate velocity of the matter; to
Newtonian precision (_ractional errors % 10 -6 ) this can also be

interpreted as the "proper velocity" or the "Newtonian velocity"

or any other kind of velocity desired.

3. ta_ = stress tensor as measured in a local Lorentz frame
momentarily comoving with the matter.

4. p = l/3(_taa ) = pressure as measured in a local Lorentz frame
momentarily comoving with the matter. This isotropic pressure

is the dominant part of the stress. The much smaller anisotro-

pies are important in maintaining the deformations of planets but

generate completely negligible post-Newtonian corrections in the

solar system.

5. If'= internal energy per unit rest mass. It includes all forms of

uon-rest-ma_s, non-gravitational energy-- e. g. , energy of con-,-

pression and thermal energy. It obeys the first law ot

thermodynamics :

Podll/dt = (p/po)dPo/dr

2O



Table 3. (contd)

PPiN parameters

(see also Table 4)

Metric

Stress-energy tensor

Equations of motion

y,_,6 1' _32' _'3' _34' A I' A2, r_

goo = i - 2U + 2_U 2 - 4_ + _J/

go_ = (7/2) AIV a + (i/2) AzW _

g_ = -(I + 2YU) 6a_

where

/'Po(X', t)

U(x, t) =J_dx' = Newtonian potential

= - ....__. dx _

~ J I_ - x'l ~

@ = _iv2+ _2 U + (1/2)_3H + (3/2)_4p/p o

:f+otX:t>[(xo-x_>+°(x,>]+
d(x,

_ t> j I_-_'I + - d+'

po(X',t)v (x')

=fpo(X',t)vi3(x') (x_ - x_)(x(_ - x')
W (x,t) J

dx I

T °O = Po(l +II + v 2 + 2U)

= +
T °_ po (1 + H + v 2 + 2U) vc_ t 13v _

T a_ = t _3(I - ZYU) + Po (l + rl + v z + 2U)v v_

+ i/2(v t_yVy + v_t yvv)

where I i I
ijkl are Christoffel symbols calculated from the metric.
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Table4. Heuristicdescriptionof the nine PPN parameters

Parameter

Y

[31

_z

[33

[34

%

IX2

What it measures, relative to general relativity

How much space curvature (g_[3) is produced by unit rest mass?

How much nonlinearity is there in the superposition law for

gravity (goo) ?

How much gravity (goo)

II/2) PoVZj?

How much gravity (goo)

energy (PoU)?

How much gravity (goo)

(Po rl)?

How much gravity (goo) is produced by unit pressure (p)?

How much more gravity {goo ) is produced by radial kinetic
energy[(I/g)'_o iv • _)&] -- [. e. , kinetic energy of motion toward

observer -- than by transverse kinetic energy?

How much dragging of inertial frames (go_) is produced by unit

momentum (PoV_) ?

How much easier is it for momentum (PoV_) to drag inertial

frames radially (toward the observer) than in a transverse

direction?

is produced by unit kinetic energy

is produced by unit gravitational potential

is produced by unit internal energy

Value in

general

relativity

A more specialized PPN framework, which

Will used as a guide in constructing his, was

devised by Nordtvedt (Ref. 4), and is used by

Nordtvedt in his paper in this proceedings.

Nordtvedt's framework can be regarded as a

"point-particle limit" of Will's framework.

Whereas Will treats the sun, planets, and moon as

made of stressed, continuous matter, Nordtvedt

treats them as made from "gases" of point parti-

cles (atoms)which interact gravitationally and

electromagnetically. The relationship between

Will's parameters and Nordtvedt's parameters is

given in Table 5.

B. Accuracy of the Framework

How accurate is the PPN framework? Or,

stated more precisely, how accurately does the

post-Newtonian limit agree with the metric theory
from which it comes? In the solar system, where

U, v Z, IToal/p o, and _ are all <10 -6, the post-
Newtonian _'imit makes fractional'errors of <10- 12

in post-Newtoni_n-order quantities, and fractional
errors of <10- in Newtonian-order quantities.

For example, it misrepresents the deflection of llight by <10 -6 X (post-Newtonian deflection) _ 0 -6

arc-s. And it ignores relativistic deformations of

the earth's orbit of magnitude < 10- 12 × (one astro-

nomical unit) ~ 10 cm. Clearly, there is no need

in the 1970s to use higher-order corrections to

the post-Newtonian limit, and hence, no need to

construct a "parametrized post-post-Newtonian
framework. "

Actually, there are a few exceptions to the

claim that the post-Newtonian limit suffices. They

occur where the external universe impinges on and

influences the solar system. For example, gra-

vitational waves propagating into the solar system

from distant sources are ignored by every post-

Newtonian limit and by the PPN framework. They

must be treated using a full metric theory or a

weak-field, "fast-motion" approximation to one.

Similarly, time dependence of the "gravitational

constant, " induced by expansion of the universe,

is beyond the scope of the PPN framework.

C. PPN Parameters for Various Metric Theories

Ni (Ref. 55) and Will (Refs. 5 and 67) have

calculated the values of the nine PPN parameters

corresponding to each metric theory catalogued
in Table 2. Those values are listed in Table 6.

Table 6 shows some surprising regularities

in the PPN parameter values. For example, in

every theory listed, A 2 = 1, _ = 0, and[3 3 = l;

and in several, [34 = y and 2131 = Y + 1. Nordvedt
(Ref. 68) and Will (Refs. 69 and 70) have shown

that one can put theory-independent constraints

such as these on the values of the parameters by

demanding, for example, that the predicted flat-

space speed of propagation of gravity should be

the same as that of light for any theory of gravity.

This is a special case of a more stringent demand,

stated in the following terms: the post-Newtonian

m,_tric of any well behaved theory of gravity (when

written in a particular gauge) should be invariant
under a Lorentz transformation of the coordinate

system far from the matter. This demand leads

to the following constraints on the PDN
parameters:

gg



Table 5. Relationship between Will's PPN parameters (Ref. 5)

and those of Nordtvedt (Ref. 4) a

Will Nordtvedt

Y

_2

133

84

_2

Y

1/4 (4a" + 1 - X)

I/Z (3¥ - _')

Absent (because of point-particle approximation)

Absent (because of point-particle approximation)

R Ill _ _(

(8/7)__ (1/7)x

8&'+ X

aThese relations cannot be inverted to give Nordtvedtls parameters in terms of Willis because one of

Nordtvedtts parameters is arbitrary, corresponding to an arbitrariness in his coordinate system.

Table 6. Values of PPNparameters for metric theories catalogued in Table Z

[based on calculations by Ni (Ref. 55), Will (Ref. 5), and Nordtvedt (Ref. 58) ]

Theory and its

parameters Y

i. General relativity I

(none) a

2. Scalar-tensor 1 +

theories (_, A) a 2 +

3. Conformally flat - 1
theories of Nord-

strom type (p,q)

4. Stratified theories

with conformally

flat space slices

a. Einstein

b. Whitrow-

Murduch

c. Modified 1

Yilmaz a

_. Ni's

Lagrangian-

based theory a

e. Ni's second

theory

(p, q )a

_l _2 _3 84

I I I I I 0

3 + 2_ 1 + 2_ I + _0
1 +A _ 4 + 2_ A 1 2 + _ 0

1-q 0 1 l 0 or 07P
.1 hr

0 0 0 1 0 0

-1 0 0 l 0 0

1 0 0 1 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 0

1
I - q 0 _p I 0 or 0

_1 b

A /',
1 2

1 1

10+7_

1 1
--f

1
-7 1

1

-7 1

1 "
-7 i

1

-7 i

1

-7 1
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Table 6. (contd)

Theory and its

parameters

5. Whitehead and

Generalized

Whitehead

Require more than nine parameters for their description.

A 2

aThese theories are currently viable. All others in the table disagree violently with one experi-

ment or another (see Table 7).

bThe value of _4 depends on what generates the scalar field of the theory: rest mass ([34 = 0) or

the trace of the stress-energy tensor ([34 = - 1).

A2+%-I = 0

4Pl = 2Y + 2 + _ (9)

7A I +A 2 = 4y + 4

(see Ref. 70). These constraints are violated by

all the scalar-metric theories in Table 6 (theories

4a, b, c, d, e).

One can also insist that any well behaved

theory of gravity should have integral conserva-

tion laws. If one demands that an isolated gravi-

tating system (in otherwise empty space.) should

possess a conserved [our-mome. ntum pl and a

conserved angular momentum jtj (which contains

six conserved quantities -- three for the ordinary

angular momentum [j01[3]and three expressing

uniform motion of the center of mass [joa]) _

then one is led (iR.ef.70) to the following con-

straints on the parameters:

l

_i = g(_ + i) _ = 0

i

ff2 = 2 (3"_ - 2_ + l) A 1 = -_(4y + 3)

_3 = i A 2 = 1

(10)

f34 = Y

IV. Experiments and Their PPN Interpretations

One can regard solar system gravity experi-

ments as attempts to measure the PPN parameters

and thereby disprove as many theories as possible.

In the following sections we list a variety of ex-

periments performed in the past or performable

in the 1970s, and we describe how their outcomes

depend upon the values of the PPN parameters.

A. Experiments to Measure y

[Recall that "fmeasures how much space cur-

vature is produced by unit rest mass.]

I. Deflection of Electromagnetic Waves

According to general relativity, electromag-

netic waves (light) passing near the sun should be

deflected through an angle of

4GM O R O

aGR = _ - (1'.'75 arc)--_ (11)

where M O and R O are the sun's mass and
radius,-and _ is the impact paranleter of the, pho-

tons (Fief. 56). The PPN framework predicts the

alternative deflection angle

l

app N = -_(1 + y)C_GR (12)

(For derivation see, e. g. , Part 9 of Ref. 26. )

The quasar radio-wave experiments of Muhleman,

Ekers, and Fon_alont (Ref. 71) and of Seielstad,

Sran_ek, and Weiler (Kef. 72) yield

These constraints art. satisfied only by general

relativity, by scalar-tensor theories, and by

Nordstrq_m-type theories with p = 2q - 4 -- and

perhaps by other theories not treated in this

paper. Of course, th.s_, are purely theoretical
constraints on the values of the. parameters, and

should themselves be subjected to r.xperimental

scrutiny (see, for example, IVC4, and l<ef. 69).

aEXP 1 04 +0. 15
: -0 10

GR

[MEF]

°EX_.___._P : 1. O1 ±0. 12 [SSW]
_y

GR

(13)
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corresponding to

+0.30 [MEF]y = 1.08 -0. Z0

= l. OZ*o. z4 [ssw]
(14)

where v is the velocity of the gyroscope and U is

the Newtonian gravitational potential. The PPN

franqework predicts the alternative angular veloc-

ity of precession

_geod. , PPN = I(1 + Z_/)_geod., GR (20)

2. Radar Time Delay

A radar beam passing near the sun suffers a

relativistic time delay with a complicated depen-

dence on impact parameter, according to general

relativity (Ref. 73; see also Refs. 74, 75, and 76).

The dominant part of the general r_lativistic round-

trip delay is

ArGR = 4GM Q

(15)

where _ is the ray's impact parameter and a T and

a R are the radii (distance from sun) of th'e tran's-

rnitter and' reflector. The PPN framework pre-

dicts the alternative delay

A'PPN : l(1 + _/)A_-GR (I6)

(For derivation see, e.g., part 9 of Ref. 26.

The passive-radar experiments by Shapiro re-

ported at this conference yield

ATEx p

&TGR _ 1.015 4-0.05, _/ = 1.03 4-0.10

(17)

(For derivation see, e.g., Part 9 of Ref. 26; for

further discussion see the papers of Everitt and

O'Connell in this proceedings, and references

cited therein. )

B. Experiments to Measure _3 and _/

1. Perihelion Shifts

The perihelion of a planetary orbit (or drag-

free satellite orbit) should shift forward slightly

each time the body "circles" its orbit, according

to general relativity (Ref. 78). All nonrelativistic

contributions to the perihelion shift are well

known and can be subtracted out of the data, except

the shift produced by the (unknown) solar quadru-

pole moment. The combined general relativistic

shift and quadrupole shift per orbit is given by

ZT_o
a(l e 2) kP'GR;

R 2/M_
12)' t_

kp, GR = 1 + JZ
ga(1 - e 2)

(21)

Here _a and e_ are the semimajor axis and eccen-

tricity of the planetary orbit, and Jg is a standard
measure of the solar quadrupole moment defined

by

The Mariner VI and VII active-radar experiments

reported at this conference by Anderson, Muhleman,

and Esposito yield

AT
EXP

- 1.024-0.04, y = 1.04 4-0.08
ATGR

(i8)

3. Geodetic Gyroscope Precession

A gyroscope in a satellite orbiting the earth

should precess relative to the distant stars,

according to general relativity (Ref. 77). The

dominant part of the precession is due to the space

curvature, which is regulated bye, in the PPN

framework. This dominant part, called the

"goedetic precession" or "de Sitter precession "

has an angular velocity of

3 vx_7U
_geod. ,GR = _ 19)

U = (Newtonian potential of sun)

3 cos Z 0 I
(£z)

g r I 2

(J2 would be near 1 if the sun were rotating near
break-up speed.) The PPN framework predicts

the alternative shift per orbit

a(l - e 2) kp, PPN;

2-_+£y
kp, PPN - 3 + J£

2a( 1 - e 2)

(£3)
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(For derivationsee,e.g., Part 9of Ref.26.)
Shapiro'sexperimentalresults, obtainedby com-
biningall availableopticalandradardatafor
severalplanets,andreportedat this conference,
are

(Xp)Mercury = 0. 98 ± 0.01 (24)

-5
J2 <_ 3 x i0 (25)

(The limit on 32 is obtained by comparing \is for
different planets. ) By combining these data_with

formula (23) for kp, PPN' we obtain

-_(2 - G + 2`/) = 0. 98 + 0.01- 0. I0 (26)

and by combining this with the Mariner time-delay

value for y (Eq. 18), we obtain

= 1. 14 + 0.2 (27)
-0.3

2. Periodic Effects in Qrbits

General relativity produces periodic, non-

cumulative perturbations in planetary and drag-

free satellite orbits (Ref. 79). The perturbations

have amplitudes - GM O -1 kin, independently of
how far the body is away from the sun. In the

PPN framework these perturbations will depend

on the same parameters, t_ and N, as the peri-

helion shift; but the precise nature of the depen-
dence has never been calculated.

C. Experiments to Measure Other Parameters

1. Frame- Dragging Gyroscope Precession

According to general relativity the earth, as

it rotates, should "drag along" the inertial frames

near it. This (very small) frame dragging should

produce Coriolis forces in any reference frame
fixed relative to the distant stars, and it should

therefore cause a gyroscope to precess relative to

the distant stars (see, e.g., Refs. 77 and b0).

The angular velocity of this 'frame-dragging" or

'lens-Thirring" precession should be

o I_J + 3(J • r)r]< f.d.,OR -- 75 - -r3 .... ]
(28)

where J is the earth's angular momentum vector
and r is the vector from the ,arth's center to the

gyroscope's position. The PPN framework pre-
dicts the alternative angular v_,locity.

7 + I ) (29)_f.d. ,PPN : _ A1 g A2 _f. d. ,GR

(For derivation see, e.g., Part 9 of Ref. 26;

for further discussion see the papers of Everitt

26

and O'Connell in this proceedings, and refer-
ences cited therein.)

2. Polarization of the Lunar Orbit by the Sun

Nordtvedt (Ref. 4) has pointed out that in most

relativistic theories of gravity, but not in general

relativity, massive, self-gravitating bodies should

violate the equivalence principle. This "Nordtvedt

effect" was discovered independently by Dicke

(Ref. 81), using elementary arguments about the

response of gravitational energy to gravity. (See

also Ref. 3.) The Nordtvedt effect produces a

number of phenomena in the soIar system which

are potentially observable; Nordtvedt enumerates

them in his paper in this proceedings. The most

promising of these is a "polarization" of the

earth-moon orbit due to the fact that the moon

should fall toward the sun with a greater accelera-

tion than does the earth. This polarization re-

suits in an eccentricity in the orbit which points

always toward the sun and has amplitude

6r = 84013Y + 4[3 - 7A 1

--_(2_ + 2B 2 - 3,/ + A 2 - 2) cm

(30)

(See e.g. , Ref. 82 for derivation of this particular

formula.) Bender, in this proceedings, expresses

considerable optimism about measuring or plac-

ing limits on this effect by means of lunar laser-

ranging data.

3. Other Manifestations of the Nordtvedt

Effect

Other manifestations of the Nordtvedt effect,

listed and discussed in Nordtvedt's paper in these

proceedings, look less promising experimentally

but might be measurable in the 1970s. They in-

clude polarizations of planetary and spacecraft

orbits by Jupiter (same parameter dependence as

lunar orbit polarization, Eq. 30); also an anomaly

in Kepler's third law for the sun-Jupiter system

(same parameter dependence); also a displace-

ment of the stable triple point of Lagrange for two

orbiting masses (same parameter dependence);

also time-dependent perturbations in the "gravi-

tational acceleration" g measured by a gravimeter

attached to the earth's surface (different param-

eter dependence; see end of 4, below).

4. Gravimeter Measurements ("Earth

Tides" )

The PPN formalism predicts a variety of

time-dependent, relativistic perturbations of

gravimeter measurements on the earth's surface --

perturbations which are all absent in general rela-

tivity. The largest of these is caused by an

anisotropy in the (Cavendish-measured) gravita-

tional "constant," which in turn is due to motion

of the earth through the "ether" (Ref. 69). A

number of different "ethers" with different prop-

erties are predicted by various gravitation theo-

ries. An ether that perturbs gravimeter mea-

surements is present in any theory with parameters

A 2 + r. - 1 /_ 0. (For an example of such a theory
see Ref. 69.) This type of ether produces not only



gravimeter perturbations but also a different

speed of propagation for gravitational waves than

for light (cf. IIIC). The gravimeter perturba-

tions, as calculated by Will (Ref. 69), are

1 l)(v • e )2 (31)a-i : I --_(a2+ ¢- -r
g

where v is the earth's velocity relative to the

ether, and e r is a unit vector pointing from the

earth's center toward the gravimeter's location.

As the earth rotates, e r rotates, andAg/g fluctu-

ates with a sidereal 12-h period. Taking as a

reasonable guess

v -= (velocity of earth through ether)

~ ~ (velocity of earth through'galaxy)

one finds

(amplitude of _g)g - (A2 + _ " i)(3 X i0 -8) (32)

Actual gravimeter measurements show fluctu-

ations with amplitude _ 5 X i0 -8 and with dominant

periods of 12 solar hours (due to solar tidal ef-

fects), 12 lunar hours (due to lunar tidal effects),

and 12 sidereal hours (due to the declination of the

lunar and solar orbits). All these effects are

well accounted for by standard Newtonian theory,

and in particular, there is no sign of any anoma-

lous 12-sidereal-hour effect down to amplitude

_i0 -9 (see Ref. 69). Hence, gravimeter experi-

ments place a very tight limit on _2 + _ - i:

A + % - ii< 3 X i0 "2 (33)

Other gravimeter perturbations, too small to

show up in current gravimeter data, are spelled

out at the end of Nordtvedt's paper in this pro-

ceedings (see also Ref. 83). The translation from

Nordtvedt's notation (N) to Will's (W) for the

parameters involved is

(26 + a' - Y - 2) N = (2S + 27 - 2B 2 - 2)W (34a)

(4 A' + 4A' - 2 - 27) N = --'_(7A 1 + _2 - 47 - 4)W

(34b)

1

(a, - 4a, -X-_-zX)N = 7 Is7 - 4% - aZ)w (34c)

n N [ ( 8 _) 1 4 ff m 37 - ×)N

1

: :(7a 1 - 4_- 3-_) w

( 34 d)

The post-Newtonian limit of Whitehead's

theory of gravity is too complex to fit into Will's

nine-parameter version of the PPN formalism.

However, Will (Ref. 69) has calculated its

gravimeter predictions directly. He finds that

the galaxy should produce an anisotropy in the

(Cavendish-measured) gravitational "constant,"

and thence in gravimeter readings, given by

[Newtonian potential due
Ag/g _ to galaxy at earth )

/angle made at gravimeter by\

X cos2_ earth's center and galaxy's )
center

The amplitude of these 12-sidereal-hour perturba-
tions is _2 >< 10 -7- a factor of 200 greater than

the experimental limit on them. Hence, White-

head's theory of gravity cannot possibly be correct.

5. Cavendis h Experiments

According to general relativity, Cavendish

experiments to measure the gravitational "con-

stant" Gloca 1 must yield a single, universal num-

ber, independent of orientation of the test masses

or location in space time. No so in most other

theories of gravity. They predict (1) a change of

Gloca 1 with time due to expansion of the universe
(not analyzable in the PPN framework); (2) varia-

tions in space due to the proximity of matter

[given in the PPN framework by

AGloca I = -G0(2_5 + 2"i - 262 - 2)U (35)

where Gm is the value of Gloca 1 in isolation (at

"infinity"), and U > 0 is the Newtonian potential

due to nearly matter; see Refs. 58, 69 and 83];

and (3) variations with velocity and orientation of

the Cavendish apparatus, due to motion through

the "ether" (given in the PPN framework by

Z_Gloca I = Gco[I(461 + 27 + i - 7Al)V2

- + 1)(z .e )2]
_r J

(36)

where v is the velocity of the apparatus relative

to the ether, ande r is the unit vector between the

two masses of the apparatus; see Ref. 69).

These effects all show up in gravimeter

readings (4 above) as well as in Cavendish experi-

ments. Cavendish experiments performed thus

far- by contrast with gravimeter measurements --

have been too insensitive to detect any of these

effects or place significant limits on their param-

eters. A Cavendish experiment of sensitivity

-10-11 would be required to detect with 10% pre-

cision the typical predicted variations in Gloca 1

due to the sun's changing Newtonian potential

along the earth's eccentric orbit. In an
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interplanetaryspacecraftwith fairly eccentric
orbit a sensitivityof _lO-8 wouldbeadequate.

6. Active Versus Passive Gravitational Mass

The Cavendish experiments of the last section

can be discussed from several different view-

points. The viewpoint used above attributes varia-

tions in the attraction between Cavendish masses

to variations in the local gravitational "constant. "

Another viewpoint, used below, declares that the

gravitational "constant" is a true, universal con-

stant, and that variations in the attraction must

be due to variations in the "active gravitational

masses" of the attracting bodies.

This viewpoint requires one to distinguish

carefully between the four different masses that

can be attributed to a body. _` The inertial mass

m I is the mass which resists acceleration:

F = mia, i.e.,(force)

= (inertial mass) x (acceleration)

for a body momentarily at rest

(37)

(no special relativistic effects)

The conserved mass m C is the "rest mass" which

enters into the energy-momentum conservation

laws of special relativity and classical mechanics.

When one measures an atom's "mass" by mass

spectroscopy (bending a beam in a magnetic field),

the resulting number is ml; when one measures

its mass by applying energy-momentum conserva-

tion laws to nuclear reactions, the resulting num-

ber is m C. These two types of measurements

yield the same results to a precision of

m I - m c I 10 -6

I me I<
(38)

for typical atoms. The passive gravitational

mass of a body mp tells how much force must be
applied to prevent the body from falling in a static,

external Newtonian gravitational field

F = -mp_Uex t (39)

The Dicke-E6tvhs experiment reveals that labora-

tory bodies of widely differing chemical composi-

tion have the same ratio of rap/m, to a precision
of < 3 × 10 -11. The active gravitational mass

m A tells how much "l/r" Newtonian gravitational

field is produced by a body

-G=mA 1
U = + terms of higher order in -- (40)

r r

Here G=o is a "universal" gravitational constant
which one might choose, for example, by

Bondi (Ref. 84) distinguishes three types of mass:
have added "conserved" mass.

demanding that m A = m C for a small sphere of
some standard substance (e.g. , carbon) far from

all other matter ("at infinity").

In the language of "inertial," "conserved,"

"active," and "passive" mass, the PPN predic-

tion (Eqs. 35, 36) for the dependence of a

Cavendish measurement on location, velocity,

and direction reads

Am A AGloca 1

m C G¢o

= -(2_ + 2_ - 2_2 - 2)Uex t

+ I(4_i + 2_ + 1 - 7AI)Z 2

(41)

1
_(_2 ÷ _ " 1)(v. er)2

i.e. , it says that the active mass of a body de-

pends on the external Newtonian potential it re-

sides in, on its velocity through the ether, and

on the angle 8 = cos -1 (v . er/V) between the

field point and the velocity direction. (Note that

dependence on 8 means the active mass is

anisotropic!) These variations in active mass,

as emphasized in 4 and 5 above, have shown up

most sensitively thus far in their influence on

gravime.ter measurements (measurements of
earth's active mass).

The PPN formalism predicts yet another

type of variation in mA/mC: a variation with

chemical composition and with self-gravitational

energy

m A
_---- 1 = 2(2_31 _4- l)Ekin

Ein___t

C " _ + (133 - i) mc

Eke_.__t E

- % mc + (6¥ - 4_2 - _4 - I) graVmc

(42)

(For derivation see Part 9 of Ref. 26, and Refs.

68 and 70.) Here Eki n is the kinetic energy of all

the nucleons in all the atoms of the gravitating

body; Ein t is the internal energy (electrostatic,

nuclear binding, etc.) of all the atoms; Eke t is a

projection of the bodyls "kinetic-energy tensor"
on the direction toward the observer:

Eke t = _ 0(Z " e r) d3x (43)

and Egra v 0 is the sel_-gravitational energy of
the body.

"inertial," "active," and "passive." To these we
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Thereis nohopeof measuringthedependence
onself-gravitationalenergy. Thereis alsono
hopeof measuringtheanisotropyin mA produced
by Eket. Thecontributionsto suchananisotropy
from eachnucleus(dueto deviationsfrom spheri-
cal symmetry)wouldaverageto zerooverall the
(randomlyoriented)nucleiin a laboratory-sized
body,andEket wouldtake theform

ke av. overnuclei =3"Ekin

Thusthevariationin mA/mCtakestheform, for
laboratory-sizedbodies,

mA 1 Ekin Ein_____t
-- -1 =Z(Z_l - _4" 1 - _ _)--_--_- + (_3- 1)
m C m CG

However, the "active-versus-passive-mass"

experiment of Kreuzer (Ref. 85) would have re-

vealed the dependences on Eki n and Ein t if the

relevant parameter combinations (2_i - _4 - 1

i/6_; 63 - i) were near unity. Kreuzer finds

that bromine and fluorine have the same ratio of

mA/mpto a precision < 5 X 10 -5 . Since mD/m I

and mp/m C are independent of chemical corn_ posi-

tion to higher precision than this (see above), one

concludes that

(mA/m C) - (mA/m C)
Fluorine Bromine

(m A/rn C )
Bromine

<5× 10 -5

(44)

The kinetic energies of bromine and fluorine, as

evaluated using the "Uniform Model of Wigner"

(Ref. 86, pp. 266-Z70), are

Ekinl = T

MC".'Tr"---/ F 1.004 MAMU° ,

iEkin =1OO9To
\ MC ]Br " MAM'U

(45a)

where T O is a constant energy defined by Blatt and

Weisskopf (Ref. 86), MAM U is the energy of one

atomic mass unit, and

T
O

" = 0. 0140

MAMU

(45b)

The internal energies, Ein t = [-(measured bind-

ing energy) - Ekin], are

iEint /Eint 
rW }F---0.0224, C j}Br=-°°'34

(45c)

Consequently, unless there is a fortuitous can-

cellation of kinetic and in_ernal contributions,

Kreuzer's experiment yields the limits

1 3.11< _o.o (46)

Of course, the PPN formalism is rather cava-

lier in its lumping of all types of internal energy

into a single entity, 11. A more cautious treat-

ment would separate the electromagnetic energy,

the nuclear binding energy, etc., and would write

II = HEM + IINB + ...

It would also separate out the stresses tjk due to
the electromagnetic field, the nuclear pion fields,

etc. ; and it would include a provision for gravi-

tation produced by anisotropic stresses. Corre-

spondingly it would introduce separate PPN

parameters _ EM, _3, NB, 64, EM, 64, PION, "'"
for all possibl_ sources of gravity; and it would

use the Kreuzer experiment to put limits on as

many of these parameters as possible. Such an

analysis is underway in the authors' group.

V. Conclusion

Experiments to date place the following limits

on the PPN parameters:

y = 1.04 ±0.08

+0.2
f_ = 1.14 -0.3

1a2+ -11 o.o3

_ 1_ <0.04]Z_l 64- 1--& ~

163- i[ 5 0.05

(time delay and

light deflection)

(perihelion shift plus

time delay)

(gravimeter measure-
ments)

(Kreuzer measure-

ment of mA/mp)

(Kreuze r measure-

ment of mA/rrp)

(47)

Comparison of these experimental results with

the parameter values of various theories (Table 6)

enables one to "pass judgment" on the theories

(see Table 7). All theories are thereby disproved

except general relativity, the scalar-tensor the-

ories (Brans-Dicke-Jordan; Bergmann-Wagoner),

Ni's theories, and possibly the modified Yilmaz

theory. However, other theories not yet studied

by the authors might also survive the comparison

with experiment.

As indicated in Table 7, higher-precision

measurements of time delay, light deflection, and

perihelion shift are needed to test the scalar-

tensor theories, while successful completion of

the Stanford gyroscope experiment and of the

lunar laser ranging experiment (Nordtvedt effect)
are needed to test the theories of Yilmaz and Ni.
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Table 7. Comparison of theory and experiment for the metric theories of Table 2

Theory and its parameters Status

General Relativity Agrees with all experiments to date.

Scalar-tensor theories Agree with time-delay and deflection experiments:

(co,A) to lff accuracy if co > Z3,

*I.

3. Confo rmally- flat

theories of Nordstrom

type (p, q)

4. Stratified theories with con-

formally flat space slices

a. Einstein

b. Whitrow- Murduch

c. Modified Yilmaz a

d. Ni's Lagragian-

based theory a

e. Ni's general stratified

theory (p q)a

5. Whitehead' s theory

Generalized Whitehead

to 20- accuracy if _ > 6.

Agree with perihelion shift measurements:

to 1_ accuracy if _0. 16 < A < 0. 34,

to 2_ accuracy if -0.46 < A < 0. 64.

Agree completely with gravimeter and I<reuzer experiments.

Future experiments should concentrate on pushing co toward +m

and A toward 0 (general relativity limit). This is best done by

experiments of highest precision -time delay, light deflec-

tion, and perihelion shift.

Disagree violently with time-delay and light-deflection

experiments.

Disagrees violently with time delay, light deflection, and

perihelion shifts.

Diagrees violently with time delay and light deflection.

Agrees completely with time delay, light deflection, and peri-

helion shifts. Disagrees mildly but not conclusively with

Kreuzer experin]en£ (dependence of active mass on chemical

composition). More careful theoretical analysis of [<reuzer

experiment might rule it out conclusively.

Predicts zero dragging of inertial frames by earth's rotation;

would thus be tested by Stanford gyroscope experiment.

Predicts a polarization amplitude of 71 m for the lunar orbit

(Nordtvedt effect); would thus be tested by lunar laser ranging.

Agrees with all experiments to date.

Predicts zero dragging of inertial frances by earth's rotation;

would thus he tested by Stanford gyroscope experiment.

Predicts a polarization amplitude of 67 n] for the lunar orbit

(Nordtvedt effect); would thus be tested by lunar laser ranging.

Agrees with all experiments to date.

Predicts zero dragging of inertial frances by earth's rotation;

would thus he tested by Stanford gyroscope experiment.

Predicts a polarization amplitude of 280 (g6 - 10q - p) cm for

the lunar orbit; would thus be tested by lunar laser ranging.

Agrees with time delay, light deflection, and perihelion shifts.

Disagrees violently with gravimeter measurements (see IVC4

of text).

Has not yet been studied adequately to compare with

experiment.

*These theories are currently viable.
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Davies, in his contribution to this proceedings,

a_igues that experimenters should not take the

l_imN framework too seriously because theorists

are generally less clever than nature. We agree.

The PPN framework might indeed be too narrow to

encompass the correct theory of gravity; so each

experimenter should state the results of his experi-

ment not in the PPN language, but instead in highly

empirical language. Nevertheless, experimenters

will forgive theorists like us, we hope, if we use

the PPN framework to get a rough measure of the

meaning of their experiments. And they will ap-

plaud the PItoN framework, we hope, whenever it

proposes new experiments to distinguish various

gravitation theories from each other. Indeed, new

experiments it has been proposing fron_ time to

time during the last few years: experiments to

measure the "polarization" of lunar and planetary

orbits (IVC2 above); other experiments to detect

other consequences of the Nordtvedt effect (IVC3):

and experiments to measure anisotropies in the

gravitational "constant" (IVC4 and IVC5).
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Testsof the]_quivalencePrincipleandGravitationTheoryUsingSolarSystemBodies

KennethNordtvedt,Jr.
MontanaStateUniversity

I. Introduction

The Equivalence Principle of Einstein is the

assertion that uniform gravitational fields (real-

istic gravitational fields neglecting their gra-
dients) and accelerated coordinate systems are

locally indistinguishable; they yield equivalent

experimental results (Ref. 1). By invoking this

principle, one expects all bodies to be accelerated

at the same rate in a given external gravitational

field.

In Newtonian language the ratio of the accel-

eration of a body to the gravitational field in which

it is located is _iven by the passive .uravitational

to inertial mass ratio;

\M i I ex (1)

substantial amount of the same. A typical

laboratory object is of the former class, its _rav-

itational potential energy being of order 10 -2`* its

mass energy.

A wide class of theories can be constructed

so that all Iaboratory objects, independent of

their internal nature, fall at the same rate in a

gravitational field. Given a body which: (1) is in

internal equilibrium,and (Z) is not experiencing

external forces, then the volume integral of the

body's energy density equals the volume integral

of the body's contracted scalar energy density;

T d 3 / 3
x : Td x,

oo

T : T -T -T -T
oo xx yy zz

(2)

I will describe possible experiments which

can measure with precision the M./M.. ratio of

celestial bodies. Also, I will briefly indicate _n

what manner such measurements are deep probes

of the post-Newtonian structure of _ravitation
theories.

II. Discussion

Bodies for which the Mg/M i ratio are mea-
sured can be divided into two classes: (1) those

bodies containing negligible internal gravitational

potential energy; and (2) those bodies containing a

Any gravitational theory which in the Newtonian

limit couples the gravitational potentials to a

linear combination of Too and T will fulfill the

Equivalence Principle for laboratory objects. In

particular the scalar-tensor theories fulfill this

(Refs. 2 and 3). Laboratory bodies supported on

the earth's surface by solid-state contact forces

have their Too integral differ from the T integral

by order 10-18 the body's mass energy, so non-

null experimental results might be found at that
level. The E_tvgs (Ref. 4) and Princeton (Ref. 5)

experiments have verified the constancy of Mg/M i
for such bodies to order 10 -lI.
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Celestial bodies on the other hand have

internal gravitational potential energies of order

10-8 to 10-5 their mass energy. We inquire

therefore whether the M_/M i ratio of these bodies

is altered at this level d_e to the presence of the

internal gravitational energy.

Phenomenologically the acceleration of a

rotating massive fluid body in an external gravita-

tional field-_e x can be expressed as follows:

Consider now the gravitational three body

problem; a third body M x perturbs atwo-body sys-

tem M 1 and M 2. The relative acceleration of the

two bodies produced by the third body is given by

(Ref. 6)

¥-

--[i+a - gex

+ j2 _ [ gex
where

(3)

__ = GM x a'-'_ _ M_. ]1 ]

GM _F/M \ M ]

(x,)d3xd3x 'u : -_P(_) P

_J fx- x-_l

is the gravitational potential energy in the body, J

is the body's angular momentum, and_ its moment

of inertia. Experiments are sought which will

measure non-zero values of the dimenslonless

parameters q and q'.

GMx[

+ octupolar term

+ • • • (5)

For celestial bodies which are not on the

verge of centrifugal breakup, rotational energy is

much smaller than the body's gravitational poten-

tial energy, so I will concentrate on detection of

possible q effects.

First consider Kepler's Third Law for the

sun-Jupiter system:

[ (>i) (>>]2R 3 : G M s + Mj

J s

(4)

If it is assumed that

i + i0 -5 m i + 10 -8

s

and

Mj-- = 10 -3
M

S

then a part in 10 8 correction to the law will

result.

To detect this will require that Jupiter's

orbit frequency and orbit radius be measured to

better than a part in 10 8 accuracy, while themass

of Jupiter must be known to better than a part in
10 5 .

If bodies M I and MZ have different M /M. ratiosg t
their orbit is polarized by M x in a dipole manner,
in addition to the dominant classical Newtonian

perturbations which are quadropolar and octupolar

polarizations.

Applying these considerations to the sun's

effect on the earth-moon system leads to a per-

turbation on the earth-moon distance:

1 1013
5rEM (t) _ _ 6 cos(w- R) + cm (6)

with

=/>/ -( Loon
\ i /earth

co = the moon's angular frequency around the
earth

_2 = the earth's angular frequency around the

sun

If the lunar laser ranging experiment can

ultimately detect a range oscillation of this fre-

quency to accuracy 3 cm, then a 6 of size g X l0 -12

can be detected, bettering the fractional accuracy

of the laboratory Equivalence Principle experi-

ments. The magnitude of 5 calculated in the

Brans-Dicke scalar-tensor gravitational theory is

about 1.5 X 10 -10 while General Relativity predicts

5 = 0 (Ref. 7).

Are there other sources which produce per-

turbations of the same frequency on the
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earth-moon distance, possibly making detection of

this effect difficult or impossible?

(i) The classical octupolar perturbation con-

tributes at this frequency. However the

orbital parameters of the lunar orbit are

known to sufficient accuracy to calculate

this classical effect and look for

residuals.

(z) The sun's illumination of the lunar sur-

face and an accompanying thermal expan-
sion wave travels around the moon at

this frequency. The effect of crustal
movement on the distance from the earth

to the laser reflector can be minimized

by using lunar polar locations or ±90 °

longitude locations. Also, if the reflector

is at a lunar longitude other than directly

toward the earth, then out of phase,

sin (w- _2) t, range signals will be gen-

erated which will be solely thermal in

origin, allowing direct measurement of
the thermal effect. Workers who have

theoretically estimated the thermal

expansion effect conclude that it will be

negligible.

Laser ranging to an earth orbiting satellite

could also be used to sea'rch for an Equivalence

Principle violation; however the orbit's range per-
turbation diminishes with orbit radius as r3] 2, so

large satellite orbits must be used.

If we consider a possible dipole polarization

by Jupiter on the earth orbit around the sun, this

will amount to about 1 km assuming

6 = 10 .5
S

There are some consequences of Mg/M i _ 1
in the solar system which exploit resonance con-
ditions to amplify the size of the perturbations.

Let the galaxy's mass M_ at distance Ra perturb

the earth orbit. Assuming a solar 6 soi _order

10 -5, the earth's orbit is polarized toward the

galactic center by an amount (Ref. 6)

3GMg 6s cos wEt (7)
6r(t) = 2 R2 _EflE

g

where

= the earth's orbital frequency_E

and

'--_ = the earth's total perihelion precession
E

frequency

This orbital pcrturbation amounts to about 13 kin,

but I know of no efficient way to observationally

disentangle this fixed polarization from the very

slowly advancing natural eccentricity of the earth's
orbit.

The stable triple point of LaGrange for two

orbiting masses is also effected by Equivalence

Principle violations. For the earth-sun system

the stable point moves toward the earth by (Ref. 8)

25R E _ 103 km m 3 X i0 -3 s (8)

if

6
S

-5
= i0

This suggests placing a satellite at the earth-sun

triple point and ranging on that satellite as it

wanders about the equilibrium point.

The Trojan asteroids which wander near the

Jupiter-sun triple points will have their equilib-

rium positions shifted also. As viewed from the

earth this movement would amount to about i" of

arc (Ref. 6).

What can experimental results on M_/M i for
9massive bodies tell us about gravitation theories

Below is an outline of the calculation of M_/M; for

massive bodies in geometrical gravitation_l

theories.

Starting from the action integral for an assem-

bly of particles which possess both mass and

electromagnetic charge (Refs. 3, 7, and 9),

1

+ei'.{x

(x, t)
dx _ dx v

dt dt

,/ _ d4xF_v F_v (9)

the equation of motion of each particle can be

obtained. The space-time metric g_v (x,t) which
appears in Eq. (9) is assumed to be given by a

parameterized expansion in a set of gravitational

potentials produced by all the matter in the world,

including that matter external and internal to the

assembly of particles under consideration.

From the equation of motion of each particle,

the equation of motion of the entire assembly of

particles is obtained by proper averaging; this

collection of particles is assumed to be in the

Newtonian gravitational field of an external mass.
We then identify the M_/M: ratio for the massive

body. Will and Thorne (Ref. 10) have obtained the

same results using a hydrodynamical model for a

massive body plus the curved space conservation

equations
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velocities T-i and accelerations a i, the



parameterized space-time metric including the q' = (8A' + 213 + × - a' - 2)

potentials needed to solve this problem is (Ref. 7)

goo = 1 - 2++ 2_ 2

m.m.

I +__A__I
+ 2a' E rij _IF'-'Fil l-F__lJ

ij

_i mi --

+X - -

• r  ilr r +''"

i Ir -ril

= 0 in General Relativity (1 lb)

If the metrical gravitation theory is in accord

with Special Relativity, then all the parameters in

(lla and b) are not independent of each other.

Applying a Lorentz transformation and retardation

corrections to the static linearized metric,

goo = 1 - Z

gok = 0

gkk' = - [i + 2Y_]6kk,

gives us some parameter values determined by

Special Relativity alone:

miv i • r- r i
+ 4D' W --

t _ _ii 3

(r - ri)k + • • • (10)

× = 1

_1 = 0

gkk' = - (i + 2Y$) 6kk, + • • •

with

1

In terms of the metric parameters the gravi-
tational to inertial mass ratio tensor of a massive

rotating fluid body is then found to be given by the

expression (Ref. 11)

= I - q "_-TZ 6_[ B

+,1' JlMe

(11)

with

i v--_Gmim"

U

q = (8_- 4_ - 3y - ×) + q'/3

= 0 in General Relativity (lla)

A = (1 + Y)/2

Then (lla and b) read

q : (3 +'Y - 413 ) + 9'/3

n' : (2[3-,_' - l)

The expressions (ii a and b) illustrate what

an extensive probe of the post-Newtonian structure

of gravitation theory Mg/M i measurements will

be. y and [3are parameters of the Schwarzschild

metric which are being measured by the electro-

magnetic signal deflection and time delay experi-

ments and planetary orbit perihelion advance

measurements. The parameters A and A' label

the Lense-Thirring potentials which will be sought

in the Stanford orbiting gyroscope experiment.

X, which appears in (lla), is a parameter that

measures the Special Relativistic retardation cor-

rection to the Newtonian potential and is not mea-

surable in any other present experiment (but is

inferred in the detection of gravity waves), o_' is

a parameter labeling a second class of non-linear

potentials which also is only presently measurable

in Mg/M i experiments.

In a gauge where A' = 0 all the parameters in

General Relativity have the value one:

Y = [5 = A = X = u' = I

but this is not true in most gravitational theories.
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If the lunar laser ranging experiment can put

an upper limit of 3 cm on the oscillatory earth-moon

range term given in Eq. (6), that will result in a

part in 500 {lql -< 2 X 10-3) confirmation of much

of General Relativity's post-Newtonian structure.

Dicke (Ref 12) and also Thorne and Will

(Ref. I0) have presented a heuristic argument

which obtains the Mg/M i value in the scalar-

tensor theories as a consequence of the change of

Newton's gravitational constant when mass is

nearby. It can be shown that their argument only

holds in those gravitational theories whose non-

linear structure parameters [5 and _' obey the
relation

2_ = _' + i

It is conjectured {but not yet proven) that this
relationship between _ and a' is fulfilled in all

LaGrangian-based gravitational theories.

The discussion so far can be said to have

investigated the global aspects of the Equivalence

Principle and massive bodies. How does an

entire body move in an external gravitational field?

I want to mention some local or differential aspects

of the Equivalence Principle and massive bodies.

If a massive body is in a uniform external

gravitational field, does every part of the body

experience the same external acceleration?

Specifically, when the earth and a laboratory on
the earth fall toward the sun, is there a differen-

tial external acceleration (neglecting gravitational

gradient effects) which is compensated by the

laboratory's support forces?

Theoretical analysis shows that a differential

acceleration which must be provided by the solid-

state supports is given by (Ref. 9)

/GM s \_

5ar = (2[5 + a' - "l- 2)|--_--_gE

\c his/

6a t --

with

GMEc-_rE ]
+ q_Mcz .... (4A +4_, 2 2,_) _--_

A

- _ (_' - 4_' - Izg-s" --_
r E

I1 U GME1--
_c 2 - (8A - 4[5 - 37 - ×)2c_rE j gs "

1( x+x)+_ a' - 4_' - Z 12 _s t• --y
r E

12 : _/PE(X)xZd3x

A

r E

(12)

-gE = the earth's central gravitational field

gs = the sun's gravitational field

r E = radius of the earth

ArE = unit radial vector

R = distance to the sun
S

6a r and 5a t are the radial and tangential com-

ponents of the Equivalence Principle violating

differential acceleration. All the effects inEq. (12)

vanish in General Relativity but not in other

theories. But again the post-Newtonian metric

structure is needed to predict the General Rela-

tivity null result.

The term in Eq. (12-) proportional to (213 +

¢_' - ¥ - 2) is interpreted as a change in Newton's

gravitational constant due to the proximity of the

sun's mass. As the earth goes from orbital

apogee to perigee, this term varies by order

10-10_- E •

The other terms are seen as Z4-hour period,

a part in 101Z, variations in the magnitude and

direction of the earth's gravitational field.

Gravimete r and horizontal pendulum-type experi-
ments can search for such effects. However, the

solar 24-hour tidal force drastically overwhelms
these relativistic effects.

III. Conclusions

If one or more of the experiments I have dis-

cussed can be performed and the results are in

accord with the Equivalence Principle -- massive
celestial bodies and their various Darts fall at the

same rate as test particles in gravitational fields--

we will still have learned a great deal new about

gravitation. The presence of several post-

Newtonian gravitational potentials which are not

yet observable in other experiments but are pre-

dicted by Einstein's General Relativity will be

seen. A detection of Mg/M i # 1 for a celestial
body would signal a breakdown of General

Relativity.
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A Low-Temperature Gravitational Radiation Detector

William O. Hamilton

Louisiana State University

I. Introduction

There are few times in the history of science

when one has the opportunity to participate in the

discovery and investigation of a completely new

phenomenon. It is even more rare that the phe-

nomenon be of such importance that the results of

the experiments are sure to profoundly modify our

concept of the origin and history of the universe•

Weber's report of the discovery of gravitational

radiation signals the discovery of such a phenom-

enon. We will discuss the beginning design of an

experiment to investigate gravitational radiation

by the use of massive detectors which are cooled

to ultra]ow temperatures in order to impr,_vc the.

signal-to-noise ratio and the effective range and

stability of the detectors. It may also be possible

to measure the speecl of propagation of the radiation.

If. The Gravitational Detector

Vf_,ber has shown that a gravitational waw _

pr(magating through a material will induce a time-

varying strain which is pr(mortional to the magni-

tude of the Riemann curvature tensor in the mate-

rial. If the body is chosen to be a mechanical

oscillator, and if the gravitational wave has appre-

ciabh, harmonic content at the resonant frequency

of the oscillator, then the time-varying strain will

force, the body into oscillation. The amplitude of

oscillation will depend on the length of the body,
the waw, length of the gravitational radiation, the Q

of the body, and the amplitude of the time-varying

curvature. W,,ber has reported the detection of

gravitational radiaticm by monitoring the strain in

a 5-ft-long aluminum bar. tle is sensitive only to

the frequency of th,' strain which appears in the
lowest longitudinal mode of oscillation of the bar.

Most of the signal is due to the equilibrium thermal
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motions of the bar. Occasionally a large pulse is

detected, indicating anincrease in the strain associ-

ated with the lowest mode. Weber has verified

that these pulses are not due to thermal fluctua-

tions by examining coincidences between two sep-

arated bars. He claims that the probability of see-

ing the number of coincidences he has detected

is extremely small. His detection probabilities

are statistical, however, since his signal-to-noise

ratio in a single bar is 5:1 for the largest signals.

Thus, if a gravitational disturbance tends to oscil-

late the bar out of phase with the thermal motion

of the bar at the time of arrival of the disturbance,

the signal will appear much smaller than it would

have if the disturbance had arrived in phase with

the thermal motion; as a result, the disturbance

n_ight be overlooked.

III. A Low-Temperature Detection System

We are preparing an experiment to che<k

Weber's dtscow:ry and to greatly increase the

sensitivity of the antenna, and hence the de. tection

probability for gravity waves. We intend to cool

a bar to below helium temperatures in order to

reduce the thermal contributions to the motion of

the bar. The experiment is to be performed

cooperatively with Stanford. One bar will be

located at Palo Alto and the other at Baton Rouge.

Each bar will be absolutely independent from the

other, the data being stored at each site on mag-

netic tape, along with an accurate time signal.

This allows the data to be analyzed easily by corn-

purer, using the latest techniques of optimum filter-

ing and stochastic signal detection. The long base-

line between the two detectors offers the possibility

of determining the speed of propagation of the radi-

ation. A new superconducting accelerometer will
be used to detect the motion of the bar. This new



instrument promises to provide the sensitivity and

low noise necessary to detect the I0 -16 -ca mo-

tions of the end of the bar when it is cooled to less

than 0. i K.

IV. The Cooled Detector and Masnetic Support

The most obvious advantage of the low-

temperature environment is the reduced thermal

noise in the antenna bar, the average kinetic

energy of an oscillator in equilibrium being 1/2 kT.

The reduced noise will allow much weaker signals

to be detected and will eliminate statistical uncer-

tainties in those signals which are large enough to

be detected on room-temperature aloparatus.

The bar will be supported within the helium

dewar by a magnetic field. The bottom of the

aluminum bar will be coated with a superconductor,

either niobium or niobium-titanium foil. "Niobium-

titanium wires will be wound on a cradle in which

the bar rests. After the apparatus is cooled to

liquid helium temperatures, a current will be

passed.through the wires of the support cradle and

the bar will be raised by the magnetic pressure

exerted by the field of the wires at the surface of

the superconducting foil. The current can be made

persistent to insure a constant supporting flux,

with no heat dissipation in the helium or the bar.

A ballast inductance can make the current practi-

cally constant, thus assuring a long support time

constant and maximum vibration isolation.

There are two principal advantages to this

magnetic support. The first and most obvious is

that the supporting force is almost uniform and

can be made practicaIIy independent of the position

of the supported bar, thus resulting in a long-time

constant support and good vibration isolation.

Vibration isolation is further improved by the

uniformity of the support, which makes it difficult

to couple any vibrational energy into the longitu-

dinal modes of oscillation. The second advantage

to the magnetic support and its uniform support

pressure is the absence of mode selection in the

bar. Most methods of support will work well only

for modes which have nodes at the support points.

The magnetic support is uniform and will not damp

any mode more than another. As a result, we can

look for gravitational stimulation of any of the

normal modes of the bar.

This technique then allows us to infer details

of the frequency spectrum of the gravitational

event. It also allows us to discriminate against

some types of vibrational excitation. Since a

gravitational wave affects an oscillator like a time-

varying force gradient, a gravitational wave should

not excite any of the even harmonics of the bar.

Thus, an event which is coincidental in two bars

tuned at, say, 1600 Hz but which does not excite

the second harmonic (also at 1600 Hz) of a third

bar is most probably a gravitational event. The

first and third harmonics of the third bar should

be excited if there is appreciable spectral density

at these frequencies. This then gives us a com-

pletely new tool with which to analyze the nature

of the incoming radiation.

The magnetic suspension also makes possible

another exciting development. If thermal noise is

the factor which limits the sensitivity of the gravi-

tational detector, then greatly increased sensitivity

can be obtained by cooling the bar to as low a

temperature as possible. In this way, a much

smaller gravitational signal can be detected above

the noise. The magnetic suspension eliminates the

otherwise unavoidable conduction of heat to the bar

by mechanical supports and thus makes it not un-

reasonable to consider cooling the bar to below I K.

At i K, the enthalpy of an aluminum bar weighing

1300 kg (approximately the size used by Weber) is

only 40 J. This amount of heat can be removed

rather easily by He 3 or He3-He 4 pumping or de-

magnetization of a large salt. The vibration isola-

tion and lack of thermal conductivity afforded by

the magnetic support make the use of ultralow

temperatures feasible and make it possible to con-

sider keeping the gravitational detector at these

low temperatures for extended times. There will

be no eddy current heating since the normal metal

in the bar is shielded from the support field by the

superconducting foil. Other sources of heating

will be conduction from the surrounding foil and

from the surrounding walls via thermal radiation,

and residual gas conduction and heat generation by

flux motion in the superconducting foil. The first

two sources can be made arbitrarily small by

proper design, and the third can be minimized by

choosing the proper support foil. The foil can be

either a type I material operated below l-lcI or a

type II material operated in the region where the

trapped flux is tightly pinned. This second choice

is probably preferable since a larger support

pressure can be sustained by type II material, and

hence a heavier bar can be supported.

V. Superconducting Shielding

The use of a low-temperature environment

also allows the complete elimination of electro-

magnetic noise sources by the use of superconduct-

ing shielding. Experiments performed by Cabrera

and Hamilton indicate that a superconducting lead

shield will offer a shielding factor of better than

109 against electric and magnetic fields of any

frequency from dc up to hundreds of megacycles.

Thus, the entire antenna and, if necessary, some

of the low-level electronics can be placed inside a

closed superconducting shield. We have previously

built electronic circuits using field-effect transis-

tor circuitry which worked well at the temperature

of liquid helium. The use of superconducting

shielding eliminates not only the obvious electro-

magnetic pickup at the signal frequencies of the

gravitational detector but also the possibility of

detection due to the magneto-acoustic effect, which

can parametrically pump energy into a bar through

the interaction between eddy currents in the bar

and a slowly varying external field. We have

shown that the magnetic field inside a properly con-

structed superconducting shield is absolutely con-

stant, or at least changes by less than 10 -8 G/

month.

VI. The Superconducting Accelerometer Detector

The motion of the end of the vibrating bar will

be monitored by measuring the acceleration of the
end of the bar. This detection scheme has the

advantage that it is sensitive to the motions of any

longitudinal mode of the bar and hence allows the

use of the bar for a spectral analysis of the gravi-

tational wave. In addition, by using entirely

superconducting circuits, the accelerometer gains

stability and freedom from noise not obtainable by

any other means.
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The accelerometer consists of a superconduct-

ing mass which is supported on a persistent-
current magnetic field. The current which creates

the supporting magnetic field is rigidly attached to
the accelerometer case. If the case is accelerated,

the distance between the supported mass and the

support circuit will change, and hence the induct-

ance of the support circuit will change. This

inductance change can be monitored either by mon-

itoring the current in the persistent-current sup-

port using a superconducting magnetometer, or by

rf measurement of the inductance. The measure-

ment of current by a superconducting magnetome-

ter is straightforward and consists of monitoring

the magnetic flux in an inductance in series with

the support circuit. Sensitivities of 0. 01 flux

unit are routinely obtained and are adequate to de-

tect the motion of the bar at helium temperatures
and below.

Another detection scheme, which will offer

more rapid response time, consists of tuning the

support circuit at a high resonant frequency, e.g. ,

30 MHz. The voltage across the tuned circuit is

measured when the circuit is driven by a constant-

current generator, and the out-of-phase component

is extracted by synchronous detection. This signal

can be fed back tohold the mass at a constant posi-

tion with respect to the_detection inductance. The

readout of the acceleration is proportional to the

feedback current. This detection scheme offers a

sensitivity to motions of 10 -17 cm at 1000 Hz. The

use of a persistent current support for the test

mass guarantees the absolute stability of the sup-

port and also assures that no noise other than

noise of thermal origin will be introduced in this

stage of the detector. There is very little thermal

noise because of the low temperature. A super-

conducting magnetic support is also friction-free,

insuring that the accelerometer will have a mini-

mum dead zone and no hysteresis.

VII. Summary

It is foolhardy to talk of much greater sensi-

tivity for very difficult measurements unless a

radically new experimental procedure is envi-

sioned. The use of low temperatures is sucha pro-

cedure and offers much more than the necessary

reduction of thermal noise of the massive detector.

It enables the use of an accelerometer detector of

absolute stability and great sensitivity. The

gravitational detector can be supported magneti-

cally, thus decreasing vibrational coupling to the

very minimum and allowing ultra low-temperature

techniques to be used. The procedure permits

the entire experiment to be surrounded by a per-

fect superconducting shield, thus making it impos-

sible for the bar to be excited by electromagnetic

radiation at any frequency. In short, the con-

struction of a low-temperature gravitational radi-

ation detector promises the greater sensitivity

necessary to detect radiation from other galaxies

and also provides solutions to the problems which

limit the magnitude of the signal that can be ob-

served with room-temperature apparatus.
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Properties of "Hollow Square" Gravitational Wave Detectors

D. H. Douglass, Jr.

U'niversity of Rochester

I. Introduction

There is a consensus among theorists that

various astrophysical events should produce grav-

itational radiation. A supernova in its early stages

should produce a pulse of gravitational radiation

with a characteristic frequency in the kHz band;

two gravitationally bound masses spiraling to

collapse will produce a "chirp" of gravitational

radiation; the radiation power may reach sizeable

magnitudes also in the kHz band; when a mass, m,

falls into a "black hole," a gravitational radiation

pulse followed by "ringing" should occur. I£ is

obvious that conformation (or lack of conformation)

of the prediction of gravitational radiation coming

from these or any other astrophysical sources can

only come from experiment. Weber (Ref. I) has

set up an antenna system to look for radiation at

1661 Hz and has recently reported events which

may be interpreted as pulses of gravitational radi-

ation coming from the center of our galaxy (or

anywhere in the plane defined by the earth's axis

and the galactic center). Measurements at other

frequencies would be of great importance in estab-

lishing the nature of these events.

Other properties of gravitational radiation

that would be of interest are the directivity, the

polarization, and the scalar and tensor character

of the wave. I will describe an experimental pro-

gram to develop antennas which have many of

these properties.

These devices are mechanically resonant sys-

tems in the shape of "hollow squares" with a funda-

mental frequency in the 100-Hz range. The cross

section, for absorption of quadrupole gravitation

radiation at this frequency, can be made compara-

ble to that achieved by Weber (Ref. l); in addition,

this mode is excited only by one polarization. The

next highest mode of vibration is sensitive to

scalar gravitational radiation (if it exists). A

most remarkable property of these antennas is

that the absorption cross section for quadrupole

radiation at the higher normal frequencies

2

_n - n _i

of vibration is the same as that of the fundamental

if the damping factors are the same. This means

that these devices can be operated at any of these

higher frequencies and under suitable conditions

can have a cross section at high frequencies larger

than can be achieved by a cylinder-type detector.

The basic idea behind these new antennas is

that mechanical structures vibrate under flexure

at frequencies lower than the frequencies induced

by longitudinal sound waves. To be more specific,

for rods and cylinders of length, 6, the longitudinal

vibration frequency, _, is related to _ by _ cc _-I;

whereas these same rods and cylinders vibrate

under flexure at a frequency which is proportional

to 6-Z. We have previously classified gravitational

antennas into these two groups (Ref. 2).

Class h _ cc _-i

Class if: w cc 6-2
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Theparticular structuresthatwearedeveloping
are in theform of "hollowsquares"(seeFig. i).

These Class-II systems typically vibrate in their

fundamental mode at a frequency two orders of

magnitude lower than a Class-I system of the same

size and mass.

We now proceed to calculate the cross section

for absorption of quadrupole gravitational radia-

tion for a Class-I detector of cylindrical cross

section and for a Class-If detector shaped like a

"hollow square. "

II. Class-I Detectors

The equation of motion of a mass element

moving parallel to the cylinder axis due to inter-

action of a (sinusoidal) gravitational wave Be i_t

propagating parallel to the X-axis (see Fig. i) is

E* a-_- P4 : pc2yBei_t (I)

3y 2 at

where _ is the longitudinal displacement of the

mass element from equilibrium and p is the den-

sity. Damping is represented through the complex

part of Young's modulus

E : n(l + j/Q) (2)

and Q is the familiar quality factor.

The sinusoidal solution _e i_Jt is obtained by

requiring that 0%/0y : 0 at y + 6/2 and is

whe re

pc2B[ - sinky ]: _ cos (k f/Z) + ky

2

k 2 _ p

E

(3)

(4)

The amplitude becomes large at the resonant

frequencies

n 1,3,5, '''

_i n

and is

_-n _

i4Q_3pc2B

(nH) 4 E
sm knY

(5)

(6)

where n is the index corresponding to the higher

modes of oscillation. The power can be trans-

ferred to an external recording instrument is

(Ref. 3)

-I
CLASS h _¢L Z

GRAVI1.ATIO _

WAVE X _ i. "_ Y

-2
CLASS Ih _J_ { Z

GRAVITATIO

WAVE ___/_ _,,_

X Ir ,.._

Fig. 1. Gravitational wave detectors

P
n

(7)

which becomes for our case

n 2
Pn : 4Q dm %n (_)

ex

/--- c4B4Q. Mf 3
/ P in

: V'_ 4(nr[) 5
(9)

where M is the total mass; Qin and Qex are the

internal and external quality factors and the con-

dition (Ref. 3) for maximum power Qin Qex has

been used along with the relation

Q-1 Q-1 1
in + ext : Q"

At this point it is convenient to use a relationship

given by Weber (Ref. 3) between the energy flux,

T, for one polarization and the amplitude, B, of

the gravitational wave {under condition of negligi-
ble relative velocity between the source and

ante nna )
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BZ 4IIGw2- 7 r (10)
C

Equations (9) and (I0) can be used to compute the

cross section 0"n(=Pn/r ) at the frequency _n(n =

1,3,5, .-.)

where

2GQinA
0" =

n c 31T3n 3
(11)

A = WlM£ 2 (12)

The quantity A, previously defined (Ref. 2) is

the only parameter that can be varied substantially

in the design of a detector. It is noted that the

cross section of these Class-[ detectors, when

operated in their higher modes, decreases as w-3;

for example, the cross section of Weber's detec-

tor, fl : 1661 Hz, when operated at 4983 Hz will

be down by a factor of 27.

III. Class-II Detectors

The vibrational frequencies of the "hollow

square" detector, shown in Fig. i, closely approx-

imate those of four transversely vibrating beams

with pinned ends. The lowest frequency is the

quadrupole mode and corresponds to two opposite

sides moving in and out in phase with each other,

but opposite to the other two sides. In the next

highest mode, the scalar mode, all four sides

move in and out together in phase; thus scalar

gravitational radiation if it exists will excite this

mode. The cross section for absorption of quad-

rupole radiation will now be calculated.

The equation of motion for a mass element in

one of the beams (the one on the +Z axis say) is

S D2_ _4_ McZBeiWt

p _ +E*I 4 : 8
ay

(13)

where _ is the transverse displacement from

equilibrium, S is the cross sectional area, I is

the moment of inertia of the area, M/4 is the mass

of the beam; the gravitational wave Be i_t is as-

sumed to be propagatingalong the X-axis. The

boundary conditions are.

: _2_
2 = 0 at y : + £/2

@y

The sinusoidal solution %e iwt is found to be

% : Mc2B [cos ky cosh ky 2]

+__ __j (14)16E*m4LC°ST cosh

where

k 4 PS 2
: =:-"7-.. ( 15 )

E I

The amplitude becomes very large at the resonant

frequencies

and is

E//-_- II 2 2

w n = V-_V n ,

2

= wln

n = 1,3,5, "'" (16)

iQ£4Mc2B

_n :_ " cOS (17)
2Ei(nrl)5 knY

The power deliverable to an external instrument is

evaluated by using Eq. (7); the equation corre-

sponding to Eq. (9) is

p_S c4B2Qin M_4

Pn = V E'T 8(nii)------4
(18)

where a factor of 4 has been included because

there are four sides.

Using Eq. (i0) the cross section is

where

GQ. A
in

°-n 211c 3 {19)

A : w IM_ 2 {20)

as before.

One sees the remarkable fact that the cross

section for absorption at the higher normal fre-

quencies _n : nZwl (n : 1,3,5, "'') is the same

as the cross section of the fundamental; this is in

contrast to the Class I detector which fell off as

n -3 (see Eq. ii). If the Q's of the higher modes

are comparable to that of the fundamental, then

these "hollow square" detectors will have a larger

cross section at some frequency than can be

achieved by a Class-I detector operating in its

fundamental. Other properties of the "hollow

square" detector are that for the directions con-

sidered in this paper the detector does not interact

with the other polarization of quadrupole radiation.

Also, quadrupole radiation does not excite the

scalar modes and scalar radiation will not excite

the quadrupole modes.
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IV. Experimental Program

Prototype aluminum "squares" have been con-

structedwith%5 thesezparameters: _ _ 102 cm,
M _ i0 g, fl ~ I0 Hz. Quality factors of

the order 105 have been achieved.

A detector is being designed to operate at

fl = 66.4 Hz with _ _ 5 × i03 cm, M _ 107;

this would yield a cross section for quadrupole

radiation comparable to that achieved by Weber.

As noted above the cross section in the higher

modes w n = n2_l is the same as for the funda-

mental (assuming the O's are the same). Thus

the quadrupole gravitational power spectrum can

be measured at many discrete frequencies simulta-

neously; for example, f5 = 52fi = 1661 Hz which

is the frequency of Weber's detector and reveals

the reason for the particular choice of fl. In addi-

tion one can also monitor the scalar modes of

vibration to observe if there is any scalar radia-

tion component.

V. Conclusions

In concluding this paper, I would like to men-

tion that fl can be lowered by mass loading of the

square without serious degradation of the Q. Thus

it will be possible to change the fl of this "square"

to 60.4 Hz, the frequency at which the crab pulsar

should be emitting gravitational radiation if it is a

rotating neutron star with a transverse quadrupole

moment. Estimates (Ref. 4) for the amount of

gravitation radiation coming from the crab pulsar

do not cause one to be overly optimistic about

obtaining a positive result. Since this experiment

can be "done for nothing, " very little is lost if no

radiation is observed. _:_ One should also keep in

mind that theorists are sometimes wrong.
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On the Heterodyne Method of Detecting Gravitational Waves

V. B. Braginsky and V. S. Nazarenko

Moscow State University

The idea of the proposed method (Ref. I) can

be explained as follows. Suppose that a dumbbell

consisting of two masses M is situated in a plane

P, and that a plane-fronted gravitational wave is

traveling perpendicular to P. In this case, a pair

of equal and opposite forces F _ acts on the masses

(Ref. 2):

F _t : -McZR g t _ (i)
oo_o

where Ro_ffo is the Riemann curvature tensor and

_ff is the vector connecting the two masses. Tak-

ing into account the polarizationof the gravitational

wave (Ref. 2), one can see that this pair of forces

produces a torque on the dumbbell. The magnitude

of this torque depends on the angle _ betweent =
and one of the two polarization axes of the wave,

and is given by

"g F = 2F r • sin 20" sin co T (2)g O O

Here coo is the angular frequency of the wave, r
is the radius of the dumbbell (r = l/2 1); Fn is the

amplitude of F_ x and is equal to Mcool(gTrGtTc3) 1/2

(Ref. 3), G is the gravitational constant, and t

is the energy flux (ergs/cmg/s) in the wave. Using

this formula for Fo, we have

4Mw r 2/8_Gt_l/2
_g F : - sin 2qb • sin _ r (3)g O _C3 ] o

Suppose now that the dumbbell is rotating

freely around the axis perpendicular to P with

some angular velocity e 1 near 1/2 coo" In this

case, 3"g contains a component that oscillates very

slowly (angular velocity coo - gel):

:: 2Mw r 2/g=Gt_l/z

o k--$-J

I - + 2Wo)r I (4)X cos (_o ° 2col) T- COS (coO

It is this change in frequency from coo to coo - 2col

which is the main point of the proposed method.

It should be noted that such a change can also be

obtained b..y modulating r instead of rotating the
dumbbell."

A small torsional rigidity can be used to

couple the dumbbell to a platform that rotates

with the same velocity col and serves as a refer-
ence frame. This will turn the detector into a

high-Q osciIlator with a resonant frequency _2 =

w o - 2co 1. The result is a substantial in the

amplitude of the angular displacements. This

amplitude, &qb, produced by a wave train of

¢

This suggestion is due to A. D. Sacharov.
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A
duration r, can be derived as a solution of the

fan_iliar equation for forced oscillations:

1/2
(51

A capacitor type of transducer can be used for

recording these oscillations.

The obvious advantage of this detector is its

capability of being "tuned" over a rather wide

range of wave frequencies by changing the angular

velocity of rotation w I.

The other advantage is its very high sensi-

tivity. The sensitivity is restricted by the Nyquist

force (thermal fluctuations), and therefore by the

friction between the dumbbell and the laboratory.

The condition for detectability of a torque ._'g that• A
lasts for a time r (length of wave train) canbe

derived from the following general equation:

I/2, 1
_'g >- (4kTH_Af) • &f : T

(6)

Here T is the temperature of the thermal fluctua-
tions and H_ is the coefficient of friction.

The magnitude of HO_ depends on the particu-

lar type of torsional rigidity chosen. If the dumb-

bell is suspended on a thin fused quartz thread and

the vacuum around it is high enough, H_ is equal

to Mrgf22qN -1. Then, combining Eq. (4) and

Eq. (6) gives the following estimate of the weakest

detectable gravitational wave flux [t]min:

3

[t] > c kT f_g q
min- _G A 2 (7)

r _ NMr 2
o

where q is the quartz viscosity and N is the

modulus of rigidity. For example, if T : 300°K;

M : 103g, fl _ 10 -2 s -1, _ - 105 s, _0 o 103 s -1,

and r : 60 cm, we obtain[t]min = 3 X 10 -4
ergs/s cm 2

The sensitivity can be improved by using a

form of rigidity with less dissipation. The ulti-

mate limit of sensitivity is determined by the

random forces, with which the recording device

acts on the dumbbell. As shown in Ref. 4, if a

recording device is set up in an optimal way and
a mechaflical oscillator is ideal, then the weakest

force whose effect on the oscillator can be

detected is given by

2

IF]rain >- _ V/_--_--M , (g)
T

where _i is Planck's constant.

Using Eqs. (4) and (8), the ultimate sensi-

tivity limit of the heterodine detector can be

derived:

3 _a
c (9)

[t]min : 8_G _2_2Mr2
o

For values of f2, M, _o o, At, and r the same as

above, we have [qmin : i. 5 × 10 "14 ergs/s cm 2.

It should be noted that, according to Weber's

report (Ref. 2), the total output noise in his

experiments has its origin in thermal acoustical

waves within the body of the detector. That

means that the sensitivity of Weber's detectors

and other detectors of the same type, estimated

(Ref. 5) as 1 X 106 ergs/s cm 2 for T 300°K, is

not likely to be improved substantially without

employing very complicated and expensive

superlow-temperature techniques.

l.

2.
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Observations of Earth Eigen Vibrations Possibly Excited by Low-Frequency Gravity Waves

V. S. Tuman

Stanislaus State College, California

I. Introduction

During the last 6 months, over two-hundred

eigen vibrations of the earth have been identified

from three different records of a cryogenic grav-

ity meter obtained during February 18-20, Febru-

ary 27-1VIarch 2, and on July 31, 1970. The inter-

pretation is made on a Fourier transform of the

digitized record.

The cryogenic gravity meter is made of two

parts -- a magnetic suspension unit and a detection

module. An upward push is applied to a hollow

niobium sphere from a specially designed magnetic

field with an appropriate field gradient. The hol-

low niobium sphere, which is superconducting at a

liquid helium temperature of 4. 2°F, has a mass of

2.4 g, a diameter of 2. 54 cm, and a thickness of

about 100 _m. By adjusting the push to be equal

to the gravitational pull, the hollow niobium sphere

is made to float freely at the geometric center of

the instrument.

The necessary magnetic field and field gradi-

ent are generated by energizing a set of supercon-

ducting coils made of niobium-zirconium alloy

wire. Once the sphere is made to float at a partic-

ular datum, the superconducting magnets are made
pex'sistent. The detection module is a double

Josephson junction magnetometer, also known as

Superconducting Quantum Interference Device

(SQUID) (Refs. i and 2). With the aid of the detec-

tion module, a vertical motion of less than an

angstrom can be sensed by this unit. The hollow

niobium sphere floats freely in liquid helium, and

consequently the system forms a relatively low Q

oscillator. The instrument, which is immersed

in a bath of liquid helium, is protected from the

earth magnetic perturbations by a niobium canister

and a mu-metal shield. The detailed design of the

individual module of the gravity meter and the

calibration of the SQUID are discussed in Ref. 3.

The output signal depicts the change in the gravi-

tational field at the observatory. The theoretical

sensitivity of the instrument is about one part in
1011 of the earth field.

II. Discussion

Some of the interesting features of the earth

eigen vibrations observed by this instrument have

already been discussed elsewhere (Refs. 4, 5 and

6). Because of flew evidence and some numerical

estimations of the energies involved in the low-

level earth modes, I would like in this article to

discuss further the possibility of earth spheroidal

oscillations excited by the tensor gravity waves.

On two out of three records, I had observed

that the energy content of the fundamental even

eigen vibrations of the earth denoted by 0S2, 0S4 ,

0S6 ... 0S2n with quadrupole moments was higher

than the energy content of the odd harmonics 0S3 ,
0S5 .... 0S2n+ 1"

Although it is feasible that an unknown earth-

quake mechanism within the earth is capable under

certain conditions of giving rise to such amplitude

modulations (Ref. 5), for the present the author is

not aware of such a mechanism. For this reason,

it was speculated in Ref. 5 that the tensor gravity

waves interacting with the earth may give rise to

the observed anomalous effect. Such are the pre-

dictions using general relativity. Formerly,

because of lack of theoretical data of a model of

the earth, I had identified only the fundamental

0S2n modes, the first and second overtones iS2n

and 2Szn modes, all of which had higher energy
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content compared to the non-symmetric eigen

vibrations 0S2n+l , iSsn+l , and 2S2n+i .

After receiving the theoretical periods of

higher overtones based on a model of the earth

(Ref. 7), we have now observed the same trend in

third and fourth overtones--namely, the energy

content of 3S2n and 4Szn is also higher than the

energy content of 3S2n+1 and 4S2n+1 • Furthermore,
we have divided the 60-h record of February 27 -

March 2 into two sections. The Fourier analysis

of the first 30 h indicates the amplitude modula-

tions, with even eigen vibrations having higher

energy content. The trend does not appear regu-

larly among fundamentals and the overtones of the

second half of the record. This fact indicates that

necessary energy was coupled to the earth prior

and just during the first 30 h of recording. All

these observations have strengthened the position

of the anomalous effect within our records. The

source of this effect is either a mysterious type of

earthquake, or the low-frequency tensor gravity

waves coming from abinary star system. The

energy difference between the even and odd har-
monics is estimated to be about 1014 - 1015 erg.

III. Results

The position of the hollow niobium sphere at

any time is a function of the earth gravitational

field at that moment. As the observatory is dis-

placed upward away from the center of the earth,

the earth gravitational field decreases by a small

amount, and consequently the niobium hollow

sphere also is pushed up by the unbalanced magne-

tic force. This upward motion of the sphere is

detected by the magnetic flux change produced at

the pickup coil of the detection module. The instru-

ment output is a voltage depicting the motion of the

hollow niobium sphere. The output is recorded on

a chart recorder and later digitized, and with the

aid of a digital computer, a Fourier transform is

performed on the data. The results for the first
30 h of the second recording for fundamental eigen

vibrations and first to fifth overtones are given in

Tables 1 through 6.

Table I. Fundamental eigen vibrations

0Sn

mode

2

4

6

8

i0

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

26

28

3O

32

34

36

38

4O

Period,

s

3233

1551

966.0

706.2

578.5

502.0

449. 1

4O6.3

373.7

348. 3

324. I

305.7

290. 1

275. 3

261. 9

249.8

239.8

Z30.6

220.7

212.0

R e 1 at iv e

amplitude

2. 037

0. 497

i. 948

i. 103

0. 455

0. 784

0. 720

0. 995

0. 628

0. 585

Relative

energy

4. 149

0. 248

3. 800

I. 220

9.417

0. 207

0. 616

0.518

O. 990

O. 396

2. 727

0. 342

Cumulative 0Sn Period,

energy mode s

9.417

12. 144

i. 071 i.

1.016 i.

I. 157 I.

i. 171 i.

5.

0. 795 0.

0. 588

0. 683

0. 543

0.421

145

032

335

371

225 17. 369

632

0. 346

0. 467

0. 295

0. 178

i. 918 19. 287

3 2133. 3

5 1177. 0

7 812. 0

9 632. 0

11 536. 1

13 469.7

15. 426. 7

17 389. 5

19 359. 3

21 336. 8

23 316.0

25 296.8

27 282.8

29 268. 1

31 256.0

33 244.4

35 235.9

37 224.6

39 216.0

41 209.0

Relative Relative

amplitude energy

1.413 2.000

0.510 0.260

1.447 2.160

1.092 1.190

5.610

1.245 1.550

0.477 0.228

O. 655 0.428

0.584 0. 342

0. 610 0. 372

2. 920

0. 621 0. 386

0.629 0.396

0.853 0.728

0.578 0.334

0.658 0.434

2.278

0.634 0.403

0.943 0.890

1.041 1.082

0.539 0.291

0.874 0.764

3.430

Cumulative

energy

5.610

8.530

10.808

14. 238
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ISn

mode

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

2O

2Z

34

26

28

3O

Table Z. First overtones of eigen vibrations

Period,

5

1462.9

846.3

656.4

556.5

467.6

396.9

337.9

303.9

278.3

Z56.0

237.6

Z24.0

207. 7

196.2

186.2

Relative Relative

amplitude energy

I. 433 2. 05

i. 771 3. 14

i. 503 2.26

i. 155 I. 33

i. 808 3.27

12.05

0. 867 0.75

0. 610 0.37

0. 640 0.41

0. 719 0.5Z

0. 658 0.43

Z.48

O. 640 O. 41

O. 679 O. 46

0.770 0.59

O. 390 O. 15

0. 710 0.50

2.11

Cumulative ISn Period,

energy mode s

IZ. 05

14.53

16.64

3 1077. 7

5 731.4

7 6O9.5

9 512.0

ii 426.7

13

15

17

19

Zl

364.4

319.0

287.6

Z66.0

Z46.7

23 230.1

25 Z13.8

27 20g.0

29 191.4

31 181.9

Re iative

amplitude

1.664

1.422

I. i00

0.417

0.477

0.777

0.787

0.752

0.430

0.570

0.683

0.714

0.578

0.354

0.529

Relative

energy

2.77

g. 0Z

l. Zl

0.17

0.23

6.40

0.60

0.6Z

0.57

0.18

0.32

2.29

0.47

0.51

0.33

0.13

0.28

i. 7Z

Cumulative

energy

6.40

8.69

10.41

2Sn

mo de

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

Z0

g2

24

26

28

30

Period,

S

721.1

591.9

487.6

416.3

368.3

327. Z

Z91.7

258.6

231.7

210.7

193.6

181.2

171.5

16Z.3

Table 3. Second overtones of eigen vibrations

Relative Relative

amplitude energy

i. 061 I. 13

I. 306 i. 71

I. 403 i. 97

0. 824 0.68

5.49

i. 548 Z. 40

0. 696 0.48

0. 919 0. 84

0. 817 0.67

0. 952 0.91

5.30

0. 668 0.45

0. 764 0. 58

O. 885 O. 78

O. 456 O. 21

O. 574 O. 33

2.35

Cumulative gSn Period,

energy mode s

5.49

10.79

13.14

5 656.4

7 536.1

9 449.1

II 389.4

13

15

17

19

Zl

23

25

Z7

Z9

31

346.0

308.4

273.8

Z44.9

220.7

200.8

186.9

175.6

166.5

158.3

Relative

amplitude

1.503

1.092

0.784

0.655

0.119

0.446

0.455

0.634

0.542

0.648

O.558

0.408

0.679

0.334

Relative

energy

Cumulative

energy

Z. Z6

1.19

0.61

0.43

4.49

0.01

0. Z0

0. gl

0.40

0. Z9

I. Ii

O; 4Z

0.31

0.17

O. 44

0.11

1.45

4.49

5.60

7.05
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3Sn

mode

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

Period,

s

585. 1

439.5

393.8

354.3

322.0

299.4

273.8

251. 0

233.8

217.4

203.6

Table 4. Third overtones of eigen vibrations

Relative

amplitude

1.115

1.227

0.867

1.243

0.791

O. 6O6

0.455

O. 607

1.080

0.404

0.324

Relative

energy

1.33

1.51

O. 75

1.55

0.63

5. 77

0.37

0.21

O. 37

1.17

0.16

2.28

Cumulative 3Sn Period,

energy mode s

5.77

8. 05

3 489. 9

5 416.3

7 374.4

9 341. 3

ii 31Z. 2

13 286.0

15 263.2

17 242.1

19 224.1

21 210.7

23 1969.9

Relative

amplitude

O. 84O

0.824

O.835

0.485

0.427

0.354

0.380

0.972

0.607

0.668

0.463

Relative

energy

0.71

O. 68

0.70

O. 24

O. 18

2.51

0.13

O. 14

O. 94

O. 37

0.42

2.00

Cumulative

energy

2.51

4.51

4Sn

mode

2

4

6

8

I0

12

14

16

18

20

Period,

S

478. 5

419.7

330. 3

282. 9

258. 6

242.0

226.5

212.0

199.2

187.5

Table 5. Fourth overtones of eigen vibrations

R e 1 ativh

amplitude

i. 301

i. 238

O. 739

O. 853

O. 818

0.973

0.807

0.422

0.701

0.509

Relative

energy

1.69

1.53

0.55

0.73

0.67

5. 17

O. 95

0.65

0. 18

0.49

0.26

2.27

Cumulative 4Sn Period,

energy mode s

5.17

7.44

3 463.3

5 371.0

7 303.9

9 270.2

ii 249.8

13

15

17

19

21

233. 2

218. 3

205.2

192. 8

179. 6

R e lative

amplitude

0.521

1.021

0.490

0.552

O.796

O. 699

O. 839

0.422

O. 523

O. 766

Relative

energy

O. 27

i. 04

O. 24

O. 30

0.63

2.48

0.49

0.70

0. 18

0. 27

0.59

2.23

Cumulative

energy

2.48

4.71
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Table 6. Fifth overtones of eigen vibrations

5Sn

mode

2

4

6

8

i0

Period,

S

401.6

325. 1

294.3

268. 1

237.6

12 212.9

14 195.0

16 182.5

18 172.7

2O 163.0

Relative

amplitude

i. 69O

0.411

0. 840

0. 578

0. 640

0. 743

0. 696

0. 747

0. 349

0. 359

Relative

energy

2.86

0.17

0.71

0.33

0.41

4.48

0.55

O.48

0.56

0. 12

0.13

I. 84

Cumulative 5Sn Period,

energy mode s

4.48

6. 32

3 356.8

5 307.5

7 279.8

9 253.5

ii 224.7

13 202.8

15 189.6

17 177.8

19 167.0

21 159.0

Relative

amplitude

0.817

0. 120

0. 953

0.427

I. 041

0. 563

0. 655

0. 743

0.415

0. 904

Relative

energy

0.67

0.01

0.91

0.18

1.08

2.85

0.32

0.43

0.55

0. 17

0.82

2. 29

Cumulative

energy

2.85

5. 14

Figure 1 shows the cumulative energy of
fundamental first and second overtones, while

Fig. 2 shows the cumulative energy for third,

fourth, and fifth overtones. The energy modula-

tion for individual eigen vibrations is given in

Figs. 3, 4, and 5.

When we compare the first 30 h of the record

with the second 30 h, we note a very distinct shift

in the period. In fact, when a plot of data is made,

three sets of curves emerge. In one group, there

is no shift in the frequency; the second and third

groups indicate a pronounced change in period

(shift in the frequency). The shift of the second

group is larger than that of the first group. These

results are given in Fig. 6. One is tempted to

interpret Fig. 6 as an indication that the earth was

being stimulated by a driving mechanism during

the first 30 h, while it was oscillating freely dur-

ing the second half of the record.
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Measurement of the Gravitational Redshift Using a

Clock in an Orbiting Satellite*

R. F. C. Vessot and M. W. Levine

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
and

Harvard College Observatory

I. Introduction

The proposed experiment uses a hydrogen-

maser clock in a satellite to measure the gravita-

tional effect on time scales with an accuracy sub-

stantially higher than has ever been used before.

This is a test of the principle of equivalence, which

asserts that there is no way of distinguishing lo-

cally between a gravitational acceleration and an

oppositely directed mechanical acceleration. This

principle, first stated by Einstein (Ref. 1) as a

generalization of the observed proportionality be-

tween gravitational mass and inertial mass, can

be justified only by experiments. Experiments

were carried out by Isaac Newton using pendula of

various materials; more recently, the proportion-

ality has been tested to a few parts in l0 ll by Roll,

et al. (Ref. 2) using a highly refined E6tv0s
balance.

The principle of equivalence affects radiation

and manifests itself in the gravitational redshift,

where a source radiating in a gravitational field

will appear to be shifted in frequency by a frac-
tional amount:

where _5 is the gravitational potential difference
between the source and the observer.

A number of proposals have been made to test

the equivalence principle for clocks (Refs. 3-7).

Pound and Rebka (Ref. 8) and Pound and Snider

(FR:J# 9) used the extremely narrow linewidth of
radiation and absorption due to the MSssbauer

effect in a series of experiments over a 76-ft (ap-

proximately g3-m) vertical distance. Their re-

suits confirmed the prediction of the equivalence

principle to 1 part in 100.

The advances in space-flight technology over

the last decade and the availability of atomic oscil-

lators with frequency stabilities better than 1 part

in 1014 make possible a much more sensitive test

of the principle of equivalence applied to clocks.

The experiment we propose is a direct test of the

relation with an accuracy of 1 part in 105 between

the rates of proper clocks located at substantially

different gravitational potentials.

A discussion of this experiment has been re-

ported recently by Kleppner, Vessot, and Ramsey
(Ref. 10).

f 2
c

The expression describing the fractional shift
*n frequency of a satellite-borne oscillator ob-

served from the earth is given by

":_This work was supported in part by contract NSR 09-015-098 from the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
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f - f

S - s e 1
f = --2((_s - _)e )

C C

" Zc g

where the velocity is measured in terms of an

inertial frame whose origin is at the center of the

earth and whose axes are aimed at the "fixed"

stars, and where (_s " _e) is the gravitational po-
tential difference between the satellite and the

earth's surface. If we neglect the effect of the

earth's rotation (or locate our ground station at

the north or south pole) and if we consider the

earth to be spherical, we obtain the time average

of the redshift:

/GMe (i 3Rel_

<So>--\C2Re -
(2)

where a is the semimajor axis of the orbit, and

GMe/cP R e = 6.94 X i0-I0 is the total redshift

that would result if the satellite were at rest at a

very large distance from the earth. The value of

<So> is shown plotted in terms of orbital radius in

Fig. I. It is seen that with a 24-h orbit, we obtain

77% of the total effect due to the earth's gravity.

The value of<S0>for these orbits is 5. 37 X i0 -I0.

If the orbit is eccentric, S will vary periodi-

cally, and we can describe the variations as a

gravity-induced frequency modulation of the oscil-

lator in the satellite. We can use two separate

properties of the oscillator- the precision':" and

its stabilityt - by means of an eccentric orbit.

Assuming a spherical earth and no other per-

turbations, the time average value of S is inde-

24-h 1 40
/_ ORBIT

Z _: / .-"')ORBITAL , ! m

.....................,% 1- 8

0 / SEMIMAJOR AXIS _

<_ -2 / EARTH RADIUS Re "

/
f 3 Re'/

_-4 _ I fs - fe G Me<So : <-V> -- "-= i "<,'R0
}

//

>

<-6' L

Fig. I. Redshift and orbital period plotted versus

semimajor axis in units of the earth radii

o
o
x

0i

I l i I I I

Fig. 2.

(The upper and lower branches give the redshift

at apogee and perigee, respectively. )

I I i I I L
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0..5 0.6 0.7

ECCENTRICITY

Extremes of redshift versus eccentricity

pendent of eccentricity and depends only on the

orbital period. The average frequency of the

satellite oscillator can be related to its previously

determined value on the ground with an accuracy

that is limited by the precision of the oscillator.

On the other hand, the extent of modulation of the

oscillator frequency due to excursions back and

forth in the earth's gravitational potential can be

determined with an accuracy that depends on the

oscillator's stability. This stability, as will be

seen later, depends on the averaging time. The

applicable averaging time will depend on the period

of the modulation. As in other modulated sys-

tems, the accuracy of the determination can be

improved by repeating the measurement over many

cycles.

For a 24-h orbit, the extremes in the value of

S are plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of orbital

eccentricity.

There are limits imposed on the eccentricity

of the orbit by the desirability of keeping the satel-

lite constantly in view of the ground station so that

the telemetry system will operate with no inter-

ruption of carrier phase. In Fig. 3 (from Ref.

I0), we show the minimum angle of elevation hmi n

as a [unction of eccentricity of the orbit for a Z4-h

orbit with inclination 28. 5 ° . The value of hmi n

observed from earth stations at the equator and at

latitude 20 ° are shown. On the same figure, the

value of the diurnal variation is plotted versus

eccentricity. Since it is desirable to keep the

minimum elevation angle more than 15 ° above the

horizon, we will look into the characteristics of

_"By precision, we mean the ability of the oscillator to be independently restarted to oscillate at a pre-

viously determined frequency.

%The stability is defined here as the two-sample variance or the Allan variance (see Ref. 17).
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an experiment performed with a 24-h orbit with

eccentricity 0. 52 and a ground station at latitude

20 ° . Under these conditions, we can expect the

shift to vary from 3.09 × 10-10 to 6. 08 x 10-10

with a 24-h period. The behavior with time of the

redshift is plotted in Fig. 4 (from Ref. 10). Shown

in the same figure as a first-order doppler effect

for a carrier frequency of Z. 5 GHz.

II. The Telemetry Syste m

From Fig. 4, we see that the frequency shift

we want to measure is very small compared to the

doppler shift of the telemetry carrier. However,

by use of a phase-coherent system, it is possible

SATELLITE SYSTEM

TRANSPONDER CLOCK
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Fig. 5. Concept of doppler-canceling telemetry

system

to remove the doppler shift and to extract the de-

sired information. This system is shown in its

conceptual form in Fig. 5, and its operation is
described below.

Two signals are used, a clock signal from the

satellite and a tracking signal that is transmitted

from the ground, received at the satellite, and

coherently transmitted back to the ground station.

The ratio of the received signal frequency f" to

the transmitted frequency f0 of the tracking signal

is given by

fO P l T_Z/ P2

(3)

26

\'\RED SHI FT 22

o 16

-o

DOPPL[R SHIFT

4

0 , I""q 0

0 2 4 6 8 l0 12 14

TIME, h

Fig, 4. Redshift and doppler shift versus time

for a 24-h orbit with eccentricity 0.52 and in-

clination 28.5 ° (obtained from an earth sta-

tion at 20 ° latitude using a 2.5-GHz carrier)

As. discussed in Ref. tO, this expression results

from a direct application of the special theory of

relativity, and its accuracy is sufficient for the

purpose of this experiment. The symbols are

explained by Fig. 5.

The clock signal is transmitted from the sat-

ellite at a frequency f0 that is proper to the clock

in the satellite. This signal is received by the

ground station at a frequency lb. The relationship
between f0 and f_) is given by

f_o + (2qb2/c2)- - P3 " _23
(4)

This expression results directly from the principle

of equivalence. It also results from the general
theory of relativity when terms in v2/c 2 and 4_/c 2

are taken to first order.

When applied to the simple case where the
radial accelerations are small and when the
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propagation path to and from the satellite is the
same, Eqs. (3) and (4) will give us an expression
for S. For this case, where _-2"2_ = -['_ and _I =

_--_ and 6 s and b e are defined as=_-_ • _ and

• f-_, respectively, we obtain

Afou t f___0
-1- ½Vo- --fo = fo

+ be(6 s - be) X [l - (6 s - be) ] (5)

The first term is the shift S multiplied by a small

doppler correction; the second is a residual dop-
pler effect resulting from the ground-station
velocity.

The effects of changes in radial velocity of
the satellite and the change in position of the
ground station due to the earth's rotation depend
on the choice of orbit and the location of the ground
station. The correction terms that result from

these effects can be computed from knowledge of
the orbit and the station location.

The telemetry system described above cancels

the first-order doppler by dividing the frequency

shift in the tracking (go-return) signal by t_vo and
subtracts this average shift from the frequency of

the one-way clock signal. Since asymmetrical
propagation can occur in the up-down paths, the
doppler correction of the frequency of the clock

signal may be in error. To avoid this problem,
it is very desirable to operate the telemetry sys-
tem in a symmetricalmanner, taking the redshift

data both on the ground and in the satellite. This
is accomplished by the addition of a transponder
on the ground that coherently retransmits the clock

signal from the satellite. In this way, the satellite
can obtain information for doppler cancellation and

correct the received frequency of the ground-
station signal. This signal is controlled by the

ground-based clock. The symmetrical system is
shown schematically in Fig. 6. All frequencies

are derived from the "proper" frequency fp, which
in this illustration is taken as I00 MHz. Doppler

shifts are denoted by 6 and relativistic-plus-
doppler shifts by b'.

The up-link to the satellite transponder is at
2100 MHz, and the down-link is at 2100 X N/M =
2280. 5 MHz (N = 240, M : 221). The satellite

clock signal down-link is at 2100 Q/P = 2290 MHz
(Q = 241, P = 221), and the ground-station trans-
ponder frequency is at ZI00 (Q/P) (M/N) =
ZI08. 7 MHz. These carrier frequencies should

be sufficiently close together to avoid dispersion

problems.in the atmosphere and ionosphere.
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This system will allow continuous tracking of

the maser clocks by a continuous monitoring of

the phase of the two signals transmitted from each

of the ground and satellite clocks. Data willbe

recorded both in the satellite and on the ground and

will be compared to the known orbital parameters

of the satellite. To make a redshift comparison

compatible with the clock stability of 7 parts in

1015, the following requirements on orbit informa-

tion must be met:

Radial distance

GM

Ar -- P40 m

known to 1 part in 105

Vector velocity of

satellite

Radial acceleration

Av - 60 cm/s

~ 10 "4 m/s 2

Note that much of the tracking information is

available from the doppler measurements made by

the system itself and that the limitations to the

accuracy of the redshift determination are not

likely to result from the tracking system but will

depend on the stability of the clock.

III. Corrections to the Redshift

The data obtained will contain contributions

from other gravitational effects. These have been

estimated in Ref. 10. The significant ones re-

ported here apply to the elliptic orbit described

earlier, with the ground station at the equator:

(1) Quadrupole moment of
the earth

(a) Correction to the

ground- s ration
redshift = 3.76 × 10 -13

(b) Correction to the

satellite redshift

at the perigee of
the _ : 0. 52 orbit

-14
=9.0X 10

(2) Gravitational effect of

the sun

(a) Correction to the

ground- station
redshift

-17
= 1. 81 x 10

(b) Correction to the
satellite redshift

-15
= 1. 83 × 10

(3) Gravitational effect of
the moon

(a) Correction to the

ground- station

redshift = 3.91 × 10-17

(b) Correction to the
satellite redshift = 3. 28 × 10 -15

(41 Effect of earth tides

Correction to the

ground- station
redshift = 1 x 10 -15

Corrections for these effects can be computed

from information relating to the geopotential of the

earth and earth-body tides. This information is

available to far greater accuracy than we need in

Gaposchkin and Lambeck (Ref. 11) and K6hnlein

(Ref. 12).

IV. Hydrogen-Maser Clock System

The atomic hydrogen maser has been under

continuous development since its invention in 1960

by Goldenberg et al. (Ref. 13) and Kleppner et al.
(Ref. 14). At present, when used to control the

phase of a crystal oscillator, it provides the

highest stability of any known system. The char-

acteristics of this system are compared to typical
characteristics of other oscillators in Fig. 7

(Vessot, Ref. 15). Note that statistical descrip-

tions of the Rb-gas-cell-controlled crystal oscil-

lators and of the crystal oscillator have been ob-

tained by removing iinear drift of frequency.

The high stability of the maser results from

the storage-bulb technique that is used to confine

ground-state hydrogen atoms in the upper hyperfine
level, allowing them to interact with RF resonance

radiation within a cavity for intervals of 1 s or

longer. During this time, the atoms are coherently

stimulated and deliver their energy to the cavity,

sustaining the level of RF field if a sufficient flux
of atoms enters the bulb.

The device is a self-oscillator at 1.4 GHz

with a linewidth given by TrT_r l, where T T is total

effective storage time of the bulb. Normally, the
oscillator Q is in the order of 109.

Figure 8 is a schematic diagram of the maser

and shows the energy levels of atomic hydrogen as

a function of magnetic field strength. A cutaway

view of the compact maser for space applications

is shown in Fig. 9. In brief, the maser operates

as foilows. Molecular hydrogen is fed to an RF

discharge dissociator, and the dissociated mole-
cules are collimated into a beam of hydrogen

atoms directed into a vacuum system along the

axis of a hexapole magnet. Atoms in the F = 1,

M F = 0, and 1 states are focused into the storage
bulb through a small, well-collimated hole. Atoms

10"9 /

_0-lIt

Z i0_i 2 \\\_

i ,o_,_ ___,_% :,_ PO_E_-,oo_
NOISE B.W,] .5 Hz \\ _ NOISE B.W. 3.1 Hz

Z NOISE FIG. 5d8 \. _ NOISE FIG. 10 d8

10-14 NOISE FIG. 5 dB \x\_
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Fig. 7. Stability of hydrogen maser as a
function of averaging time

10 5
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Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of maser and ground-

state energy levels of atomic hydrogen

in the other two states are deflected away from

the beam axis. The storage bulb confines the atom

in an unperturbed way in the in-phase region of

the RF magnetic field of a circular E-mode reso-

nant cavity. Upper state, M F = 0, atoms are

stimulated to radiate their energy during their stay

in the bulb and leave the bulb eventually to be

scavenged by the ion pump. When the power avail-

able from the atoms in the bulb exceeds the cavity

losses and the power coupled out, the maser
oscillates.

Normally the output power is about -97 dBm

and the signal is used to control the phase of a

crystal oscillator. In this way, signal outputs at

useful frequencies can be generated. More de-

tailed descriptions of the maser and its associated

electronics are available in the listed references•

The stability of the maser is limited by ther-

mal noise whose frequency components lie within

the linewidth of the oscillator and by additive

noise that competes with the output signal in the

bandwidth of the phase-lock system. The expres-

sion relating the maser stability to the noise within

the linewidth of the oscillator and within the band-

width of the receiver is given by Cutler and Searle

(Ref. 16):

fiT/F_BQe 1

: + (6)
L \ oT '%

Here, U(T) is the fractional rms frequency devia-

tion averaged over a time interval r, kr is the

thermal noise power per unit bandwidth, w B is the

receiver half-bandwidth (single tuned bandpass),

P is the power delivered to the cavity by the

atoms, Qe is the atomic line Q, and Qc and Qe

are the loaded cavity and external cavity Q,

respectively.

The ultimate limit to the maser stability for

long time intervals (T > 104 s) is imposed by

variations in the resonance frequency of the c.avity

that are usually of thermal origin. The cavity

mistuning "pulls" the output frequency by the ratio

of the cavity Q to the line Q times the amount of

the mistuning. Normally this ratio is about 10 -5 ,

so a I0 Hz change in the cavity causes a 10 -4 Hz

change in the output (or 7 parts in I014). The

I RF DISCHARGE TUBE 7 LOW-FREQUENCY TRANSITION COIL

2 ION PUMP 8 OUTPUT COUPLING LOOP

3 HEXAPOL£ MAGNET 9 CAVITY STRUCTURE

4 MAGNETIC SHIELD 10 QUARTZ STORAGE BULB

5 SOLENOID 1i OVEN HEATERS

6 TUNING LOOP

Fig. 9. Cutaway view of NASA maser

cavity frequency variations have been found to have

a f- 1 spectral density, evident from the flattening

out of the ¢(-r) plot of Fig. 7 (Ref. 17).

It is possible to improve long-term stability

at the expense of short-term stability by increas-

ing the storage time of the bulb. This is accom-

panied by a reduction in the output power from the
maser and a corresponding worsening in the short-

term stability that goes as P- 1/2. The tradeoff of

short- versus long-term stability is shown in Fig.

10 for several values of the total bulb relaxation

rate ¥, which is the reciprocal of the effective

bulb- storage time.

Several processes limit the storage time in

the maser bulb (see References). Recent studies

at Harvard and at the Smithsonian Astrophysical

Observatory (SAO) on specially prepared polytetra-

fluorethylene (PTFE-Teflon) surfaces inside the

storage bulbs have shown that 105 or more colli-

sions with the bulb surface can occur before the

atom loses phase with the RF field in the cavity•

With bulb sizes now in use, this means that storage

times approaching I0 s should be possible; and

with the usual type of cavity and thermal controls,

values of the rms frequency stability will approach

1 part in 1015 for averaging times of 103 s.
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Experiments to verify this expectation are in prog-

ress at SAO.

The accuracy of the output frequency from the

hydrogen maser is limited by the ability to deter-

mine (1)the magnetic field in the bulb, (2) the

second-order doppler shift of the atoms in the bulb

(which is related to the bulb temperature), (3) the

amount of systematic residual mistuning, and (4)

the systematic average phase shift per collision of
the stored atoms with the walls of the bulb (wall

shift). These effects are discussed in detail in

Refs. 18, 19, and 20 and will be reviewed only

briefly here.

A. Magnetic Field

The average field in the bulb is determined by

observing the quenching of the maser output when
a resonance transition is caused between the F = 1

magnetic sublevels. These transitions have a fre-

quency dependence of 1.4 MHz/gauss, and using
this resonance, the field can be measured to better

than +3 x 10 -6 gauss. Since the field dependence

of the 0 -- 0 transition is described by _v M =

2750 <H2>b , the mean square value of the field

over the bulb volume is required. Because gradi-

ents in the magnetic field can be observed through

the effect of magnetic quenching of the output sig-

nal, we can trim the magnetic field, u_ing separate
coils in the solenoid so that <H>_ - <H >b is very

small. An upper bond on the estimate of inaccur-

acy due to this is a few parts in 1014

B. Second-Order Doppler

The second-order doppler frequency shift is
due to the thermal motion of the atoms in the stor-

age bulb. Since each atom in the bulb makes a

large number of collisions, the atoms are in ther-

mal equilibrium with the bulb. The expression

describing the shift is

• 3kT = -1.9557 T

Av T = _ v0 2mc 2

where v 0 = i. 4204 GHz, k is Boltzmann's con-
stant, T is in kelvins, c is the velocity of light,

and m is the mass of the hydrogen atom. Mea-

surement of the bulb temperature to an accuracy
of ±0. 25°K at 320°K a11ows a determination of

_VT/V 0 to about 3 parts in i014

C. Cavity Mistuning

Cavity mistuning, as described earlier, will

"pull" the output frequency, and a systematically

mistuned cavity can be a source of inaccuracy in

the output frequency of the maser. A part of the
NASA contract that lead to the development of the

maser shown in Fig. 9 consisted of the invention

and development of an automatic cavity tuning

servo system.

The exact expression for the effect of cavity

mistuning (Ref. 21) is

&Vcavity Q BTII2) IAv = c vT (7)
s \ v 0

where B is a constant that depends on the bulb and

the cavity and on the cavity-bulb geometry, T is
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in kelvins, and _T is the total relaxation rate of
the atoms in the bulb.

The BT I/2 term results from shifts in fre-

quency due to hydrogen-hydrogen collisions. This

effect is described by Bender {Ref. 22). Crampton

et al. (Ref. 21) have shown that the shift is pro-

portional to the linewidth, and by use of the spin-

exchange quenching tuning method described be-

low, the shift is eliminated.

Spin-exchange collisions occur among the

atoms in the storage bulb and produce pressure-

dependent relaxation among the energy levels in

the hydrogen atom. This relaxation process, neg-

ligible under normaloperating conditions, can be

used to modulate the total relaxation rate YT. If

the quantity in parentheses in Eq. (7) is not zero,

there willbe a modulation in Av s whose magnitude

and phase are in proportion to the magnitude and

sign of the bracketed quantity. The automatic

cavity tuning servo consists of a synchronous de-

tection system to observe the variations in the out-

put frequency due to Av s and to correct the cavity

resonance frequency so that Av s is nulled.

The cavity itself is made of CER-VIT and is

compensated, by use of re-entrant posts of an alloy

with a high-expansion coefficient, to remove the

variations in dielectric loading of the fused silica

bulb due to the temperature dependence of its di-

electric constant. The temperature coefficient of

the cavity resonance frequency has been reduced

to I00 Hz/°C. With thermal control within limits

of ±l X I0-2°C, the resultant output-frequency

variations due to the cavity can be maintained be-

low 1 part in 1014 .

The fractional frequency stability between two

masers operating with automatic tuning systems
has been measured to be 2 × 10-14 for averaging

times of 4 X 104 (1/2 day) (Ref. 23). Thus, for a

single maser, the stability can be estimated to be
2/_f2 X 10 -14 , or 7 parts in 1015 for the above

averaging time.

The accuracy of the automatic-tuning tech-

nique depends on the type of tuning reference oscil-

lator used and on the time allowed for the servo to

operate. When a second hydrogen maser is em-

ployed as a tuning reference, less than 1 h is

necessary for an accuracy of about 1 part in 1013

to be accomplished. Since no systematic effects

on the accuracy of the maser output frequency

have thus far been attributable to the tuning pro-

cedure, the accuracy of the tuning should approach

the stability of the tuning, although this remains to

be proved experimentally.

D. Wallshift

The systematic average phase shift per wall
collision has been the chief limitation in the in-

trinsic accuracy of the hydrogen maser. Varia-
tions in the wallshift determined at several labora-

tories have led to differences of some 5 parts in

1012 in the maser output frequency. Since the

wallshift depends on the collision rate of the atoms

in the bulb, the texture of the Teflon wall surface

is an important consideration in a determination
of the surface-to-volume ratio of the bulb. It is

difficult to reproduce the same texture of the

Teflon from one bulb.to another. During the last

year, there has been considerable activity investi-

gating the properties of Teflon surfaces. Zitzewitz

at Harvard (Ref. 24) found that the phase shift per

collision for FEP Teflon* could be made to cross

through zero from negative to positive at about

ll0°C, a function of increasing wall-coating tem-

perature. Vessot and Levine (Ref. 25) at SAC

found that for high-molecular-weight PTFE sur-

faces sintered and rapidly quenched, a zero wall-

shift temperature of 830C could be obtained that

was independent of the surface-to-volume ratio of

the bulb. Brenner (Ref. 26) suggested using a de-

formable bulb to vary, by a known amount, the

surface-to-volume ratio of the bulb, thus allowing

a determination of the wall shift of the coating in

a particular bulb. This method was successfully

demonstrated by Debely (Ref. 27), using a cylin-

drical bulb whose conical end, made of thin flexible

Teflon and stretched inside or outside the cylinder,

would determine two easily calculable bulb volumes

with the same surface.

Since the zero wallshift temperature is inde-

pendent of the collision rate, knowledge of the

collision rate is no longer required if the correct

temperature can be determined. Recently, we

suggested that the flexible bulb also be used to vary

the collision rate in order to determine the tem-

perature at which there is no collision-rate de-

pendence on the wallshift. We have described a

servosystem that accomplishes this automatically

(Vessot and Levine, Ref. 28).

Recent measurements by SAC and the National

Bureau of Standards of PTFE surfaces applied in

a reasonably standardized way have given agree-

ment to 5 parts in 10 13 in the maser frequency

(Ref. 29).

E. Summary of Present Maser Capability

The intrinsic accuracy of the maser can be

estimated from the rms of the several accuracy

limitations :

&Vtemp/_, 0 = 3 X 10 -14

-14

_Vmag/_. 0 = 3 × I0

-13
= I X I0_',_, /v 0c av

AVwall/V 0 = 5 × 10 -13

Accuracy AVrms/_'O = 5. l × 10 -13

The precision of resettability can be esti-

mated from the rms of the parameters that vary
with time :

AV temp/V 0

AVmag/V 0

_' iv
car 0

-14
= 3 X I0

-14
=3Xl0

-13
= 1 X I0

Res ettability precision

_Wrms/V0

-13
= 1.1 X 10

;:=Hexafluor opr opylene- po lytetr afluor oethylene copolymer.
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Fig. lI. Photograph of NASA maser developed
for satellite use

The fractional frequency stability of the maser

is 7 × 10-15 for averaging time intervals from

100 to 4 × 104 s.

We see that for an unmodulated gravitation

experiment, for example a circular orbit, the ac-

curacy of the measurement will depend on the

magnitude of the shift (see Fig. 1) and the pre-

cision of resettability of the clock. Prior to

launch, the satellite clock and ground clock would

have been compared. For those clocks not in-

cluded in this preflight calibration the experiment

accuracy is limited by the accuracy of the clocks.

The advantage of using an eccentric orbit re-

sults from the excellent stability of the maser and

the fact that the measurement can be repeated

many times, as long as the satellite is operating.

We must, however, be certain that there are no

systen]atic frequency shifts that are synchronized

with the orbital period.

V. Maser Configurations, Weight, and Power
Estimates

Since 1960, a continuous development of hy-

drogen masers has been under way with NASA's

support. In 1966. NASA supported the develop-

ment of a small, relatively lightweight maser sys-

tem for use in spacecraft. The maser oscillator

of this system is shown in Fig. 11; the automatic

tuner system, phase-lock synthesizer, thermal

controls, pressure controls, and RE dissociator
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INSULATION
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13 OUTER CAN REINFORCEMENT
5 SUPPORTING TUBE WiTH HEAT STATION
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6 MAGNETIC SHIELDS PRESSURE CONTROL

7 VACUUM ENCLOSURE 15 BAFFLES

8 OUTER CAN 16 REMOVABLE COVER OUTSIDE

9 R F CAVITY CYLINDER OF SATELLITE

Fig. 12. Lightweight maser based on existing

design concepts

have been successfully operated in breadboard

form. The cavity and bulb assembly was vibration

tested in the sine sweep mode; it successfully sur-
vived such tests in all three axes. The complete

structure shown in Fig. ll weighs about llZ kg

and requires about 30 W to operate; it is about 81

cm high and 48 cm in diameter.

The vacuum of space can profitably be used in

place of the ion pump to scavenge the expended

hydrogen. A considerable reduction in weight and

power will result from use of multilayer, reflect-

ing insulation under vacuum to replace the micro-
balloon foam insulation currently used to surround

the bell jar and ovens. The total weight of the
maser can be reduced to about 34 kg, and its

power to about 10 W. A sketch of this lightweight

maser is shown in Fig. 12. The design concepts

of this maser are similar to those of the self-

contained unit. Some changes in operation are re-

quired, however. Before launch, the maser will

be operated by use of a titanium sublimation pump
located inside the hatch cover. This system will

enable ground comparisons and preflight testing

to be conducted.

During launch, the maser will be shut down;
later, in orbit, it will be restarted and the cavity
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retuned. Several hours of operation will be possi-

ble before the titanium evaporated just before

launch is used up, and this will allow preliminary

system checks. The hatch will be opened to the

void of space as soon as the satellite outgassing in

the direction of the pump reaches an acceptably

low level.

Contamination streaming back into the maser

will be kept to a low level by baffles, and the con-

tamination entering the bulb, if it has not been ad-

sorbed on the metal baffles, is very unlikely to
attach itself to the Teflon-coated interior of the

bulb, which will be maintained at 83°C. In view

of the even slight possibility of wallshift changes

due to contamination, a test of the continued accu-

racy of the maser can be made by comparing the

average frequency over several orbits early in the

experiment with the average frequency at a later

time. The stability of the maser, over 4 × 104 s

averaging time intervals, would be negligibly af-

fected by bulb-contamination processes that slowly

and monotonically could shift the maser output fre-

quency. The data from redshift modulation will

continue to be available.

Other, more compact, maser configurations

are possible with the use of dielectric or capacitive

loading of the RF cavity to reduce its size. Ex-

periments are in progress at SAG;'; on a spherical,

fused-silica, dielectrically loaded cavity 20. 3 cm

in diameter with an inside diameter of 12.7 cm.

The features of spherical geometry and the integral

bulb make a very rugged, compact unit. The ori-

ginal proposal to NASA for a satellite-borne maser

(Ref. 30) included this cavity. Development and

procurement of this cavity proceeded until 1966,

when the emphasis on light-weight and low-power

consumption was changed to that of pressing for

the greatest possible precision of resettability and

stability. The cavity was taken over by the

USAECOM and successfully used in a maser (Ref.

31). The recent improvements on wall coatings

and the desire for a compact lightweight device

suitable for a wide range of vehicles bring this de-

sign back into prominence. Figure 13 shows the

maser with a spherical cavity.

VI. Conclusion

The proposed gravitational redshift experi-

ment described in this paper makes use of tech-

nology currently available. Since 1964, when the

original proposal was submitted to NASA, the

hydrogen-maser clock has been under continuous

development for its use in spacecraft, and the

feasibility of a lightweight, low-power device has

been demonstrated.

Plans for the experiment have evolved con-

siderably. In 1968, the George C. Marshall Space

Flight Center completed a Preliminary Program-

Development Plan for a Hydrogen-Maser Relativity

S_Itellite, which envisioned a 2700-ib (approxi-

mately 1000 kg) satellite containing two masers

requiring a total of 1200 W. This satellite would

be launched by a Titan IIIC booster into a synch-

ronous, circular orbit. Its objective would be the

measurement of the redshift with an accuracy of

about 500 parts per million.

INNER SHIELD- A /-SUPPORT FOR CAVITY

OUTER SHIELD_ --\ / (4 REQ D)

, _q /-VACUUM ENVELOPE
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Fig. 13. Hydrogen maser using a dielectrically

loaded spherical cavity

Since 1968, the precision and stability of the

maser clock have been substantially improved,

largely as a result of continuing NASA support for

maser development. Also, the use of an eccentric

orbit, where the satellite scans back and forth

through large differences in the earth's gravita-

tional potential, has made it possible to utilize

the maser's excellent frequency stability to good

advantage. The present concept of the satellite

clock experiment will give much better accuracy

at substantially lower cost. A total satellite

weight of 500 ib (187 kg), consisting of the maser,

its electronics, a transmitter-transponder, bat-

teries, and solar panels, is now possible. The

thrust- augmented Thor- Delta vehicle can launch

this payload into an eccentric orbit.

The previously mentioned limits to eccentri-

city, imposed by the desire to keep the satellite

constantly in sight of the ground station, can be

relaxed, thus giving a larger gravitational modu-

lation. Since a satellite with a Z4-h period in a

highly eccentric orbit cannot he observed both at

perigee and at apogee from a single ground sta-

tion, a different period should be used, allowing

a ground station to track all phases of the orbit

over a period of time, though not continuously. A

further advantage to this highly eccentric orbit is

that more than one ground station can independently

participate in the experiment. The limit on eccen-

tricity is probably imposed by the requirement that

the satellite be in sight of a particular station long

enough to allow l h or longer of phase tracking of

the doppler-corrected carrier. At the 2. 5-GHz

carrier frequency, assuming about i0 ° of phase

resolution, the system should allow each measure-

ment to be made to the limits of the clock stability.

At present, there are several tracking stations al-

ready equipped with hydrogen masers that, with a

modest amount of additional equipment, can be

used to track the satellite maser signals. Studies

;::Supported in part by contract DAAB07-70-C-A-AI08 from the U.S. Army Electronics Command,

Ft. Monmouth, New Jersey.
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onweight,power,orbits, andboostercapability
arecontinuing.

Webelievethat an accurate test of the equiva-

lence principle for clocks in space is a necessary

phase of the continuing space program and that this

test, successfully performed, will not only ad-

vance our knowledge of science but also open new

fields of technology that will be of value to our ex-

ploration of the universe.
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T4stsof GeneralRelativityUsingPulsars

PaulE. Reichley
Jet PropulsionLaboratory

CaliforniaInstituteof Technology

I. Introduction

Several pulsars are being observed on a

regular basis at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

The arrival times of the pulses from each pulsar

are measured by a cesium clock, which in turn is

compared with clock 8 of the National Bureau of

Standards. The observations are all made at a

frequency of 2388 MHz (12.5 cm wavelength) on a

26-meter dish antenna at the Goldstone Tracking

Station. The method used to measure the pulse

arrival times (Ref. I) and the antenna and

receiver used in the measurements (Ref. 2) have

been described elsewhere.

The arrival times of the pulses in the inertial

frame of the solar system are influenced by sev-

eral effects. The motion of the clock about the

barycenter of the solar system causes the phase

of the received pulse train to vary. The absolute

velocity of the clock in the barycentric inertial

frame and the clock's distance from the gravita-

tional masses in the solar system both vary,

causing the clock's rate to vary with respect to

the coordinate time rate (Refs. 3 and 4). This

difference in rate appears as a variation in the

phase of the measured pulse train. The sun's

gravitational mass causes a delay of the pulses as

they pass through the solar system (Refs. 5 and 6).

This delay causes the phase of the received pulse

train to vary. Because of the high frequency of

observation, the effect of charged particles

within the solar system can be neglected for the

pulsars observed. The effect of interstellar

charged particles seems to be a random one that

simply increases the noise level on the arrival

time measurements.

We are concerned here with the variation in

rate of the clock and the delay of the pulses. The

variation in clock rate consists of two effects:

the time dilation effect of special relativity and

the red-shift effect of general relativity. Both of

these effects have been verified using earth-based

experiments (Refs. 7 and 8). Because of the

mechanics of the experiment, as will be explained

in Section If, the two effects are alike and insepar-

able, and appear as a red-shift effect only. We

hope to improve on the present i% measurement

of the red shift (Ref. 9). The delay effect is at

present beyond our measurement capability for

the pulsars under observation. We hope to make

a measurement of the delay effect eventually,

using techniques to be discussed later, but we do

not expect to be able to achieve the accuracy

obtainable with radar ranging.

II. Experimental Analysis

In order to measure changes in the rate of

our cesium clock due to solar system gravitational

effects, we need a clock free from these effects

for comparison. The "ticks" or pulses from the

pulsars under observation furnish just such a set

of clocks. In order to make use of these pulsar

clocks, we must be able to determine the rate at

which they tick. Hence, we must eliminate the

non-relativistic effects and determine the rate at

which the pulsar clocks pulse from our measure-

ments of the arrival times, which furnish the

desired comparison.

The non-relativistic effects on the arrival

times of the pulses are caused by the cesium

clock's movement about the solar system
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barycenter. We eliminate these effects by

reducing the arrival times to the center of an

inertial reference frame centered at the bary-

center of the solar system. We use the right

ascension-declination system of 1950.0 as the

inertial reference frame. The position of the

earth with respect to the barycenter is computed

by means of Jet Propulsion Laboratory Ephemeris

DE-69 (Ref. 10). The position of the cesium

clock with respect to the geocenter, the reduction

to the epoch 1950.0, and the conversion from UTC

to ET are computed by means of standard equa-

tions using parameters developed at JPL (Ref. ll).

The reduction of the pulse arrival times to

the barycenter requires knowledge of the pulsars'

positions. Since the positions are not known

accurately enough a priori, we must solve for

them. The arrival times of the pulses at the

barycenter depend on the periods (pulse repeti-

tion intervals) of the pulses. We must also solve

for the period and its time derivatives, called the

period characteristics. Hence, from the arrival

time measurements, we solve for the pulsars'

positions and period characteristics as well as

the relativistic effects we seek. The solutions

are accomplished by least-squares techniques

and differential correction, and have been

described (Ref. i) for all unknowns except the

relativistic effects.'

The metric used in our calculations is the

Robertson line element.(Ref. 12):

( )ds 2 : 1 - 2an____}+ + ... dt 2
r

r

where

1 ( 2_ 35m2 + .. >y i+ r +7 . de 2

d_ 2 = dx 2 + dy 2 + dz 2

c = speed of light

m = gravitational radius of the sun

_,_,6,'_ = free parameters ( = 1 for

Einstein's theory)

r : (x2+yz+zz) I/z

We neglect all terms of order m2/r 2 or

higher as the effects they contribute are well

below the accuracy of our arrival time measure-

ments. The relativistic effects of the planets and

the moon are neglected for the same reason.

Since the earth moves around the sun, the sun's

motion in the barycentric inertial frame causes a

time dilation effect on the cesium clock. How-

ew.'r, since the sun's velocity is so low, this

effect can also be neglected.

As seen from the above discussion, tile rela-

tivistic effects we can measure are due to the

cesium clock's motion about the sun. Under this

motion, within our measurement accuracy, the

time dilation effect and the red-shift effect are

inseparable. Because of the way in which the two
effects combine, we are measuring the red shift

effect only (or the time dilation only). The varia-

tion in the cesium clock's rate integrates over

the span of the measurements and appears as a

sinusoidal effect with an amplitude of 1.7c_ ms

and a period of 1 year.

The delay effect appears logarithmically with

a coefficient of a + y and reaches a maximum

once a year. The maximal effect of (a + y)50 _s

occurs for a pulsar passing behind the sun, as

seen from the earth.

III. Results

We have used the arrival time measurements

from several pulsars to solve for the red-shift

and delay effects. The delay effect was buried
in the noise of the arrival time measurements in

all cases, and we were unable to make ameasure-

ment of a + 7. The red-shift effect was corre-

lated almost 100% with position variations in all

cases, but we were able to measure _.

The failure to measure a + _ was due to an

unfortunate set of circumstances. The pulsars

which passed close enough to the sun to have a

significant effect were too weak to make suffi-

ciently accurate arrival time measurements

possible. The pulsars that were strong enough to

yield accurate arrival time measurements did not

pass close enough to the sun to have a significant

effect.

We were able to make measurements of _ in

all cases, but because of the high correlations

with position, we do not put much faith into the
results. We obtained a mean value of 0.99 +0.03,

where the error is one standard deviation, which

agrees well with the Einstein value of 1. Our

major reason for putting little faith into this
result is that varying the value of a about the

value of 1 and solving for the other parameters

of the model did not change the sum of squares of

the residuals in a statistically significant manner.

On the positive side, however, the positions

obtained by this technique with _ = 1 agreed well
with the best interferometric results.

IV. Conclusions

We are presently writing a computer pro-

gram that will combine data from several pulsars.
Since the relativistic effects are common to the

data, this technique will reduce the correlations

of positions with the red-shift effect and shou,d

raise the delay effect above the noise level.

If the arrival time measurements could be

made with uncertainties on the order of a micro-

second, the door would be opened to a host of

relativistic effects. Some of the more interesting

effects would be the red shift of Jupiter, the

advance of perihelion of the earth, and periodic

variations in the earth-pulsar distance.

Arrival time uncertainties on the order of a

microsecond (Ref. 13) have been obtained with the

Crab Nebula pulsar at optical wavelengths. This

was accomplished using fast sampling techniques

and averaging. Unfortunately, the pulsar's period
is not well behaved and creates noise of its own.
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Our major obstacle at present is the inability

to sample the pulses fast enough. Even with a

sampling period of 50 _ts, we are able to obtain

10-_s uncertainties on the stronger pulsars by

averaging only 20 or 30 pulses. We will have the

capability to sample at a period of i _s within a

year. This could yield a 0.05% measurement of

the red shift. The largest error source with fast

sampling is the random noise on the pulse arrival

times caused by interstellar charged particles.
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TheStanfordGyroscopeExperiment':,

C. W. 1r. Everitt
StanfordUniversity

I. Description of Experiment

In 1960, L. I. Schiff pointed out that a gyro-

scope in motion about a massive body such as the

earth might be expected to undergo a relativistic

precession in the framework of the fixed stars

(iqef. I). Two main effects were predicted. The

geodetic effect is due solely to the motion of the

gyroscope about the earth and yields a drift rate

_2G given by

3GM
_2G --------y(R A v) (i)

2c2R -- _

The motional effect is due to the rotation of the

earth itself and is

(2)

where m, R. and _v are, respectively, the mass,

coordinate, and velocity of the gyroscope, and M,

I, and _ are the mass, moment of inertia, and

angular velocity of the earth.

An experiment to detect either effect would

consist in measuring the precession rate of one or

more gyroscopes, mounted either on earth or in a

satellite, with respect to the axis of a telescop_

pointing at a suitable fixed star. In a satellite

moving in a 500-mile circular polar orbit, the two

effects are at right angles, the integrated geodetic

rate being 6. 9 arc-s/year and the motional rate

Work supported in part by NASA Grant 05-020-019.
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0.05 arc-s/year. There are also a number of

smaller terms in the range 0.0001 to 0.01 arc-s/

year, arising from the quadrupole mass moment
of the earth, the rotation of the sun, and the

orbital motion of the earth about the sun (Ref. 2).

Expressing the results in terms of the princi-

pal post-Newtonian formalism developed by

Eddington, Schiff, and most recently, by Thorne

and Will (Ref, 3), a measurement of fig deter-

mines the geodetic parameter (1 + 2"t) and of _M
the parameter A associated with the effects of

rotating matter. In the Brans-Dicke scalar-tensor

theory, the predicted value of f2 G is about 6 3
arc-s/year. An experiment with accuracy of about

0. 1 arc-s/year would thus provide a clear test

between general relativity and the scalar-tensor
theory, and would also check certain other theories

which fall outside the PPN formalism (for example,
the Birkhoff, Belifante-Swihart and Whitrow-

Morduch theories), each of which gives a different

prediction for _G (Ref. 4).

However the most interesting goal for the ex-

periment is a measurement of the motional rate

&_M' To obtain such a measurement within 1 or

2%, a gyroscope with residual errors from extra-
neous sources of less than 0. 001 arc-s/year is

required. This desired accuracy, which is equiv-

alent to a drift rate of 1.6 X 10-I6 tad/s, will be

called fl0" It appears to be just within the capabil-

ities of existing technology.

Analysis and experimental work on the gyro-

scope program have been suppurted at Stanford by

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

since October 1963. The work is being carried on

jointly by members of the Department of Physics

and the Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics



After prolonged thinking, we have concluded

that almost the only way of reaching the the ex-

tremes of accuracy needed is by extensive combi-

nation of three areas of technology which have

opened up during the past 15 years: (i) space re-

search, (2) large-scale low-temperature physics

research, and (3) certain advanced techniques in

electronics instrumentation and in control theory.

The work on the gyroscope experiment has both

stimulated and benefited from other activities in

all three fields. Elsewhere in this volume, W. M.

Fairbank describes several possible future appli-

cations of low-temperature technology which inter-

est us at Stanford, while D. B. DeBra discusses

the drag-free satellite technology which forms part

of the program of research on guidance and con-

trol currently being pursued in the Department of

Aeronautics and Astronautics.

A complete laboratory prototype of the gyro-

scope experiment has been designed, and parts of

it are now under test. \Ve expect to make the first

spinup and gyro drift measurements on earth dur-

ing 1971. Plans for an engineering test flight as

soon as possible thereafter are being formed in

conjunction with a group at NASA Marshall Space

Flight Center under the leadership of Dr. R.

Decher.

A general view of the space experiment as

presently conceived is shown in Fig. I. It com-

prises a superinsulated dewar vessel filled with

about 300 i of liquid helium, containing a single

star-tracking telescope and four gyroscopes

grouped in two paira, spinning in opposite direc-

tions, to give a double check on each of the two

relativity effects. Mechanical stability was en-

sured by making the entire gyro-telescope struc-

ture of fused quartz, optically contacted together

and all at helium temperatures to eliminate dis-

tortion due to thermal expansion. The reference

axis is a bright star near the equator, possibly

Procyon. The telescope is a folded Schmidt-

Cassegrain system of 150-in. focal length and

5.5-in. aperture, in which the light is divided by

a beam splitter to give two star images. Each

image falls on the sharp edge of a roof prism,

where it is again subdivided and passed to a light

chopper and photodetector at ambient temperature.

In this way, a reference accuracy better than

0.001 arc-s is obtained even though the determina-

tion is far beyond the diffraction limit, since the

location of the center of the star image is limited

only by the sharpness of the knife edge and by

photon counting statistics. Attitude control of the

satellite is accomplished by gas jets supplied from

the helium gas evaporating from the dewar. The

pointing accuracy so obtained is about ±0.5 arc-s;

fine pointing for the telescope is provided by an

inner servo driven by cryogenic actuators. An

internal proof mass, acting as a zero-g reference,

is used to apply translation control to the gas jets.

The use of a drag-free system helps in two ways.

It improves the averaging of the residual acceler-

ation acting on the gyroscopes and it reduces

errors in the orbit determinations needed in

analyzing the relativity data.
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Fig. I. General view of relativity satellite
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The helium dewar has several novel features.

The most interesting of these is a new solution to

the problem of containing a liquid in space (Ref. 5).

The dewar is filled with superfluid helium and

sealed with a fine porous plug of high thermal con-

ductivity. With an appropriate choice of design

parameters, the flow is self-regulating; the helium

emerges from the plug, evaporates on the outside,

and refrigerates the dewar by conduction through

the plug materials. Inside the vessel, thermal

equilibrium is maintained by the creeping helium

film.

Great attention has also been paid to thermal

design. Conductive heat loads are minimized by

suspending the inner vessel from fine wires, which

maybe erected in space after the temporary sup-

ports used in the launch phase have been withdrawn.
The dimensions of the wires determine the reso-

nant frequency between the inner and outer parts of
the dewar and therefore influence the design of the

attitude contrnl servos. Radiative heat loads are

substantially reduced by coating the outside of the

satellite with paint which reflects sunlight strongly

but has high emissivity in the infrared to reduce

its operating temperature to about Z40 K. Con-

versely, radiation into the telescope from the neck
of the dewar is reduced by using quartz windows

coated with thin gold films which transmit star-

light but have low emissivity in the infrared.

Special attention is also paid to the design of

the superinsulation. The overall performance is

increased by a factor of approximateig Z0 by apply-

ing the sensible heat available from warming the

helium vapor to ambient temperatures in heat ex-

changers located at optimized positions in the su-

perinsulation. Present estimates suggest that a

300-1 dewar may be expected to hold helium for

more than a year. Many of the design features of

the space dewar are currently under test at Stan-

ford in the laboratory model.*

The gyroscope designed for the experiment is

illustrated in Fig. 2. It consists of a ball of quartz
4 cm in diameter, coated with a thin film of super-

conductor, electrically supported by three mutually

perpendicular sets of condenser plates, and sur-
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Fig. g. Gyroscope for laboratory experiment

rounded by a superconducting magnetic shield.

The ball is spun up initially to a speed of about 200

rev/s by a gas-jet system designed by Brackenand

Everitt (Ref. 6), after which the gas is pumped out

and the ball is allowed to run freely in a vacuum.

The basic idea of the electrically suspended gyro-

scope is not new. The present design is a modifi-

cation of the one invented by Nordsieck and co-

workers and subsequently developed by Honeywell,

Inc.

When such a gyroscope is operated on earth,

by far the largest external torques acting on it are

those arising from the electrical suspension and
from mass unbalance of the rotor. In space, the

suspension voltage may be turned down almost to
zero, and hence such torques may be reduced be-

low the level needed. There are, however, a num-

ber of torques which are not reduced in s_ ,ce, and

it is in eliminating these that low-temperature tech-

niques prove specially helpful. One of the most

significant is the torque due to magnetic fields. In

ordinary electrically supported gyroscopes, the

interaction of eddy currents in the spinning metal

rotor with magnetic fields obtained by conventional

shielding techniques leads to residual drift rates
several orders of magnitude larger than _20. The

rotor for the present gyroscope, being made of

non-magnetic quartz coated with superconductor is

not susceptible to any magnetic torques except those

associated with trapped flux and with the small

magnetic moment generated in a spinning supercon-
ductor known as the London moment. These turn

out to be negligible provided the superconducting
shield is cooled initially in a field below 10 -6 G.

Shielding techniques developed at Stanford and
described in the paper by Fairbank already surpass

that limit by 2 orders of magnitude.

The calculations summarized in section Z

show that, with appropriate design, all known

torques acting on the gyro-rotor may be reduced
below the level needed. To reach the desired

limits, however, _he rotor has to be made spheri-
cal to 1 part in 10 and homogeneous in density to

1 part in 106 . This poses a readout problem. Con-

ventional gyro readouts require knowledge of the

position of the principal axes of the ball, which is

unobtainable when the moments of inertia are so

nearly identical. The London moment provides a

method of locating the axis without reference marks

on the ball. Figure 3 shows the proposed readout.

The spinning sphere generates a magnetic dipole

moment ML, parallel to the instantaneous axis of

spin, of magnitude

m_...._c 3
ML = 3e sr _s = 3 X 10 8r3_s G cm 3 (3)

where r is the radius of the gyro rotor and _s its

spin angular velocity.

A superconducting loop surrounds the sphere.

Since the resistance is zero, any change in flux clue

to change of orientation of MI, willgenerate a can-
cellar current in the loop, which may be used to

measure the direction of the spin axis. The circuit

user] to measure the current is shown in Fig. 4. A

second superconducting loop (modulator) is placed

Spetial _ redit for this work is clue to J. Lipa.
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r'th torque perpendicular to the spin axis. For a

gyroscope to be capable of performing the experi-

ment, "either the _2r must all be made much smaller

than _2G and _2M, or their magnitude must be

exactly known. With one partial exception to be

discussed later, it is not practicable to determine

the _r in orbit, so the gyroscope has to be de-

signed to make the upper limit on _ _ less thanr r

the desired value of 1.6 X 10 -16 rad/s for f_0"

The moment of inertia _f a sphere of density

p and radius r is (8_r/15) pr J. Replacing _s in

Eq. (4) by vs/r, where v s is the peripheral veloc-

ity of the ball, one has

15F
r

= (5)

r 8_pr4Vs

LONDON MOMENT FIELD H = 10-7_._ GAUSS

Fig. 3. London moment readout

in series with the first loop (detector). The can-

celing current is now distributed in the two loops

proportional to the ratio of their inductances. By

modulating the inductance of the second loop 105

times per second, a 100-kHz alternating signal is

• produced, proportional to the readout angle. The

signal is picked up and amplified in another cir-

cuit connected in parallel with the two loops. Its

magnitude is increased by connecting a tuning con-

denser across the output to make the system reso-

nant. With suitable design, the readout sensitivity

is 0. 1 arc-s in 0. 1 s of time; averaging over

longer periods increases the resolutions to the de-

sired value.

Practical development of the magnetometer is

due chiefly to J. E. Opfer (Ref. 7). The induc-

tance is modulated by a vibrating superconducting

ground plane facing the second loop. driven reso-

nantly be a quartz crystal or a magnetic forcer.

Pickup is eliminated by enclosing the modulator in

a superconducting shielded box. Further details

of magnetometer design are given in the paper by

Fairbank.

II. Summary of Error Analysis

A detailed account of the error analysis made

during the past few years will be published shortly

elsewhere. The present summary is intended to

indicate briefly some of the principal resuIts.

The drift rate f2r of a gyroscope due to some

' extraneous non-relativistic torque may be

written

r I_
s

(4)

where I is the moment of inertia, w s the spin angu-

lar velocity, and Fr the resolved component of the

Now there is an upper limit to the peripheral

velocity of any gyro rotor, set ultimately by the

bursting speed of the material and more imme-

diately by the elastic distortion due to centrifugal

forces. For a spinning elastic sphere, the dif-

ference &r between polar and equatorial radii is

given very nearly by

r - 7E 1+_-_ 6)

where E is Young's modulus and 0-Poisson's ratio.

Hence, if a certain limit is assigned to &r/r, the

maximum peripheral velocity is essentially pro-

portional to x/-_(1 - ll_/Z8).

The extraneous torques may be divided into

two broad categories: those related to the surface

area of the ball and those related to its voiume.

Each surface-dependent torque FvwilI be propor-
tional to (area) X (radius) X 0-(r), where 0"(r) is a

function which in some instances is constant and

in others depends on deviations from perfect

sphericity in the shape of the ball. Over a fair

range of radii, ¢(r) may be taken as proportional

to r s, where 0 < s < 1. Thus, 1-'¢ varies as

r(3+s). Substituting into (5) and replacing v bys
the term derived from (6), one finds that the drift

MODULATOR

_ _JDETECTOR NULLINGFIELD[___ _/

?Z
TO

AMPLIFIER

Fig. 4. Superconducting readout
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rate _20-arising from any surface-dependent torque

of this kind has the functional form

r(S-l) ( llcr)eo.vl _ 1 + _-_
(7)

For a rotor of given material and radius, 12 is

proportional to _s I.

For volume-dependent torques associated with

variations in density of the ball, the torque is pro-

portional to (density) X (volume) X (radius) X d0(r),

where again do(r) may be taken as proportional to

rv and 0 < v < I. Assuming for the moment that

different materials have identical density varia-

tions, one finds that the drift rate f_dodue to

volume-dependent torques of this kind has the func-

tional form

I ) (8)

-1

Again, f_do varies as _s for a given rotor.

There are exdeptions to this general torque

classification. Thus, from Eq. (3), the action of

a magnetic field on the London moment is propor-

tional to _0sr3, and the resultant error lf2m is

proportional to r-Zp "1 Again, errors due to dif-

ferential damping of the gyroscope about different

axes, caused by a gas drag or rotating trapped
flux in the ball, have the form f26c_r-lp-1. Both

lP.m and the f_6 are independent of w s. Finally,
there are the electric and gravity gradient torques

associated with centrifugal distortion, which are

proportional to Ar/r in Eq. (6). The electric

torques are surface-dependent and have the form

_2_._r°/Q'-_(1 + ll0-/Z8); the gravity gradient
torque is volume dependent and has the form

_2_._r +1 /p-/-E(l + ll_/Z8). Both _and _2;vary

a_'_s+I for a given rotor. In summary, the errors
due to extraneous torques depend on radius, spin

speed, and mechanical properties according to the

scheme set out in Table I. In comparing the re-

sults with the explicit formulas given below, it

should be observed that the expressions in the last

column are all specified for fixed Ar/r.

Thus, some errors increase and some de-

crease with increasing rotor diameter, but except

for the primary London moment torque, which may

be made negligible in other ways, the advantage

gained by varying the size of the rotor is meager.
In fact, the diameter of 4 cm chosen for the exper-

iment was determined by the design of the readout

rather than by drift performance. The ratio

\p_E-(1 + 11_/28) is essentially constant for all

materials, but 1/_"_(l + 110-/28} tends to decrease

with increasing density. The choice of material

for the rotor therefore depends on two distinct

questions. To minimize the f2_, _6' and l_m'andl/pthe material should be selected for lowest

1/_-_. To minimize the i2qb, it should be selected

for extreme homogeneity. The correct choice de-

pends upon which category of torque is dominant.

Fused quartz was chosen for the present experi-

ment chiefly for homogeneity, since its density

variations could be determined optically by study-

ing the variations in refractive index. The exist-
ing rotors are homogeneous to 1 or Z parts/10 6.

Other materials may be considered after the Iab-

oratory experiments have been completed. Once
the material and dimensions of the rotor havebeen

decided on, the optimum spin speed is determined

by minimizing the sum of the drift rates with re-

spect to _s" The condition is

23_' + _',_2; = Z;f2 + _2do (9)°"I 0- 0" 0-

A second method for categorizing the sources

of drift error is to divide them into three groups

as follows: (1) support-dependent torques; (Z)

support-independent torques; (3) support-
independent disturbances of random walk type.

The support-dependent torques are those asso-
ciated with the action of the electrical suspension

and mass unbalance of the rotor. These are

greatly reduced by performing the experiment in

space. Their effect depends on the time history
of the acceleration environment, and influences

the arrangement of the gyroscopes in the experi-

mental package as well as the design of the rotor

and suspension system. The support-independent

torques include those due to the gravity gradient,

the magnetic field, electric charges, and the drag

of residual gas in the gyro housing. They impose

conditions on the density, field strengths, and gas

pressure. The disturbances in the third class

arise from the random impacts of gas molecules,

photons, and cosmic rays on the rotor. Their

effect is not represented by Eq. (4) but by an
effective drift rate:

(10)

where t is the time of observation. Thus, in

addition°to constraints on the environment, the

random walk disturbances establish in principle a

t'ninimum time for perfdrming the experiment.

A typical support-dependent error is the one

due to the mass-unbalance torque, when the cen-

ter of geometry and center of mass of the rotor

do not quite coincide. Evaluating the error for a

rotor with a uniform density gradient parallel to

the spin axis, and then introducing a factor

el(0 < c 1 < 1) representing the symmetry of the
actual density distribution, one finds

ClAp f< (ll)
u Z p v s

where f is the residual acceleration on the gyro-

scope. Taking &p/p as 10 -6 , c I as 0.Z, and v ass
2500 cm/s, the condition onT-the a vgrage value

of f needed to make f_u less than 10 -Io rad/s--is

< Z.5 × 10-9 g. Conversely, if[were made

equal to g, the variations in density would have to

be less than 1 part/1015. Thus, consideration of
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Table I. Relation of errors to size, speed, and mechanical properties of rotor

Error

symbol

O-

l_m

S

O"

%

Description

Power of r

(vs fixed)

s- 1

O< s < l

Surface-dependent due to

polishing errors

Volume-dependent due to

density variations

London moment

Differential damping

Surface-dependent due to

centrifugal distortion

Volume-dependent due to

centrifugal distortion

v

0<v<l

-2

-i

0

+i

Power of
S

(r fixed)

-i

-i

0

0

+1

Mechanical properties

(Ar/r fixed)

1

1

P

+1

the mass-unbalance torque alone immediately re-

veals the advantage of performing the experiment
in space.

The electrical suspension system utilizes three

mutually perpendicular pairs of cond.enser plates

deposited on the spherical inner surface of the gyro

housing. The plates are circular, with a diameter
of about Z cm, and are about 5 X 10 -3 cm from the

rotor. Twenty-kilocycle alternating voltages are

applied to each plate; when the gyroscope exper-

iences an acceleration parallel to an electrode

axis, the voltage is raised on one plate and lowered

on the other to keep the ball centered. Such a sys-

tem does not generate any torques on a perfect

sphere of high electrical conductivity, since

changes in the orientation of the sphere do not

alter the energy in th¢ plates. Thus, suspension

torques depend on deviations from sphericity in the

shape of the gyro rotor. They are evaluated by

expanding the shape in a series of spherical har-

monics and determining the effect for each term.

Since the gyroscope spins at high speed, it

may be treated as an axially symmetric body.

Upper bounds on the drift errors are obtained by

associating the known limits of distortion and

polishing precision with the first significant even

and odd harmonics, as the effects of higher-order

terms are necessarily smaller. For a suspension

system in which the electrodes are perfectly spher-

ical and symmetrical, three terms only need to be

considered: (1) an ellipsoid misaligned with the

electrode axes, (Z) an ellipsoid with its axis paral-

lel to the electrodes but displaced from the center

of the cavity, (3) a misaligned pear-shaped body.
There are also terms arising from asymmetries

in the electrodes, which are small compared with

the worst cases of the misaligned bodies, but be-

come significant if advantage is taken of the reduc-

tion in the main terms due to symmetry.

The torques are first evaluated in terms of the

potentials applied to the condenser plates, and then

most conveniently expressed in terms of the pre-

load acceleration h, where h is a measure of the

stiffness of the suspension, defined as the acceler-

ation parallel to an electrode axis required to send
the voltage on one plate to zero. For h = 10 -6 g,

which is a reasonable stiffness for the space ex-

periment, the normal operating voltage is found,

on substituting numerical values, to be about 0.7V.

On earth, h must be greater than g, and the oper-

ating voltage is about 1000 V.

The torques on an elliptical rotor are signifi-

cantly reduced by designing the suspension system

to maintain the preload accelerations nearly equal

on all three axes and by making the gyro spin axis

nearly coincide with an axis of symmetry among

the electrodes. Defining a preload compensation

factor _ equal to (h_ - h,r) /h z etc., and a mis-

alignment from perfect _ymmetry of 00, one finds
the following upper limit on the drift rate l_2e due

to a misaligned elliptical rotor:

ia < 1.3 7Vs_- _ eo
(12)

The torque may also be reduced by introduc-

ing "sum-of-the-squares" control, that is, by

mechanizing the suspension system in such a way

as to hold constant the sum of the squares of the

voltages on the six condenser plates. In the pres-

ent state of technology, sum-of-the-squares con-

trol serves chiefly as an alternative to electrode

symmetry, since either method alone is capable of

reducing the torque on an ellipsoidal rotor to a

value comparable with the higher-order electric

torques. If it is used, {90 in Eq. (IZ) must he re-

placed by a sum-of-the-squares control factor 6'

defined in a similar way to the preload compensa-

tion factor _. In a typical suspension, _ may be

about Z X 10 -3 and 80 or _ about 5 × 10-3. In (IZ),

Ar is the combined deviation from sphericity due

to polishing errors and centrifugal distortion. In

practice, the centrifugal term is dominant and

Ar/r may be evaluated from (6), giving
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v( l larf hi{e°< l+-TT)L (1 Ii e

where the curly bracket signifies that either 0 0 or

must be substituted, depending on the choice of

mechanization.

The torques due to a miscentered ellipsoid

and a pear-shaped rotor are obtained in a similar

way. The upper limit on drift rate for a miscen-

tered ellipsoid is

gf2e < 3"28Artr dv f (14)

S

where t is the displacement, d the rotor-electrode

gap, and again, Ar/r is determined primarily by

centrifugal distortion. The upper limit for a pear-

shaped rotor, assuming the use of symmetry, is

Zf_e < Z. 58 Ar'---f 8 (15)• r v 0
S

where, in this instance, &r'/r is due entirely to

polishing errors. If no advantage is taken of sym-

metry, 80 in Eq. (15) should be replaced by 0.67.

Equations (11) to (15) give upper limits on the
drift rates associated with the instantaneous accel-

eration acting on the gyroscope. Some advantage

may also be gained from the time-averaging of the

accelerations. Here the most prudent course is to

take averages over each satellite orbit, any addi-

tional averaging over longer periods being treated

as insurance rather than as a reliable design

parameter. The discussion is restricted to nearly

circular polar orbits; comments about non-polar

orbits are given in section 3. The residual accel-

eration on the gyroscope may be written

f = fl + f2 + f3 (16)

where f l is the acceleration arising from air drag,
solar radiation, and other external forces on the

satellite, fg is the action of the self-gravitation of

the satellite on the gyroscope, f3 is the gravity

gradient acc_leration arising f{'6-m the earth'sfield

because the gyroscope is some distance from the

mass center of the satellite. For a typical satellite

in a 500-mile orbit,

fl - 3 x 10-8 g

fz - 10-9 g

f3 - 1. 5 _(a sin c_ + gb cos ce) X 10 -9 g

where _ is the distance between gyroscopes and

mass center, a is the angle between__ and the orbit

plane, anda and b are unit vectors defining the

plane through __ perpendicular to the orbit.

To some extent, fl averages over an orbit,

but since the atmospheric density varies from

night to day and since the departures from circu-

larity in the orbit may be significant in comparison
with the scale height of the atmosphere, the im-

provement so gained is probably not more than

20% per orbit at best. The average lrl is there-

fore about ten times greater than f2" Because the

limitation on zero-g control is determined by the

action of the self-gravitation of the satellite on the

control body, which is comparable with the self-

gravitation on individual gyroscopes, the average
acceleration f in a drag-free system may be made

comparable with f2 or 10 -9 g. Thus, the drift

performance obtained with a drag-free satellite is
about one order of magnitude better than with an

uncompensated satellite. The effectiveness in

averaging f3 depends on the position of the gyro-

scope in the satellite. If the gyroscope is dis-

placed from the mass center in a direction per-

pendicular to the orbit plane, there is no averaging

in any one orbit, although the effects may be aver-

aged over long periods by rotating the satellite at

intervals through 180 deg about the telescope axis.

On the other hand, averaging of f3 does take place

when the gyroscope lies in the orbit plane. For

the terms &2u, 2_2 e, and 3fie, which are linear in
f, the errors vary sinusoidally at orbital frequency

and the averaging may be assumed good to about

1%, the residue being due to imperfect alignment

and departures from circularity in the orbit. Tak-

ing _ as 15 cm, _'3 is about 5 × 10-10 g, that is,
somewhat less than[. The contributions to f3

from the gravity gradients of the sun and moon are
i

negligible. For the term 1_2 e, however, which is

quadratic in f, the effect of f3 rectifies, and the

errors average only to an extent proportional to

[f_/gh + r_h], where f0 is the peak value of f3"

Given f0 and r,, the error is minimized by making

the preload h equal to fo/'/-_, that is, about 10f 0.

The suspension is made automatically adjust-

able to higher preloads for brief emergencies such

as the impact of micrometeorites on the satellite.
With reasonable numerical values as set out in

Table 2, the worst-case sum of the four support-

dependent errors averaged over each orbit, as-

suming the use of symmetry or sum-of-squares
control, is 1. Z × 10-16 rad/s. This figure cor-

responds to an error of 0. 0007 arc-s/year. Some

additional improvement may be derived from long-

term averaging, and from occasional rotations of

the satellite about the telescope axis, but the ad-

vantage so gained is small. Thus, the support-

dependent errors in a polar orbit are essentially

independent of mission lifetime.

The support-independent errors include the

effects of magnetic fields, residual electric charge

on the ball, residual gas in the cavity, and the

action of the gradient of the earth's gravitational

field on the quadrupole mass moment of the gyro-

scope. The secular drift rate _2g due to gravity
gradients may be written

3 AIr GM

_2g = 2 i Vs R3 sin 213 (17)
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Table g. Design requirements for accuracy of i0-16 rad/s

Gyro rotor

Gyro suspension

Environment

Spinup system

Homogeneity

Sphericity at rest

Sphericity of cavity

Centering accuracy

Preload { acceleration
voltage

Preload compensation factor

Symmetry

or sum-of-squares control factor

Acceleration due to self-gravitation

Acceleration due to earth's gradient

Residual magnetic fields Ibest

I using symmetry

Residual electrification I charge
on ball

I voltage

Residual gas pressure
t magnitude

I gradients

Torque switching ratio

Ar"/r _ 10 -5

It/d - 10 -z

It ~ 4 X I0-5 cm

h _ i0 -6 g

V~ 0. TV

_ ~ 3 x I0 "3

O 0
~5 xl0 -3

-9
f ~10 g

f _ Z X 10-8g
o

-7
H < 10 G

-6
H < 4 X 10 G

Q < l08 electrons

V< 0.03V

p _ 10 -9 cm Hg

_p/p _ 5 X 10 -Z

Fr/F s _ Z × 10 -13

where AI is the difference between principal mo-

ments of inertia, _3 is the angle between the gyro-

scope axis and the orbit plane, and G, M, and [Z

have the same meanings as in Eq. (1). The differ-

ence in moments of inertia may arise from inhomo-

geneities in the ball, in which case AI/I may be re-

placed by c g Ap/p, where c Z is a symmetry factor
different from and smaller than c 1 in Eq. (11);

alternatively, the difference may arise from cen-
trifugal distortion of the ball, in which case &I/I

may be replaced by &r/r from Eq. (6). According

to (17), the gravity gradient error vanishes when

the gyroscope is parallel or perpendicular to the

orbit plane, as is to be expected from symmetry.

Actually, slight corrections must be applied to
this condition when the oblateness of the earth is

taken into account (Ref. 8). The equations may be

transformed into a condition on zxI/I for the re-

quired performance. For a gyroscope aligned to

within 1 deg of the orbit plane, which is reasonable

for a near-polar orbit, AI/I must be less than

1. 5 × 10 -6. The error _2_ associated with centri-
fugal distortion of the ball differs from every other

disturbance acting on the gyroscope in that it de-

pends on quantities whose magnitude can be calcu-

lated exactly. Furthermore, in non-polar orbits,

it may be independently checked in space by the
methods described in section 3. Thus, even if the

choice of orbit is such as to make _2" appreciable,

it may legitimately be corrected for in data

analysis.

The chief magnetic disturbance comes from

the action of any residual trapped flux in the mag-
netic shield on the London moment. The magni-

tude is

H

l_2m = 2 X 10 -8 _ (18)

pr

where H s is the component of trapped flux perpen-
dicular to the spin axis, and the numerical con-

stant has been evaluated from the quantities in

Eqs. (3) and (5). Two other magnetic disturbances,

2_m and 3_2m , have been evaluated due, respec-

tively, to the reaction of the gyro readout loop on
the London moment and on the residual trapped

field H t in the ball. In general, H t and H s are

roughly equal. If the gyro-shield is maintained in

a fixed orientation, Eq. (18) sets an upper limit
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on the H s of 10 -7 G. This requirement may be re-

laxed slightly if the gyroscope is aligned parallel

to the telescope axis, since the sign of l_m may

then be periodically reversed by rolling the satel-

lite about the telescope axis. In that case, the up-

per limit on the H t set by 3rim is about 5 × 10-6G.

The London moment reaction error _n is negli-• . _. rO .
gible unless the gyroscope spzn axls is inchned at

an angle greater than 5 deg to the readout loop.

Residual electric charge on the ball may cause

a torque through the reaction of induced charge on

the inner surface of the gyro housing. This term

evidently vanishes if the ball is exactly centered

and either it or the cavity is perfectly spherical.

It may be evaluated using a spherical harmonic ex-

pansion given originally by Maxwell for the prob-

lem of "a nearly spherical conductor enclosed in

a nearly spherical and nearly concentric conduct-

ing vessel" (Ref. 9). Assuming that the deviations

of the ball from sphericity are dominated by cen-

trifugal distortion, the error is

4f_e< I-_ + ]"4°'JLTJL'dV + A'd+ Ad]

(19)

where Q is the total charge in electrostatic units,

t the displacement of the ball from the center of

the cavity, A the electrode area, d the rotor-
electrode distance, and A', d', and At' are the

area, distance, and polishing error of the elevated

conducting regions which surround the gas spinup

channels.

Numerical substitution gives an upper limit

of 108 electrons for the charge on a ball of 2-cm

radius to keep the drift rate below 10-16 rad/s.

The corresponding static potential difference be-

tween the ball and the cavity is 0. 03 V, which may

be contrasted with the potential of 0. 7 V applied to

the support. The difference comes about through

the absence of symmetry and compensation factors

in the static torque. Since Q = 4TrrZcr, the error

4f_ e is independent of the radius of the ball for con-
stant charge density _.

Residual gas in the cavity gradually slows

down the ball. The exponential spindown time r

is inversely proportional to the pressure p, and at

a pressure of 10 -9 mm is about 1000 years. A
drift error will occur if the value of r varies with

the orientation of the spin axis. In practice, r is

independent of orientation so long as p is uniform,

even though the ball and cavity may be non-

spherical, but significant errors may occur if

there are any pressure gradients in the cavity. In

a typical situation, the error is

5 _ A_

P
(20)

where m is the mass of a helium atom, k

Boltzmann's constant, T temperature, Ap the total

pressure variation in the cavity, and Y the angle

between the spin axis and the axis of minimum

pressure. For a pressure of 10-9 mm Hg, f2p

may be reduced to the required value by makingy

about 2 arc-min and Ap/p about 5%.

There remain the random walk disturbances.

A gyroscope at a given temperature T may be ex-
pected, on statistical mechanical grounds, to ex-

perience fluctuations in the transverse components
of its angular momentum AJ of order _/-k-__. The

root-mean-square fluctuation in direction @ is then

given by

(21)

Equation (21) gives the jitter in direction and sets

a limit on the precision of measurement. If f2 is
the desired drift rate (10-16 rad/s), the minimum

time t O for a significant observation is 8/n 0'

which yields, on numerical substitution, a value

for t O of about 6 h. This limitation of measure-

ment must be distinguished from the random walk

_['{_s of the spin axis, which are evaluated by con-

s_-]-d-_-ing the transfer of angular momentum to the

ball through each impact of a gas molecule, pho-

tons, or cosmic rays. Much the largest of these

is due to gas molecules, which give an effective

drift rate

in ~ 3 ,. i/2 I/2k3/4 pl/ZT3/4 i/2P _ (m 0 m 2 t-
pr v

s

(22)

where N O is Loschmidt's number and the remain-

ing quantities have the meanings assigned in Eq.

(21).

In contrast to rip, the error 1_ decreases
with decreasing temperature. The _andom walk

motion 2np due to photons from the walls of the

cavity is a much stronger function of temperature,

scaling as T 5/2. Numerical substitution makes

lnp about i. 5 × 10-16t -I/2 at a temperature of

2 K and a pressure of 10 -9 mm Hg. The effects

of photons and cosmic rays are at least two orders

of magnitude smaller. Thus, the random walk

drifts are negligible after a few seconds, and the

only significant effect of thermal fluctuations is to

set a minimum time for observation through jitter.

The reason for the drifts being so much smaller

than the jitter, as first explained to me by L. I.

Schiff, is that the relaxation times of the processes

are very much longer than the characteristic ob-

servation time t O.

One more important problem bearing on the

gyro performance is spinup. To spin a gyro rotor

initially at rest, a torque F s of some kind must be

applied for a time ts, after which U s must be re-
duced to a level where the residual component ['r

perpendicular to the spin axis does not cause sig-

nificant drift errors. Neglecting drag torques,

U s = I_b = I_0s/t s. Substituting into Eq. (4), one
finds

F

__r < nOts (23)
V s
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Since it is operationally convenient for t_ to be

shorter than the half period of the satelllte orbit

(2700 s), its upper limit is about 2000 s; hence,

with the upper limit on f_0 of I0- 16 rad/s, Fr/F s

must be less than 2 X I0-13. If drag torques dur-

ing spinup are taken into consideration, the torque

switching ratio required is even more extreme.

There are also two other general restrictions on

any spinup mechanism which will be discussed

elsewhere. The design of the gas spinup system

now planned for the experiment is described in

Ref. 6.

The error analysis provides design restric-

tions on the rotor, housing, suspension system,

spinup system, and environment, which must be

fulfilled to attain a drift performance of I0-16

rad/s. Results for a typical gyroscope of 4-cm

diameter, spinning at 200 Hz, and contained in a

satellite moving in a 500-mile near-polar orbit are

summarized in Table 2. The various restrictions

are not independent: an improvement in perfor-

mance in one area would allow relaxation of re-

strictions elsewhere. The immense challenge that

exists in achieving all the requirements simulta-

neously needs no emphasis; nevertheless, each

one does seem within the bounds of possibility.

The specifications on the gyro rotor, low magnetic

fields, and drag-free satellite design have already

been met in the laboratory. The three areas in

which most progress is needed are: (i) mechaniz-

ing the suspension electronics for space, (2) reach-

ing satisfactory operating pressures, (3) maintain-

ing low residual charge on the ball. Work on each

problem is in progress at Stanford.

III. Readout, Instrumentation, and Attitude

Control

(4) Orbital aberration of starlight, with

amplitude, in the plane of the orbit of about

±5 arc-s and period of 90 rain. When the

telescope axis lies in the orbit plane (as

it must for measurement of f2 G in a polar

orbit), the star is occulted by the earth

for half of each orbit, and only one side
of the sinewave is observed.

(5) Disturbances due to attitude motions of

the satellite.

(6) Intrinsic noise and errors in the gyro-

scope and telescope readouts.

For a satellite in a polar orbit, then, the total

range of motion between the gyroscope and tele-

scope axes may be as much as Z0 arc-s in the

plane of the orbit and 40 to 50 arc-s in the plane

of the ecliptic. In principle, the displacement

might be allowed to appear in either the gyroscope

readout or the telescope readout, or even in both.

In practice, it is a far less forbidding problem to

obtain wide linear range from the gyroscope,

which has a readout derived from linear changes

in a magnetic field, than from the telescope,

which depends on the motions of a star image.

Thus, the telescope is maintained as close to null

as possible, and the displacements due to rela-

tivity drift and aberration are taken up in the gyro
readouts.

Consideration must next be given to the lin-

earity, zero stability, scaling accuracy, and noise

performance of the readouts, and to the bearing

of these parameters on attitude control. There-

after, the various merits of different satellite

orbits will be briefly examined.

Given adequate drift performance, the experi-

mental problem reduces itself to designing gyro

and telescope readouts, electronics instrumenta-

tion, and an attitude control system precise enough

to handle the relativity data and transmit them to

earth without error. Before these are discussed,

it is useful to establish some general requirements

determined by the form of the data. The final out-

put consists of difference signals between the gyro-

scope and telescope readouts, whose content may

be divided into six parts:

The ultimate limit to sensitivity of the gyro-

scope readout circuit illustrated in Fig. 4 is set

by the input noise of the amplifier. An analysis

by J. M. Pierce" gives the mean-square error

of the measurement flux in electromagnetic units

as

_2 (l + _)3 L kT Av
eff vaQ

(24)

(1) Relativity drift, the measurement of which

is the goal of the experiment. In a near-

polar orbit, this will consist of linearly

increasing signals with predicted values

on Einstein's theory of 6. 9 arc-s/year for

_2 G and 0. 05 are-s/year for f_M. In non-

polar orbits, the signals will be modulated

through the apsidal rotation of the orbit

plane, and will normally consist of super-

posed linear and sinusoidal terms, whose

magnitudes and period will depend on the
orbit and on the orientations of the

gyroscopes.

(2) Proper motion of the reference star.

where L is the average total inductance, _ the

modulation factor, _ the ratio of inductances in

the modulator and detector, Q the quality factor of

the resonant circuit, Tel f the effective noise tem-

perature of the amplifier, v the modulation fre-

quency, and Av the bandwidth. Optimum perfor-

mance is obtained with _ equal to I/Z. In the

current design, _ - 0. 2, Q - i04, Tel f - 30 K

v - I00 kHz. The value of L is deternMned by the

dimensions of the readout loop. Gombination of

(24) with (3) and with the equation for inductance

of a single loop of wire yields a forn_ula for the

noise-equivalent angle of a gyroscope with optimunl

(3) Annual aberration of starlight, which

gives a sinusoidal displacement between

gyroscopes and telescope outputs in the

plane of the ecliptic, with amplitude of

+20. 116 arc-s and period of I year.

-- 2.4 T/-_e [ f Av
(25)

#In Proc. Symposium on Superconducting Devices, University of Virginia, April g8-g9, 1967.
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with a bandwidth of I0 Hz, the resolution is 0. I

arc-s. Greater resolution is of course obtained

by integrating for longer periods.

Equation (25) may be transformed to give t6,

the minimum tinge needed to determine g_0, by re-

placing 0_ by f2ntA and Av by I/t_. The result is
v v

that t_ nlust exceed 106 s or about 20 days. This

may be con]pared with the value for to obtained

fron] (23) of about 6 h. At the present stage of

experinlental development, therefore, resolution

is limited by gyro readout accuracy rather than by

statistical mechanical jitter of the ball.

Since the readout circuit depends on measure-

nlent of the current in a superconducting circuit,

it has, in principle, absolute null stability. How-

ever, errors may arise from changes in the ex-

ternal field acting on the gyroscope even though

much of the external flux is excluded from the loop

by the presence of the superconducting ball. If the

gap betw_,n the ball and the loop is s' (about 0. 05

el'n), the maximum change in field allowed over t_
is 10 -7 ' 'v si'20t0/Zs or about i0-IZ G. Field sta-

bilities of this level may be assured by using a

superconducting shield more than 10-'4-cm thick

and by attaching a long superconducting tube to

each hole in the shield. It is possible but prob-

ably not necessary to relax the limit by counter-

winding a second loop of area approximately 2Trrsr

around the outside of the detector. Similar con-

siderations apply to the modulator.

Another possible source of zero error is

trapped flux. This may affect the system in three

ways. Rotating trapped flux in the ball may, if

large enough, saturate the readout amplifiers. It

also causes a rectification signal, associated with

phase shifts in the readout circuit, which may
change and produce a zero error as the bali slows

down. Finally, trapped flux in the vibrating ground

plane of the modulator introduces an error if the

modulation amplitude changes. With proper de-

sign, all these terms may be made negligible so

long as the trapped fields are kept below 10 -6 G.

The last important source of zero error is dis-

placement of the ball from the center of the read-

out loop. Defining the displacement axes with x in

the direction of spin and z perpendicular to the

plane of the loop, the error angle Od is

Od -_2. 1- _r y2 (26)

From (26), the maximum displacement allowed

during the observation time of 20 days is 2 × 10 .5

cm, which may be compared with the limit of
8 × 10 -6 cm determined by the suspension torques.

After dt_riving Eq. (26), I was interested to dis-

cover that Maxwell had obtained the analogous for-

mula for a magnet with axis parallel to z in 1863

in his beautiful analysis of the errors of the British
Association determination of the ohm (Ref. 10).

Linearity of the gyroscope readout is ensured

by a fe_.dback circuit, using a digital signal with

17-bit accuracy. The scale factor is calibrated
to i part in 10Zby a pr_,cision dc reference. Thus,

provided the restrictions set out below are

fulfilled, the gyroscope readout gives the desired

pe rformance.

Field constancy

Trapped field

Centering stability

Scaling accuracy
Minimum time of observation

< i0" 12 G

< 10 -6 G

<2 × 10 -5 cm

I part in 105

20 days

The ultimate limit to sensitivity of the tele-

scope is set by photon noise from starlight. The

noise-equivalent angle gt for each readout is cal-

culated from the fluctuations in the intensity of

light failing on the photocell during each signal

period. For a star of magnitude M and color tem-

perature-k, the result is approximately

8t = 2 X 10 -68_ [V 2" 51-M&Vk(rl (27)

where 6 is the image diameter, D the telescope

aperture, _ the effective light loss in each channel,

q the quantum efficiency of the detectors, and&v
the bandwidth. For diffraction-limited optics, 6

may be taken as 1.22_//D; and with a telescope of

5. 5-in. aperture having eq about 0.01, the direc-

tion of a first-magnitude star is resolved to 0.01

arc-s in 0. 1 s of time. Resolutions approaching

this limit have been obtained on an experimental

star simulator and detector in the laboratory.

Significant nonlinearities occur if the range of

motion & of the image exceeds

& < I. 1562/3_01/3t'01/3 (28)

i

or, for diffraction-limited optics with t o = 20 days,
about +0. 03 arc-s. With defocussing, a wider

range is allowed, but then Ot increases and other
errors also occur.

More precise computer studies by W. L.
Pondrom, Jr. , confirm the essential features of

the results based on (27) and (28). Their signifi-
cance is twofold. First there is a lower limit on

the brightness of the reference star that can be

used without introducing excessive noise into the
i

final output and increasing the observation time t O .

The limit is obtained by setting 6 t equal to gg.
For the present telescope design, the dimmest

acceptable star is of third magnitude. Second, the

two equations supply design criteria for the tele-

scope pointing system. The present two-loop sys-

tem was conceived by me in collaboration with

D. B. DeBra, D. P. Chandler, and R. A.

Van Patten. Analysis by J. Bull establishes that

adequate pointing accuracy can be achieved in the

presence of telescope noise and normal satellite

disturbances. Occasional emergencies such as

telescope flares or meteorite impacts are handled

by interrupting data acquisition until the disturb-
ance has settled out.

Errors occur in the telescope if the roof

prism has curvature, or small nicks on the divid-

ing edge. An analysis by R. A. Nidey gives the

maximum diameter d relative to the objective as
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_) < 3.6A3/4_I/4 , I/4
_0 to (29)

from which the maximum @ for a telescope of

150-in. focal length is 25 X 10 -6 ca. Prisms

have already been made with no nicks greater than
8 X 10 -6 cm in diameter.

Other optical and electronic errors in the

telescope readout have been studied in some detail.

The "seeing" due to atmospheric disturbances,

which would be disastrous on earth, vanishes com-

pletely so long as observations are confined to the

portion of the orbit in which the telescope is well
above the horizon. Formulas have also been ob-

tained for mechanical distortions of the gyro-

telescope structure. It is essential for the entire

structure to be optically contacted together and

maintained at low temperatures. At ambient tem-

perature, the required stability could be reached

only if the transverse heat flux falling on the satel-

lite were balanced at the telescope to within 1 part

in 106 . At helium temperatures, the permissible

heat flux is several times the total input into the

dewar. On earth, the telescope sags under its

own weight by about 0. 1 arc-s, and also undergoes

creep. In space, both effects are negligible.

There is, however, a significant possibility o_

error from the delayed elastic effect associated

with the relaxation of inherent strains in the mate-

rial. These may be eliminated by proper manu-

facturing procedures; in particular, by annealing

the telescope parts in a vertical position for sev-

eral days at II00°C so that the strains acquired

under gravity have axial symmetry. The last im-

portant telescope error to be considered arises if

there is a long-term pointing error A' combined

with differences in scaling between the gyro and

telescope readouts. If the nominal scale factor of

each readout is k, but there is a difference Ak be-

tween them, then the limit on Ak/k is

_0t_
_--hk < (30)
k 4'

with tb = Z0 days and A' = 0. 03 arc-s, the maxi-

mum acceptable scaling difference is 1 part in 103 .

An instrumentation system has been conceived

with processes relativity data and, at the same

time, provides signals for use in attitude control

and in calibrating the telescope scale factor. The

proposed design, which is due largely to R. A.

Van Patten, is illustrated in Fig. 5. Portions of

the system and gyro electronics are now being

developed by J. Nikirk. The heavy lines represent

an integrating data loop which supplies continually

updated relativity information in digital form after

subtracting and summing the gyroscope and tele-

scope readouts, with the final signal in the preci-

sion summing amplifier _I" The amplifier output

consists of an amplitude-modulated, suppressed-

carrier, alternating current signal. This signal

is processed in a sampling demodulator and filter

to obtain a direct current output with extremely

low zero offset. It is then integrated by n]eans of

a bipolar voltage- to- frequency converter driving a

17-bit up-down binary counter, which contains the

readout signal for storage and telemetry. The in-

tegrating loop is closed via a 17-bit digital-to-

analog converter summed into _2I. Its operation

may be understood as follows. Call the gyro out-

put G, the telescope output T, and the signal in

the up-down counter R. The summing amplifier

provides the function (T - G + R), which is main-

tained at null, making the final signal R equal to

(G - T). This is the quantity of interest in the

experiment.

The pointing servos are controlled by signals

derived from the second summing amplifier 7:2"

In normal operation, 2_g gives the direct telescope

error, but an interesting feature of the design is

that interruptions of data do not impede the action

of the control loop. When the telescope signal is

interrupted, for example by meteorite impact or

occultation of the star by the earth, the output will

continue to represent attitude motions but will re-

fer them to the function (G - R), where i< is held

static and T inhibited by the action of control logic.

Thus, the telescope remains pointing in the cor-

rect line of sight by reference to the gyroscope.

When data are resumed, the reversible counter

will run until-the instrumentation loop has been

driven to null, and the output will come to the

value it would have reached with continuous re-

cording. The only loss is the immediate loss of

data for the final statistical analysis. The tele-

scope scale factor is calibrated against the gyro-

scope by introducing a low-frequency dithering

signal into the inner servo loop, which makes the

entire gyro-telescope structure swing back and

forth through a small angle across the line of sight

at about 0. I Hz. If the scale factors of the two

readouts are not equal, a signal appears at the

output of the instrumentation loop, where it ls

synchronously detected; and automatic gain control

for the telescope is obtained by digital sampling,
subtraction, and difference accumulation.

The instrumentation system may be made with

solid-state integrated circuitry for maximum re-

liability. It provides enough filtering to process

the data and store them in a memory of reasonable

size, without the complexities and reliability prob-

lems of an on-board computer. The choice of

time constant for the integrating loop depends on

several factors. The optimum figure appears to

be about Z0 s. This is long enough to provide sub-

s_antial noise filtering while allowing the system

to recover from interruptions within 1 or 2 rain.

The output of the instrumentation loop is sampled

every few seconds and stored in a core memory

containing 104 words of 17 bits, from which it is

transmitted about once per day for further pro-

cessing on the ground. With a time constant of

20 s the output of the data loop consists of (i) the

full relativity signal, (Z) the full annual aberration

in ecliptic plane, (3) 99. 98% orbital aberration in

the orbit plane, and (4) residual noise. An im-

portant feature of the experiment is that the ab-

erration signal, being known with great precision,

provides an inherent calibration of the data. Thus,

the telescope scale factor (which might be ex-

pected to change through effects such as aging of

the photomultiplier) is automatically driven to the

same value as the gyroscope by the dithering tech-

nique, while the gyroscope scale factor (which

should remain constant) is automatically checked

and calibrated in space by the aberration signals.

In the actual experiment, certain error

sources must be checked by maneuvers of the sat-

ellite. The mission lifetime should therefore be

not less than 6 tO, or about 4 months. An experi-

ment lasting 1 year has the advantage of following
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the complete cycle of annual aberration besides

permitting slight additional averaging for parti-

cular error torques. The simplest experimental

configuration consists of following an exact polar

orbit, and having one gyroscope pair spinning

parallel to the earth's axis and the other pair paral-

lel to the orbit axis, with the telescope pointing

at a star in the plane of the earth's equator. The

terms _G and _M are then completely separated.

An alternative is to make the spin axes parallel to

the telescope axis, in which case _G and _M ap-

pear concurrently in the two readout planes of each

gyroscope. The second arrangement has the ad-

vantage of allowing the signs of some of the errors

to be reversed periodically by rolling the satellite

about the telescope axis. On the other hand, it

requires two full accuracy readouts for each gyro-

scope and does not give such direct separation of

_G and f_M if the orbit is slightly non-polar.

If the orbit is highly non-polar the apsidal

precession becomes relatively rapid, being about

5 deg per day, or one revolution in 10 weeks, for

a 45-deg orbit. A gyroscope spinning parallel to

the earth's axis will see a geodetic precession of

sinusoidal form with an amplitude of about ±0. 5

arc-s and a period of 10 weeks, together with or-

bital aberration signals amplitude-modulated at

the. same frequency, and a component of annual

aberration. A gyroscop¢, perp¢,ndicular to the

earth's axis will see sup. rlmposed sinusoidal and

linear geodetic terms, a linear motional term, an-

nual aberration, and an amplitude-modulated or-

bital aberration 90 deg out of phase with the first

term. Both gyroscopes will also experience grav-

ity gradient and suspension errors larger than
those in polar orbits, which are also modulated at

apsidal period but with different phase and scale

relations from f2 G and f_M" The form of the data
is therefore much more complex for non-polar

orbits, but since the problem of resolving a sinu-

soidal signal of known period and phase in the

presence of noise is essentially equivalent to the

problem of resolving a linearly increasing signal,

in principle, the data may be recovered with pre-

cision comparable to that for a polar orbit. More

detailed studies are necessary before a final deci-

sion is reached on the choice of orbit.

Corrections to _G and f_M for non-circular

orbits, including the effects of higher-order mass

moments from the earth, have been derived by

R. F. O'Connell (Ref. II) and by D. C. Wilkins

(Ref. 12). The higher mass moments affect both

the form of the orbit and the structure of the rela-

tivity terms themselw_s. Will<ins has established

limits on the knowledge of orbit parameters needed

to recover data with the desired accuracy. A pre-

cision better than I part in I0, 000 is obtained by

integrating the equations explicitly for a single

orbit and then piecewise fitting of successive orbits

in data analysis.

There remains the problem of proper motion.

In a polar orbit, the linear compon_,nt of the pro-

per motion will cause displacement in each axis

indistinguishable from relativity data. In non-

polar orbits, the error disappears from the
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sinusoidallymodulatedtermsthatmeasure_2Gbut
notfron__2M. Themagnitudeof themotionvaries
from star to star, but in manyinstances,theun-
certaintiesin its valuedefinitelyexceedthedesign
goalof determiningf2M to 1part in 50. Ultimately,
it canbeeliminatedbyflying twosatellitesin or-
bits of differentradii to givedifferentvaluesfor
_M" Meanwhile,studiesarestill underwayto
determinewhichstar will givetheleastuncer-
tainty in referenceand,at thesametime, be
bright enoughto fulfill therequirementsonthe
attitudecontrolsystem. Onbalance,theexperi-
menterswill probablycountthemselvesfortunate
if propermotionprovesto bethegreatestdiffi-
cultyof thegyroscopeprogram.
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Gyroscope Test of Gravitation: An Analysis of the Important Perturbations

R. F. O'Connell

Louisiana State University

We discuss two important perturbations due

to (1) the earth's quadrupole moment (Refs. 1 and

Z) (say Q) and (2) the earth's revolution around the

sun (Ref. 3), which must be taken into account in

an analysis of Schiff's (Ref. 4) proposed gyroscope

test of gravitation. The rate of change of the spin

axis S of a gyroscope may be written (Ref. 4)

Y-_ = nx S (1)
dt

where [_ is the angular velocity of precession.

Explicitly, in Einstein theory (_ = _E), we
have (Refs. 1-4)

where w is the dimensionless coupling constant of

the BD theory. It is possible to have _'T essen-

tially zero (Ref. 4) by putting the gyroscope_ in a

satellite. Henceforth, we will regard the _ as

being averaged over a period of the motion and
confine our discussion to orbits which would be

circular in the absence of the earth's quadrupole

moment Q (although elliptic orbits have also been

treated: Ref. l). The term aQ is referred to as
the direct quadrupole moment effect, but there is
also an indirect effect which manifests itself only

when the principal term _'DS is averaged over a

period of the motion" (Ref.-1].

We define a length "a" such that Kepler's law

holds in its normal form for the distorted (due to

Q) circular orbit; i.e.,

: aT +[Ds+aLT +aQ +--SaDS (2)

where-_T, _DS' _"LT' _O' and-_SDs are the so-
called Thomas, de Sitter, Lense-Thirring,

quadrupoi.er-moment (Refs. 1 and Z) and sun (Ref.

3) contributions, respectively. The correspond-

ing quantity in the Brans-Dicke (BD) scalar-tensor

theory (Ref. 5), saY_BD , is given by (Ref. 6)

Z_ /GM_ 1/2

T:ta31
(3a)

where T is the period and w is the average angu-

lar velocity (Ref. Z) of the gyroscope in the field

of the earth of mass M, spin angular momentum

5(2), and quadrupote moment Q, given by (Ref. 7)

aBD : _T + 6-'_--'_wI DS + _Q + f_DSI ZQ = (108Z.64±0.08) x 10-6R z (4)

3+Zw--
+ _glLT (3)

where R is the earth's equatorial radius. It fol-

lows (Refs. 1-4) that, to the accuracy required,

8Z
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3GMw(1+ka_)_" (5)f_DS- 2cZa

GS(2)_(Z) - 3 cos 8-_]f_LT - 2cZa 3
(6)

_Q = __(?)I½(53GM,.aZc2,a 3Q 1 cosZ 0- 1)_'-cos O-'n(2 1

(7)

--S 3GMo WE _(S)

_DS - 2c2r
(8)

where k is a number of order unity which depends

on the inclination of the orbit (Ref. 2) (it equals

0.5 for a polar orbit and -1.0 for an equatorial

orbit), A'and-_(2) are unit vectors along the orbital

angular momentum of the gyro and-'S(Z) directions,

respectively, and (9 is the angle between the-ff and

_(2) directions. In addition, M O, _0 E, and-n *(S)

denote the mass of the sun, the average angular

velocity of the earth around the sun, and the unit

vector along the earth's orbital angular momen-
tum; r is the earth-sun distance.

Perhaps the most unique feature of Schiff's

gyro test is that it is the only experiment thus far

proposed which is likely to measure the off-

diagonal Lense-Thirring terms in the metric ten-
sor. Everitt and Fairbank (Ref. 8) and Fairbank

(Ref. 9) expect to carry out this experiment in the

near future by launching a satellite containing two

pairs of superconducting gyroscopes into a polar

orbit around the earth: the spin of one pair (gyro l)

will be parallel to the earth's axis and the spin of

the other pair (gyro 2) will be perpendicular to the

plane of the orbit.

A polar orbit (0 = _r/Z) was selected because

(from Eqs. 5 and 6) _l%.q and-_LT are at right
angles for such an orb'if(and, in addition, preces-

sion of the gyro due to a possible gyro quadrupote
moment is zero; Ref. 10). For definiteness, con-

sider the earth's angular velocity to be in the

z-direction and the polar orbit to be in the xz-

plane so that the orbital angular momentum of the

satellite points in the y-direction. Then-_DS lies

along y and_LT along z. Thus_gyro 1 (with spin

along z) will not be affected by P'LT' and gyro 2
(with spin along y) will not be affected by _'DS"

Therefore, it was thought that gyro Z would pro-

vide a "clean" test of the Lense-Thirring terms --

clean in the sense of being sensitive tO_LT only.

However, as we now make clear, this possibility

is ruled out because of the sensitivity of gyro g to

the sun's perturbation.

The magnitude* of _'LT for a satellite in a

circular polar orbit 300 miles above the earth is

43.8 x 10-3 sec/yr (at this altitude the magnitude

of _DS is the oft-quoted value of 7.0 sec/yr). Us-

ing BD theory, this value is reduced (Ref. 6) by a
factor of 1/16, i.e., by Z.7 x 10 -_ sec/yr. As

before (Ref. 6), we take ¢o = 6. Thus, to distin-

guish between the Einstein and BD theories, the

experiment should be capable of measuring such

small precession angles. In fact, measurement

accurate to 10 -3 sec/yr will be possible (Ref. 9).

The question we wish to consider is whether

there are any perturbations of magnitude greater

t_han 10 -3 sec/yr along_the z-axis, in addition to

f_LT" With regard to _2Q, as is clear from Eq.

(7), this contribution turns out to be in the same

direction as _'DS for a polar orbit (though this is

not true in general), and thus it has no c_;nponer_t

along z. However, the magnitude** of_'_) S is

19.2 x 10 -3 sec/yr, and since the earthts equator

is inclined at an angle O0 of g3.44 deg to the eclip-

tic, the z-component is 0.917 _SDs, i.e., 17.6x

10 -3 sec/yr. It is more than 6 times as large as

the difference between the Lense-Thirring contri-

butions arising from the Einstein and BD theories

and 17.6 times larger than what can be measured!

Actually, the best orbit to select for the purpose

of obtaining the "cleanest" test of_'LT is one in-

dined at an angle 0 to the equator so that-ff and

--_(S) point in the same direction (i. e. , e = q5).

Gyro g is again placed in the_'direction so that

it wii1 now be insensitive to both f2DS and _-_SDS.

Unfortunately, a price must be paid; that is, the

Lense-Thirring contribution to the precession of

gyro Z is reduced by a factor sin 4_ = 0. 398 to a

value 17.4 x 10 -3 sec/yr, and the difference be-
tween the Einstein and BD contributions in this

case is 1. 1 x 10 -3 , very close to the limits of the

expected experimentai accuracy. In addition,

there is now a contribution from_Q amounting to

3.6 x 10 -3 sec/yr. For this configuration, simi-

lar to the polar orbit case, a possible gyro quad-

rupole moment does not contribute to the

precession.

To summarize, we wish to emphasize that,

although the perturbations discussed will certainly

make the analysis of the observations more com-

plex, they have all been calculated precisely to

the accuracy desired, with the result that the ex-

periment should be capable of deciphering each

separate contribution to the angular velocity of

precession of the spin.
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Some Future Applications of Low-Temperature Technology in Space

William M. Fairbank

Stanford University

The gyro-relativity experiment suggested by

Leonard Schiff (Ref. i), and the gravitational

radiation experiment being developed jointly at

Louisiana State University and Stanford using radi-

ation detectors cooled to a few millidegrees in

temperature (Ref. 2) are discussed elsewhere in

this proceedings. These experiments are part of

a low-temperature program begun at Stanford to

perform fundamental experiments in physics, many

of which require new and sometimes large-scale

low temperature techniques. In this paper, I wish

to discuss a number of other possible applications

of low-temperature technology in space which we

at Stanford, and other scientific colleagues else-

where, have been thinking about.

Let me begin by reviewing some particular

ways in which low temperat_ires play a crucial

role in the relativity experiment described by

Francis Everitt (Ref. 1). It appears desirable to

perform the experiment with an accuracy approach-

ing 10 -3 arc-s per year. For this purpose, the

drift error of the gyroscope due to applied torques,

the error of the gyro readout, and mechanical

alignment between the gyro housing and the refer-

ence telescope must allbe reduced below the 10 -3

arc-s level. Low-temperature techniques provide

an enormous advantage in achieving this accuracy.

Operation of the telescope at liquid helium tem-
peratures eliminates errors due to thermal dis-

tortion, the use of a superconductor provides a

perfect magnetic shield for the gyroscope, and

the London moment in the spinning superconducting

sphere supplies an entirely new kind of gyro read-

out. The detailed calculations summarized by

Everitt show that a gyroscope with the required

accuracy can be obtained by the use of a highly

homogeneous sphere spinning in a vacuum under

conditions such that electric and magnetic torques

have been reduced to extremely low levels. The

requirement of nearly perfect sphericity poses a

readout problem. Conventional readouts require

knowing the position of the axis of rotation with

respect to the ball. If the moments of inertia of
all the axes of the ball are the same, it is not

possible to anticipate about which axis the gyro-

scope will spin. Furthermore, if the ball is to

be kept at 1. 2°K in a vacuum, it can be cooled by

black-body radiation, and effectively no heat can

be allowed to fall on the ball in the process of

reading it out. These factors eliminate conven-
tional readouts.

Superconductivity leads to a unique solution of

the readout problem. A superconductor spun up in

a zero field develops along its axis of spin a uni-

form magnetization of 10-7 _0 G (Refs. 3, 4) as a

result of macroscopic flux quantization. With a

gyroscope spinning at an _0 of Z X 103 tad/s, this

would give Z x 10-4 G along the axis of spin. The

question then arises how one can detect to 0. 001

arc-s the orientation of such a gyroscope by use

of this very small magnetic field.

Figure 1 illustrates the proposed readout,
which makes use of a superconducting loop. Shown

in the figure is a spinning superconductor with a

magnetic field as indicated along the axis of the

spin. Around the spinning sphere is placed, as a

method of readout, a superconducting loop. Since

the resistance of the superconducting loop is zero,

any change in the flux through the loop caused by a

change in orientation of the gyro sphere will cause

a current to flow in the loop which exactly cancels

this change in flux. If one could read out this

current, one could determine the change in orien-

tation of the direction of the ball.
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LONDON MOMENT FIELD H= IO-_ GAUSS

Fig. I. Principle of London moment readout

for relativity gyroscope

Figure Z shows the method we have developed

to read out this current. In series with the first

loop is placed a second superconducting loop indi-

cated with an arrow through the loop. The current

that flows in the two superconducting loops pro-

duces a canceling flux, which is distributed in the

two loops instead of being confined to one. The

ratio of the flux in the two loops is equal to the

ratio of the inductances of the loops. Thus, the

change in flux through the first loop caused by the

reorientation of the ball produces a canceling flux

distribution in the two loops. If the inductance of

the second loop is changed, the current flowing in

the two loops changes and the distribution of the

canceling flux in them changes. If the inductance

is changed 105 times/s, then a I05 -Hz ac signal

is produced which can be detected by a readout

coil. Development of the practical design is due

to J. E. Opfer (Ref. 5). The modulator consists

of a long superconducting lead evaporated on a flat

surface. Adjacent to this long superconducting

wire is a superconducting ground plane evaporated

onto a quartz crystal. The crystal and surface are

DETECTOR

@
Fig. 2.

TO
AMPLIFIER

MODULATOR
NULLING

FIELD

Vibration plane magnetometer

placed about 2000_k apart, and the crystal is driven

such. that the ground plane periodically approaches

and recedes from the superconducting circuit.

This modulates the inductance of the circuit and

causes the flux to be pumped back and forth be-

t'ween the two loops. The oscillating current in

the two loops flows through the coil as indicated

and is read out through a transformer by an ampli-

fier. It is possible to increase the sensitivity of

this circuit by placing a condenser in the circuit,

as indicated on the diagram. The modulating

current flows in and out of the condenser plates in

such a way as to provide additional parametric

arnplification.

John Pierce (Ref. 6) has worked out in detail

the sensitivity of such a circuit compared with the

theoretical Johnson noise in an amplifie :

2 27Tr L(L) 2 Av
> kT--- I--6-_ _

where L is the total inductance of the circuit, AL

the inductance change, T the noise temperature of

the circuit, Q the quality factor of the circuit, v

the frequency of modulation, and &v the bandwidth.

We have verified the validity of this equation both

with experiments and by model circuits on an ana-
log computer. With the modulating crystal opera-

ting at 105 Hz and a Q of I000 with room tempera-

ture amplifier noise, the sensitivity is predicted

to be 10-10 G, which would allow an accuracy of

readout of 0. I arc-s in 0. 1 s of time. The desired

sensitivity of 0.001 arc-s is then obtained by inte-

grating over longer periods of time. In the above

circuit, feedback is used to keep the signal as

near as possible to zero. Thus, if all the pickup

is eliminated from the vibrating crystal because of

the quantized nature of the zero in the supercon-

ducting loop, there should be no drift in this cir-

cuit over the course of a year. A Josephson junc-

tion magnetometer might also be used for the gyro

readout providing the zero drift can be kept suffi-

ciently small. Tests are being made to determine

zero drift in both the vibrating plane andJosephson

junction magnetometers.

In order to eliminate magnetic errors, the

gyroscope must be kept in a magnetic field region

of less than I0 -7 G. Blas Cabrera and William

Hamilton have been experimenting at Stanford and

L. S. U. with the possibility of eliminating the last

quantum of trapped flux from a superconducting

shield and have discovered that, if a lead shield is

cooled from one end very slowly by heat flushing

technique in a low magnetic field, the trapped flux

can be reduced to less than one quantum of flux

every 20 cm 2 to give a magnetic field of less than

10 .8 G. It appears possible that the last quantum

of flux may ultimately be eliminated. Another

technique which helps in reducing magnetic fields

is expanding a folded superconducting balloon,

since the constant flux condition makes the field

inversely proportional to the cross-section of the

balloon. Figure 3 illustrates a large annular

dewar being constructed at Stanford, which may

contain either fixed or expansible superconducting

balloons.

The gyro-relativity experiment will not only

play a role in checking Einstein's General Theory

of Relativity but we believe that it can be the proto-
type of other astronomical experiments. A
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gyroscope which can be read out to the order of a

0.001 arc-s per year and whose drift at this level

is determined only by the predictable effects of

general relativity can serve as an absolute ref-

erence of astronomical telescopes. At the pres-

ent time, one star is referenced with respect to

a second star. When the relativity experiment

was first discussed, Schiff started with the consid-

eration of whether a gyroscope could be built per-

fectly enough to determine the position of fixed

stars. This appeared hopeless at the time, but

the discussion at this meeting shows that one of

the limitations of the relativity experiment is the

proper motion of the fixed stars. So we have come

full swing. The experiment has arrived at the

potential accuracy with which the gyroscope can in

fact check the proper motion of fixed stars. In-

deed, we can speculate that the experiment might

be used to investigate whether a planet the size of

the earth exists around any of the nearer stars. If

we take a star the size of our sun 4 light years

away, a planet of terrestrial size would cause a

proper motion of about 5 × 10 -6 arc-s over a year.

It is conceivable that the accuracy of such a gyro-

scope could he improved to the point that a periodic

proper motion of this kind could be detected.

With large-scale helium environments in

sp_ce, telescopes of extraordinary mechanical

stability become possible, since cooling to helium

temperatures eliminates thermal distortion, while

the reduction in gravitational acceleration elimi-

nates mechanical distortion. A further beautiful

advantage of having a telescope at low temperatures

is that noise in many kinds of optical detectors may

be greatly reduced, with a consequent improvement

in sensitivity. This is particularly true of infra-

red detectors, and several experimenters have

expressed interest in using a liquid helium dewar

in space to observe the 3°K black-body radiation.

In addition to the germanium detectors commonly

used, there are some intriguing possibilities

which we are studying at Stanford of developing an

infrared detector capable of observing single

photons by means of Josephson junction devices.

Other potential applications for helium in

space include the use of superconducting magnets

to produce large magnetic fields. One such

application already planned is in the cosmic ray

experiment designed by Alvarez, Burlington,

Smith and their collaborators (Ref. 7) for the

second High Energy Astronomical Observatory in

Space (HEAO). Yet another intriguing future

application which we have been considering for a

satellite with a cryogenic reference telescope

identical to that used for the gyro relativity exper-

iment, consists in a development of an experiment

started at Stanford by Hamilton to measure the

electric dipole moment of He 3 (Ref. 8). This

experiment involves polarizing He 3 nuclei and

placing them at the center of a very spherical

superconducting shield from which the last quantum

of flux has been eliminated. The He 3 nuclei can

be thought of as electrically supported gyroscopes

with a magnetic readout analogous to that of the

relativity gyroscope. If time reversal invariance

were valid, the nuclei would be symmetrical with

respect to displacement of positive and negative

charges. Hence, any precession arising when an

electric field is applied at right angles to the axis

of magnetization implies the presence of an elec-

tric dipole moment and a violation of time reversal

invariance. On earth, the accuracy of the experi-

ment is limited by the residual magnetic fields in

the shield and by the precision of the inertial ref-

erence. Assuming that the magnetic field can in

fact be made vanishingly small by the quantized

flux condition, the accuracy is improved by about

three orders of magnitude by placing the experi-

ment in a satellite, in which case it can be used

to check time reversal invariance in the superweak
interaction.

All such experiments require a method for

controlling the flow of helium from a dewar in the

low residual acceleration environment of space.

During the course of research on the gyro relativity

experiment, Selzer, Fairbank, and Everitt (Ref. 9)

have developed a promising technique for doing so

which makes use of a porous plug of tightly rolled

aluminum foil. Helium flows through and evapo-

rates at the outer surface, from which the refrig-

eration is carried into the dewar by the high ther-

mal conductivity of the plug. With appropriate

choice of design parameters, the plug may be

made to operate either in the normal or superfluid

condition as an automatic regulator, removing the

necessary liquid to overcome the heat leak without

allowing excess liquid to flow out of the dewar.

The plug has been tested in the laboratory at

Stanford in a dewar which can be turned upside

down with no change in the rate of helium boiloff.

The first flight test planned in the gyro ralativity

experiment program is a test of this superfluid

plug in space.

As a further illustration of the kind of im-

provements in signal to noise performance obtained

by low temperature techniques, I should like to

refer once again to the Stanford-Louisiana State
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Universitygravitywaveexperimentdescribedby
W. O. Hamilton. Thelimit ontheexperimentis
thethermalmotionin thedetectingmassiveba'r.
Sincethebarmustberesonantat aparticular
frequency,for example1600cycles, it is not
possibleto increasethemassbeyondthepresent
sizeof Weber'sbar. Therefore,thesensitivity
mustbe increasedbydecreasingthebackground
noisein thebar. If thetemperatureis reduced
to 0.003°K,thebackgroundnoiseis reducedbya
factorof 105. It seemspossibleto further in- 1.
creasethesensitivityby abettercouplingto the
detector. If a netincreasein sensitivityof 106 2.
is obtained,thenit wouldbepossibleto seegravi-
tationalradiationsignalswith thesamedetection 3.
amplitudefrom sources103timesfarther in dis-
tance, since the gravitational radiation falls off as

i/r 2. This would mean that gravitational radiation

signals from a thousand galaxies could be seen

with the same sensitivity as the room-temperature

detector sees from the center of our galaxy. It

seems very important in the ultimate understanding

of gravitational radiation to be able to look at dis-

tant galaxies. A possibility of such large-scale

low-temperature cooling of a massive bar is pro-

vided by the extensive large-scale low-temperature

engineering that has gone into the development of

a superconducting accelerator at Stanford.

In summary, space has made it possible for 6.

us to escape from the disturbing effects of our

atmosphere and the further disturbing effects of

the gravitational field we live in. The zero-g

environment and the vacuum of space offer an 7.

unprecedented reduction in the errors of both

telescopes and gyroscopes. When these advantages

are combined with low-noise devices and the ideal

magnetic shielding that can be obtained from the

cryogenic environment, a new dimension has been

added to the excitement of space physics. 8.
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Light Deflection_:_

Henry A. Hill

Wesleyan University

University of Arizona

I. Introduction

A major effort has been concentrated on the

design, fabrication, and development of a tele-

scope which constitutes the primary piece of in-

strumentation in an experiment to obtain an

improved measurement of the gravitational deflec-

tion of light. The method employed is that of using

a highly accurate measurement of the diameter of

the sun to establish a scale of distances on the sky,

and measuring the separation between two stars as

a function of time while the sun appears to move on

the celestial sphere; the experiment is to be car-

ried out in full sunlight, obviating the necessity of

waiting for a total eclipse of the sun. Positions of (1)

stars and the sun are to be determined photoelec-

trically, and compensation for first order differ-

ential atmospheric refraction, atmospheric disper-

sion, and changes in scale in the focal plane is an

integral part of the apparatus. An analysis of the

characteristics of this instrument, based in part

on experience gained with a telescope designed to
measure the solar oblateness, indicates that an

improvement in accuracy in excess of a factor of

10 over that of the earlier photographic deflection

measurements can be achieved by the use of this (2)

instrument. In addition to yielding a value for the

deflection of light at the sun's limb, these mea-

surements would provide the form of the deflection

curve as a function of distance from the center of (3)

the sun. Furthermore, it affords an alternate way

of carrying out a solar oblateness experiment to

check the Princeton results (Ref. 1).

By virtue of the method to be employed in this

measurement, the data acquired on star positions

relative to the sun would contain much information

in addition to the deflection of light. In particular,

since the instrument is designed to include an

atomic time standard, the measurements would

yield an accurate value for the instantaneous right

ascension and declination of the sun, that is, the

projection of the earth-sun line on the celestial

sphere. Since the accuracy of these instantaneous

coordinates can be expected to exceed that acces-

sible by classical astrometric methods, three

categories of results can be obtained:

A comparison of atomic and astronomical

time would be a direct consequence of

comparing the apparent motion of the sun

to the signals from the atomic clock.

Using these data to obtain the earth's

period of rotation around the sun to an

improved accuracy for a period of 10

years would provide evidence related to

possible changes in the universal con-

stant of gravitation.

The coordinates of the plane of the earth's

motion, the fundamental inertial system

of astronomy, would be established.

The precession of the perihelion of the

earth's orbit in space would be deter-

mined to sufficient accuracy that the

relativistic contribution to this effect may

::=This work supported in part by National Science Foundation grant GP9295.
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beseparatedfrom thatproducedbya
solar oblateness, since the radial

dependence of the perihelion motion due

to a solar oblateness differs from that of

purely relativistic origin (Ref. 2).

These measurements are of fundamental

importance to both physics and astronomy, in that

they offer a more accurate test of the predictions

of a fundamental physical theory as well as pro-

viding basic astronomical data. Applications of

this instrument to work in the night sky would in-

crease the accuracy of our knowledge of the posi-

tions of stars relative to one another, as well as

their parallaxes and proper motions. Improved

parallaxes of nearby stars and new parallaxes for

more distant stars are crucial to astrophysical

theory, in that the stars of known trigonometric

parallax are the sole means for calibrating the

absolute luminosities and bolometric corrections

of the stars {Ref. 3); the extension of parallax

measurements to a sphere of greater radius than

is now available extends not only the number of

calibration stars, but also the range of spectral

type and luminosity class included in the calibra-

tion. More accurate proper motions, on the other

hand, would improve the knowledge of the true

space motions of stars enabling more accurate

determination of galactic rotation, velocity dis-

persion as a function of spectral type, and dynam-

ical characteristics of stars in clusters.

The operation which has developed since the

beginning of the program in August of 1963 is

presently known as SCLERA, an acronym for the

Santa Catalina Laboratory for Experimental

Relativity by Astrometrics. SCLERA is an off-

campus research facility located in the Santa

Catalina Mountains north of Tucson, Arizona.

II. Telescope

The telescope is a modified Schupmann tele-

scope (Ref. 4), maintained vertical, fed by an

elevation-azimuth mirror system and evacuated.

Basically, the instrument is a long focal length
refractor inside a tube which can be evacuated.

The telescope is maintained in a tower with the top

of the tower, i.e., the dome, rotatable to follow

the sun's diurnal rotation. Figure 1 illustrates a

cut-away view of the telescope tube, the tower and
instrument room.

The objective is a f-100 singlet and has a

1200 cm focal length. The site elevation is
8500 ft (2586 m) and the site latitude is 32°25'N.

In an attempt to obtain a value for the light

deflection to better than 1% a careful analysis has

been made of the problems: optical aberrations,

apodization of the objective, atmospheric refrac-

tion and dispersion, longitudinal chromatic aber-

ration, scattered light from mirrors and lenses,

star tracking near the sun, and the solar edge

definition. The results of these analyses can be

found in the following theses and/or papers:

(1) Development of Daytime Astrometry to
Measure the Gravitational Deflection of

Light, C. A. Zanoni, Ph.D. Thesis,

Princeton University (1966).

PRIMARY

FOCUS

_ 1.5 ° :

I AXIS OF ROTATION

!_J CENTERLINE OFi ; !

_---m _ i _, VACUUM TUBE

Fig. 1. Cut-away view of instrument

(z) Reduction of Diffracted Light for

Astrometry Near the Sun, C. A. Zanoni
and H. A. Hill, JOSA 55, 1608, 1965.

(3) Correction of Lateral Color Aberration

Produced by the Atmosphere, H. A. Hill

and C. A. Zanoni, JOSA 56, 1655, 1960.

(4) Measurements of Scattered Light from

Mirrors and Lenses, G. R. Hostetter,

D. L. Patz, H. A. Hill, and C. A.

Zanoni, Applied Optics 7, 1383, 1968.

(5) The Fourier Coefficient Technique for

Defining the Edge of the Sun, R. T.

Stebbins, Senior Thesis, Wesleyan

University, 1970.

(6) SCLERA Progress Report, The Mangin

Design Section, University of Arizona
1970.

III. Current Projects

The efforts at SCLERA are presently

directed towards five experiments with several

near completion and one in its early stage of

development.
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These experiments are:

(1) Measurement of the Solar Oblateness,

P. Clayton, Ph.D. Thesis, University
of Arizona.

(z) Anisotropy of the Solar Limb Darkening,

D. Patz, Ph.D. Thesis, University of

Arizona.

(3) Gravitational Deflection of Starlight,

B. Cardon, Ph.D. Thesis, Wesleyan

University.

(4) G/G, A. Healy, Ph.D. Thesis, University

of Arizona.

(5) Parallax of Spectroscopic Binary, pre-

liminary work by Ya Yue Dunker,

Wesleyan University.

The supervision of these theses in my absence, as

I spend only 30% of my time at SCLERA, is by Dr.

James Oleson, a Wesleyan University Research

Associate.

The first measurements made at SCLERA

were on the solar oblateness in the fall and winter

of 1968-69. The reason that these were chosen as

the first measurements rather than the light de-

flection itself is because the ability to measure a

solar diameter is a fundamental part of the light

deflection experiment. Also, the oblateness

experiment is important in its own right.

One immediate observation that could be

drawn from the 1968-69 data was that the signal-

to-noise was much better than that of Princeton.

However, it soon became apparent that there was

a systematic error in the measurement of different

solar diameters of the order of 41/10 sec of arc,

giving a measured oblateness about two times

larger than the Princeton result. After several

months of trying to ascertain the origin of this

error, it was discovered to depend directly on

anisotropy in the earth's atmospheric seeing.

Further study showed that this systematic error

also existed in the Princeton experiment but not

as effective by a factor of 2. These results pre-

cipitated a complete restudy of methods to deter-

mine the edge of the sun and led to the develop-

ment of the Fourier Coefficient Technique (FCT)

by Mr. Stebbins (Ref. 5). This technique is

presently being implemented.

There are no new results to report on the

solar oblateness because of the seriousness of the

systematic error mentioned above.

The edge of the sun as located by FCT is

defined as that point ro on the disc for which the

Fourier coefficient of the intrinsic limb darkening

curve from r o - a to r o + a is zero. Experimen-

tally, one must work with the intrinsic limb dark-

ening curve convoluted with the transfer function

of the earth's atmosphere and the instrument. If

r is the point at which the Fourier coefficient in

FCT is zero for the convoluted limb darkening

curve, then r o is obtained by taking limit of r as

the width of the transfer function goes to zero.

A Mark II Solar Oblateness Detector has been

designed, built, and is presently being installed

to take advantage of this new technique. This

work has been done by P. Clayton and should

yield results on the solar oblateness in the near

future.

A second program on the solar oblateness is

a look at the anisotropy of the solar limb darken-

ing by D. Patz using FCT. It appears that this

technique affords an extremely sensitive way of

doing this.

A measure of this technique can be obtained

by using the empirical limb darkening function in

Allen (Ref. 6) and adding the temperature depen-

dent term recently suggested by Ingersoll and

Spiegel (Ref. 7_._ This is a brightness variation

that goes as x -_/2 when x is measured in from

the edge. This leads to an observed oblateness

which depends on a of FCT and is equal to

0.016al/Z arc sec where a is in un%ts of arc sec.

For a change in al/Z of 3 arc secl/2, there is a

change in oblateness of 0.048 arc sec, the size of

the total result reported by Dicke and Goldenberg

(Ref. i ).

The star detectors from the light deflection

experiment are near completion by B. Cardon.

Both this experiment and the G/G are expected to

be operating this year. The work on G/G by A.

Healy is expected to give considerable informa-

tion relating to the earth's motion as indicated in

the introduction.

A preliminary study has been made of the

problems associated with the measurement of the

parallax of spectroscopic binaries and it indicates

that for these objects distances up to 105 pc

might be measured. Work in this area is

continuing.
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I. Introduction

The great advancement of the techniques of

radio astronomy and the precise radio tracking
of space probes in solar orbits have made it pos-

sible to perform significant experiments on elec-

tromagnetic wave propagation in the solar gravi-

tational field. These experiments include the

measurement of the apparent angular deflection

of radio sources (natural and artificial), the prop-

agation time delay to space probes and planets,

the relativistic doppler effect essentially caused

by the time variation of the delay, and effects on

pulsar apparent periods caused by a combination

of the above phenomena.

However, the measurement of these effects

must be carried out through a medium containing

a significant electron density which strongly var-
ies with distance from the sun and in a random

fashion in both space and time. The electron

plasma causes both systematic effects which re-

semble the general relativistic phenomena and,

by virtue of the plasma's stochastic nature, dif-

ficulties in signal processing due to a loss of co-

herence. The systematic effects can be mini-

mized (but never eliminated), or they can be

studied as separate phenomena by using multiple-

frequency systems (the plasma differs from the

gravitational field by being dispersive) or by

modeling the electron density profiles, the pa-

rameters of which may be estimated from the
observations.

At this time, the stochastic effects appear to

be more serious, particularly for propagation
near the sun. These effects are best minimized

by employing clever signal detection techniques

and by using the highest possible frequency.

However, experimenters are severely lin_ited as

to frequency by practical matters such as the

fixed frequency utilized by the deep space probes

of the USA (_2300 MHz), the paucity of strong

natural radio sources at frequencies beyond, say,

8 GHz, and the small number of discovered pul-

sars with significant power in their spectra be-

yond 2 GHz. Clearly, there is little value in a

discussion of these experiments without regard

for the ever-present plasma effects or in dismis-

sing them on the basis that they can be eliminated

by multifrequency or dispersion techniques.

An attempt is made to face these questions

squarely in this paper. The necessary theory for

propagation in the gravitational field and plasnla

is developed in sonde detail in section If. In sec-

tion Ill, we will discuss the available results

from [nterferometric n_easuren]ents of the ap-

parent angular deflection of QSO (quasi stellar

object). Sonde preliminary results from Mariner

6 and 7 experin]ents, particularly fron] the stand-

point of the plasma effects, are discussed in sec-

tion IV. Future experi_zlents and plasn_a scintilla-

tion phenomena are described in section V.

II. Theoretical Observables

In all cases, the effects of gemeral relativity
on the observables such as time delay, doppler
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shift, or angular deflection are very small rela-

tive to those of other parameters in the problem,

e.g., six constants representing the position and

motion of the earth. Consequently, the presence

and magnitudes of relativity terms must be esti-

mated simultaneously with the other constants of

the problem, usually by a least-squares, differen-

tial corrections scheme. In this procedure, the

observed quantities, e.g., time delay, are com-

pared to quantities computed from numerical inte-

grations of the equations of motion of all the solar

system bodies.

For our purposes, we can consider the com-

puted observables as a linear combination of geo-

metrical terms which include all classical effects

of the planetary positions and n_otions plus the

small propagation effects of relativistic and plasma

terms. The computer programs developed by the

Jet Propulsion Laboratory numerically integrate

fully relativistic equations of motion written in

isotropic coordinates. Consequently, in the dis-

cussion here the relativistic dynan_ic effects are

included in the "classical" motions, and the ob-

servables are computed as coordinate quantities.

The relativistic dynamic terms cause only a

second-order effect on the propagation observ-

ables and will not be considered further in this

paper. Clearly, the particular coordinate system

chosen is unimportant. The observables are in-

dependent of the coordinate system.

Maxwell's equations and, consequently, the

electromagnetic wave equation in a gravitational

field can be rigorously interpreted as the usual

equations of special relativity written in a flat

space with a particular permittivity due to the

field (Ref. l). In isotropic coordinates, this leads

to the concept that the gravitational field can be

replaced by a medium with a spatially isotropic

and unique index of refraction n(T). An eikonal

equation can be written and observables can be

computed using the techniques of geometrical op-

tics. As pointed out by Muhleman and Johnson

(Ref. 2), the rigorous treatment of propagation

characteristics in the solar system requires that

the total refractive index be written at each point

because of the combination of the gravitational

field and the electron plasma. The refractive

index for the spherically syn_metric gravitational

field can be written

argued that the effects of magnetic fields in the

corona and parti, cle collisions can be neglected at

frequencies higher than about 300 MHz.

The electron density profile in the solar co-

rona and the interplanetary medium have been

extensively investigated with photometric and

spectroscopic methods during solar eclipses (see

Ref. 3 for a review), mostly in the region from

the chromosphere out to about 10 solar radii.

Recently, Blackwell et al. (Ref. 4) have extended
these data to about 40 solar radii and obtained a

reasonable extrapolation to the orbit of the earth.

The plasma has been intensively studied near

1 AU by space probe measurements. In general,

the electron density profile can be described as

being very nearly spherically symmetrical, or at

least cylindrically symmetrical, about the rota-
tional axis of the sun. Variations of the mean

density with solar latitude are seen, particularly

very near the solar disk. Superimposed on this
mean structure are numerous streamers which

apparently co-rotate with the sun. The effects of

this random-like structure tend to average out

for propagation between two distant points in the

solar system.

Since these effects, when integrated over the

ray paths, are expected to be small, we will as-

sume for now that the electron profile is spheri-

cally symmetrical to first order. Experimental

deviations from this model based on Mariner 6

time delay measurements are discussed in sec-

tion IV. Assuming that the total index of refrac-

tion profile is smooth in the mathematical sense,

the ray path through the medium connecting the

two end points (the radio source and the earth)

may be found using Fermat's principle. The

mathematical procedures are straightforward and

are described in detail for both the nondispersivd

(gravitational field) and the dispersive case

(pl_sma) in Refs. 5-8. The results we need from

these references are the time delay between two

bodies at radial distances rl and r 2 from the sun

frl rug( r)n(r)drp = ,/rznz(r) _ b2
0

2 I + 4m. R O < r (1)nR(r) = r ' -

2
to be first order in m/R O, where m = GMo/c

and R O is the radius of the sun. It should be

realized that n R is the ratio of the vacuum speed

of light to the coordinate speed of light at each

point in space. As shown in Ref. 2, for the rela-

tively weak field of the sun, the total refractive

index at a point Y" in the solar system can be

written

4_e Z
n2(T) = 1 +

4m
r _ Ne(7 ) (2)

meW

where w is the signal frequency and Ne(r) is the

electron density at r. It can be successfully

r2 rn (r}n(r)dr

+ g

0 _TZne(rl - be

and the total ray bending

qJ _ -

b[_ dr
\dr/

n(r) -JrZng(r) - b 2

\ cgr-r/ dr

n(r) _rZn2(r) - b Z

(3)

(4)
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where n(r) is given by Eq. (2), r 0 is the radial

distance of closest approach to the sun, b is the

impact parameter of the ray asymptote, and

ng(r) is a symbolic representation of the "group

index of refraction" given by the usual dispersion
relationship

dn
ng(r) = n(r) + w_--_w (5)

Equations (3) and (4) are exact equations (for a

spherically symmetric region) which take fully

into account the curvature of the ray path at each

spatial point, e.g., the electron density profile

causes the ray path between two given end points

to be curved in toward the sun, where the gravi-
tational field is slightly more intense.

Fortunately, for all practical experiments at

frequencies higher than about 300 MHz the medium

is "thin and the equations can be linearized with-

out a significant loss in accuracy. For example,

experiments at 2000 MHz are possible to within

about 3 solar radii (see section V). At this point,

the refractivities (In(r)-ll) are 1.4 × 10-6 for the

gravitational field and less than 5 × 10-6 for the

coronal plasma. Clearly, the squares of these

terms are negligible for all currently proposed

experiments. The linearization procedure is

carried out for Eqs. (3) and (4) in the appendix

and expressions for the three observables, time

delay, total bending, and doppler velocity are de-
rived. It is shown there that for each case of in-

terest, the integrals over the curved path can be

replaced by integrals over the straight line con-

necting the end points and, consequently, the con-

tributions to the observables from the gravitational

field and the plasma simply add linearly. The

results for the time delay in terms of the impact

parameter of the geometrical line of sight p are
(Eq. A- 12)

If we introduce the critical electron density

Nw,

4_e 2

Nw =- 2

meW

the time delay due to the plasma is given by

Eq. (A- 16):

if/1 fp r2 Ne/z zdz]
= 1 Ne(z)zdz +

vz -pj

and the bending due to the plasma is

/pr dNe /pr 2 dNedz ]__a_ _ d z dzv__y__pz/J_Pl = +2Nw _ _ p2

Finally, the first-order expression for the

doppler velocity can be written from Eq. (A-19)
in the form

(6)

dtd--_P= dtd-'_P + %b(p)_tP + F

geon_

where F is a snaall end-point term arising from

the finite refractivity at the two end points:

(7)

_= Pge°m+ 2mln[rl +r2 +p'e° Irl+ rz- Pgeomj F : _ _ri--_--q(rl) / drl -p dd--_t)

where the geometrical distance Pgeom is, of
course, computed from the numerical orbital in-

tegration in isotropic coordinates.

The first-order expression for the total ray

bending is (Eq. A'-9)

If the source and the earth are removed to in-

finity, _ becomes _ = 4m/p = 1:'75/p (p measured

in solar radii), which is the usual expression for
the Einstein effect. The terms in brackets arise

from the refractivities at the end points, which

are exactly equivalent to the finite space curva-

ture at the end points in the usual curved-space
for mulat i on.

+ _ _ p___r2-_- - p (8)

For solar orbits with semi-major axes >0.3

and eccentricities <0.3, the F terms are on the

order of 10-4 m/s and are below the accuracy of

current doppler tracking systems. It can be seen

from Eq. (6) that the doppler velocity due to

either the gravitational field or the plasma is

essentially given by the product of the bending

angle and the rate of change of the geometrical

impact parameter. Since the bending angles are

of opposite sign for the two effects, the doppler

shifts are also of opposite sign. A phase track-

ing doppler system will actually measure a de-

crease in the optical path length due to the plasma

as the ray path is swept toward the sun.
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III. Ray Bending Experiments

At the time of this writing, the only reported

successful measurements of ray bending in the

solar gravitational field are those of Muhleman

et al. (Ref. 9) and Seielstad et al. (Ref. I0). The

first of these interferometer experiments was

performed at 2388 MHz on a baseline of Z1 km,
and the second at 9600 MHz on a baseline of 1 km.

The final results for the bending angle referred

to the solar limb, were _ = I%'8? _-0.20 and

= i':74 ±0.20 (I':77 is reported in the abstract

of Ref. 10; the I':74 figure is also reported in the

paper using a method of analysis which includes

the very small effect of the plasma at this fre-

quency). In both cases, the angular separation

between two radio point sources, 3C273 and

3C279, was measured as a function of the angular

distance from the sun. The published results

were obtained from observations to within about

4.0 solar radii from the sun. The difficulty in

precisely removing the plasma bending at 2388MHz

is responsible for most of the ±0':20 error. The

quoted error on the 9600 MHz result is caused by

the observational errors due in part to the rela-

tively short baseline; plasma bending at this fre-

quency at distances greater than 4 solar radii is

nearly negligible.

In order to analyze data taken at a single fre-

quency, it is necessary to model the electron den-

sity profile Ne(r). Considerable work has been

done on this problem during this century, the most

definitive study being that of van de Hulst (Ref. ii;

see also Ref. 5). The run of the scattered light

intensity with distance from the sun has been

measured during many total solar eclipses, usu-

ally to distances of about i0 solar radii. Recently,

Blackwell et al. (Ref. 12) have extended the ob-

servations to about 40 solar radii. The observa-

tions are well represented by an interpolation

function

__ B (9)Ne(r) = + 2.3±0. 3
r r

for r > Z solar radii. Space probe in situ meas-

urements near the orbit of the earth approximately

confirm the inverse-square dependence in that

region (the r -6 term is negligible beyond about

5 solar radii). These results are in good agree-

ment with radio scintillation measurements and

solar wind theory as reviewed by Newkirk (Ref. 3).

The ray bending experiments utilized Eq. (8) as a

plasma model and estimated values of A and B

simultaneously with the relativistic bending angle

_. Muhleman et al. (Ref. 9) obtained estimates

of A and B which result in an electron density pro-

file about a factor of 2 smaller than that of Black-

well et al. (Ref. 12).

Recently, Muhleman et al. (Ref. 13) have

combined their two sets of observations (which

were made in the same time period) to obtain a

better estimate of the A and B parameters, in

particular. Two sets of observations are avail-

able: the data used in the analysis of Refs. 9 and

i0 and an extended set which includes 9600-MHz

observations taken within 1.8-2.9 solar radii.

This latter group were not used by Seielstad et al.

(Ref. I0), since the data are strongly affected by

the corona even at their high frequency and would

considerably degrade the analysis of their rela-

tivistic bending.

According to Ref. 13, the combined data for

distances greater than 4 solar radii yield the

same corona as reported in Ref. 9 and a relativ-

istic bending of

= 1778 ±0'.'14

i.e., the mean of the two published results. This
occurs because the 9600 MHz data contain essen-

tially no information about the corona.

The combined data set, including the data

very near the sun, cannot be used to improve the
estimate of the relativistic bending due to the

strong influence of the corona. Instead, they

fixed the relativistic bending at 1'.'75 and estimated

A and B only. The resulting electron density pro-
file was found to be

Ne(r) =
(0.80±0.27) × 108 + (0.51±0.30) x 106

r 6 r 2 . 3

electrons/cm 3 near the solar equator during

October 1969. This expression gives a value of

the electron density at 1 AU of 1.9 ±1.1 cm -3,

which is smaller than the well established mean

value from space probe measurements of

5 ±3 cm-3.

Although it is possible that the electron den-
sities were low during the observation period (the

sun remained relatively quiet), Muhleman et al.

(Ref. 13) believe that the ray bending method sys

tematically underestimates the electron density

relative to that obtained by the eclipse methods.

This can be seen from Eq. (6). The bending de-

pends on the integrated gradient of the electron
density, whereas the light scattering during an

eclipse (and also the total time delay) depends on

the integrated electron density. If the wavefront
encountered an ideal slab of electrons, the total

bending through the slab would be zero. However,

these electrons would fully contribute to light

scattering and time delay. A similar agreement

can be derived for propagation through an en-

semble of spherical globs of electrons imbedded

on the mean profile. The contribution to the total

bending would average to a zero mean. An ade-

quate treatment of these configurations cannot be

performed with geometrical optics. It is shown
in section IV that the electron density profile ob-

tained from time delay measurements agrees very

well with eclipse results.

IV. Plasma-Relativity Effects Separation for
Mariners 6 and 7

Since the Mariner spacecraft employ a

single tracking frequency (wavelength _13. i cm),

the electron density profile for the solar corona

(beyond 4 solar radii, R(D ) must be modeled.

We use the form of Eq. (9), with three param-

eters, A, B, and e, to be determined from the

ob s e rvations :
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A B
Ne(r) = 7 + _r2+_ (I0)

Thedegreeof successin estimatingthese
parametersseparatelyfrom theotherparameters
of theproblemis determinedbythesignatures
(i.e., partial derivatives)for eachparameterin
theobservables.In anidealcase,thesignature
of eachparameterwouldbeentirelydifferentor
mutually"orthogonal,"andeachparametercould
becomputedfreeof correlatederrors from the
others. For example,if a significantcomponent
in Ne(r)existedwithadistancedependenceof i/r,
this componentcouldnotbeseparatedfrom the
relativity effectsinceit hasthesamestructure.
Fortunately,thereis noevidenceto suggestsuch
a component.Thesignaturesof A, B, and_are
sufficientlydifferentfrom therelativity effectfor
theMarinerdatato ensure an adequate parameter

separation. However, considerable experience

with the data indicates that these effects limit the

accuracy of the Mariner experiment to I%.

A great deal of information exists on the

numerical values of A, B and _ from eclipse and

radio- astronomical scintillation observations.

The latter experiments bound c between 0 and 0.4

(Refs. 14 and 15). A priori estimates of the

parameters and values for their standard devia-

tions were obtained from an exhaustive study of

the literature of solar eclipse investigations. The

a priori values that we have adopted are

A = 1.3× 108 +0.9 × 108

B = i. 15 X 106 ±0.7 × 106

c = 0.3±0.3

where the units are such that Eq. (10) yields the

electron density at a point r in electrons per

cubic centimeter when r is expressed in solar

radii. The values of the parameters are of no

importance in the analysis of the data, since these

parameters are estimated in the process. How-

ever, the standard deviations are very important,

since they are used in the a priori weighting ma-

trix in the least-squares analysis. These standard

deviations statistically constrain the final solution

for all the parameters in such a manner that the

final estimates of the plasma parameters are sta-

tistically consistent with the other independent

information on the plasma from, e.g., eclipse

investigations. The a priori standard deviations

used here are actually significantly larger than

the eclipse data suggest, and their use in the

weighting matrix makes our weighting procedure
cons e rvat ive.

Another important independent result which

we must use is that the average electron density

at 1 AU is 5 ±3 cm-I (again with a conservative

standard deviation). Consideration of the B and

c parameters shows that errors in these param-

eters must be highly correlated to be consistent

with the standard deviation of the density being
:t:3 cm-3 at 1 AU. Consequently, we have adopted

a correlation coefficient of B,_ of 0.9999 in the

a priori covariance weight matrix. Obviously, in

estimating the relativity parameter, this is nearly

equivalent to fixing either B or _ (with a zero

standard deviation) and estimating the other. The

real importance in these procedures lies in com-

puting a realistic estimate of the final error on

the relativity parameter which will accurately

include the available independent information on
the medium.

The parameterization of the relativistic prop-

agation effect is achieved with a parameter _/':-"

which multiplies the relativity expression (essen-

tially the log term in Eq. A-12). Clearly,

Einstein's formulation requires _/':-"to be unity.

(Actually, the analysis program estimates the

usual metric parameters %1 and _, where

_(# = (I + _/)/2; see Ref. 16.) We have performed

an extensive error analysis on the separation of

the data of _/':-"from the remaining parameters of

the problem, which include the orbital parameters

of the spacecraft orbit, those for the earth's orbit,

certain parameters of the spacecraft, plasma

parameters, etc. These matters are extensively

discussed in Ref. 16. The highest correlations

occur between _/_:-"and the plasma parameters,

since their signatures are "similar" in that they

peak near solar occultation. However, the plasma

delays are small compared with the relativity
effect.

The expected time delays for the Mariner 7 tra-

jectory due to the A and B terms, using the

a priori values, are shown in Fig. 1. The sym-

bols are drawn at the times for which we actually

have time delay observations. It can be seen

from the figure that, for the Mariner 7 orbit, the

A term was sampled at only five points and the

maximum delay is only 100 m. For this space-
craft (but not for Mariner 6), there is no need to

estimate A. The a priori time delays for the

total plasma and the relativity effects (_/'::= I)

are shown in Fig. Z. Although the plasma delay

at the peak point is 6% of the relativity effect, the

important factor is a weighted integral of the two
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curves. In fact, if we simply ignored the existence

of the plasma in the data analysis, we would ob-

tain a bias error on our estimate of y'::of about

1%.

The Mariner 6 a priori curves are very sim-

ilar to those for Mariner 7. However, Mariner 6

passed about i solar radius closer to the sun, and

the A term is about a factor of I0 larger. The

effect of this is to approximately double the total

plasma delay within the time period of ±5 days

around solar occultation, with no effect outside

of this interval. The data obtained for Mariner 6

are sufficient for the estimation of all of the

parameters, as is shown below.

The effect on the final error of "_* due to cor-

related errors in A and B is well illustrated in a

series of numerical simulations of the actual

Mariner 6 experiment. Observations were simu-

lated over an 87-day portion of the trajectory

centered on solar occultation, with range errors

added to the theoretical observables, which were

drawn from a table of gaussian random numbers

with appropriate variances. We used one obser-

vation per day, except for 6 days around solar

occultation. The parameters "_*, A, and B were

then estimated from the pseudo-data. The exact

parameters used and the results of the numerical

experiments are shown in Table I. In each case,

two values of range-measurement standard devia-

tions were used, the larger value of _SO data be-

ing selected for the i0 observable days nearest to

the sun to model the possible degradation of the

measurement accuracy due to plasma turbulence.

The data errors chosen are certainly larger than

those of the actual measurements. Table 1 shows

that in each case, the estimated value of'{"-_agrees

with the input value to a fraction of i%. The A

parameter is rather poorly determined because

very few of the observations are near enough to

the sun to be sensitive to the A term. The B

parameter is determined to better than 10%.

Although these nume rical expe riments hardly

provide a definitive error analysis, the results

are completely consistent with the computations

employing the actual data.

Deviations from our static and spherically

symmetric plasma model are certainly to be ex-

pected in the actual medium. The motion of the

line of sight to Mariner 6 with respect to the sun

in heliographic coordinates is shown in Fig. 3.

The probe ray path passed north of the sun on

April 30, 1970, and a complete range of North-
solar latitudes were covered over a 3-month

period.

N (a°

414

Fig. 3. Projected motion of Mariner 6 with

respect to the solar equator

Table I. Numerical simulations of Mariner 6 (87-day arc, 6-day gap at spacecraft)

Experiment

1

2

3

4

Input parameters

1.0000000

1.0000000

1.0000000

1.0000000

A

1.38 × 108

1.38 × 108

1.38 × 108

1.38 × 108

B

1.15 X 106

1.15 x 106

1.15 X 106

1.15 x l06

°-data, m

±Z0

±40

±75

±75

_SO data, m

±200

±600

±I000

±I000

Estimates of parameters

0.99955

1.00005

0.99995

1.00076

A

1.103 X 108

0.823 x 108

0.619 X 108

2.416 X 108

B

1.189 x 106

1.168 x 106

1.154 x 106

1.043 × 106
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As a further test of our model, we performed

a special solution for all of the parameters, with

_::," fixed at unity except for A, B, and e. We as-
sumed that no plasma existed. The time delay

residuals from such a solution essentially exhibit

the plasma delays (for Einsteinian relativity).

These residuals are shown in Fig. 4, along with

the theoretical plasma delays computed from our

model with the a priori parameter values. The

agreement with the apriori model is remarkable.

Significant short-period deviations do exist, there

being times when the delays are less than pre-

dicted, or equivalently, when the integrated elec-

tron density along the ray path is less than ex-

pected. No significant correlations between these

deviations and solar activity can be explained.
These results are shown in terms of the fraction

of the a priori model in Fig. 5.

T.he observed short-period variations never

exceeded 50% of the expected plasma delays. The

overall structure in the data is probably due to

the solar-latitude effect. The point marked with

(?) in Fig. 4 was measured at the closest approach

to the sun in a region of extreme turbulence. The

detailed behavior of the radio receiver strongly

suggests that this point is not valid, and it will not

be used in the further analysis.

Finally, numerous solutions to the complete

problem for Mariner 6 have been obtained. The
various solutions are discussed in Ref. 16. In
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this paper, we will consider only that solution

which we regard as the most reliable at this time.
The observational set consisted of time delay and

doppler velocity data over a 3-month period

around occultation, The pertinent results are:

A = (1.92 ±0.70) X 108 , cm -3

B = (1.41 ±0.48) X 106 , cm -3

c = 0.41 ±0.21

",£:: = 0.9973 ±0.0144 (formal error)

We must again emphasize that in this paper

we are primarily interested in the plasma effects;

a full discussion of the "I" determinations is given

in Ref. 16. In particular, the quoted errors are

statistical formal errors which must be slightly

increased, as shown in Ref. 16. The above pa-

rameters yield a value of the electron density at

1 AU, averaged over the 3-month period, of

3.4 ±l.1 electrons/era 3.

The resulting electron density profile is indi-

cated by the dashed line in Fig. 6, along with the

eclipse results of Blackwell et al. (Ref. 12), and

the profile obtained by the interferometric meas-

urements of ray-path bending using discrete radio

sources (Ref. 13). As pointed out above, the ray

bending measurements apparently yield a low
estimate of the electron densities due to the

effects of plasma irregularities, although the

possibility that the medium w_s underdense during
October 1969 cannot be ruled out.

The determination of estimates of A, B, and

separately, while of considerable interest, is

not vital to the relativity problem. The important

factor is the integrated electron density along the
ray path, which is not affected by the correlations

between the three plasma parameters. The inte-

grated density is, of course, directly proportional

to the plasma time delay and is measured directly

in our procedure. The integrated electron density

was computed by integrating Eq. (10) using the

determined values of A, B, and e along a radial

direction from the sun between a point at distance
r to 1 AU. The effects of the correlated errors

in the three parameters essentially vanish in the

integration. The results are shown by the solid
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line in Fig. 7. Also shown are three representa-

tive points of the Blackwell et al. profile (circles)

and two independent determinations of the inte-

grated density between the earth and Venus. The

result obtained from a two-frequency measure-

ment to the Mariner 4 spacecraft when it was near

Venus (Ref. 17) is indicated by a cross, and that

for two-frequency time delay radar measurements

to the surface of Venus (Ref. 18) is indicated by a
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square. These results are all in excellent agree-

ment. The difference between the Mariner 6

curve and the eclipse curve is probably real, in-

dicating the difference between the integrated

density near the solar cycle maximum (Mariner)

and minimum (eclipse during 1963). For example,

a literal interpretation crf Fig. 7 yields a total

electron content between 6 RE) and the earth of

8 X i016 electrons/cm 2 in 1970 and 6 X 1016 elec-

trons/cm2 in 1963, a change of about 30%.

We believe that our results concerning the

average plasma are consistent with all other in-

vestigations of the coronal and interplanetary

electron plasmas. Furthermore, the evidence is

strong that our method for estimating the rela-

tivity effect has removed the plasma effect to an

accuracy of better than i% in _:-'.

V. Future Radio Propagation Tests of General

Relativity

Any test of general relativity which uses

radio propagation near the sun will be strongly

affected by plasma irregularities. This is par-

ticularly true for at least the next 5 years, since

such experiments will be limited to wavelengths

longer than i cm for interferometric ray bending

experiments and longer than about 4 cm for all

spacecraft experiments. The plasma irregulari-

ties moving with the solar wind cause a random

phase modulation and amplitude scintillations on
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radio signals. These effects have been extensively

studied from about 5 R(D to 1 AU during the last
decade.

The root-mean-square phase jitter can be

computed from amplitude scintillation observa-

tions and scintillation theory. The phase jitter

essentially depends on the electron density fluc-

tuations, and the observing wavelength and the

density fluctuations are approximately propor-

tional to the mean density. Assuming that these

ideas can he extended into the unobserved region

from 5 R(D to the solar limb, we can roughly

estimate the rms phase jitter to be expected at

any frequency. The results of these calculations

are shown in Fig. 8 for a one-way passage through
the medium.

Quite generally, spacecraft radio tracking

systems which measure time delays and doppler

shifts require a phase jitter in their pass bands
of less than Tr/g rad, i.e., a measure of coher-

ence over time scale on the order of 1 s. Figure 8

indicates the rough distance from the sun at which

this incoherence sets in for wavelengths of Z, 3.7,

and 13. 1 cm. These curves were computed from

scintillation theory and associated empirical pa-

rameters and are strongly supported by our ex-

perience with Mariner and Pioneer space probes

at 13. I cm; i.e., we were unable to make range

measurements closer than 6 R(D and doppler

measurements closer than about 10 RQ. An

increase in frequency to a wavelength of 3.7 cm

(currently in progress) only slightly improves the

situation. All of this certainly does not mean that

improved coding and signal detection techniques

cannot be developed, but such developments do not
seem to be forthcoming within the next 5 years.

lOO
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I I I I i I I [ I

20

10 -_

Tr/2 rad

13.1 cm

I 2 4 6 I 0 20 40 60 I O0 200

IMPACT PARAMETER r/r 0

Fig. 8. Estimated values of the rms phase

jitter due to plasma scintillations as a

function of the ray impact parameter

The situation for interferometric measure-

ment of ray bending in the gravitational field is

mt_ch more favorable for at least three reasons:

(1) it is not necessary to work very near to the

sun, since the relativity effects do not have to be

separated for the orbital effects as is the case for

space probe experiments; (Z) the signal detection

process is less vulnerable to the scintillations;
and (3) there is no limit on frequencies that can

be employed; e.g., interferometry at 1.3 cm of
natural radio sources has been demonstrated.

The effect of scintillations on the measure-

ment of precise radio source positions is to cause

the apparent position in the sky to jump about

rapidly, forming a "tremor disk" with an intensity

pattern which is approximately gaussian. The

standard deviation of this pattern is roughly

160"
_ .'_'_. 5' 5P_q) < r

fG r "

(11)

where $ is measured in arc seconds, fG is the

frequency in gigahertz, and r is expressed in

solar radii. If the angular spacing between the

interferometer fringes is larger than _, then long
records can be taken to find the centroid of the

pattern which is a good estimate of the apparent

source position. _t higher resolution (larger

spacing of the interferometer), where the fringe

spacing is small compared with#, the source
will be resolved out and no measurement is pos-

sible; for example, at 8 GHz and r = 5 R O ¢_
0"045, the source would become overresolved

at spacings greater than about 160 kin. Thus,

very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) tech-

niques apparently cannot be used so near the sun.

At about 40 R(D (_10 °) from the sun, the scintil-
lation broadening should be negligible at 8 GHz.

However, the relativity bending is reduced to

0"045, and source positions would have had to
be measured to an accuracy of 4%'5 X 10 -4 to

achieve a 1% relativity test. This accuracy may

or may not be feasible in the near future.

Finally, we will consider tests that utilize

the doppler velocity shift arising from the motion

of the ray path relative to the sun for spacecraft

transmitters and pulsars. The doppler effect has

not as yet been exploited for general relativity

experiments. The theoretical one-way doppler

shifts for probes moving in circular orbits with

various semi-major axes are shown in Fig. 9.

The pulsar case is the curve labeled a = co; i.e.,
the variation arises from the motion of the earth

about the sun for a fixed source at infinity. The

figures on the right of each curve give the times

in days required for the ray path to cover the

range of impact parameters. The present capa-

bility for measuring the doppler velocity for deep

space probes is about ±5 × 10-3 m/s in regions

removed from the sun. All of the space probes

launched thus far have a range of semi-major

axes from 0.7 to 1.5 AU and doppler systems

operating at a wavelength of 13. l cm. It can be

seen from Fig. 9 that the doppler effects are very

small in this range, and, according to the above

arguments, it is not possible to measure the dop-

pler shift at this wavelength closer than, say,

6-8 solar radii. Mercury- and Jupiter-type orbits

are more favorable.
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Doppler experiments have several advantages

over time delay experiments. The systems are
very simple, since only a continuous wave is re-

quired. Doppler systems operating at wavelengths

as short as 1 cm could easily be developed for

spacecraft applications. Furthermore, since the

relativity signature goes through its major varia-

tions in just a few days (with a change in sign at

occultation}, the experiment would be less vulner-

able to the effects of non-gravitational forces on
the spacecraft.

Perhaps the most nearly optimum experiment

could be achieved by flying an oscillator which is

stable to 1 part in 10 lg (or better) over a period

of a few weeks. In this case, only one passage

through the medium is required, and a wavelength

in the millimeter region could be employed, since

ground-transmitter facilities would not be required.

The signal could be tracked nearly to the solar

limb at millimeter wavelengths.

The pulsar case is, of course, different.

With the present ensemble of known pulsars, the

experiments must be performed at low frequen-

cies, i.e., less than 1 GHz, where the plasma

delays and scintillations are severe. The delays

due to steady-state plasma can, in principle, be

measured from the dispersion effects at several
frequencies. An educated guess at this time,

however, is that these measurements will not

rival current space probe or interferometry ex-

periments in the near future.

Appendix

I. First-Order Approximations

The exact expressions for propagation in a

spherically symmetric medium for an arbitrary

index of refraction n(r) are given by Eqs. (Z), (3),

and (4). However, in all of the applications of
interest here, the refractive index differs from

unity by--10 -5 • Clearly, the quantities of interest

can be accurately computed from approximations

of the exact equations to first order in the refrac-

tivities. Furthermore, our expressions for the

refractivities themselves are accurate only to

first order; i.e., we neglect terms in the gravi-

tational field of order higher than GM/c 2 and mag-

netic field effects in the plasma terms.

We will fully develop the analysis for the

relativistic term; the plasma terms can be treated

• identically. In order to save space, we will write

only the expressions for one portion of the ray

path, from body 1 to the perihelion point of the

ray. Identical terms for body Z must be added to

all the answers. Starting with the differential

equation for a ray in a spherical medium, the

total heliocentric angle between the earth and the

perihelion point of the ray is

O1 : bdr (A-l)
r v/ r E n 2 - b 2

We make the change of variables

z = rn : r(1 + q(r))

which can be written to first order inq(r) as

(A-Z)

r = z(1 - q(z))
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whereq is thesumof all therefractivity terms.
Then,Eq. (A-l) becomes

rlnlb(1 z )dz (A-3)

where n 1 = n(rl). We cannot assume that the

index of refraction i$ unity at body 1. Equa-

tion(A-B) becomes

=cos-I b[ rlnl ( )dz
O 1

rlnl Jb v_z2 - bz

(A-4)

It can be shown that in all integrals whose

integrands containq(z) or dq/dz, the b should be

replaced by p in the first-order analysis. Obvi-

ously, O I is also equal to

81 = cos "1 p-- (A-5)
r 1

Upon equating Eqs. (A-4) and (A-5), we find

that the relationship of the impact parameter of

the ray asymptote b with that for the geometrical

straight line p is

b = p(i+n(rl))- p_/r _/_z g - p2

(A - 6)

The relationship for the gravitational field alone,

i.e., qR = 2m/r, is

2mr 1

b R = p+- (A-7)
P

and the observed bending would be qJ = qa 1R

+ *2R"

III. Time Delay

The exact expression for the time delay is

given by Eq. (3) (in length units):

91
rl n nrdr

= g

_/r2n 2 _ b 2
0

The two cases with n(r) greater or less than unity

are best treated separately. For n z 1, ng = n.
Upon making the change of variables,

2 2 2 2_b2z - p = r n (A-10)

the time delay becomes

u zdz u dz

91 = z_ - p2 2

where the upper limit is given by

r 2 b 2 2z u = in(rl ) - + p (A-If)

from which b can be eliminated by use of Eq. (A-6)

for the general case. The time delay for the

gravitational field can be computed using Eq. (A-7)

in Eq. (A-11) for which z u = r 1. We then get

rl + _ _ pZ

Pl = v_l - p2 +2m In P

II. Ray Bending

The first-order expression for the ray bend-

ing can be written immediately from Eq. (4),

since it is an expression in terms of drl/dr di-

rectly. Thus,

I rl dd-'_zd z (A-8)qal = "P _z 2 _ p2

This equation illustrates the important result that

the total ray bending is the linear sum of the bend-

ing an_/les from each refractivity term to first

order. Nor the gravitational field alone, we get

(A -9)

The total (one-way) time delay is 9 = 91 + P2,

which, after some elementary algebra, yields

P = Pgeom = Am In

r I + r Z + Pgeorn

rl + r 2 Pgeom

(A-I2)

where

p2 v_rzZ 2Pgeom = = + - P

Thus, in isotropic coordinates, the relativistic

effect appears in a single term when the geomet-

rical time delay is also computed in these
coordinates.

We now consider the group time delay due
to the electron plasma. To first order in the
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refractivity, ngn : i in Eq. (3), since the medium

is dispersive and q(z) is negative. Then, the time

delay becomes

f rl rdrpp = (A-13)
1 _r2n 2 - b 2

r 0

Usingthechange of variables, Eq. (A-10), in this

expression and writing _5(r) for q(r),

/z /z= u zdz u 2z_(z) dz

%1 z - p2 " 7 V -

(A-14)

where z u is computed from Eq. (A-11) and b from

Eq. (A-6). In general, z u ] rl, and the first

integral in Eq. (A-14) becomes

a phase advance for n < I. We will treat only the

former case; the results for n < I are identical

after a change in sign.

Starting with Eq. (3), with ng = n, and utiliz-

ing the same change of variables and approxima-

tion techniques as above, the time delay becomes

Pl : [i + q(rl)]Pgeo m - -

(A- 17)

Using the same trick as after Eq. (A-14) and

differentiating with time, we get

p dT] dz
dPl [1 +q(rl)] "_t rl

dt - geom _z 2 _ p2

(A-IS)

Substitution of Eq. (A-8) in (A-18) yields the de-

sired result:

v_ll" p 2 + _(r 1) _1 - p2 + p 2 t[ rl (dd-_r) dz¢TzZ - p

The integral in this expression is added to the

third integral in Eq. (A-14), yielding an expres-

sion which can be integrated by parts. This re-
suits in

__ () dpdPl = [1 +q(rl} ] dd-_t + _l(p)_-

dt geom

(A- 19)

That is, except for a small end-point correction,

the doppler effect results from the projection of

the impact parameter rate-of-change by the bend-

ing angle. The total (one-way) doppler velocity

is given by

or

_I /p rl (A-15)

2 2 z_(z) dz
Pp : . p

1 _p2

_p rl _z_ _ p2

znc, (Z) dz

Pp =1

(A-i6)

The total plasma delay is then pp. + pp_, where
the delays from each refractivityltermgare com-

bined linearly.

IV. Doppler Velocity Effects

As a result of the motion of the ray path with

respect to sun and, consequently, the refracting

medium, doppler effects appear in both the gravi-

tational and plasma fields. These effects are

usually measured by radio-tracking the signal

phase. In the case of pulsars, a doppler-like

effect occurs in the form of an apparent change

in the pulse period which is clearly a group-like

phenomenon. Again, two cases must be distin-

quished: a phase retardation occurs for n > 1 and

l.

2.

dp = dPl + dP2
dt dt dt
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Probing the Solar Plasma With Mariner Radio Tracking Data

P. F. MacDoran, P. S. Callahan, and A. I. Zygielbaum

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

California Institute of Technology

Shortly after their encounters with Mars in the

summer of 1969, Mariners VI and VII entered an

extended mission phase to take advantage of the

continuing spacecraft life. With the advent of the

Mariner 1969 extended mission came a new rang-

ing system (Fast Acquisition Ranging), using a se-

quential binary code (Ref. i). This new system

possesses 40 times the sensitivity of the ranging

system used during the primary Mariner 1969 mis-

sion. The increased sensitivity made it possible

for the Mariners VI and VII spacecraft to be ranged

around their entire orbit, particularly at 2.6 AUat

their solar superior conjunctions. The range and

doppler radio tracking close to the sun made it

possible to measure the solar plasma dynamics

about to be discussed.

The plasma dynamics were measured bymeans

of a method known as differenced range versus in-

tegrated doppler (DRVID), which exploits the oppo-

site change of group and phase velocity as the

plasma density changes along the radio raypath.

The method is sensitive only to changes in the co-

lumnar electron content, not to the total content.

The original purpose of DRVIID (Ref. 2) was to pro-

vide charged-particle calibrations for doppler

tracking data; however, it has proved useful in

probing the solar plasma as well.

Approximately 150 h of DRVID data suitable

for calibration of doppler tracking data and for

studying the solar plasma have been collected dur-

ing the extended mission, covering 4 months after

the Mariners' superior conjunction. From a pre-

liminary study of these data we have found

i. Solar plasma clouds with typical sizes of

6 × 104 to 2 × 106 km at heliocentric dis-

tances of 27 solar radii.

Z. Local electron density variations more

than a factor of 4 above steady-state den-

sity predictions.

3. A correspondence between plasma fluc-

tuations in the raypath and McMath sun-

spot regions on the solar surface.

The DRVID method is based on the apparent

path differences as measured by group and ph_rse

methods in a plasma. In a dynamic plasma, the

group and phase velocities are not constant but

vary such that, for an increasing columnar elec-

tron content, the phase velocity increases by the

same amount that the group velocity decreases.

Range code modulation is propagated at the group

velocity, while doppler information propagates at

the phase velocity.

By comparing the path changes indicated by

range differences against those found by integrat-

ing the velocity inferred from the doppler data, a

remainder results that is proportional to the num-

ber of electrons which have entered or left the ray-

path during the interval of observation. It should

be noted that such a technique cancels out all com-

mon effects in the doppler and range such as the

earth's troposphere and, more importantly, the

tracking station/spacecraft relative motions. Even

the less common effects of general relativity and

possible gravity waves are removed by this differ-

encing technique.

As shown in Ref. 2, the DRVID function is

given in MKS units by

40. 3 d n(s,t) ds dt
DRVID - f2 " - ypath dt
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where

DRVID= two-way range change, m

f = radio frequency, Hz

n(s,t) = space and time variable electron

density, electrons/m 3

tl,t 2 = time limits of observation span

The columnar electron content is given by

= __r'_aypathn(s,t) ds, so that the change in thel(t)

columnar electron content is given by

Al(t) = 6.007 × 1016 DRVID(t), electrons/m 2

for the case of S-band range and doppler tracking.

The validity of the DRVID technique, using the

Fast Acquisition Ranging System, was established

in a limiting case in late 1969. In these tests, with

the Mariner spacecraft at an angular distance of

60 deg from the sun, the earth's ionosphere was

measured by DRVID and independently verified by

a VHF Faraday rotation method (Ref. 3).

For observations within a few degrees of the

sun, independently determined solar plasma dy-
namics are unavailable to check the DRVIDmethod

to the required precision. Thus, an alternate, al-

though less rigorous approach had to be devised

to test the internal consistency of the observations.

The method involved eliminating the plasma contri-

bution from the doppler data and examining the

residuals for systematic effects. The internalcon-

sistency test is valid since the solar plasma excur-

sions are assumed uncorrelated with the inherently

diurnal variations that normally occur in doppler

tracking data. However, if the plasma dynamics

were introduced by the earth's ionosphere, the
effect would be diurnal in character and, therefore,

would invalidate any doppler residual analysis to

check the DRVID data independently.

The simultaneous presence of an uplink and
downlink in the medium between the earth and

spacecraft offers an opportunity to measure the

position of plasma intersections with the radio ray-

path. As plasma irregularities transit the ray-

path, they will, in general, cause a particular sig-

nature in the DRVID data. The plasma signature

will arrive at the earth twice, first on the down-

link and then again at a time w _','later when the up-

link signature is received. Given a plasma stream

which crosses the raypath at a particular point and

persists for a time con_parable to the length of the

observations (several hours), an autocorrelation

of the DRVID data should exhibit a correlation

maximum at a time shift r::'. The domain of phys-

ically significant autocorrelation time shifts ob-

viously extends from zero (at the spacecraft) to a

round-trip light time (at the earth).

Although independently conceived by the au-

thors, the autocorrelation technique applied to bi-

static tracking was first proposed by Thiede and

Lusignan (Ref. 4), in the context of phase excur-

sions introduced into doppler tracking data by re-

fractive index variations. The DRVID data type

differs somewhat from the proposed uses of Ref. 4

since DRVID has sensitivity to only the charged

particle effects and no dependence on relative

spacecraft motion and neutral atmospheric effects.

Figure 1 shows columnar electron changes

and the range change at S-band for an event ob-

served in Mariner the VII DRVID data of 29 May

1970. The spacecraft range was 2.5 AU; the sun-

earth-probe angle 6 deg. The received ranging

power was -190 dBm, with a total uplink power of
Z00 kW from the 64-m antenna at Goldstone, Cali-

fornia. The curve fit to the data points is the re-

sult of a least-squares 15th-order power series.

The event itself is rare because it apparently

shows plasma entering and leaving the raypath.

Most excursions observed were of plasma either

entering or leaving but not both. The shape of the

excursion suggests the transit of two connected

clouds. The change in the columnar electron con-

tent is approximately 65 × 1017 electrons/m 2.

Assuming that the excursion results from two sim-

ilar plasma clouds, the duration of each is about

2-1/2 h.

Approximately 25 similar events have been

analyzed for data taken within a few degrees of the

sun. Columnar content rates of change lasting

several hours have been found up to 3 X 1015

electrons/m2/s. It is likely that there were even

larger rates of change; however, the internal con-

sistency test showed that there was a failure to

maintain doppler phase-lock in such cases. Phase-

lock failures were few, only about 5% for a month

around superior conjunction. For comparison,

columnar content rates in the earth's ionosphere

rarely exceed 1014 electrons/m2/s.

Figure 2 shows the result of autocorrelating

the residuals of the individual DRVID samples

from the 15th-order least-squares power series

fit to the data shown in Fig. 1. Autocorrelation
relative maxima occur at time shifts of 18, 24, and

36 rain. The absolute significance of the autocor-

relation function has been distorted by the inability

of the power series fit to adequately remove the

long-period (150 rain) oscillation in the data.

The solar plasma propagation rhode1 is quite

simple. The sun rotates with an angular rate of

approximately 13.4 deg per day. If heliographic

latitude dependence is ignored, disturbances origi-

nating at the surface propagate radially at a speed
between 300 and 350 km/s. These assumptions

result in a simple spiral structure for the propa-

gated disturbances. A specific example, the data
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in Fig. 2 for Mariner VII on 29 May 1970, will be

helpful in illustrating the use of the model.

The correlation r _I_= 24 rain implies that the

plasma crossed the raypath 24 round-trip min from

the spacecraft, or 18 min from the earth, since the

earth/spacecraft round-trip light time was 42.0

min. The radial path from the sun to the raypath

plasma intersection is 0. 12 AU (0.18 × 108 kin)

and is observed on day 149.9. If an average veloc-

ity of 320 km/s is assumed, the disturbance had to

leave the solar surface on day 149.3 (29.3 May).

The assumed radial motion of the plasma requires

it to have departed the sun's surface at a relative

earth/sun longitude of 120°W. The question is now

whether or not a solar surface feature is located

at such a longitude at the required time.

The NOAA _::Research Laboratories, Solar-

Geophysical Data (Prompt Reports) contain Ha

spectroheliograms taken on a daily basis. In the

spectroheliogram for ll June 1970 at 2325 UT,

McMath region 789A, B extends over a range of

longitudes from 45 to 80°FI. If a rotation rate of

13.4 deg/day is assumed, and if the 789 complex

remains substantially unchanged, on 29.3 May the

complex will be located between longitudes 96 and

131°W. Therefore, the calculated longitude of

120 ° is in the center of region 789. McMath region

789 is not observed to make a west limb transit be-

fore it is detected in the raypath. However, pro-

jecting ahead to the expected time of east limb

transit for the plasma emitter, region 789 appears

at the predicted time. Thus, it appears possible

to observe the development of active regions on the

back of the sun with the autocorrelation technique.

The other autocorrelation peaks at 18 and 36

min, by an analysis similar to that above, corre-

spond to McMath regions 740 and 759, respec-

tively. Figure 3 illustrates the plasma crossing ,

and its mapping to the sun.

Three important correlations were found in

Fig. 4 (Mariner VI, Z June 1970), at 4, 14, and

24 rain, and a conspicuous lack of correlations is

seen between 30 and 40 rain. Using a velocity of

300-350 km/s, the 4-, 14-, and 24-min correla-

tions are found to correspond to McMath regions

774, 781A, B, and 792, respectively. Region 774

is a return of region 740. It should be noted that

region 740 appeared in the analysis of Mariner VII

on 29 May, 3 days prior to these Mariner VI

ob s e rvations.

The simplest possible model to relate McMath

regions to autocorrelations in the DRVID data

would presume that there is a constant stream of

material emitted from each region. Because of

McMA1"H 759-_

_x_" : 36mln _

\ / _ McMA 1,H

6o\ / _ REO,ON74O

e _" \ _ _ /-- r" 18 rain

/ _ '_-McMA1,.789
L._ -* 24 rain /

/

0.1AU_II_ _ MARINER VII _/

Fig. 3. Plasma transit/McMath region corre-

spondence, Mariner VII, 29 May 1970
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thepeculiarmappinginvolvingtheearth-spacecraft
geometry,theplasmavelocity, andthesolarro-
tation, thecorrespondencebetweenthecorrelation
time shiftsandthesun'ssurfaceis not immedi-
atelyobvious. Tables1and2containtherelative
longitudesanddatesof ejectionfrom thesunif
materialwereto causecorrelationsat thespeci-
fied timeshifts. Inthefourthcolumnofthetables
is anindicationof which,if any,McMathregionis
locatedat thelongitude-timepair onHaspectro-
heliograms. Theseresultsareplottedatthebot-
tomof Figs. 2 and4 sothatthecorrespondence
betweencorrelationfeaturesandMcMathregions
canbeseenmoreclearly.

Figures2 and4 showthat (1)for regionsof
thecorrelationthatareparticularlyfeatureless,
thereis apaucityof McMathregions,and(2) if
thereis a localcorrelationmaximum,thereis a
correspondingMcMathregion. Theothertime
shifts for whichthereareMcMathregionsbutno
notablecorrelationmaximaindicatethatthis sim-
plemodelis notcompletelysatisfactory;time
variationsin theemissionfrom theactiveregions
area virtual certainty. Thus,havingaMcMath
regionat theappropriatelongitudeandtime is
necessary,but, becauseof temporalvariations,
notsufficientto observeacorrelationmaximum
in theDRVIDdata.

Table1. CorrelationtimesT':,mappedto longitude-timepairs on the sun's surface

T _',c,

min

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

k ejection

(relative to

earth-sun line),
°W

170.2

169.8

169.3

168.8

168.0

167.1

165.8

164.0

161.2

156.5

146.7

i19.9

Mariner VII, 29 May 1970)

T ejection,

day number,

1970

143.1

143.7

144.3

144.7

145.3

145.9

146.4

147.0

147.7

148.2

148.8

149.3

Identification

(McMath region number)

None found

None found

None found

None found

None found

None found

740A

26

28

30

32

34

36

38

40

58.6

25.1

13.5

8.1

5.1

3.1

1.7

0.8

149.4

148.9

148.3

147.7

147. 1

146. 5

145.9

145.3

774-740A, B a

774-740B

774/741B b

781A, B-743

789A, B

753

Unnumbered

760A, B

Unnumbered

Unnumbered

759

759/753

753

a(_) returning McMath region.

b(/) other possible region.
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Table 2. Correlation times T ::_mapped to longitude-time pairs on the sun's surface

(Mariner VI, 2 June 1970)

T _ ,

rain

2

4

6

8

I0

12

14

16

18

Z0

22

24

26

28

30

32

34

36

38

40

42

k ejection

(relative to

earth-sun line),
°W

161.6

160.9

160.2

159.2

158.1

156.6

154.7

152.2

148.6

143.1

134.2

118.2

89.9

55.8

32.6

19.9

12.6

7.9

4.8

2.5

0.8

T ejection,

day number,

1970

146.3

146.9

147.5

147.9

148.5

149. 1

149.6

150.2

150.8

151.3

151.8

152.3

152.6

152.5

152.2

151.6

151. 1

150.5

149.9

149.3

148.9

Identification

(McMath region number)

774-740A, B a

774-740A, B

None found

780A, B/740B b

780C/741B

None found

781A, B-743

743

789A

789A, B

789B, C/748

792

796/759

None found

None found

None found

None found

None found

None found

None found

None found

a(_) returning McMath region.

b(/) other possible region.

For the case of Mariner VII on 29 May 1970,

the presence of three solar surface disturbances

contributing to the columnar electron dynamics

complicates the interpretation; however, an order

of magnitude estimate of the parameters for the

clouds causing the large changes is possible. For

purposes of estimation, let us assume that the

large-scale dynamics of the double cloud were con-

tributed by the region with the smallest heliocen-

tric distance to the raypath, McMath region 789.

The velocity transverse to the raypath is smaller

than the average velocity of 320 km/s by the dot

product of the radial plasma velocity vector and

the impact vector. Thus, the transverse velocity

is v T = 260 kin/s, implying that the clouds have a

transverse dimension of approximately 2.3 X 106

kin. Assuming the longitudinal dimensions of the

cloud to be comparable, an estimate can be made

for the change in the average electron density.

The columnar content is observed to increase by

65 X i017 electrons/m2. Given a cloue of size

2 × 106 kin, it follows that the average density

must have changed by 3 X 109 electrons/m 3 (3000

electrons/cm3). If one assumes that these plasma

dynamics occurred at the position indicated by the

24-min correlation peak, then 3000 electrons/cm 3

variations can occur at 0. IZ AU (27 solar radii).

It is of interest to compare this variation with

the steady-state electron density predictions for

the solar corona. Various models for the solar

corona (Refs. 5, 6, 7) predict substantially the

same electron density at 0. 12 AU, approximately

700 electrons/cm 3. Thus, a variation in density
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of 3000 electrons/cm 3 is rather unexpected.

There is, of course, the possibility that the plasma

dynamics resulted from one of the other two

McMath regions, 740 or 759. The plasma from

both those regions intersects the raypath at helio-

centric distances of 0.4 and 0.6 AU, respectively.

The implied cloud dimensions would be 0.6 × l0 b

kin, with an average electron density variation of

104 electrons/era3. Since the steady-state elec-

tron density at 0.5 AU is expected to be between

50 and 100 electrons/cm3, a variation of >104

electrons/era 3 seems hard to accept.

The DRVID autocorrelation peaks often appear

to be preceded and/or followed by relative negative

correlations, as can be seen in Figs. 2 and 4.

These relative minima accompanying maxima

could be physically interpreted as indicating that

the plasma irregularities causing the correlations

are of a compression/rarefaction nature. Deter-

mining the detailed structure of the irregularities

is not possible because the data frequency is lim-

ited to 2 rain per sample. The indications are,

however, that the correlation width of the irregu-

larities [s approximately 4 rain. If the irregulari-

ties have a simple rectangular electron density

compression/rarefaction structure, their autocor-

relation would have triangular shape. Plasma

compressions associated with velocity waves have

been observed by Neugebauer and Synder (Ref. 8)
in data from Mariner II. The deviations from the

triangular pattern are possibly caused by data

noise and the oversimplified model. The width of

the correlation triangle measures the irregularity

size divided by the transverse velocity. Using

v T = 260 km/s and a correlation time scale of

240 s, it is found that the irregularities have a
typical size of 6 x l04 kin. Because of the data

sampling rate, the correlation time scale will al-

ways be approximately 240 s. If the apparent

transverse velocity changes because of geometry,
the correlation will be sensitive to a different size

of plasma irregularity. The maximum size ob-

servable from the correlation is approximately
105 kin, while the minimum is about 2 x 104 kin.

The plasma propagation speed also appears to

increase with the increasing heliocentric distance.

For heliocentric distances to plasma intersections

with the raypath less than 0.5 AU, an average

propagation speed of 320 km/s appears to fit the

model best. However, for heliocentric distances

between 0.5 and 1 AU, the best speed seems to be

350 km/s.

The data obtained from the superior conjunc-

tions of Mariners VI and VII have provided a pre-

viously unavailable opportunity to investigate

plasma effects near the sun. No special equipment

aboard the spacecraft was required to make the

measurements. The necessary doppler and rang-

ing transponders are likely to be a part of future

planetary missions, making further investigations
possible.

The observed plasma effects were larger than

expected. In one special case, the size of the

plasma cloud was estimated to be 2 × 106 kin, and

a density change was calculated to be at least 3000
electrons/era 3, more than a factor of 4 times the

predicted steady-state density.

The size of plasma clouds observed are in the
range of 6 × 104 to 2 X 106 km. The latter is a

deduction dependent only on the plasma's trans-

verse velocity. The smaller size is inferred

from the width of autocorrelations in the data. Be-

cause the correlation technique is sensitive to dif-

ferent cloud sizes at different points along the

raypath, it appears that, -vith sufficient data, the

spectrum of sizes in the range 104 to 106 km
couldbe deduced. The correlations have a struc-

ture that suggests the electron density variations
may be of a compression/rarefaction type.

With a simple model of a rotating sun and

radial disturbance propagation at average veloci-

ties of 300 to 350 kin/s, the observed correlations

can be mapped to active McMath regions on the
sun's surface. Under 0.5 AU, the average plasma

velocity appears to be 320 km/s, while between

0.5 and 1 AU, the velocity appears to increase to

350 km/s. McMath regions that develop on the
backside of the sun are observed via the autocor-

relation and their times of east limb transit pre-

dicted to within less than one-half day. Further-

more, if the autocorrelation is observed to be

particularly featureless, it is found that there are

no active regions in the appropriate area of the

sun's surface. From the evidence presented,

there appears to be a probable correspondence

between McMath sunspot regions on the solar sur-

face and large solar wind variations.
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With Data From Mariners 6 and 7
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Warren L. Martin, and Duane O. Muhleman
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I. Introduction

On June 13, 1966 the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration (NASA) approved a

Celestial Mechanics Experiment for the Mariner

Mars 1969 mission. The objectives of that exper-

iment were to use the range and doppler tracking

data obtained by the NASA/Jet Propulsion Labora-

tory (JPL) Deep Space Network (DSN) to obtain
new information on the ratio of the mass of the

earth to that of the moon, the gravity field of

Mars and the ephemerides of Mars and the earth.
At the same time it was realized that it should be

possible to carry out a relativity propagation and

solar coronal plasma experiment with the Mariner

1969 range data during solar conjunction. How-

ever, in the summer of 1966 there were some

serious doubts as to whether ranging to the

Mariner spacecraft at distances of 2 astronomical

units (AU) or more would be possible.

These doubts, as it turned out, were not jus-

tified. New developments in the ground-based

ranging ¢.quipment made it possible to obtain

ranging data within l dog of the sun. In addition,

even though the regular Mariner Mars 1969 mis-

sion ended I months after encounter with Mars

(i.e., about November I, 1969) there was every

reason to expect that the Mariner spacecraft

could be tracked for a far longer period, probably

at least until the end of 1970. Realizing that this

was the case, on December 8, 1969, NASA ap-

proved an c.xtension to the Celestial Mechanics

Experiment for the purpose of performing a gen-

eral relativistic time delay experiment. Tracking

passes were scheduled by JPL to provide essen-

tially continuous coverage of both Mariners 6 and

7, at least from a celestial mechanics point of

view, until the end of 1970. This extended cover-

age permitted an accurate determination to be

made of the orbits of the Mariners, and conse-

quently, by comparing the actual distance to the

spacecraft with the apparent distance, it was pos-

sible to measure the relativistic time delay dur-

ing the time of solar conjunction (April 29, 1970,

for Mariner 6 and May I0, 1970,for Mariner 7).

With the Celestial Mechanics Experiment now

extended to a period of almost 2 years (i.e. , from

launch on February 24, 1969, to the end of 1970)

it made sense to segment the experiment into

three orbital arcs, each with its own objectives.

In addition, there was a real criterion for the

separation of arcs. During the encounters of

Mariners 6 and 7 with Mars, an infrared spec-

trometer (IRS) was operated in a cryogenic envi-

ronment. This environment was produced by

expelling nitrogen and hydrogen gas through the

IRS into space. As a result, significant non-

gravitational forces on the order of 100 dyn or

more acted on the spacecraft during the encounter

period. The total capability of the IRS gas jet-

ting system to produce a velocity change in the

trajectory of the spacecraft was on the order of

O. I m/s. Consequently, it was practically impos-

sible to fit one orbital arc all the way from launch
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through encounter and beyond. It was primarily

for this reason that the analysis of the tracking

data was partitioned into three orbital arcs.*

The first arc included the data taken during

the orbital transfer between the earth and Mars,

the second arc encompassed the encounter with

Mars, and the third arc, which was the one of in-

terest to the relativity experiment, extended from

a time 5 days after the closest approach to Mars

(July 31, 1969, for Mariner 6 and August 5, 1969,

for Mariner 7) to the end of the usable data in the

middle of December 1970.

A tracking schedule which would assure good

determinations of the orbits of the Mariners was

established shortly after encounter with Mars. It

specified that horizon-to-horizon range and dop-

pler passes would be obtained on the basis of one

per week from the start of the post-encounter
orbit to December 20, 1969; two horizon-to-

horizon passes per week from December 20, 1969,

to February I0, 1970; one pass every other day

from February I0, 1970, to April 15, 1970; and

one pass every day from April 15, 1970, to

May 25, 1970, during the critical period about

solar conjunction. After conjunction, the tracking

frequency would revert to one pass every day from

May 25, 1970, to July l, 1970, and then to two

passes per week from July I, 1970, to January I,

1971, when tracking was scheduled to terminate.

During the tracking periods, there were two

types of data of importance to the relativity ex-

periment. The first was phase-coherent inte-

grated doppler data which were transmitted at an

S-band frequency of about 2.2 X 109 Hz. The sec-

ond type of data was provided by a new ranging

system conceived by R. Goldstein and implemented

by W. Martin of JPL for the relativity experiment

(see Section II). The ranging system went into

operation on September 30, 1969, and provided

accurate range measurements through solar con-

junction at a distance of 400 million kin. A new

high-power transmitter was put into operation

just a few days before the solar conjunction of

Mariner 6. As a result, range data from both

Mariners 6 and 7 were obtained within l deg of the

sun through the solar corona with a transmitted

power of 200 kW. These measurements could not

have been made with the older 20-kW transmitter.

However, in order to obtain the greater power for

the solar conjunction, it was necessary to abandon

the collection of range data in the month of Febru-

ary while modifications were made to the Zl0-ft

antenna at Goldstone. It was possible, however,

to obtain doppler data from an 85-ft antenna during

this period.

It is difficult to assess the accuracy of the two

types of data available for this experiment, be-

cause there is a severe noise contribution from

the solar corona as the two spacecraft near con-

junction with the sun. At reasonably large separa-

tion angles between the sun and the spacecraft,

the residuals on the doppler data, after the best-

fit orbit has been obtained, indicate that they are

accurate to 0.002 Hz at S-band over a 10-rain

integration time. In terms of an averaged range-
rate error, this is better than 0. 2 mm/s. With

the 200-kW transmitter, the ranging data indicate

RMS residuals on the order of 12 m at reasonably

large separation angles between the spacecraft
and the sun. It should be noted, however, that the

range machine was operated only at distances at
which there was a severe signal-to-noise problem.

An assessment of how well it can perform in

regions where the signal-to-noise ratio is signifi-

cantly greater than for Mariners 6 and 7 must

await tracking of future spacecraft, or perhaps

the tracking of Mariner 6 in 1971 when it is near

opposition. Mariner 7 cannot be tracked at this
time because the attitude control system will not

operate. The attitude control gas was depleted in
December 1970. However, Mariner 6 should be

operable until May 1971.

II. Technique for Obtaining Range Measurements
of Mariners 6 and 7

The extended mission relativity experiment

imposed two stringent requirements on the range

measurement equipment. Foremost was a capa-

bility for detecting the very low signal levels which
resulted from the use of the spacecraft's omni-

directional antenna. At the critical period, near

superior conjunction, the ranging signal declined
to -203 dBm. The second requirement was a

high internal stability for the measurement of

charged-particle and solar-plasma dynamics to

aid in their separation from relativistic effects.

Range is determined by measuring elapsed

time between the transmission of an encoded sig-

nal from the ground station and its return from

the spacecraft. The spacecraft carries a turn-

around transponder which retransmits the re-

ceived ranging code on a slightly different carrier

frequency. The ultimate precision is dependent

upon the accuracy and stability of a frequency

standard at the ground station which quantizes
time into measurable increments.

A rubidium vapor oscillator serves as the

primary reference. Its stability of 1 part in 1011

makes practical the synchronous detection of

signals returned from distant spacecraft. Addi-

tionally, the standard is capable of quantifying the

round-trip time of flight with uncertainties of only
a few nanoseconds at sufficiently strong signal

levels.

Figure 1 is a simplified block diagram of a

binary-coded sequential-acquisition ranging sys-

tem. A frequency synthesizer, including the

rubidium reference oscillator, generates fs (nom-

inally 22 MHz), which is multiplied by 3 and

phase-modulated by the transmitter coder. The

code is generated by dividing the X 3 multiplier

output by 64 and applying the result to an lg-stage

binary counter. Each of the 18 binary counter

outputs is individually selectable for modulating

the transmitter. The period t n of the nth com-

ponent is given by

64 X 2 n
t

n 3f
S

and the resultant code is coherent with the

For a complete discussion of the pre-encounter and encounter orbit determination see JIDL TM 33-469,

The Mariner VI and VII Flight Paths and Their Determination from Tracking Data, December 1, 1970.
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Fig. I. Block diagram of the binary-coded

sequential-acquisition ranging system

transmitted carrier. Sequential transmission of

the binary-code components maximizes available

power in each component and reduces the time

required for a range measurement. Since the

orbit determination process is sufficiently accu-

rate to predict the round-trip time of flight to

within a few hundred microseconds, no difficulty

results from the serial transmission. Periods of

the individual code components vary from 2 izs to

0.Z5 s, as specified by the equation for tn. The

shortest code component (2 FLs) determines the

system's resolution, while the others serve only

to resolve ambiguities associated with the highest-

frequency code.

Returning to Fig. I, we note that a virtually

identical set of hardware exists in the receiver.

However, the +64 stage is preceded by a doppler

pulse adder circuit. The pulse adder accepts the

66-MHz output of the X 3 multiplier from the trans-

mitter chain. The second input is the RF doppler,

properly scaled from the ground receiver. In the

ranging mode the pulse adder's output frequency is

the algebraic sum of the two input frequencies.

The receiver coder is a duplicate of its coun-

terpart in the transmitter, except for a second

code output which is phase delayed by_/Z. These

two receiver coder outputs are then combined to

establish the amplitude of the returning signal

prior to measuring its phase.

When the Range-Sync switch is in the Sync

position, the two coders operate synchronously.

Because of the topocentric range rate of the space-

craft, the received code slips in phase with re-

spect to the transmitted code. If at time t o the

switch is changed to the Range position, the re-

ceiver coder frequency is modified by RF doppler
and becomes coherent witl_ the signal being re-

ceived from the spacecraft. Assuming that the

two coders were synchronized prior to the change-

over, the phase difference between the receiver

coder and the incoming signal is a measure of the

range. This phase difference will remain essen-

tially constant by virtue of the doppler rate aiding,

allowing the range measurements to be made at
leisure.

Thus, a coherent model of the received range

code can be generated by modifying the frequency

of the transmitted code by the spacecraft's doppler

signal. Note that the tracking operation is open-

loop; this eliminates any settling time and greatly

simplifies the hardware.

Square-wave coding produces a triangular
correlation function, as shown in Fig. 2. Two

channels are required to measure the phase dif-
ference between the received code and that gen-

erated by the receiver coder. The method is anal-

ogous to the optimum phase estimator for sine
waves. Both channels are sampled every 10 ms

and the results summed over some integration

time t i. After sufficient samples have been ac-

cumulated, the phase displacement can be com-

puted using the relationship

t.

E1 VCH1

t=O + T
T = t. t. _-, O<T< _-

E1VCH1 + E1VcH2

t=0 t=0

The above equation holds only for the first quad-

rant, and similar expressions are necessary for

the others.

Figure 3 shows the relative code correlation
characteristics of the first three components with

the quadrature channel deleted. Suppose that the

spacecraft's range results in T = r R. A measure-
ment of the first component's position on its cor-

relation function determines the phase angle

between the received code and the local coder.

The latter is now shifted to bring it into phase

with the code received from the spacecraft. This

is equivalent to shifting to a positive peak (point

A) on the correlation function.

A number corresponding to the magnitude of

that shift is entered into the range tally. Note

that whenever the system is tracking at a positive

peak, the next lower frequency code component
will also be at a peak, either positive or negative.

A negative peak implies that the received and

local codes are out of phase, and a shift of one

half of that componentTs period will be required to

align them. Conversely, a positive peak indicates

code synchronization, and no shifting is required.

Whenever a shift takes place, the range tally is

incremented appropriately.

3
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Fig. 2. Ranging receiver output characteristics
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Returning to the example of Fig. 2, we ob-

serve that the process causes the system to move

from point A to point B to point C. At that time,

the first three components of the receiver coder

will be in phase with those received from the

spacecraft. If this procedure is continued until

all components have been synchronized, the range

tally will contain a measure of the original phase

displacement between transmitted and received

codes. Since the phase shift was caused by the

finite round-trip time to the spacecraft, it is

obvious that a phase measurement is equivalent to

a range measurement.

An earlier observation that the orbit deter-

mination process can predict the range to within

a few hundred microseconds makes it unnecessary

to constrain the code's length to more than one

round-trip time. Practically, the relativity ex-

periment operated with a ten-component code

whose total period was just under I ms. It is ir-

relevant that the code repeats millions of times in

the 45 min required for the signal to reach the

spacecraft and return; the number of repetitions

is predictable. The important data are the re-

maining fractional period which can not be fore-

cast. By utilizing available information, ranges

of up to 400 million km have been measured to an

accuracy on the order of 1g m in only a few min-
utes of time on the 210-ft antenna.

Figure 4 specifies the time required to com-

plete a ranging measurement as a function of the

received signal power. Curves representing three

different system noise temperatures are shown.
The times indicated are based upon the acquisition

of 18 code components. By reducing the number

of components, it is possible to proportionally

diminish the time necessary to complete the mea-

surement. For example, by using ten components,

a ranging measurement at -200 dBm can be com-

ph.ted in only _3 rain for a typical system noise

temperature N T of _0 K and with a probability P E
of an erroneous range acquisition of 0.01.

In summary, this section has described a
system designed to extend the ranging threshold

to weaker signals than has been possible previ-

ously without sacrificing accuracy. Improved

performance results from square wave coding,
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Fig. 4. Acquisition times for an 18-component
ranging code

sequential transmission of code components, and

open-loop operation. To date the system has col-

lected several hundred range points on two space-

craft. Analysis of the data indicates that the

measurement uncertainties from day to day are on

the order of 1 g m when g00 kW of transmitted

power are used. This error is almost certainly

caused by long-term drifts over several hours in

the spacecraft transponder. Calibrations of

future transponders to account for variations in

temperature and signal level could improve the

accuracy in range by at least an order of magni-

tude over the Mariner 6 and 7 data.

III. Theoretical Background for the Mariner Mars

1969 Relativity Test

The testing of general relativity by astronomi-

cal techniques is, of course,- not new. The three

classical tests are well known. They depend first

on orbital motions through the precession of the

perihelion of Mercury, second on the bending of

starlight as it passes the sun during a total eclipse,

and third on the red shift of lines in the spectrum

of the companion of Sirius, a white dwarf. Of these

three tests, only the precession of the perihelion

of Mercury is capable of providing relatively high

accuracies on the order of I%. However, recently

it has been shown (Ref. I) that the sun's disk is

sufficiently oblate to suggest that a good portion

(about I0%) of the precession of the perihelion,

which was formerly attributed to general relativity

alone, could be explained equally well by a quadru-

pole moment in the sun's gravitational field.

There is disagreement on the magnitude of the

quadrupole mon_ent which can be inferred from
the oblateness measurements(gel. 2_, and

Ingersoll and Spiegel (Ref. 3) have recently shown

that the observed oblateness could be the result of

temperature effects alone. In any case, the current

difficulties with the solar oblateness make the

testing of Einstein's theory by the classical meth-

ods uncertain to the level of about 10%. The more

recent methods provided by planetary radar mea-

surements have refined this figure to the level of

about 507o (Ref. 4), and the Mariner experiment
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discussed here is currently providing a 4% test

of the theory.

According to the Newtonian theory of gravita-

tion, the propagation of electromagnetic waves near

massive bodies is unaffected by the gravitational

field. However, in the theory of general relativity,

the waves appear to propagate at speeds less than

the velocity of light. The exact nature of the effect

of the solar gravitational field on such signals has

been computed by Muhleman and Reichly (Ref. 5)

and by Shapiro (Ref. 6) for the case of the

Schwarzschild solution of the Einstein field equa-

tions. The possibility of a measurement of the

general relativistic delay in the propagation of radio

signals was first suggested several years ago by

Shapiro (Ref. 7). The observational reality of the

delay was subsequently analyzed very carefully by

Ross and Schiff (Ref. 8) and by Shapiro (Ref. 9).

The magnitude of the propagation delay in

range can be expressed in several different'coor-

dinate systems. The simplest equation has been

obtained in isotropic coordinates by Holdridge

(Ref. I0) and Tausner (Ref. ll). In order to pa-

rameterize the magnitude of the relativity effect,

we have used a general isotropic, static, spheri-

cally symmetric metric with two free parameters,

and _, as suggested by Eddington (Ref. 12) and

Robertson (Ref. 13). Orbital calculations, time

transformations, and propagation eff6cts have been

computed within the framework of this generalized

metric. It is given by

ds 2 c2dt _
= 1 - 2 r + 213 +

(1)

- [i + 2y_+..]r (dxZ+dY2+ dzz)

In terms of this metric, the total one-way light

time is written in the following form:

cAt = p + (i + _/)m In
r0+rl+P

ro+r 1 -P
(2)

where p, r0, and r l are coordinate distances

representing, respectively, the observer-

spacecraft distance, the sun-observer distance,

and the sun-spacecraft distance. All distances

are computed from orbits (geodesics) defined

by the generalized metric. As such, they depend

implicitly on both _ and y.

The parameter m is equal to one-half the

gravitational radius of the sun and is equal to

GM O

, m = _ = 1.4766 km (3)
C

All distances in this paper are expressed in labo-

ratory metric units, but it should be realized that

the basic unit of length is the light second. Metric

distances are obtained by multiplying the distances

in light-seconds by the IAU adopted value of the

speed of light (299792. 5 kin/s). Questions of

coordinate systems and the conversions of clock

time measurements to proper times can be

treated in a rather straightforward way. It is

necessary to relate clock times and the coordinate

time t used in the gravitational theory (Ref. 14).

What is important is to make certain that all

calculations are performed in the same coordinate

system, inthis case the isotropic coordinates of

Eddington and Robertson.

A. Computation of Orbits

The Lagrangian L for the orbital motion is

related to the metric given in Eq. (1) by

2 ds

L = -c d-T (4)

which is obtained by expanding the square root of

(ds/dt) g in pov_ers of I/c Z. The result, to
powers of 1/c in ds/dt, is

g -- (--i)-c + __ + _ 13 GSm
2

r

41)m] 1 vz j+s z
C

(5)

The speed v of the spacecraft can be written

in cartesian components, as can the heliocentric

distance r.

2 .2 .2 .2
v = x + y + z (6)

2 2 2 2
r = x +y +z (7)

Therefore, the Lagrangian L can be expressed as

a function of the cartesian position vector -_" =

(x, y, z} and velocity vector _ = (5, _r, £), and

the Euler-Lagrange equations for the motion are

d [_____L/ @L

where

a--g== g.-7 + 2. /. (9)

%-/= - r3 [ +(l - z_)7-+ v+$ (10)

The equations of motion for the Lagrangian under

consideration are then
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I I vq..-

The Newtonian acceleration rN is simply

(ii)

.-. GS_" (iz)
r_,r = - 3

r

and the relativistic equations can be equated to

the Newtonian acceleration plus a perturbative

acceleration _-'Rel" The total relativistic accel-

eration is

-_. .-_ .---.

r = r N + rRe 1 (13)

The perturbative acceleration is of order v2/c 2,

and this will still be so if the Newtonian values of

the acceleration are substituted for _ and i:. The

vector acceleration _is given by Eq. (12) and the

scalar _ by

GS_
vG = - Z (14)

r

Thus, i_Re I can be written

+ Y)(r_)TI

(i5)

This is the general form of the perturbative accel-

eration. It is added to the Newtonian acceleration

to produce relativistic motion for the spherically

synlmetric, isotropic metric. For Einstein's

theory of gravitation, _ : _( = i, and the accelera-

tion is given by

rRel(Einstein) = m F(4GS v2)7-+
-7-- 4 (r [*)r]

(16)

These equations have been derived by Moyer

(F<ef. 15). He also obtains relativistic equations

of motion for n-bodies for an isotropic metric

which reduce to the.' two-body equation of Eq. (16)

if the relativistic effects of all bodies but the cen-

tral one are neglected. In later work, Moyer (Kef.

16) has shown that the two-body equation can be

used for all planets except the earth. The excep-

tional motion of the earth about the sun is com-

plicated by the moon. Moyer shows that the helio-

centric acceleration of the earth by the sun is still

given by the two-body equation if the potential

GS/r in Eq. (16) is augmented by the potential for

the moon. Thus, for the relativistic perturbation

in the earth's motion caused by the sun, the accel-

eration of Eq. (15) is written

+ 2(i + Y)(rE)_(B)%l (17)

where rE) _is the distance between earth and moon.

Similarly, the relativistic solar perturbation

on the moon is given by

+ 2(1 + _; _; ¢:i

r_

(18)

The mass of the earth is E in Eq. (35), and M is

the mass of the moon in Eq. (34). By combining

_'R_I((9) and rp,_l(_) with the moon-to-earth mass
ratlo (_ = M/E_, the heliocentric relativistic per-

turbative acceleration i:Rel((]) + (_) of the earth-

moon barycenter is obtained.

-- I YRei((D )+ _ _-Ke1(©)i:Rel(6) + (_) - 1 _- 1 +

(19)

In a.numerical integration of the planets, Eq.

(19) is used for the earth-moon system, and Eq.

(15) is used for the other eight planets. The helio-

centric relativistic .n]otion of the earth and moon

as separate bodies involves more than the solar

relativistic perturbations. Other terries repre-

senting the relativistic acceleration of the earth

caused by the moon and the relativistic accelera-

tion of the moon caused by the earth are also im-

portant. However, unless the relative motion of

the earth and moon is required to a very high ac-

curacy, the integration of the earth-moon bary-

center and the eight other planets can be accom-

plished using only the relativistic accelerations

caused by the sun. Thus, the isotropic, static,

spherically symmetric nletric with arbitrary

and Y can be used for the integration of all the

planets. In a higher approximation to the n-body
problem, the metric is neither static nor spheri-

cally symmc'tric because it involves the positions
and velocities of the n-bodies. What Moyer has

shown with respect to the solar system is that the
sun is so dominant that the relativistic interac-

tions of the planets are negligible. Consequently,

the heliocentric relativistic perturbations in

planetary orbits can be described by a static
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spherically symmetric metric like Eq. (I). A

precise description of the integration of the planets

whose ephemerides are used in the reduction of

Mariner data has been given by Lieske (Ref. 17)

B. Propagation of Electromagnetic Signals

According to general relativity, electromag-

netic signals will propagate along null geodesics

with ds = 0, and from Eq. (I), the coordinate

speed of light v is a variable given by

2
v

--/=I
C

2m 2Ym

r r
(20)

Now, if dp represents an infinitesimal arc length

in the three-dimensional space represented by the

coordinates x, y, and z, so that

dp 2 = dx 2 + dy 2 + dz 2 (21)

S

SUN

Fig. 5. Electromagnetic signal propagation

2 2 p2r = r 0 + - 2r0P cos %U (26)

then the coordinate speed of light can be repre-

sented by

dp (22)
v = d---t

The coordinate range given as a finite time

interval At = t I - to can be obtained as an integral
of the form

('tl _0 plJt c (23
cat = c dt = v dp

0

where the signal originates at a transmitter at

time to . The ratio c/v is given by Eq. (20) as

e )m- = i + (i + Y (24)
v

and the integral of Eq. (g3) becomes

Pl
cat = P l + (i + Y)m d__pp

r
(25)

The fact that the signal does not follow a

straight path in the space (x, y, z) is neglected in

the following as a higher-order effect, and the

geometry of the propagation between a transmitter

at SO and receiver S 1 is given by Fig. 5. From

this figure, it can be seen that the heliocentric

distance r of the signal, after it has propagated

through a distance p, can be obtained from the law

of cosines in the fornl

and the integral in Eq. (25) can be written as

L L pl dp
(27)

which, upon integration, becon_es

P 1 dp = inr

r l + Pl - r0 cos qJ

r 0 - r 0 cos qJ
(28)

The cosine of the angle qJ is obtained from Fig. 5

in terms of r 0, r 1, and Pl"

2r0P l cos qJ = p21 + r_- r21 (29)

"When Eq. (29) is substituted into Eq. (28),

the resulting expression can be sin_plified to yield

pldp = In
r

r0 + rl + Pl

r0 + rl - Pl
(30)

and the range cat can be written as

r0 + rl + Pl
: (31)

cat Pl + (I +Y)m in r0 + rl _ Pl

This expression for range has been derived

in the Einstein fornl (c_ = y = 1) by Tausner
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(Ref. 11) and Holdridge (Ref. 10). Ross and

Schiff (P, ef. 8) give the equivalent of Eq. (30) in a

different form. Again, it is important to interpret

the coordinate lengths in Eq. (30) in terms of or-

bits computed with the perturbative acceleration

of Eq. (15).

C. Time Transformation

In Sections A and B, the coordinate time has

been used in the orbital calculations and the propa-

gation equations. In order to represent data, it

is necessary to introduce the transformation to

the observer's proper time r. Time at a radar

station is recorded by an atomic clock, whose fre-

quency v r is related to a coordinate frequency v t

by the ratio of intervals of proper time and coor-

dinate time. In the limit, as these intervals be-

come arbitrarily small, the frequency ratio is

given by

vt dT

vT dt
(3Z)

numerical contributions to dr�dr are summarized

in parts in i0 II At present, the stability of

atomic clocks is about i part in I0 II, and terms

smaller than this can be neglected. The largest

term in Table l, term I, can be neglected be-

cause it is constant. This leaves terms 5, 7, and

Ii in the expression for dr/dt to achieve an ac-

curacy of 1 part in I0 II. At this level, simple

formulas for the time transformation can be de-

rived which involve the diurnal and annual motions

of the observer. The annual motion has been dis-

cussed by Aoki (Ref. 18) and Clemence and

Szebehely (Ref. 14). For purposes of keeping

time, the annual term is all that is required, but

the transformation between t and r for computing

range and doppler data requires the diurnal term

as well. If accuracies greater than 1 Dart in 10 II

are needed in the future, all terms in i'able I be-

come important, with the exception of g and 6. It

is probably not advisable to compute dr/dt by

approximate formulas like those developed here

if accuracies on the order of I part in 1012 or

better are required. Then, the velocity v can be

computed rigorously by adding the various vector

velocities for the motion.

Thus, if we define uniformity of time in some

universal sense, it follows that, with respect to a

constant coordinate frequency vt, the rates of

various observers' clocks will vary in accordance

with their coordinate velocity v and their local

gravitational potential function #. From Eq. (1),

this variation is given by

Z 2

C C

The higher-order _ and _ terms are neglected be-

cause they are several orders of magnitude
smaller than the uncertainties in the best atomic

frequency standards. For an observer on the

earth the potential function _ includes contributions

from the gravitational fields of the sun, earth, ,and

moon. Planetary contributions are negligible.

Also, we are interested only in variations in d;,

since any constant terms are absorb('d in the, defi-
nition of the second. Therefore, contributi,,ns to

from other matter in the universe can be ne-

glected. Variations produced by galactic rotation

and the proper motions of stars are of such long

period that they can be considered constant.

We will not repeat the derivation of the annual

term in the expression for dT/dt because it is

given in Refs. 14 and 18. It is sufficient to note

that the observer's velocity v can be approximated

to 1 part in 10 ll by

Z 2 _ .-r-

v = v__ + 2_ O • R (34)

where /'% is the heliocentric vector__ vel._oocity of the
earth, v6) is the magnitude of _'q), and R is the

geocentric vector velocity of the observer. This

expression for v can be substituted into Eq. {33}.

The other term in Eq. (33), the general relativis-

tic term, is significant only in the annual motion.

Other contributions from the diurnal and monthly

motion are negligibly small in their periodic con-
tributions to _. Also, the variations in the earth's

gravitational potential over the surface of the

earth are negligible with respect to atomic clocks.

Thus, the potential _ in Eq. (33) can be approxi-

mated by

GS
¢ = -- (35)

r O

In the expression for dr/dt, there is a gen-

eral relativistic term in the gravitational potential

and a special relativistic term in vZ/c g. The

coefficient a in the general relativistic term is

unity, but we will carry it throughout this develop-
ment to make clear how the two ternls enter in the

time transformation. The coordinate veh)city v

represents the motion of the' observer in the x, y,

z coordinate system used to compute orbits. It

involves the. revolution of the earth-moon system

about the sun, the revolution of the earth-moon

hal'ycenter, and the rotation of the ,arth on its

axis, The precession of the earth's axis is

am_ther long-period term, which can be neglected.

The nutati_m is insignificant.

where r6) is the distance of the earth from the sun.
The heliocentric velocity of the earth in Eq. (34)

can be approximated by

Z 2GS
- -- + c (36)

vo - r6) l

where c 1 is a constant and is not important to the

derivation of dT/dt. When Eqs. (34), {35}, and

(36) are substituted into Eq. (33), the resulting

expression for dT/dt is

The several components of the obserw, r's

motion art. summarizvd in Tabh, 1, and their
dr : I- (l + a)m l](_" O • R') (37)
dt r_ C
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Table I. Special relativistic terms

me rm

i. Mean annual motion about sun

2. Mean monthly motion about earth-n_oon barycenter

3. Diurnal motion about earth's rotation axis

4. Product of annual and monthly motions

5. Product of annual and diurnal motions

6. Product of monthly and diurnal motions

7. Periodic component in earth's orbital velocity

(first order in eccentricity)

8. Periodic component in earth's orbital velocity

(second order in eccentricity)

9. Effect of earth's eccentricity in term 5

i0. Planetary perturbations in earth's orbital speed

l I. Effect of the obliquity of the ecliptic in term 5

Maximum effect on time

transformation, parts in I01 i

493

9 x 10 -5

0.12

0.42

15.4

6 X I0 -3

16.6

0.28

0.52

0. I0

1. 27

The diurnal term in Eq. (37) can be developed

by expressing the velocity vectors i-C)and _( in

ecliptic coordinates. The expressions for the

components of the velocity of the earth are

Xe = Ve sin _D(Z) I

!

9e iv@ cos ,Of

(38)

where _O is the longitude of the sun measured

along the ecliptic from the vernal equinox.

The .geocentric velocity of the observer in

ecliptic coordinates is given by

= -v sin @
S

= V COS O COS E
S

= -v cos 0 sin
s

(39)

where v s is the velocity of the observing station

about the earth's polar axis, 0 is the local side-

real time., and _ is the obliquity of the ecliptic.

The scalar i)roduct of the two velocity vectors

results in the expression

"-- 1• R = ---vz seLYr(1 + cos _)cos (¢(D- e)

- (1 - cos _)cos (_0 + O)] (40)

The numerical values of the quantities in Eq. (40)

can be approximated by

v(_ = 29. 80 km/s

cos _ = 0. 9174

v = 0.4638 cos _' km/s
S

with the geocentric latitude given by d_'. Now,

divide Eq. (40) by c 2 to obtain

-_(r e • _) = -7. 689 × 10 -11 cos ¢'
C

• [I. 9174 cos (q_O - O)

-0. 0826 cos (_0 + O)] (4 1

The second term in cos (_ + 0) is smaller than 1
part in 101[ and can be neglected. The first term

can be approximated by setting ¢O- @ equal to
12:00 h minus the local mean solar time measured
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from midnight. Thus,thefinal expressionfor
dr/dr is obtainedbysubstitutingthefirst term of
Eq. (41)into Eq. (37)andby takingtheannual
term from Aoki (Ref. 18). Theresult is

dr _ 1- 1.654(i+_) X I0-I0dt cosMQ

- 1.474 X 10 -10 cos _' cos {UT + k) (42)

where MQ) is the mean anomaly of the sun, UT is
the universal time, and k is the longitude of the

station measured eastward from Greenwich.

In converting intervals of coordinate time to
observed intervals of atomic time, the diurnal

term is significant for the accurate computation

of spacecraft range data. At 1 AU, the diurnal

term in round-trip, range is equal to 1.474 X 10-10
X 2 X 1.496 X 1011 m, or about 44m.

For purposes of time keeping, it is necessary

to integrate Eq. (42), as done by Clemence and

Szebehely (Ref. 14) for the annual term. The re-
sult for both the annual and diurnal terms is

T - v 0 = t- tO - 0s8307(I +_) × 10-3[sin MQ

sin MOQ)] zs03 × i0 -6 _'
- - COS

sin (UT + k) - sin (UT 0 + k_ (43)

The initial epochs r 0 of atomic time and t o of

coordinate time are arbitrary, but to conform with

astronomical definitions of ephemeris time and

atomic time, we set t O - v 0 equal to the difference
of ephemeris time and UT2 time on January 1,

1958, at 0 h

AT(1958) = tO - v O = 32.s15

On January I, 1958, the mean anomaly of the

sun is about 357o925, so that the sine of M0Q )is

-0. 0362. Substituting these constants into Eq.

(38), the transformation between atomic time T

and coordinate time t is

t = r + 32s15 + 0.s8307(I +c_} X 10 -3 [sin M O

+ 0. 0362] + 0.s0020 × 10 -3 cos.%5'

sin (UT + k) - sin k] (44)

This completes the specification of the equa-

tions needed to represent spacecraft tracking data

in general relativity theory. They form the basis

for the subsequent solutions for "¢ from the

Mariner data.

IV. Interplanetary and Coronal Plasma Effects

Range and doppler observations at S-band are

affected significantly by the electron density in

the interplanetary medium and the outer solar
corona. However, the associated range delays

are small compared to the relativistic delay.

Since the closest approach of the radio ray path to

the sun is greater than 3 solar radii (R(D) through-

out the experiment, the medium may be regarded

as collisionless, and the index of refraction is

given to sufficient accuracy by

N (r)
2(r ) e (45)n = 1- N

c

where Ne(r) is the electron density per cubic cen-
timeter at distance r from the sun, and N e is the

critical density_ at the Mariner S-band frequency

(N c - 6 X 1010). The maximum possible devia-
tion of the refractive index from unity for the

Mariner experiment is on the order of 10 -5 , and

the medium can be regarded as thi___n. It can be

shown that the group propagation time from the

earth to the spacecr-aft is

f r6) rdr
p =

m [rznz(r) - b2] I/2

f rs/c rdr (46)
+ 1/z

m [r2nz(r)- bz]

where rm is the distance of closest approach to

the sun of the curved ray, b is the impact param-

eter of the ray asymptote, and rE) and rs/c are
the radial distances of the earth and spacecraft

from the sun. Since the departure of n from unity

is very snaall, it is pern]issible to work to first

order in this term. After considerable reduction,

the following equation for the group propagation

tinge is obtained.

N--_p rO 2

N (r)rdr

(p _ Pg) = e

c _r 2 - P

rs/c N (r)rdr

+ (47)

2 2
c V/r -P

where Pc is the geometrical distance and p is the

distancd'of ch)sest approach of the geometrical

path to the sun. Strictly speaking, the actual path
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followed by the radio signal results from the com-

bined effects of the ray being displaced toward the

sun due to relativistic ray bending and away from

the sun due to plasma bending, the latter effect

being frequency-dependent. The fact that the

medium is "thin" means that the bending can be

completely neglected to high accuracy in computing

range-delay observables, and the components of

delay due to the several terms can be combined

linearly. Thus, the formula for p - pg gives the
group delay due to the medium. The ahlditional

doppler shift caused by the medium (phase delay)

is obtained by differentiating the negative of the

group delay with respect to time. In general, the

doppler velocity not only involves motions of the

earth and spacecraft but is also sensitive to the

rate of change of the electron density along the ray

path.

Considerable information concerning the elec-

tron density profiles is available from solar eclipse

measurements made during the last few decades.

The intensity of the scattered light seen around the

sun's limb during a total eclipse has been used to

determine electron density profiles out to distances

of about 40 solar radii from the sun (e.g., Ref.

19). Recent work reported by Blackwell,

Dewhirst, and Ingham (Ref. 20) yields the profile

Ne(r) =--_+ 2+_B ; 2. 5 -< r (48)
r r

where A and B are electron densities, e ~ 0. 3,

and r is expressed in solar radii (r = 215 at

earth's distance). The value of _ in this equation

is not well known but appears to be greater than

zero based on spacecraft in situ measurements

and solar wind theory. The coefficient A appar-

ently varies by a factor of 2 or 3, depending on the

solar latitude and the solar activity; i.e. , it is a

function of the sun-spot cycle. The B coefficient

is much less variable and seems to be only a weak

function of solar activity. A compilation of values

of A and B taken from the literature is shown in

Table 2. All of the values are from eclipse mea-

surements except line 6. The numerical values

of this line were obtained from measurements of

ray bending near the sun with radio interferometry

(Ref. 21).

The plan of the Mariner experiment was to

estimate A, B, and _ simultaneously with the rela-

tivity parameters from the range and doppler ob-

servations. It was recognized that it might be

necessary to estimate a series of these parameter

sets sequentially over the total tracking period of
the experiment. However, their values within a

month of the solar conjunc[ion were of primary

significance to the relativity experiment. In any

case, it was concluded that the plasma effects

would not be the major source of error in the rela-

tivity determination. As it turned out, the major

source of error arose from the nongravitational

forces acting on the spacecraft (see Section V).

A difficulty with using the parameterized elec-

tron density of Eq. (48) in the least-squares solu-

tions for the relativity parameter ¥ is that the

three parameters A, B, and _ are not independent,

although for lack of anything better, it is assumed
that A is not correlated with either B or e. With

respect to the term in Eq. (48), which contains B

and _, the a priori uncertainty in the interplanetary

electron density arises from (I) time variations in

B and e because of solar activity and (2) experi-

mental error in the determination of the electron

density as reflected in the discordant values in

Table 2. With these two points taken into account,

the following values and I 0- uncertainties are

adopted for the Mariner experiment:

A = (I. 3 + 0.9) × 108 electrons/era 3

B = (5 ± 3) X (215) 2. 3 electrons/era 3

= 0.3 +0.3

In order to obtain the correlation between B

and e, it is reasonable to constrain the uncertainty

in the electron density at the distance of the earth

(215 X R(_)). At this distance, the electron density

is given by

B

Ne(r(9) = (215)2+_ (49)

The uncertainty in Ne(rO) is related to the uncer-
tainties in B and e by

ANe(r e)

Ne(r e)

AB
: y (ln 215)Ae (50)

and the variance on Ne(ro) is related to the vari-
ances on B and c and the correlation coefficient p

between them by

2

CN 2
o- o- B

e _ B _ )22

N (ro) B- _ 2p (In 215)_--0- + (ln215

(51)

The numerical form of Eq. (51) for N e = 5
electrons/cm 3 is

2

(%): - 29(5. 37) (0. 3) + (5. 3712(0. 3) 2

(52)

and with p : 1, the error on N e is constrained to
+5 electrons/era 3. For values of p smaller than

unity, the uncertainty on N e will be larger. Be-
cause a value of +5 electrons/era 3 is conservative

enough, we adopt a correlation coefficient of 1. 0

between B and _ for the Mariner experiment.

This implies that the a priori value and uncertainty

at the earth's distance N e is 5 ± 5 electrons/era 3.
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Table2. Coefficientsfor solarcoronamodel

-3A, CFn

i. 0.96 × 108

2. 1.71x 108

3. i. 18 × 108

4. I. 01 × 108

5. 2. 62 x 108

6. 0. 60 x 108

-3
B, cm

i. 46 X 106

2.01 × 106

2. 07 X 106

0. 8 X 106

0.3

0.33

0.33

0.33

N at I AU
e

6.4

7.4

7.6

2.9

State

Solar minimum, equatorial

Solar maximum, equatorial

Solar minimum, equatorial

(July 1963)

Average solar minimum,

equatorial I

I
Strong solar maximum,

equatorial and polar I

Measured Oct. 2-14, 1969,

13 deg solar latitude

Ref.

19

19

22

20

21

V. Measurement of the General Relativistic

Propagation Delay

The measurement of the general relativistic

propagation delay is accomplished by estimating

the relativity parameter Y along with the corona

parameters (A, B, _) and the elements of the

spacecraft orbit in a least-squares differential

correction process. In this way the "best" deter-

mination of the relativistic delay is defined as that

which makes the weighted sum of squares of the

range and doppler data a minimum. In order to

separate the parameter Y from other parameters

in the least-squares solution, it is necessary in

principle to determine the heliocentric orbit of the

spacecraft from data outside of superior conjunc-

tion, and then to derive the relativistic delay from

the characteristic increase in the round-trip travel

time of ranging signal beyond that predicted by the

position on the heliocentric orbit at superior con-

junction. In practice this is accomplished by

least-squares fits to many weeks or months of dop-

pler and range data centered about superior

conjunction.

The least-squares algorithm used in the anal-

ysis of the Mariner data is

(53)

where Az represents the column vector of residuals

in the range and doppler data. AX represents the
column vector of corrections to the current set of

parameters, A_ represents the corrections to the

a priori values of the parameters, F x is the a
priori covariance matrix on th,. parameters, W is

a diagonal weighting matrix for the data, and the

matri× A contains the differential coefficients that

relate variations in the data w_ctor to variations

in the parameter vector (dz = Adx).

The method of solution is that of weighted
least squares with a nmdification to allow the

introduction of a priori information into the pro-

cess. As in any least-squares solution it is neces-

sary to compute residuals Az in the data, and by
convention the sense of the residuals is the ob-

served minus the computed (O - C) values. The

adopted procedure is simply to represent the range

and doppler measurements as accurately as neces-

sary by mathematical formulae and then to form

the O - C subtraction. The actual measurement

O is stored on magnetic tape. An accurate repre-

sentation of the data will involve considerations of

light-time, atmospheric refraction corrections,

and an interpretation of the station procedure used

to record the time of an observation.

The equations of motion for the Mariner

spacecraft are expressed in mean equatorial coor-

dinates of 1950. 0. They represent a sixth-order

system of differential equations where only the

coordinates of the spacecraft are obtained by nu-

merical integration. Coordiflates of other bodies in

the solar system are stored on magnetic tape and

are provided by JPL Development Ephemeris 69

(DE69). The equations of motion are expressed in

the relative motion form and, in vector notation,

are given by

d2 12%-" _k2( m +

dt-_ - 1 m2lT
r12

j|r3 - + gz
j=3 \'zj rl.i]

(54)

By convention, a position vector 7_- represents

the coordinates of the jth body of mass _j with

respect to the i th body of mass m i. Thus, the

first term in Eq. (54) represents the two-body

acceleration of the Mariner spacecraft with respect

to the primary body of mass ml. The mass of the

probe is negligible with respect to the primary

mass m 1. Therefore, m Z can be set equal to zero.
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The second tern_ in the equations represents the

contribution to the relative acceleration from other

bodies in the solar system. For the Mariner orbit

the primary body is the sun, and the other bodies

in the n-body systen_ are the remaining planets

and the moon. The third term, P2, represents

perturbative accelerations on the spacecraft which

arise from forces aside from the gravitational at-

traction of the sun, moon, and planets. In partic-

ular, P2 includes effects from solar radiation

pressure on the spacecraft and low-thrust forces

from the spacecraft attitude control system, which

operates by releasing cold nitrogen gas through a

number of jets. Because neither of these non-

gravitational forces has a-si_gnificant effect on the

primary body, the form of 132 can be equated to

the inertial acceleration from solar pressure and

low-thrust forces.

If k g in Eq. (54) is set equal to the Gaus_ian

gravitational constant, the units are astronomical

units, solar masses, and ephemeris days in the

equations. However, the units used in the inte-

gration of Eq. (54) are km and sec, and k2m: is

combined into a single factor GM i (km3/sec2_).

The formula for GS in the case of the sun is given

by

GS = (86, 400)-2k2A3 (55)

where A is the astronomical unit in kilometers

and, by definition (Ref. 23), the Gaussian constant

is

k = 0. 01720209895 AU3/2/day

s
The value of GM i for any planet whose mass M i is

given in solar mass units is

M.

GIVLI -- (GS)-_ = (86,400)-2k2A3M s (56)

It is understood that the value A of the astronom-

ical unit in kilometers is based on the adopted

value of c because, as mentioned earlier, the

standard meter is of no consequence in the mathe-

matical representation of the tracking data. The

adopted values of the constants for all the solutions

of this paper are:

Astronomical unit A = 149, 597, 893 km

Velocity of light c = 299,792. 5 km/s

Geocentric g ravita-

tio_al constant GE = 398,601.2

Earth/moon mass _ = 81. 3011

ratio

The adopted values for the masses of the planets

are given in Table 3.

The matrix of differential coefficients given

by A and the a priori covariance matrix _x are

determined by the parameter set x used in the

Table 3. Adopted planetary masses

Planet

Mercury

Venus

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

Uranus

Neptune

Pluto

Reciprocal

mass

5,983,000

408,522

3,098,700

1,047.391

3499.2

22930

19260

1,812,000

differential correction. The variations of the

position and velocity of the spacecraft with respect

to variations in the initial conditions, as well as

the other parameters necessary to represent the

orbit, are obtained by numerically integrating a

set of variational equations.

In constructing the weighting matrix W, the

important consideration is the relative weighting

of the range and doppler data. In all the solutions

of this paper we have weighted the doppler data

with a standard error of 0. 05 Hz (3. 4 ram/s) when

sampled at a rate of one point per minute. For

any other sample interval Ts, the standard error

is modified by the rule 0- = 0. 05 60/T s, where T s

is given in seconds. Of course the weight w for

the matrix W is the inverse of the square of the

standard deviation (w = I/_2). The range data

are weighted with a standard error of 90 m in one-

way range. For both range and doppler the weight-

ing is conservative in that the standard errors are

about a factor of 7 high in both cases. However,

the relative weighting is representative of the RMS

residuals obtained from the data included in the

least-squares fits.

A. Post-Encounter Trajectories of Mariners 6

and 7

Trajectories have been computed for Mariners

6 and 7 which show the relative geometry of the

earth and the spacecraft with respect to the sun.

The post-encounter trajectory of Mariner 6 pro-

jected onto the plane of the ecliptic is shown in

Fig. 6; that for Mariner 7 is shown in Fig. 7.

The heliocentric trajectories of Mariners 6 and 7

are quite similar.

Soon after Mariners 6 and 7 flew by Mars on

July 30, 1969, and August 5, 1969, respectively,

the spacecraft went into heliocentric orbits, and

the general relativity time delay experiment com-

menced. A summary of the orbital parameters of

the spacecraft at the initial epoch and superior

conjunction is given in Table 4. Note that during

superior conjunction neither spacecraft underwent

a solar occultation. However, the radio signal

penetrated deep into the solar corona and, at
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Fig. 6. Heliocentric orbit for Mariner 6

closest approach, passed within 5 solar radii of
the solar surface for Mariner 7 and 3 solar radii

for Mariner 6.

It is interesting to note that the heliocentric

trajectories after encounter with Mars are signifi-

cantly different from the earth-to-Mars transfer

orbits. After successfully completing close en-

counters with Mars, the two Mariner spacecraft

gained energy so that they were in solar orbits,

with perihelion distances significantly greater than

the aphelion distance for the earth. Though not

designed as Mars swing-by missions, the Mariner

trajectories were fairly efficient in this respect.

If Mars had been a massless planet, and if an im-

pulsive maneuver had been performed to change

the pre-encounter orbits into the resulting post-

encounter orbits, the velocity requirements would
have been 1. 584 km/s for Mariner 6 and 1.446

km/s for Mariner 7. However, no maneuvers

were performed at the time of encounter.

There is another important implication of the

Mariner trajectories. The spacecraft were

attitude-stabilized so that the solar panels always

pointed towards the sun. For the same reason,

the low-gain antenna on the spacecraft was always

directed toward the sun and always pointed toward

the earth during the period of superior conjunction.

However, the high-gain antenna axis made an angle

of 4i. 6 deg to the low-gain antenna axis. There-

fore, in order to send a ranging signal to the high-

gain antenna, it would have been necessary to re-

orient the spacecraft so that the high-gain antenna

pointed at both the sun and earth. This mode of

operation, although somewhat risky, was seriously

considered prior to conjunction. Fortunately,

however, the availability of the high-power trans-

mitter during solar conjunction made the orienta-

tion of the spacecraft unnecessary; all ranging was

accomplished by means of the spacecraft's low-

gain antenna.

A scale drawing of the superior conjunction

of Mariner 6 is shown in Fig. 8. The spacecraft

approached the sun from the west at a rate of about

1/3 deg per day, and on April 29, 1970, the ray

8-3-70 6-24-70

5.15.70 - _ 7 ORBIT

_.12-70

"_ _4-5->3

, / / / \

_10-7=_o 2 24 70
10.22.7D

f

4-5-70

/ .. t 2-6..69

i.lO.rl 8-5-OO8

NN N //

ER

8 _,.6v

Fig. 7. Heliocentric orbit for Mariner 7

path to the spacecraft passed over the north polar

region of the sun. The geometry of the Mariner

7 conjunction was similar, but the closest ap-

proach was at about 5 solar radii instead of 3.

B. Data Summary

The experimental data include time-integrated

doppler and active radar or round-trip range.

When the experiment began, seven Deep Space

Network (DSN) stations were receiving doppler

data from both spacecraft. The first range data

were received near the end of September 1969,

when the range equipment became operational. At

this time, the round-trip travel time of the radio

signal was approximately 20 min. The frequency

of the range data was about one measurement per

week.

Du]:ing the critical period of superior conjunc-

tion, high-quality range measurements were ob-

tained daily. Within several days of superior con-

junction, the received range code could not be

compared in an unambiguous manner with that
transmitted. This situation was caused by the

interference introduced to the ranging code as the

signal propagated through the solar corona. Thus,

no range data exist within this relatively short in-

terval of time. The doppler data were even more

seriously affected. The solutions of this paper do

not utilize doppler data taken within a l-month in-

terval centered on superior conjunction. An effort

is being made to recover some of these doppler

data.

At present, thousands of doppler and several

hundred range measurements exist for each space-

craft. While the doppler data supply important

orbital information, it is the range data that pro-
vide a direct measurement of the relativistic time

delay. Thus, the two types of data complement

each other in yielding the most reliable and ac-

curate measurement of the relativistic time delay

that is possible with the Mariner spacecraft. Dop-

pler and range measurements were obtained at
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Table 4. Mariner Orbital elements and superior conjunction information

Data Mariner 6 Mariner 7

Orbit

Epoch, ET

Semi-major axis, km

Eccentricity

Longitude of ascending node,_-" deg

6 Aug 69 0h0m0 s

216.62 X I06

0.211

-18.495

I0 Aug 69 0h0m0 s

210.32 X 106

0.206

-35.311

Argument of Periapsis, _ deg

Inclination, _:-"deg

Period, days

Conjunction

Superior conjunction, ET

Earth- spacecraft distance, km

Round-trip travel time, rain

Sun-earth-spacecraft angle, deg

Closest approach of signal to solar surface (RQ)

-155.740

1.799

636.460

29 Apr 70 17 h

402.25 X 106

44.72

0.946

Z. 58

-142.620

2.571

608.865

i0 May 70 Ih

385.556 X 106

42.87

1.555

4.90

Measured with respect to the earth mean orbit of 1950. 0.

regular intervals until the end of 1970, when the

data collection came to an end.

C. Data Analysis

The basis of the time delay test is the gen-

eralized metric of Eq. (i) and the propagation

equation (Eq. 31) that follows from it. In addi-

tion, the solar corona also introduces a delay in

the ranging signal because of interactions of the

S-band signal with free electrons.

Expressed schematically, the equation for the

round-trip range observable is

At(observed) = P(uplink) + P(downlink)

rpp + R + pp)+_-_(I +_/) In r + R-

+ At (solar corona)

+ At (earth's atmosphere) (56)

2°[ w r

e. <:,24 4/25 4/2f, 4 ,>_ 4/28 ,I/29 <1/50 51' fl/2 51_ 5, _1 5/_ 516

2° _. . o 0 o ;,, %°

CELESTIAL LONGITUDE (DEG OF ARC)

Fig. 8. Geometry of the Mariner 6 superior

conjunction
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DEC

where r_ is the sun-spacecraft distance, P, the

sun-tracking station distance and p the station-

spacecraft distance. As this equation indicates,

the range observable consists of the finite travel

time of the range signal from transmission at the

210-ft antenna at Goldstone, California, to recep-

tion at the spacecraft (uplink), and the retrans-

mission from the spacecraft to the same antenna

(downlink). In addition, Eq. (56) contains the ex-

pression for the relativistic time delay, which also

consists of an uplink and downlink portion, as well

as further delays introduced by the solar corona

and the atmosphere of the earth.

Figures 9 and 10 show the relativistic time

delay, with Y equal to unity, for Mariners 6 and 7

as a function of calendar date. For Mariner 6,

the maximum relativistic time delay is approxi-

mately 200 tas, and the width at half amplitude is

about 60 days. In addition, the maximum time

delay introduced by the solar corona is 30 p.s, with

a width at half amplitude of about 6 days. At su-

perior conjunction, the round-trip travel time was

roughly 45 rain. Across the top of Figs. 9 and 10,
vertical bars show the times of the range measure-

ments. While the signatures of the relativity and

coronal time delay appear similar, their differ-

ences are sufficiently great to allow for a good

separation of these two distinctly different effects.

Figure 10 shows a maximum relativistic de-

lay of about 180 bts and a width at half amplitude

of 95 days for Mariner 7. With respect to the

solar corona, the maximum delay is approximately

15 bts, with a width at half amplitude of 12 days.

The abs_,nce of ranging points at the peak of

the relativity curve can be explained primarily by

multipath effects in the solar corona which pre-

vented an acquisition of the ranging code, and to

a h. sser extent by operational problems with the
high-power transmitter operating at 200 kW.

Also, the. relativity experimenters were required

to share the 210-ft antenna with other groups, in

particular with a group of 3PL experimenters

taking doppler measurements of Mercury during

its inferior conjunction in April of 1970. Thus,

horizon-to-horizon attempts to acquire the

Mariners were not possible during the superior

conjunctions.

Although it is the parameter y that is esti-

mated in the least-squares differential correction

process, it is preferable to express results in

terms of a parameter y':: which represents the

proportionality constant in the total relativistic

delay. This proportionality constant is defined

by

1
y':: = g(1 + "/) (57)

and it is equal to unity in the Einstein theory. In

the Brans-Dicke theory it is related to the coupl-

ing constant _ between the scalar and tensor fields

by

- 4 + 2w (58)

Thus, for a value of 5 for _a, y":" = 0.93, and the

Brans-Dicke theory would predict a 7% decrease

in the relativistic delay from that predicted by the

Einstein theory. For Mariner 6, the predicted

delay would be decreased from 200 to 186 b_s in

the Brans-Dicke theory. Of course, if w should

be taken larger than 5, then the predicted de-

crease from the Einstein delay would be less.

The parameter [3 in the metric of Eq. (1) is

unity in both the Einstein and Brans-Dicke

theories. There is no sensitivity of the Mariner

data to a determination of _3, nor is there any

significant sensitivity to the sunls quadrupole
moment.

All of the data for the relativity experiment

have been processed with the JPL Double Pre-

cision Orbit Determination Program (DPODP).

In most of the analysis, 18 parameters are in-

cluded in the least-squares fits. The estimated

parameters are:
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Six initial conditions for the spacecraft orbit

Solar radiation pressure model (3 components)

Attitude control force model (3 components)

Earth-moon mass ratio

Astronomical unit

Station locations

Solar coronal electron density model (see

Section IV)

General relativity parameter (7)

It would make little sense to attempt a solu-

tion for all of these parameters from the Mariner

data alone, but this is precisely the advantage of

incorporating an a priori option into the least-

squares algorithm. A priori values of well known

parameters, such as the astronomical unit, can be

used along with their standard deviations to condi-

tion the solution for the parameters of interest.

In this way, the uncertainties in parameters which

are peripheral to the Mariner problem can be ac-
counted for in the estimate of the uncertainties on

parameters such as _. The most straightforward

method of determining the best value of _ from the

Mariner data would be to process all the available

data in one least-squares solution for the param-

eters listed above. Unfortunately, as is often the

case, the most straightforward approach leads to

erroneous results. Fourteen months of Mariner

6 data from August 5, 1969 to October 10, 1970

have been fit in the least-squares sense with the

result that the residuals in range exhibit large

systematic trends (see Fig. i1). There are two

possible explanations for this.

One explanatio n for the large residuals shown

in Fig. II is that some important dynamical effect

on the spacecraft orbit has been neglected. We

have investigated a number of possible causes for

this, among them an error in the mass of Mercury

or a contribution to the spacecraft motion from

the total of mass in the asteroid belt, and have

found nothing that could reasonably produce resid-

uals of the size shown in Fig. ii or that would

affect the uncertainty in the relativity parameter

"¢_-_at the level of IT0.

Although we remain open to the possibility

that some unexpected dynamical effect might be

present in the residuals of Fig. II, there is

another explanation for the residuals that is much

more acceptable at this time. Random nongravi-

tational forces are acting on the spacecraft which

could arise from variations in the solar pressure

acting on the spacecraft (Plamondon has reported
variations in the solar flux at the level of 0. 3%

with a correlation width of a few hours; Ref. Z4i,

from variations in the solar wind, or from random

outgassing from the spacecraft's attitude control

system. All of these effects are roughly of the
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Fig. 11. Range residuals from a least-squares fit of 14 months (long arc) of Mariner 6 data

same order of magnitude and cause random accel-

erations on the spacecraft at the level of I0- I0 to

10 -9 m/s 2. By following an idea of Brouwer's

(Ref. 25) for studying errors in numerical inte-

gration, it can be shown that random accelerations

will produce a cumulative error in position that

increases with time to the 3/2 power. Thus, for

a standard error of _a on the spacecraft's random

acceleration, the error _p in its position will in-

crease roughly according to the formula

compromise is to process data over a time period

of about 3 months centered about superior conjunc-

tion. In this amount of time the cumulative error

in the position of the spacecraft is held to an ac-

ceptable level of the order of 1. 3 kin, and yet the

relativity parameter can be determined to about
4%. Note that the cumulative error of 1. 3 km is

"not mapped directly into an error on the relativity

parameter because of the smoothing nature of the

least-squares process.

t3/ZAtl/Zc_ (59)
p a

where At is the correlation width of the random

Forces. For Va = 5 X 10- 10 m/s 2 and At = 4 h,

the position error would build up to the order of

13 km in 14 months. It is not surprising, there-

fore, to see residuals on the order of 4 _s (600 m)

when fits over 14 months of data are attempted.

The implications of accepting the fact that
random accelerations on the order of 10- l0 to

10-9 m/s 2 are acting on the spacecraft are that

(1) the random accelerations are the dominant

error source for the relativity experiment and (2)

the least-squares fits to the data must be accom-

plished within this constraint.

Perhaps the easiest method of removing the

effect of the random Forces is to process arcs of

data which have a sufficiently short time span such

that the random Forces exert a negligible influence

on the least-squares Fits. The difficulty with this

procedure is that it is self-defeating. If the total
time interval of the data is too short, then it is

impossible to separate the determination of the

relativity parameter Y_'," from the determination of
the heliocentric orbit of the spacecraft. A good

Another means of accounting for the random

Forces is to resort to methods of sequential or re-

cursive estimation of the parameters. These

methods were originally explored by Kalman (Ref.

26) and by Schmidt and his colleagues at the Ames
Research Center (ReF. 27). Our preliminary ex-

perimentation with these methods (see Section

V-C1) indicates that the relativity parameter can

be determined to about 4%, even when all the

Mariner data are processed. With this knowledge

in hand, it is possible to prepare a table of the

important error sources which are outside the

parameters of the least-souares solutions and, in
addition, to list estimates of their contribution to

the error iny#. Table 5 is the result of such a

compilation. It can be seen at once that the ran-

dora Forces are definitely the major source of

error in the Mariner relativity experiment.

1. Sequential Estimation

The basis of sequential estimation is to write

the least-scluares algorithm in a recursive Form.
For the differential correction of the parameters

from the ith batch of data, where a batch can be

anythin_ From one measurement to all of the data,
the recursive Form of the a|Rorithm is
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Table5. Error sources

Source Assumeduncertainty Error contributionto _/g-',%

Randomvariationsin nongravitationalforces

Randomcolumnarvariationsin solarcoronal
electrondensityover30days

:_i0-9 m/s2

+1o%

3

<I. 5 (Mariner 6)

<0. 8 (Mariner 7)

Earth's ephemeris

Earth effects

Mass of Mercury

Relativity parameter [3

Solar oblateness Jz

±0'202

(see Ref.

:_1%

±20%

+10 -5

z8)

1

<1

<1

<0.02

<0. 2

(A_ ) = ArW_z + ?-lax_.WiAi + Fil _xi I I I t I

(60)

In the absence of random accelerations,

and

_i = Axi-1 (61)

~- 1 iT_ _- 1 (6Z)F'i = A-1Wi-IAi-1 + i-1

An application of Eqs. (60), (61), and (62) for any
number of batches will result in the same final

correction to the parameters that would result

from a processing of all the data in a single batch.

Of course, this is true only if the corrections are

within a linear region of convergence and if enough

numerical significance is carried in the computa-
tions.

When random accelerations are present, as

they are in the Mariner experinaent, then modifi-

cations to Eqs. (61) and (62) are in order. We

have not altered Eq. (61) for the six position (x,

y, z) and velocity (_, _r _) components of the

spacecraft, or for the relativity parameter x/ or

the corona parameter B. However, for the other

parameters of the problem, they have been re-

stored to their original values before the applica-

tion of Eq. (60). The rationale for this is that

such parameters as the earth-moon mass ratio,

and the station locations are actual constants, and

they are known a priori with more confidence than

can be established with a single batch of Mariner

data. The restoration of the parameters repre-

senting the deterministic part of the solar radia-

tion pressure and the attitude control forces to

their original values is done to permit a degree of

independence between solutions for these param-

eters with different batches of data.

The a priori covariance matrix H i is modified

significantly from what would result by a straight-

forward application of Eq. (62). First of all, for
each batch of data the covariances on the position

and velocity of the spacecraft are degraded appre-

ciably from their values after the processing of

the previous batch. This is to allow for the un-
known action of the random accelerations on the

orbit. Further, the uncertainties on the six

parameters of the solar radiation pressure and

attitude control forces are restored in their orig-

inal values at each batch. In this way a set of

nongravitational parameters is associated with

each batch of data, and any variations in tile non-

gravitational forces are effectively smoothed out

somewhat by the least-squares process; the re-

laxation of the uncertainty on position and velocity

at each batch need take account of only the residual

noise in the nongravitational forces.

The sequential estimation has been applied to

Mariner 6, with the 14 months of data divided into

6 batches. Table 6 shows the solutions for each

batch, along with the standard error and the a

priori error (the figure in parentheses) which was
assumed before the introduction of the data for

the batch under consideration. The six batches

were processed chronologically in the order given.
In all six solutions the nominal values of the

parameters upon which the differential correction

is based are the same. The six position and

velocity components of the spacecraft ate referred

to the same epoch on August 5, 1969. The param-

eter GM in the table is the gravitational constant
for the moon. The two corrections to the station

location refer to the 210-ft antenna and are in a

direction perpendicular to the earth's axis of ro-

tation for Ar s and along a direction of increasing

longitude for rsAk. The third direction parallel
to the earth's axis cannot be determined from the

data. The nonainal values for "¢-",:, B, and GM are

1.0, 1. 15 × 106 , and 4902.80, respectively. Tlae

nominal values for the parameters of the solar

radiation pressure (GR, GX, GY) and the attitude
control forces (AR, AX, AY) are all zero, except

for GR, which is 1. 31.

The residuals for the six individual batches

of data are shown in Fig. 12 on one continuous

plot. Note that the large systematic trends evident

in Fig. i I are now gone. Figure 12 is a much
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more representative indicator of the noise on the

range measurements than is Fig. I i. At superior

conjunction the residuals are more noisy because

of the presence of the solar corona. The residuals

after conjunction are better behaved than those be-

fore conjunction because of the use of 200 kW of

transmitter power for post-conjunction measure-

ments. A power of Z0 k_V was used for the mea-

surements before conjunction.

The value of Y* (l. 043 + 0. 042) obtained from

the sequential estimation should be reasonably

reliable, although the fairly arbitrary selection of

batch sizes and a priori variances in each batch

suggests that more solutions should be performed

as a check. The next two sections consider fits to

just 3 months of data for Mariners 6 and 7, re-

spectively, with the data centered about superior

conjunction.

2. Determination of y* for 3 Months of

Data from Mariner 6

Instead of analyzing all the data, we now con-

fine our attention to the interval of data surround-

ing superior conjunction. As shown in Figs. 9

and i0, the relativistic time delay changes rapidly

in this region, and extensive range coverage of

the curve is available. In order to minimize the

effect of the random accelerations and to consider

enoug}_ data such that the relativity and solar co-

ronal parameters uncouple, a 3-month data arc

(short arc) centered on conjunction is analyzed.

Three procedures are adopted. First, y:I-"is esti-

mated along with the parameters previously n_en-

tioned, with a nonlinal solar corona model; second,

Y::-"and B are estimated assun]ing the nominal A

component of the solar corona; and finally, Y*, A,

and B are all estimated simultaneously. The re-

sults of this analysis are tabulated as follows:

Short arc

('Y*- )

Short arc

(Y*, B )

Short arc

(Y*, A, B)

I. 017 + 0. 010

0.992 ± 0. 032

1.017 ±0.038

A × 10 8

Nominal

Nominal

2.23 ±0.73

B × 106

Nominal

1.28 ±0.16

1. 06 ± O. 24

The range residuals for the short arc solution in

which Y-':-"and B are estimated together are given

in Fig. 13. The nominal values of A, B and _ are

given in Section IV.

In addition to the above three solutions, a

solution in which all three corona parameters are

estimated is given. For this solutions an a priori

correlation of 0. 999 is assumed between B and _.

The epoch [or the position and velocity of the

spacecraft is the same (August 5, 1969) as for the

sequential estimation in Section 5-CI. Again, the

a priori standard error is given in parentheses.

Paran]ete r Solution

AX, km

Ay, km

Az, km

&_, mnl/s

a_, mm/s

A{, mm/s

Z923 :_ 2300 (I06)

- 1383 + 936 (10 6)

1594 ± 1920 (106 )

-155 + 136 (106 )

246 + 263 (10 6 )

259 ± 138 (106 )
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14. Range residuals from a least-squares

fit of the Mariner 6 conjunction data

Parameter

OR

GX

GY

AR, m/s z X 10 -9

AX, mls 2 X_10 -9

AY, m/s 2 × 10 -9

rsAk, m

Ars, m

A, electrons/era 3 X 10 8

B, electrons/era 3 X l0 6

(

Solution

1. 32 ± 0. 01 (0. 01)

-0.03 ± 0.0I (0.0l)

-0.05 ± O.0t (0.01)

-9. O5 ± 3. Z7 (I0)

-Z. 87 ± 5. t0 (10)

7. 58 ± 8. OZ (10)

ll ±9 (10)

15 ± 3 (10)

1.92 ±0.70 (0.9)

1.41 ±0.48 (0.7)

0.4t +O. Zl (o. 3)

o. 997 ± o. 014 (0. 5)

The range residuals for the short arc solution,

where A, B and t are all differentially corrected,

are shown in Fig. 14. Doppler residuals for this

same solution are shown in Fig, 15. Note that a

1-1/Z-month arc of doppler data centered about

superior conjunction is excluded from the fit be-
cause of a severe noise contribution to these data

from'the solar corona. The significance of the

solution for the corona parameters is discussed

separately in Ref. 29.

3. Determination of _/'1-" for 3 Months of

Data from Mariner 7

White the orbit of Mariner 7 is basically the

san_e as that of Mariner 6, an important differ-

ence occurs at superior conjunction, At closest

approach, the ray path passes approximately twice
as far from the solar surface for Mariner 7 as for

Mariner 6. Consequently, the maximum rela-

tivistic time delay is reduced by 10% (180 versus

Z00 _s), while the maximum solar coronal time

delay is reduced by 50% (15 versus 30 Fs). The

conclusion is that the solar corona has a signifi-

cantly smaller effect on the Mariner 7 data anal-

ysis than on the Mariner 6 analysis. However,
our experience with the Mariner 7 data luads us

to believe that Mariner 7 is much mor¢_ seriously

affected by random accelerations than is Mariner

6. Therefore, we do not place as much confi-
dence in the value of _M,-"obtained from the Mariner

7 data.
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in the analysis. )

Because of the larger random accelerations

acting on Mariner 7, it is proving more difficult

to make fits to the data over long orbital arcs.

The only possibility for obtaining something worth-

while from Mariner 7, at least at this stage of the

analysis, is to process as short an arc of data as

possible about superior conjunction. Figure 16

shows a fit to data from April i, 1970, to July I,

1970. Again, as in the case of Mariner 6, the

doppler data over a period of I-i/2 months centered

about superior conjunction are not included in the

fit. The results of the differential correction are

as follows:

Paran]ete r Solution

Ax, km -3393 + 1994 (106 )

Ay, krn 362 + 751 (106 )

Az, km 2004 + 1754 (106 )

Ak, mm/s 20g + 134 (I06)

"A_,, mm/s -584 ± 226 (10 °)

_, mm/s 189 ± 95 (106 )

GR I. 35 ± 0.01 (0.01)

GX 0.04 ± 0.01 (0.01)

GY O, Ol ± 0.01 (0. 01)

AR, m/s 2 × 10 -9 -3. 6 + 4. 4 (i0)

9
AX, m/s 2 >. i0- 0. 5 ± 4. 6 (i0)

AY, m/s g × 10 -9 I. 6 + 7. 6 (I0)

rs_ _, m -4 ± 7. 5 (I0)

Ar , m 16 ± 2. 7 (i0)
S
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16. Range residuals from a least-squares

fit of the Mariner 7 conjunction data

Pa r ame te r

B, electrons/cm 3 × 106

Solution

1.73 +0.44 (0.7)

0. 55 + 0. 19 (0. 3)

1.025 + 0.011 (0. 5)

The corona parameter A is not included in the

Mariner 7 solution because the data are not sensi-

tive to it.

4. Summary of Results

correlation between B and _, should provide the

most reliable estimate of'_-':=of any of the solutions.

An unexpected result of the solutions is that

the formal error on'/':-" is significantly less when

the perfect correlation between B and e is taken

into account than it is for the case where y*, A,
and B are estimated, with e left out of the solu-

tion. The formal error in the former case is

1.4%, while in the latter it is 3. 8%. The inclusion

of e in the solution presumably provides a better

separation of the coronal time delay and the rela-

tivistic time delay than does a solution for B

alone, where the shape of the coronal delay curve

cannot be adjusted.

The solution for Y* from the Mariner 7 data

is not as reliable as that from Marine, 6 because,

as mentioned earlier, Mariner 7 is subjected to

larger and more erratic random forces. However,
the value for y* (1. 025 ± 0. 011) tends to corrob-

orate the Mariner 6 results.

In all cases, with the possible exception of

the sequential estimation, the formal standard

errors on y* can not be taken too seriously be-
cause the effects of the random forces are not in-

cluded directly in the error estimates. Short-
term fluctuations in the solar corona are not

included either, but as indicated in Table 5 their

influence is relatively small° The dominant error

source is definitely the random forces, and based

on the solutions of this paper it is reasonable to
bound the error on Y* because of these forces and

the other sources of error to 4%. Also, a de-

tailed theoretical discussion of the contribution of

the random forces (Ref. 30) seems to indicate

that the expected error in Y* for 3 months of data

should be in the neighborhood of 4%, although the

results of the theoretical investigation are very

dependent on the assumptions about the nature of
the random forces and on how the corona is in-

cluded in the simulated solutions.

Based on the foregoing discussion, we are

inclined to accept the value of ¥* = 0. 997 as the

most representative yet obtained from the Mariner
data and to attach a "realistic" standard error to

it of ±0. 04.
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Testing General Relativity: Progress, Problems, and Prospects

Irwin I. Shapiro

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

I. Introduction

Having remained in a state of almost complete

lethargy for nearly half a century, experimental

research in gravitation is now perhaps the fastest

growing of the subdisciplines of physics. The

reasons are simple: Until about a decade ago,

physicists in the field constituted essentially a null

set; empirical support for the fundamental theory

of gravity rested almost completely on the work of
a dedicated, unbroken retinue of astrometers.

With such initial conditions, not many physicists

need be converted to yield a rapid growth condi-

tion. The conversion was prompted by the truly

fantastic increase in instrumental ¢:apability that

has accompanied the space age. The Golden

(Parkinsonian) Rule states that whenever more

accurate measurements can be made they will be

made -- provided only that a major fraction of the

world's GNP is not required. The results are

sometimes even important, although perhaps in

unsuspected ways as, for example, in the discovery

of pulsars.

The remainder of this paper is divided into
three main sections: in the first, we consider the

results from present ground-based experiments;

in the second, prospects for improvement in these

experiments; and in the final section, we compare

ground-based and spacecraft techniques on an
accuracy vs cost basis. The ratio o{ content to

rhetoric increases - at least on average - in these
latter sections.

II. Recent Results from Radar and Radio

Experiments

Here we shall give a progress report on the
various radar and radio tests of general relativity

that have been undertaken at MIT. But first, we

describe briefly our philosophical approach to
these tests.

A. Paramete rization Philosophy

One could adopt and defend a variety of ap-

proaches for the characterization of tests of a

class of physical theories. There is no unique

procedure. The choice basically boils down to a

matter of taste, especially when, as here, even

the class to be considered is by no means univer-

sally agreed upon. For example, one could try to
formulate a mathematical model for gravitation,

as fully parameterized as possible, constrained

by only the most basic theoretical concepts that
we consider inviolable. This approach has been

followed to greater or lesser extents by Eddington

(Ref. I), Robertson (Ref. 2), Dicke (Ref. 3),

Nordtvedt (Ref. 4), Thorne (Ref. 5), Will (Ref. 6),

and others. Near the opposite end of the spectrum,

one can simply assume that general relativity, as

originally forn_ulated, is th_.sestandard for e×peri-

n_ental comparisons. From a set of n_easure-

n_ents, one can then estimate the inevitably un-

known parameters_: -"and examine the post-fit resid-

uals. If statistical analyses of these show no

deviations of significance, one concludes that

Not even Einstein succeeded in formulating a theory which predicted planetary initial conditions and
masses.
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general relativity is an adequate theory-- at least

for that set of measurements. Most physicists

will probably agree that this latter approach is

unsatisfactory: One is given essentially no quan-

titative inkling as to how stringently the various

aspects of the theory are being tested by the data,

except insofar as the fractional measurement

accuracies themselves supply clues. Nonetheless,

some -- no doubt a small minority-- could argue

that so long as the theory is in agreement with the

measurements in a statistically satisfactory man-

ner, nothing more need be asked of it.

The next level up in parameterization is

Eddington's (Ref. i), in which the metric concept

of general relativity is accepted but the form is

parameterized. Thus, the "known" coefficients

in the metric for the Schwarzschild solution are

replaced by multipole expansions with unknown

coefficients; the latter are to be determined from

the data. To some, unsatisfying aspects of this

parameterization include the lack of direct identi-

fication of an expansion coefficient with a "physi-

cal" effect. Without further analysis, one cannot

tell, for example, whether from a collection of

solar system radar observations, ,¢ is being deter-

mined primarily from the planetary perihelion

advances, primarily from the predicted retardation

of the radar signals by solar gravity, or from a

more or less equal combination; one cannot tell

whether the data are testing small-amplitude,

short-period orbital effects or only the perihelion

advances, etc.

The approach my colleagues and I adopted

when first getting started in gravitation experi-

ments was designed to test as directly as feasible

each specific physical effect. We were mindful,

of course, of the ad hoc nature of our approach,

of the openness to varied interpretations of the

words "physical effect," and of some of the theo-

retical objections that could be made to our ap-

proach. What, in fact, is this approach? We

start with general relativity as the theoretical

"yardstick" and introduce separate ad hoc param-

eterizations for each of the various different phys-

ical effects that are predicted-- and, in some

cases, not predicted-- by Einstein's Theory.

More specifically, we developed the general rela-

tivistic formulas for particle motion and for light-

ray propagation within the solar system. We then

considered the anticipated sensitivity of our mea-

surements and the approximate time base over

which they would extend (or, more properly, over

which our interest would extend). On this basis,

we introduced a separate parameter for each of

the effects we could conceivably discern: the in-

crease in radar echo time delays attributable

directly to solar gravity, the gravitational deflec-

tion of radio waves, the various non-Newtonian

contributions to particle rtnotion (secular and

short-period), a possible time variation of the

gravitational constant, a possible violation of the

principle of equivalence in regard to the relative

contribution of gravitational binding energy to

gravitational and inertial mass, etc. The full

range of parameters has not yet been incorporated

in the enormous digital computer program that

has been constructed to analyze the relevant

measurements, but the parameterization is safely

ahead of our measurement capability. A more

explicit characterization of the programmed

parameters is included in the discussion of experi-
mental results.

As an illustration of the moot nature of the

categorization of phenomena into distinct physical

effects, we may consider the radar echo time-

delay test (Ref. 7). There are some physicists

who claim that this test is "completely equivalent"

(Ref. 8) to the light-deflection experiment. The

justifications usually given for this classification

are: (1) The effect of a gravitational field on

light propagation is analogous to the classical

electromagnetic effect of an index of refraction:

The direction of propagation is bent toward the

region of higher index (or gravitational potential)

as the speed of propagation decreases. In other

words, just as in electromagnetic interactions,

so in gravitational ones deflection and propaga-

tion speed are both manifestations of the same

physical effect. (2) In terms of the Eddington

generalized-metric formalism, the first-order

expressions for the delay and the deflection both

depend on _/ only.

Since I first suggested the delay test, it is

not too surprising that I take a somewhat different

view of the comparison. I feel that one should

not try too hard to prejudge nature. Although

often useful, if argument by analogy as in (1) above

were always accepted as valid in physics, we

could never believe that we understand the stability

of the atom. Similarly, in regard to (2), there is

insufficient reason to assume a priori that the

"true" theory of gravitation must be in accord

with the generalized metric. It is certainly pos-

sible to imagine a theory that would not be con-

sistent even qualitatively with predictions based

on the generalized metric. A simple example of

this type, which can of course be criticized, in-

volves the assumption that in a gravitational

field, photons behave as (slowly moving) mass

particles. For such photons, the "extra" delay

would be negative; the photons would, in effect,

be speeded up rather than slowed down by solar

gravity when passing near the sun. The deflection,

although again different in magnitude from

Einstein's prediction, is toward the sun in both
theories.

B. Radar-Echo Time Delays

Although first suggested as a feasible test of

general relativity in 1964 (Ref. 7), results from

the radar-echo time-delay experiment were not

obtained until 1967 (Ref. 9). At that time the

120-ft-diameter Haystack antenna was able to

detect radar echoes from both Mercury and Venus

at superior conjunction, where the path of the

radar waves passes close to the sun's limb. The

radar frequency employed was 7. 840 GHz. The

observations, each of which depended on the

(incoherent) integration of the echo signal for a

period of several hours, had individual delay un-

certainties in the 10- to 15-_s range out of a total

round-trip time of about 1500 s. At this level,

the effects of the solar corona and planetary J

topography are unimportant (Refs. 9, 10). On the

other hand, the orbits of the planets directly in-

volved, as deduced from classical optical observa-

tions, are in some important respects of wholly

insufficient accuracy for the purposes of the delay

test. Thus, certain characteristics of these orbits

had to be estimated from the same type of radar

data as were used for the delay test. The other

planets, indirectly involved through their pertur-

bative effects, cause no difficulty despite their

being unobservable by radar. Because their effect
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is onlyindirect, theclassicalorbitsaresuffi-
cientlyaccurate. Similarly, theclassicalorbit
canbe relieduponfor themoon,whosemaineffect
is onlyto causethe observation platform-- the

earth-- to orbit about the earth-moon barycenter.

Other parameters for the theoretical model

are also taken from optical results. For example,

the radar observations are not very sensitive to

the earth's spin and do not involve star observa-

tions at all; consequently, the radar data cannot

be used to infer the orientation of the solar system

with respect to the conventional stellar approxi-
mation to an inertial reference frame. We there-

fore take this orientation and the earth's rotational

motion as obtained from classical determinations.

Similarly, the mutual orbital inclinations for the

inner planets are so small that the radar delay

data are relatively insensitive to their effects. So
these orbital initial conditions, as well as the

corresponding longitudes of the ascending nodes,
are also fixed in accord with the conventional wis-

dom in optical astrometry. But once these orbital

conditions (two for each planet) are fixed, the radar

data do turn out to be sufficiently sensitive -
through the mutual orbital inclinations -- to enable

the "absolute" longitudes of each of the observed

planets to be usefully determined. In summary,
the radar data must be used to estimate the in-

plane orbital parameters for each of the observed

planets, with one exception: The absolute longi-

tude in the adopted system can either be estimated

or taken from optical results.

To actually use these radar data to distinguish

the predicted delay effects of solar gravity from

the remaining orbital effects, we introduced

parameters into the equations for planetary motion

and for signal propagation. One, which we shall

denote by k_ multiplies the set of non-Newtonianp,
terms in the harmonic-coordinate formulation of

the planetary equations of motion that we have

used throughout. The second, k s , multiplies the
extra, logarithmic term in the coordinate-time

expression for the round-trip travel time of the

radar pulses. In general relativity, kp = k s = 1;
these parameters being zero would correspond,

respectively, to Newtonian equations of planetary

motion and rectilinear light propagation at a con-
stant speed.

The number of parameters in addition to the

k's that must be estimated simultaneously from the

data becomes rather large: the four orbital initial

conditions for each observed planet and for the

earth-moon barycenter, one average radius for

each target planet, the mass of Mercury, the earth-

moon mass ratio, and the speed of light far from

the source in astronomical units. With the possible

exception of the earth-moon mass ratio, values for

the last fo_r parameter types can be determined
better from the radar data than from any other

source. The speed-of-light parameter enters be-
cause of our choice of units: We take the sun's

mass to be unity and the day (defined as 86,400

A. 1 s) to he,he unit of time; the further stipulation

that (GMQ)I/2 = 0.01720209895 AUS/2/day defines

the astronomical unit of length, leaving the speed of

light in these units as a parameter to be estimated.

The result obtained from the first experiment

for k s was 0. 9±0. i (formal standard error), with

the estimate of the "true" lv uncertainty having

been raised to 0. Z, partly as a result of the dis-

agreement that then existed between the Haystack
and Arecibo radar data (see below). Inclusion of

U.S. Naval Observatory meridian-circle observa-

tions of the sun and planets from 1950-1967
allowed all the orbital elements of each of the

relevant planets to be estimated; the result for k s
was, as expected, unaffected.

What have data from the past 3 years added?

The accuracy of individual measurements has im-
proved somewhat and the time-base over which

they extend has tripled, thus yielding far better

orbit determinations. (The improved Haystack

radar system went into operation only at the end

of 1966; the first relativity experiment was based

on data to September 1967.) Further, radar data

obtained at the Arecibo Observatory, which

initially appeared to disagree systematically with

Haystack measurements made at nearly the same

time, have been reanalyzed and now are in excel-

lent agreement with the Haystack data (Ref. 11).

We used both data sets in an attempt to refine our

estimate of k s. The Arecibo data, with some of
the measurement uncertainties at the 3-_s level,

contribute importantly to strengthening the orbit
determinations and the earth-Venus "excess-

delay" measurements. The operating frequency

at Arecibo is 430 MHz, and so the interplanetary

plasma can produce noticeable effects. There-

fore, another parameter was added to estimate

the time-averaged electron density at the distance

of 1 AU from the sun on the assumption that the

density falls off with the inverse square of the

distance -- an adequate approximation for the

region covered by, and the accuracy of, the

Arecibo observations. Very few Arecibo observa-

tions were made with ray paths passing within

about 15 deg or so from the sun. Only the Arecibo

Venus observations were included with the Hay-

stack Venus and Mercury data, the re-analysis of

the considerable body of Arecibo Mercury data

not having been completed in time for inclusion.

The currently available high-quality JPL Gold-
stone radar observations of Venus are confined to

the region near inferior conjunction and are too
few in number to affect the solution; there are no

Goldstone earth-Mercury data. (Earth-Mars

radar time-delay observations were also made at

Arecibo in 1965, at Haystack in 1967 and 1969,
and at Goldstone in 1969; these data are of interest

here only in that they serve to further refine the

earth's orbit. The special problems and oppor-

tunities offered by the large topographic varia-

tions -- up to 12 kin-- on Mars constitute too long

a story to warrant relating in the present context. )

The result that we have obtained (Ref. ll)

from analyzing these data is k s = 1.015 ± 0.02
(formal standard error). A typical sample of the

earth-Venus time-delay residuals derived from

this solution are displayed in Fig. 1 relative to
the "excess delays" given by the l_garithmic term

in the expression for signal propagation. Based

on our considerable experience with these experi-

ments and the possible sources of systematic
error, we feel that a realistic estimate of the

uncertainty is about 0. 05. Thus, our result

k s = 1.015 ± 0.05 (i.e., y - 1.03 ± 0. 10) can be

compared with the prediction from general rela-

tivity, X s = 1, and with the currently expected
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Fig. I. Typical sample of post-fit residuals for earth-Venus time-delay measurements,

displayed relative to the "excess" delays predicted by general relativity. Corrections

were made for known topographic trends on Venus. Note the dramatic increase in

accuracy that was obtained with the radar system improvements incorporated at

Haystack just prior to the inferior conjunction of November 1970.

value, k s = 0.93, based on the Brans-Dicke scalar-

tensor theory. =:= Although far from a conclusive

discriminant, our result does not seem to support

the scalar-tensor theory with a value of 0. 07 for

the fractional _-+_"_ the............ n s of scalar field

(see, e. g. , Ref. 8). Of course, if general rela-

tivity is correct, the existence of a scalar-field

interaction can never be disproved by this type of

experiment; only successively more stringent

upper limits can be placed on the parameter s.

The time-averaged value obtained for the

interplanetary electron density (Ref. Ii) is 7 ± 2

el/cln3 at the earth's orbit-- in excellent agree-

ment with results from other techniques, which

are in the range of 5 to 7 el/cm 3. In fact, the

agreement is much better than could be expected,

considering the uncertainty accompanying our

estimate.

C. Perihelion Advance and Solar Oblateness

The accuracy of the radar data is such that \

serves to measure with significance only the non -p

Newtonian p=rihelion advance of Mercury. if we

assume that the solar gravitational quadrupole

moment, characterized by J2' is identically zero,

we obtain (Ref. 12) \_ = 0.98 ± 0. 01 (formal

standard error). Varlous tests and analyses per-

formed with the data lead us to conclude that, for

this secular effect, 0. 03 is a more reliable esti-

mate of the true uncertainty in \p. It is not pos-

sible from these data alone to es-timate accurately

both \p and J2; the correlation between these

parameters is too high to allow a meaningful

separation.

How well do the accumulated optical observa-

tions of solar system bodies test the predicted

This value was given by R. H. Dicke at the Third Cambridge Conference on Relativity (New York,

June 1970).
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non-Newtonianperihelionadvances?Thedefini-
tive, classicalanalysisindicatedthat(for J2= 0)
theopticalobservationsare in agreementwith
thegeneralrelativistic predictionof43"/century
excessperihelonadvancefor Mercuryto well
within theestimateduncertaintyof I%0(Ref. 13
and14).

To obtainanindependentresultfrom the
opticaldata,we(Ref. 15)undertook6 yearsago
themassivetask ofconvertingalmosttheentire
world's collectionofmeridian-circleandrele-
vantphotographicobservationsof thesun, moon,
planets,andselectedasteroidsintoa common,
machine-readableformat.':= Thenumberof sep-
aratemeasurementsinvolvedis about400,000,
spanningthetime periodfrom 1750to 1970. We
completedtheconversiontaskthis pastspring.
Theanalysisof thesedatais quitecomplicated
andrequiresdiscussionof thepossiblecorrec-
tions requiredfor thedisparatesetsof star cata-
logsthatwereusedbydifferentobservatoriesat
thesametime andbythesameobservatoryat
differenttimes, for declinationbiases,for
biasesin thephasecorrectionsusedto reduce
inner-planetdata, for differentconstantsused
in differenttime periods for aberration, nuta-

tion, precession, etc. Since it is not possible

in this paper to describe our analysis procedures

adequately, I shall instead be brief.

We obtained several hundred different least-

squares solutions involving the optical data. The

number of parameters estimated in any one solu-

tion ranged up to 300. The different solutions

were required to test the sensitivity of the re-

sults to a wide variety of changes in assumptions.

Because we obtained good "bench-mark" esti-

mates for almost all of the relevant parameters

from initial experimentation, we needed to apply

in most cases only one differential correction to

find the least-squares, or maximum likelihood,

parameter estimates for each case. This pro-

cess can be carried out very efficiently; on the

average, a single solution required about 30 s

on our IBM 360/67 computer.

What results did we obtain? Although incom-

plete, our studies did establish that the formal

standard error-- considering only the data fluc-

tuations with no allowances for possible, uncom-

pensated biases -- for kp was 0.01, indicating

that, at very best, Mer'cury's non-Newtonian

perihelion advance is determined to i% by the

optical data alone. Our sensitivity studies indi-

cate that 3% is a more reliable percent value for

this standard error, with the estimate in agree-

ment with general relativity within that range.

We are thus led to conclude that past estimates

of the accuracy of the determination of Mercury's

perihelion advance were somewhat optimistic.

The combination of the optical and radar

data provides a powerful tool for the estin_ate of

k_. Our preliminary solutions yield a formal

s_andard error of 0.004; the "true" i0- uncer-

• tainty is probably at least 0.01. Considerably

more analysis of this combined data set is re-

quired before any firm conclusions can be drawn.

Will these combined data allow us to estimate

k D and J2 simultaneously and to separate their
cbntributions at a significant level of accuracy?

We made some computer studies to answer this

question; a"typical" solution, in which 150 param-

eters were estimated, yielded k = 0.96 ± 0.03

and J2 = (0.8 ± 0.8) X 10 -5 (forf_al standard

errors; J2, defined in the usual manner, is dimen-

sionless). Further analysis is definitely required

to test the sensitivity of these results to changes

in assumptions. Enough work has already been

done, however, to convince us that the true un-

certainty in J_is no less, and perhaps even some-
what larger, than 3 X 10 -5 . Upon comparing such

a value with Dicke's deduction of J2 = (2.7 ± 0.5)

× 10 -5 from measurements of the sun's visual

oblateness (Ref. 16), we conclude that presently

existing optical and radar data cannot provide a

useful estimate of J2"

D. Time Variation of the Gravitational Constant

Many conjectures*':' have been made during the

past few decades concerning a possible variation

with time of the gravitational "constant" G. Sev-

eral years ago, I pointed out (Ref. 7) that the

development of planetary radar systems and

atomic clocks has made possible the placement of

a fairly .stringent experimental limit on the magni-
tude of G. Gravitational time can be compared

with atomic time by making, in effect, repeated
measurements on an atomic-time scale of the

orbital period of a planet. The Mercury radar

data are more significant than the Venus data for

this purpose in virtue of Mercury's five times

higher orbital angular velocity with respect to the
earth.

The clocks used for the measurements may

be assumed to have kept track of atomic time

withoCt error, since this source of uncertainty

is far too small to be of significance for our

experiment. The set of intercornpared cesium

beam atomic standards used by the U.S. Naval

Observatory to determine A. I time have long-

term errors of only about i part in I012, cor-

responding to less than 200 Ms error in epoch

after 6 years. The effect on the interpretation

of a delay measurement between the earth and

Mercury is therefore always less than 0.04 _s --

far less than the delay measurement uncertainties

themselves, which were never less than 5 Ms.

Similarly, the clock errors contributed insignifi-

cantly to the measurement of delay, since the for-

mer, over the round-trip times( were always
accurate to within 2 parts in I0 2, whereas the

lather were never more accurate than 2 parts in

107 . Thus, for both important functions --the

::_The optical observations were culled from modern and ancient observatory reports and transformed

into machine-readable form in a common format. An exception was Eros, the observations of which

were kindly provided to us in machine-readable form by J. H. Lieske.

...... See, for an early example, P.A.M. Dirac, Proc. Rov. Soc. A165, 199 (1938).
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determinations of epochs and intervals -- the

atomic clocks can be considered errorless.

The somewhat ad hoc model that we used to

analyze the data for a possible variation in G can

be described briefly, leach planet was assumed to

obey the usual equations of motion that follow from

the Schwarzschild metric for the sun and from the

Newtonian perturbations attributable to the moon

and other planets, except that the gravitational

constant was replaced by G6_+ d 0 (t - t^), where

the coordinate time to is so'me (arbitrary) epoch

at which G and G are evaluated. This formulation

appears adequate to test most cosmological

theories, especially since the time span of our

data is relatively so short.

The use of the usual Schwarzschild metric to

determine the gravitational effect of the sun in-

stead of, say, the corresponding metric for the

Brans-Dicke theory, has no substantial effect on

our estimate of G, nor do possible small spatial

variations of G within the solar system. A similar

conclusion follows for our assumption of a zero

solar gravitational quadrupole moment and a zero

solar mass loss.

Our result shows no evidence for a time vari-

ation of the gravitational constant, the magnitude

of the estimate of G/G being only a small fraction

of the formal standard error, 1.5 × 10-10/year.

To make a reasonable allowance for unknown but

possibly important vitiating effects on our esti-

mate, we take 4 × 10-10/year as a more reliable

indicator of the actual uncertainty (Ref. 17). We

are not aware of any other experimental limit on

G/G of comparable stringency.

The use of optical data may not improve this

result, since prior to 1956, atomic time was not

kept continuously. The earth's rotation time is

all that would be available for comparison with

orbital time, but, unfortunately, the former is

affected by relatively large variations that are

not well understood.

E. Deflection of Radio Waves

The first suggestion to use radio interferom--

etry to detect the predicted deflection of electro-

magnetic waves by solar gravity was made in 1967

(Ref. 18). Since then, my colleagues and I* have

been trying to determine accurately the relative

deflection of radio waves from the quasars 3C279

and 3C273. The former is occulted by the sun on

October 8. The most promising data were ob-

tained last month using the "Goldstack" very-long-

baseline interferometer composed of the gl0-ft-

diameter antenna at Goldstone and Haystackls

I30-ft-diameter dish. Observations were made

at 7. 840 GHz to optimize signal-to-noise ratios

(both systems were equipped with low-noise re-

ceivers operable at this frequency) and to mini-

mize solar corona problems. Two NRAO Mark I

tape recording systems were available at each

site so that data could be obtained almost

continuously. The procedure followed was to ob-

serve 3C279 for about 2 rain, then to move the
antenna to observe 3C273 for about 1 min. Since

1 rain was allowed to swing the antennas between

sources, one "cycle" of observations occupied

5 rain. These cycles were repeated without a

break throughout the 4 to 5 h of observation that

were scheduled for a given day. Observations

were taken each day from October 1 to 6 and from

October 10 to 15. Except for the observations of

3C279 on the 6th and the 10th, when solar corona

problems were apparently severe, fringes have

already been obtained on over 90% of the total of

over 1200 3-rain tape recordings that were made.

We are currently trying to connect the fringe

phases from successive cycles unambiguously; if

successful, the result should yield a value for the

deflection with an error no greater than a few per-

cent of the value predicted by general relativity.

The fringe-rate data can also be used to detect

the deflection, but with far less accuracy.

While we have not yet obtained any results,

two groups at Caltech have already reported de-

flection values found from short-baseline radio

interferometry 3C279 and 3C273 experiments

(Ref. 19). These results, which agree with gen-

eral relativistic predictions to well within the

10a/0 formal standard errors quoted, compare

favorably with the best values so far obtainable

from optical photographs of stars during total

solar eclipses.

III. Future Prospects for Ground-Based Tests of

General Relativity

Here we shall describe with extreme brevity

the possible improvements in some of the above-

described tests that might be achievable in the

next few years.

A. Goldstack Radar System

Only relatively small improvements can be

expected in the time-delay measurement accuracy

that can be achieved near the superior conjunc-

tions of Mercury and Venus with Haystack. How-

ever, a bistatic radar combination with the 210-ft

antenna at Goldstone being the receiver and Hay-

stack the transmitter, affords a potential gain in

signal-to-noise of about i0 dB over Haystack

alone. This Goldstack configuration was tested

out for the first time last summer when Mercury

was near superior conjunction.** Although analy-

sis of these data is incomplete, it seems clear

that the system worked and yielded about an 8-dB

improvement over Haystack. Certain anomalies

in the data indicate that Mercury's scattering law,

especially in its effect on 10-_s-baud-length

phase-coded signals, may be highly variable with

aspect. This interpretation is consistent with

recent radar observations of Mercury made at

Arecibo which, at an almost 20 times lower fre-

quency, exhibited striking variations in detecta-

bility when these short baud-length codes were

used (Ref. 20).

Members of the group working on these experiments

(JPL), and H. F. Hinteregger, C. A. Knight, D. S.

A. R. Whitney (MIT).

The Goldstack experiment was carried out jointly by

Melbourne (JPL) and R. P. Ingalls and I. I. Shapiro

include T. A. Clark (GSFC), R. M. Goldstein

Robertson, A. E. E. Rogers, I. I. Shapiro, and

R. M. Goldstein, J. H. Lieske, and W. G.

(M.I.T.).
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A very substantial improvement over the prior

echo-tin, e-delay tests could be achieved with the
Goldstack radar next summer near the supePior

conjunction of Venus. This predicted improve-
ment is based on a number of factors: (1) A new

400-kW S-band transmitter will be available at

Goldstone, thus allowing alternate S-band mono-

static and X-band bistatic observations to elimi-

nate solar corona effects almost completely. Be-

cause changeover between frequencies may be

time-consuming, a better procedure may be to
defer the S-band observations until the end of each

day's bistatic observations, i.e., until after Venus

has "set" at Haystack. Less observing time would

be required at S-band to achieve the same accuracy

as at X-band, since the two systems (monostatic

and bistatic) are about comparable in sensitivity

but the Venus atmosphere attenuates the S-band

signal about 6 dB less. Radar observations made
at Arecibo would allow a further check on the

coronal effects. (2) Venus presents the same face

to the earth at both inferior and superior conjunc-

tions; hence, the scattering law is well known at

the short baud-lengths that would be employed.

Furthermore, from past and present observations

at inferior conjunctions, the topography (i.e., the

surface height variations) will soon be determined

with sufficient precision so as not to degrade the

results of the bistatic radar time-delay test (see

also Section III. B). (3) Superior conjunction occurs

in mid-summer and therefore at reasonably high

declinations, which extend the time of mutual visi-

bility between Goldstone and Haystack. (4) The

radar observations already accumulated are very

well distributed around Venus' and the earth's

orbits and are more accurate on the average than

the observations of Mercury, and thus provide •

better relative a priori orbits. Many of these ob-

servations, especially those taken surrounding the

past two inferior conjunctions, have uncertainties

of no more than 3 _s; quite a few have even
smaller errors. In combination with an extended

series of Goldstack earth-Venus observations,

the "orbital problem" should be solvable at least

at the 2- to 3-_ts level and should therefore not

degrade significantly the propsects for the time-

delay test. The good agreement-- at the several-
microsecond level- obtained between the most

precise Haystack and Arecibo delay measurements

that were made nearly simultaneously (see Fig. 1)

indicates that there will probablybe no insuperable

problems in relating the results of Goldstack Venus

observations to the other Venus data. In any

event, to the extent that the scattering law of Venus

is independent of aspect, one additional bi&s

parameter would suffice to remove any constant

difference in delay estimates to the "leading edge"

of the target. Of course, Venus, too, is known to

have aspect dependences in its scattering law, but

these have already been quite well studied at S-

and at X-band. The 8-year cycle in the relative
orbits of the earth and Venus insures almost

exact repetitions of aspect. Radar data have al-

ready spanned one complete cycle.

B. Next-Generation Radar Systems

Aside from languishing documents such as the

Nb2ROC proposal for a 440-ft-diameter radome-

enclosed, fully steerable antenna usable efficiently

at frequencies at least up to X-band, the only

dramatically improved radar system on the horizon

is the proposed upgrading of the Arecibo system.

Under this plan, the accuracy of the inner

600-ft-diameter part of the antenna will be im-

proved to make it usable efficiently at S-band fre-

quencies. A powerful S-band radar transmitter

system and low-noise receiver system have been

proposed for use with the improved antenna. This

project is apparently to be started in the near fu-

ture and hopefully will result by the mid-1970's in

a radar system with about 20 dB greater sensitivity

than any presently available.

With the increased measurement precision

that will become possible withthis instrument

(errors <1 _s at all points in the relative orbits of

the earth, Mercury, Venus, and Mars that are

visible at Arecibo), the topography and plasma

problems loom more important in the use of such

measurements to improve the radar tests of gravi-
tational theories discussed in Section II. But the

problems posed are not insuperable -- at least in

principle, if not in practice. For ray paths that

don't pass closer than 1 to 2 deg from the solar
limb, two-frequency operation (say, at 2500 and

3500 MHz) should enable the solar corona to be

calibrated with a loss in precision of only a factor

of about 2 introduced by the errors inherent in the

two-frequency calibration procedure. The limita-

tions on the usefulness of the close approaches

(<1 deg) of the ray path to the sun depend critically

on what might be termed the turbulence of the

corona, which is rather time-variable. These

limitations are set primarily by the loss of coher-

ence in the echoes, which prevent precision delay

measurements. A far more serious problem

would undoubtedly be the increased funding re-

quired for two-frequency operation. The coronal

problems, in any event, will be a serious limita-

tion only for the test of the direct effect of solar

gravity on echo delays; the other tests involve
secular orbital effects for which measurements

near superior conjunction aren't needed, and the

plasma need not begin to degrade individual mea-
surement accuracies unless the latter penetrate

the O. 1-_xs level.

Topography must certainly be calibrated to

make full use of these precision radar measure-

ments. Luckily, the time scale for secular

changes in surface structure is likely to be long

compared even to the average astronomer's life-

time. We may therefore count on topography

calibration remaining valid over all time scales

of concern here. Various methods are being

developed for this calibration. One technique that

yields good resolution both in altitude and in the

surface area region to which the altitude refers

makes use of the power-vs-delay profiles for

each small frequency band in the radar echoes

from the target planet. In essence, the topog-

raphic highs and lows are determined from the

first arrival of echo power in these profiles, as

compared to the first arrival time to be expected

for a spherical target. The technique is applicable

only along the Doppler equator since, for the

energy returned in a narrow-frequency band, the

echo power received first is reflected from the

region of the Doppler equator (Ref. 10). Of
course, for purposes of the measurement of

echo time delay referred to the subradar point,

or "leading edge," on the target planet, the

important topography lies on the Doppler equator.

The reliability of the topographic corrections

can be accurately tested by comparison of delays

measured at the same subradar point for each

of the four rotations made by Venus as seen by
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the earth-observer between successive inferior

conjunctions.

Another technique (Ref. 21) will enable full,

three-dimensional maps of the planets to be ob-

tained. It builds on the by now well-known radar

delay-Doppler technique: By adding the fringe-

phase information obtainable from radar inter-

ferornetry to the delay-Doppler data, one can
obtain the three-dimensional coordinates of each

reflecting area. Calibration of the fringe phase

can be accomplished by comparison with the phase

for the subradar point reflections. * The most

useful antenna spacings will probably lie in the

several-hundred-kilometer range. There is no

doubt that the successful application of this tech-

nique to yield surface height resolution of about

50 to 100 m on Venus is fraught with technological

difficulties, but it is not clear that any are insur-

mountable and it is clear that the technique is

workable. Good preliminary results have already

been obtained for the moon using this technique

with the Haystack-Westford interferometer (Ref.

21). (The second element is a 60-it-diameter

antenna system located about 1 km from Haystack.)

In summary, although much more careful

study is required to assess the achievable accuracy

reliably, it appears that presently planned ad-

vanced radar systems can be used to measure

interplanetary echo delays at some relative orien-

tations with errors of the order of only 0. 1 _s,
and that almost full use can be made of the accu-

racy attainable for almost all of the inner planet

configurations in the performance of tests of

gravitational theories such as those described in
Section II.** The resultant accuracies of such

tests will be discussed in Section IV.

C. Very-Long-Baseline Interferometry (VLBI)

The quasar pair 3C279 and 3C273 at present

appears to be the most suitable for the deflection-

of-light experiment. Other, better ones might be

uncovered in the near future. For example, if

point-source water-vapor emissions were found

near the OH sources W28S and W28N, one would

have a pair that passes on opposite sides of the sun

each December 22. Water vapor, if also present

near the OH source W24, would provide a nearby

calibrator. The advantage of such sources, aside

from their proximity to the apparent solar path in

the sky, lies in the high frequency (--23 GHz) of

the emissions, which would markedly decrease

the solar corona effects. At the rate at which

spectral-line emissions are being discovered in

the galaxy, it certainly seems reasonable to expect

that some high-frequency sources will be found

near the ecliptic.

Aside from these possibilities for new sources,

what are the prospects for improvement of the

deflection experiment? I suspect them to be quite

good, but will defer until Section IV any explicit

estimates of achievable accuracy and devote my-

self here only to a brief description of the manner

in which such improvements might be realized.

The main limitations on accuracy are: (1) the

complicated structure of 3C279 (and perhaps

3C273); (2) the solar corona; (3) the earth's at-

mosphere and ionosphere; (4) the available base-

line projections; and (5) the phase stability of the
receivers. I shall discuss each in turn.

Preliminary examination of the time-

dependence of the fringe amplitude of 3C279 indi-

cates that the source structure at the level of

interest is quite complicated but should not present

insurmountable problems. The beauty of the rel-

ativistic deflection effect is that it changes sign

on October 8; it is hard to believe that anything in

the source would appear to vary in a correlated

manner.

The solar corona and the earth's ionosphere

can be handled in principle by observing at a very

high radio frequency or simultaneously at two

widely separated frequencies -- say, 7500 and

10,000 MHz. A large fractional separation is

needed for accurate plasma calibration; high

absolute frequencies are desirable to allow fringe-

phase information to be obtained closer to the sun

and to attempt to ensure that the paths followed

by the "rays" at the two frequencies pass through

nearly the same plasma environment.

The differential earth's atmospheric effects

can be calibrated in a variety of ways. One prom-

ising method involves monitoring radiometrically,

along the line of sight to the source, the antenna

temperature of two narrow bands -- one at and one
near the 23-GHz water vapor absorption line. +

The accuracy of the calibration is uncertain; pre-

liminary indications are that, on an absolute

scale, the electricalpath length along the line of

sight can be estimated with errors equivalent to

only about 1 to 2 cm. For the deflection experi-

ment, the atmospheric effect enters, in essence,

only as a triple difference: the difference on

different clays of the difference in fringe phases

from 3C279 and 3C273, each phase being deter-

mined from the difference in the phase delays

from the source to the separate elements of the

interferometer. Thus, a high order of cancella-
tion of the residual, uncalibrated contribution of

the atmospheric effects can be anticipated.

Aside from the constraint imposed by possible

source resolution, the optimum baseline to use in

the deflection experiment is a compromise between

achieving the longest one possible (along the right

direction-- primarily east-west for the 3C279-

3C273 pair) and having a long enough daily period

of common visibility to measure the variations in

fringe phase from which the deflection can be

deduced. The "absolute" fringe phase is ambigu-

ous by multiples of 2:r unless a very wide effective

bandwidth is employed. Such a wide-bandwidth

technique has been developed at M.I.T. and used

successfully in VLBI experiments, but has not yet
evolved to the level where the fringe-phase am-

biguity can be completely removed. This removal

is, however, well within state-of-the-art capa-

bilities. Thus, unless the fringe-phase ambiguity

_::Venus atmospheric effects tend to cancel, since the beams to each antenna of the interferometer from

a given reflecting element on the planet's surface pass through almost identical paths in its atmosphere.

...... The deflection-of-light experiment can also be done by radar but would probably not be competitive

with the quasar approach.

+This technique is being developed by D. Staelin and J. Waters in collaboration with the National Radio

Astronomy Observatory.
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is removed, reliance in the deflection experiment

must be placed on monitoring continuously the

variations in the relative 3CZ79-5C273 fringe

phases during each day's observations.

The phase stability of the receiver systems

clearly enters importantly into the realization of

the highest possible accuracy in this experiment.

With current hydrogen-maser frequency standards

and with carefully constructed local oscillator

chains driven directly from a 100-MHz, or higher,

frequency output from the maser, the short-term

(_50-s) system phase noise ought to be contained

at the several-degree level at X-band observing

frequencies. The main limitation on accuracy

might then be the unknown component of the earth's

polar motion during the course of observations.

But other VLBI observations, made during the

same period, could be used to reduce this "noise"

contribution sharply.

The "ideal" setup, then, to conduct the deflec-

tion experiment would involve a continuous moni-

toring of the relative 3C279-3C273 fringe phase

simultaneously at two widely separated frequencies

over an optimum baseline. (The requirement of
continuous observations could be relaxed if the

fringe ambiguity were removed via wide-bandwidth

observations.) These goals could be realized by

using a pair of antennas at each end of the base-

line, with one antenna of each pair observing

5C279 and the other 3C273. The video signals
from both sources could be recorded simultane-

ously, with only a small penalty in signal-to-
noise ratio.

Of course, improvements on this "ideal"

setup are not hard to envision; for example, more
sites could be added to the interferometer to allow

truly continuous monitoring and to improve the

"uv plane" coverage. The corona would be easi-

est to calibrate during solar minimum (the mid-
1970's).

IV. Comparison of Spacecraft and Ground-Based

Techniques: Accuracy vs Cost

By the expression "ground-based techniques"

1 imply experiments in which all the man-made

instrumentation resides on the earth. I examine

below very briefly the relative merits and de-

merits of the ground-based and spacecraft tech-

niques in the context of experiments designed to

test various aspects of gravitational theories.

Both accuracy and cost are considered in the

comparison.

A. " Red- Shift" Experiment

The classical red-shift experiment has al-
ready been performed in an earth-based labora-

tory to an accuracy of 1% (Ref. 22} at an estimated
cost for time and labor of several tens of kilo-

dollars. The experimenters estimate (Ref. 23}

that at an expenditure level near 100 kilodollars,

the accuracy could be improved by about one order

of magnitude {mainly through use,. I believe, of a

longer shaft}. It has been proposed (Ref. 24} to

place a pair of hydrogen-maser frequency stan-
dards in an eccentric orbit about the earth at a

synchronous mean altitude. This experiment

might yield an uncertainty as low as 10-3%, i.e.,

This possibility was first suggested by B. Hoffman.

two orders of magnitude more accurate than a

possible improved Mossbauer laboratory-based

experiment. But the earth-orbiting satellite ex-

periment, if charged solely to the hydrogen-maser
red-shift measurements, would have a cost

reckoned in the tens of megadollars. Aproposal

that Imade to include an "absolute" frequency
standard-- such as a cesium clock-- aboard the

Mariner Venus/Mercury spacecraft could yield a

test over a"nonlinear" region of the solar gravi-

tational potential with an accuracy approaching

0.1%. The incremental cost of this experiment,

however, would probably be several megadollars.

A _ competitive ground-based experi-
ment (at the 0. 1% level) might be accomplished by

monitoring arrival times of pulsar pulses for a

period of several years." The pulsar (in principle}

could be expected to transmit at equally spaced
"coordinate-time" intervals, whereas atomic

clocks on earth, used to measure the arrival

times, would vary relative to these because of the

varying solar gravitational potential through which

the earth-based clock passes (and because of other

effects such as Doppler shifts}. The amplitude of
the atomic-clock variation is about 1-1/2 ms. The

difficulty with accurate measurement is that, for

the pulsars so far studied, stable periods are

accompanied by long pulse lengths {many millisec-

onds}, making difficult a really precise measure-
ment of the arrival time, say at the microsecond

level. Only for the Crab pulsar--the one with the

shortest pulse length known -- have the arrival
times been measured with errors at the several-

microsecond level. But the Crab pulsar undergoes

irregular, and so far unpredictable, changes in

pulse rate which make a useful red-shift experi-

ment.difficult to carry out. (There is, of course,

also the problem of estimating the pulsar position

relative to the earth's orbital plane, which, for

the Crab pulsar, will be highly correlated with the

effect sought. ) It is possible, of course, that new

pulsars with more desirable properties -- at least

from this specialized point of view-- might be dis-

covered in the near future. Costs here for use of

existing facilities would be in the 100 kilodollar

range.

All in all the spacecraft approach appears

appreciably more promising. But the costs are

very high, especially since the outcome of this

experiment is very Unlikely to be different from

predictions. --

B. Principle of Equivalence

The principle of equivalence has been tested

in the laboratory (Ref. 25) to about 3 parts in 1011.

But such tests cannot hope to reach sensitivity

levels at which the relative contributions of the

gravitational binding energy to inertial and gravi-

tational mass could be determined. Much larger

masses are required before the gravitational bind-

ing energy becomes a sensible fraction of the total

rest energy. It is well known and easily demon-

strated that a simple violation of this so-called

weak principle of equival_nc_ cannot be discerned
from studies of two-body orbital motion. At least

three mutually orbiting bodies are required.

We have been examining the observable con-

sequences of a possible equivalence principle
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violation in the sense of the gravitational binding

energy contributing to only one of the two mass

types." This investigation has centered on earth-

Mars and earth-moon measurements and, for the

former case, has included reasonably sophisti-

cated models of the 'noise" introduced by the

asteroids. Although final conclusions have not yet

been reached, ground-based earth-Mars experi-

ments appear inadequate with presently foresee-

able measurement accuracies. A combination of

results from the Mariner Mars 1971 and the Viking

1975 missions might just barely yield a useful

result. But the cost--if all allocated to this ex-

periment -- would be in the kilomegadollar range:

Preliminary results indicate that lunar laser

observations might be more fruitful in this regard.

With measurement errors at the 0. i ns level,

several years of data might provide interesting

results. (Much more analysis is required before

this tentative statement can be given any credence.)

The cost for such lunar laser experiments would

probably be in the several megadollar range-- pro-

vided one doesn't include any costs'to place the

corner reflectors on the moon.

C. Deflection of Light

Spacecraft, when nearly occulted by the sun,

can be used in the same manner as quasars to

measure the gravitational deflection of light. The

advantages of spacecraft are (i) the true point-

source nature of their radio (or optical) emissions

and (2) the potentially greater signal strength.

Spacecraft would best be required to transmit on

two well separated frequency bands if radio sig-

nals are used and on only one if the transmissions

are in the optical range. Knowledge of the space-

craft orbit could be obtained with the requisite

accuracy by having the spacecraft gravitationally

anchored to, or actually emplaced on, a planet.

"Drag-free" techniques could be used to advantage

for non-anchored craft. Requirements aren't too

severe: A l-km orbital position uncertainty for a

spacecraft at i. 5 AU from the sun causes an angu-

lar position uncertainty, as viewed from the earth

at superior conjunction, of only about 0.0005 arc-s.

Without a comparison companion reasonably nearby,

however, atmospheric effects may seriously limit

the achievable accuracy. Differencing, as de-

scribed in Section IIIC, is a powerful technique

for eliminating systematic errors. Depending on

the orientation conditions, it may well be possible

to use a quasar as the comparison for the space-

craft. The cost of the experiment--if the space-

craft is allotted totally to this test-- would be in

the 100-megadollar region. Because suitable

spacecraft were planned for other purposes, I

proposed this deflection experiment for the Mariner

and Viking missions scheduled for the next half

decade. However, the _ccuracy achievable may

not be appreciably different from the accuracy

achievable with a full exploitation of the ground-

based technique. This latter might entail expendi-

tures at the several-hundred-kilodollar level

(given that no new radio telescopes would be built

for this purpose). What accuracy can, in fact, be

achieved? Although predictions of this sort are

notoriously unreliable, still, I feel that the error

in the estimation of the deflection ought to be re-

ducible to the 0.5% level and perhaps even some-

what lower. A detailed discussion of the reasons

for, and possible faults in, these predictions is

not possible here.

D. Echo Time Delays

Ground-based observations may place bounds

on the uncertainty of the predicted solar gravita-

tional effect on radar-echo time delays as low as

0.3% with the next generation radar system planned

for Arecibo-- if the solar corona can be calibrated

with sufficient accuracy. The cost would be at the

5-megadollar level if the capital investment for

the new radar system is included, and at the

l-megadollar level if it is not.

Spacecraft of the Mariner 1969 type can prob-

ably not be used to determine these "excess" echo

delays with uncertainties below several percent.

The main limitations are (i) the solar corona,

which is dynamic, not static, and therefore diffi-

cult to model and (2) the "process noise" effects "

on the spacecraft orbit, which inhibit the interpre-
tation of the measurements further from the sun.':_'_=

Neither of these limitations is uncorrectable.

In the Mercury/Venus flyby mission, dual-

frequency (S-band and X-band) downlink coherent

ranging and Doppler capability will exist. Although

only available on the spacecraft-ground link, the

plasma calibration should be accurate to about

the 10-ns level for ray paths that don't pass closer

than a few degrees to the sun. The superior con-

junction should take place in the "quiet sun" period,

a further advantage. The orbital uncertainties will

still be severe, but somewhat less so than for

Mariner 1969, because the Mercury/Venus space-

craft will "pass through" the superior conjunction

region several times faster, with a consequent

smaller period of time available for a buildup of

the corrupting effects of process noise. Offsetting

this advantage to some extent is the higher level

of unmodeled sunlight-pressure accelerations.

Orbital uncertainties can be greatly reduced by

planetary "anchoring." Thus, the two Mariner 1971

spacecraft are to be placed in orbit about Mars.

The spacecraft orbits can therefore be calibrated

with respect to Mars' orbit over time intervals that

are short compared to the time required for the

effect of the process noise to build up to intolerable

levels. This calibration is made possible by the

relatively short orbital periods of the spacecraft

about Mars. The unknown gravity anomalies in

Mars are also a source of concern, but since the

drift (or precession) of the spacecraft orbits with

respect to Mars is slow, the Mars gravity field

(except for rotational effects on the one non-

resonant orbit) will remain essentially fixed for the

"duration" of the superior conjunction phase. ,

Unfortunately, the Mariner 1971 spacecraft,

like Mariner 1969, will have only S-band tracking

This work is being carried out primarily by G. Sherman at M.I.T.

**For a complete discussion of the Mariner 1969 results, which are almost identical to the radar deter-

minations given in Section lIB, see J. D. Anderson, P. B. Esposito, W. L. Martin, and D. O.

Muhlernan, this proceedings.
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equipnaent.Viking, ontheotherhand,will have
dual S/X-band frequency capability on the two Mars

orbiters and S-band capability on the two landers.

The accuracy achievable from these missions

in the time-delay test might be at the 0. l°]0level

with the Vikings and perhaps the 0.3% level with

the Mercury/Venus mission; Mariner 1971, be-

cause of the single-frequency capability, may be

limited to about the 1% level. More study would

be required to see whether the benefits of plane-

tary anchoring will allow this limit to be lowered.

The costs of the latter two are in the 100-

megadollar class, whereas the Viking mission is

nearly at the kilomegadollar level. Of course, if

these missions were to be performed solely to

test general relativity, their costs would be dras-

tically lowered, perhaps to the 30 megadollar

range.

_. Orbital Motion of Massive Particles

There are a number of small but interesting

non-Newtonian effects that could be examined, but

I shall restrict the discussion solely to the prob-

lem of distinguishing J2 and kp. The present
- nradar time-delay data set, as mentioned, is i -

capable of estimating J2 and kp simultaneously at

a meaningful level of accuracy. However, if the

radar measurements are continued and the ex-

pected accuracy improvements attained {see above),

then a useful separation could be obtained by the

middle to late 1970s. Thus, a covariance analysis

shows that with 3 years of data from the upgraded

Arecibo radar added, the uncertainty of J2 would

be reduced to about 3 x 10 -6 and that of kp to 0. 3%.

Spacecraft orbits that pass as close to the sun

as about 0. 2 AU offer the best possibility for an

achievement of comparable accuracy in the simul-

taneous determination of J2 and kp (Ref. 26). But

the combination of the optical, radar, and space-

craft data probably offers the most powerful tool

for the reduction of the uncertainty in estimates of

these quantities.

Thus, we may anticipate that in the 1970s the

gravitational oblateness of the sun will be esti-

mated from its dynamical effects directly, at a

level of accuracy sufficient to either confirm or

refute the interpretation of the Princeton solar

oblateness experiment in terms of J2"

F. Gyroscope Precession

The relativistic contribution to the precession

of the moon's orbit may be distinguishable from

ground-based observations, but certainly not accu-

rately. The corresponding contribution to the

precession of the earth's pole of rotation may be

inferred from long-term VLBI observations of
quasars. "These latter data must be used to deter-

mine both the earth's precession and nutation so

as to be able to distinguish the "geodesic preces-

sion" from present uncertainties in the fractional

difference between the earth's polar and equatorial

moments of inertia. Aside from the long time

involved- at least as long as the 18-year period

of the nutation-- there are also important difficul-

ties in accounting properly for the non-rigid-body

aspects of the earth's rotation. In any event,

these ground-based techniques do not seem even

remotely capable of discerning the Lense-Thirring

effect, which is due to rotation of the primary

body. The only hope here lies at present with

earth-orbiting gyroscopes which would be able as

well to measure the geodesic precession accu-

rately (Ref. 27}. The cost of such a spacecraft

experiment would probably reach nearly 50 mega-

dollars if it alone bore the launching expense.

G. Variation of Gravitational Constant

Radar observations of Mercury will continue

to provide the best means for reducing the upper

limit on possible time variations of the gravita-
tional constant until such time,'for example, as

long-lived transponders are placed on Mercury's

surface near its pole of rotation to facilitate con-

tinuous tracking from the earth. Lunar laser

observations, partly because of problems with

earth-moon tidal interactions, seem far less

suitable for this task. By the middle to late

1970s, if regular radar observations of the ex-

pected accuracy are continued through this period,
the error in the estimate of G/G would be reducible

reliably to 1 X 10 -11 per year. The cost, if all

but the capital investments were charged to this

experiment, would reach the several-megadollar

level. The placement of a transponder on Mer-

cury would involve at least two orders of magni-

tude greater expenditure.

H. Conclusions

The above discussion can be summarized as

follows: (1) Testing gravitational theories at a

meaningful level is expensive. (2) Spacecraft

experiments are about two orders of magnitude

more expensive than ground-based ones. (3)

Spacecraft experiments have the potential to

"outperform" their ground-based counterparts.

(4) In three of the most important presently

feasible experiments -- the deflection of light, the

echo time delay, and the relativistic perihelion

advance-solar oblateness separation-- ground-

based techniques appear capable of doing the job
at a 1% or better level of accuracy.

These statements lead me to conclude that,

at present, a spacecraft rr_ission devoted solely

to gravity exploration will probably not provide

sufficiently important scientific results to warrant

the cost. On the other hand, a spacecraft mission

justified on other grounds should be modified to

optimize its usefulness for testing gravitational

theory if the incremental cost does not exceed

more than a few percent of the total. Although

many qualifications are needed, this approach

would seem to strike a better balance between the

costs of similar ground-based and spacecraft ex-

periments. We presuppose, of course, that

ground-based gravity experiments will also be

supported.
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The Effects c_f Random Accelerations on Estimation Accuracy With

Applications to the Mariner 1969 Relativity Experiment

D. W. Curkendall, S. G. Finley, M. W. Nead,

V. J. Ondrasik, and C. L. Thornton

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology

I. Introduction II. On the Effect of Modeling Errors

In a parameter estimation problem, a problem
which characterizes most of orbit determination

in general and determination of relativity param-

eters in particular, the calculation of the accuracy
of the estimates is a difficult task. Insofar as the

physical model used in establishing the estimation

procedure is a faithful replica of the real world,

the error covariance is calculated as an adjunct to

that estimation procedure and is easily determined.

It is the determination of the impact of the likely

discrepancies between the estimation filter's view

of reality and reality itself that poses the most

serious difficulties.

In an estimation problem, the data z will be

related to the unknown parameters of the system

× through the relation

z(t) : h(t,×) + e(t) (i)

where _ represents the data error. The problem

is: _iven a set of observations z(t i) at discrete

time points ti, estimate X in the presence of e.

We transforn_ to a linear problen_ by making an

initial guess of X, X o, constructing

In this paper, we develop a simple point of

view toward establishing the relationship between

a general modeling error and the estimation accu-

racy. In particular, we-explore and provide tenta-
tive models for the random, non-gravitational

forces thought likely to be affecting the Mariner VI

and VII spacecraft. {The navigation data from

these spacecraft were used to determine the rela-

tivity parameter y, as reported by Anderson et al.,

this proceedings. ) The effect that these accelera-

tions have on the classical least-squares filter,

which pretends that they do not exist, is calcu-
lated, and it is demonstrated that their presence

seriously affects the estimates, particularly when

an extended data arc is employed. Finally, some

preliminary exploration using sequential-type fil-

ters, which attempt to model and thus ameliorate
the effects of these same accelerations, is

reported.

-_)h(tI , X o )

8X

8h(t 2, X o)

O×

8h(t m , ×o )

O×

6z(ti) = z(ti) - h(t i, X o)
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andfinally, bydefining

6z(t 1)

6z _A

arrive at

5
( _-5z(tz) ,

5z(tm)

5× = X- X o

_(tl)I

(tz)

: i

:(tm 

6z = H6X + _ (g)

The solution of (2) for 6X becomes the "prob-

lem. " If e is mean zero with covariance

E[((T] = A(":"

the familiar weighted least-squares estimate of

6X, 6{[, is given by

6X = (HTA:IH)-IHTA:ISz (3)

Substituting (2) into (3), we obtain

)_ 11 :TA(5X - 6X = H TA:IH -i (4)

A

The covariance of the error in 6X is readily

seen as

-1

This brief analysis illustrates that, when the
statistical structure of e is known and the estima-

tion treats this structure properly, the description

of the likely estimation errors is easily construc-
ted. This, however, is a rare circumstance.

In the treatment of earth-based, spacecraft

tracking data, there are three principal causes for

the departure of the behavior of e from that as-

sumed when specifying Ae in the filter** design:

(i) In order to make the computations tract-

able, A( is usually specified as having a

diagonal form; i. e. , the data errors are

assumed uncorrelated, or as having other

similar structure. In actual practice,

the data, which for our purposes are

measurements of station- spacecraft

range and range rate, have complex

error structures arising from the effects

of the ionosphere, the troposphere, and

space plasma, station and spacecraft

electrical path variations, oscillator in-

stability, etc. , none of which lend then]-

selves to simple statistical modeling•

(2) Since the data are functions of the rela-

tive station-spacecraft geometry, any

mismodeling of the station dynamics con-

tributes to the ( of (I). Estimating the

latitude, longitude, and radius of the sta-

tion, i.e. including these parameters in

X, can shift some of these effects away

from (, but we are still left with varia-

tions in the effective station location•

Major contributors here are uncalibrated

polar motions and undetected variations

in Universal Time (the spin rate of the

earth).

(3) Any phenomenon affecting the motion of

the probe will change the earth-probe

geometry and thus contribute indirectly

to a change in the data. If these effects

are not modeled, they will appear and

contribute to e. To be more precise,

partition X as follows:

0ix:l
where x(o) is the six-dimensional state

of the probe (position and velocity) at

some initial epoch, and p are the addi-

tional parameters being estimated.. %

Rewrite (1) as

z(t) = h(t; x(t,x(o),p); p) + e(t)

That is, the data are a function of the instanta-

neous probe state x(t), which in turn is influenced

by the additional paranqeters p. Some portions of

p may affect the data directly, and this is denoted

by the final argument of h. To the extent that x(t)

is determined by x(o) and p, we have the problem

modeled correctly. But suppose there is, in addi-

tion, a random forcing function acting on the

*Small letters, either Greek or Roman, are column vectors, matrices are denoted by capital letters,

superscript T denotes the transpose, and E is the expected value operator•

*;"Filter refers to the estimator, or estimation procedure.

_For the Mariner relativity experiment, the parameter ¥ would be included in p. In the estimation of

X, only the value y would be of direct interest-- all the remaining parameters, including x(o), are

estimated in an attempt to move data signatures from e to the modeled portion H6X of Eq. (Z), where

their presence does less damage.
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PATH UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF AN

ADDITIONAL RANDOM ACCELEP_TION

A= 1

i,

PATH OF PRO6E STARTING AT M0) UNDER THE

"--"_2;&E2&%.?R',NOA',,I0,UND.,,.

aLOE

Fig. I. Comparison of a nominal trajectory

and one under the influence of a random

forcing function

probe and influencing its state, as illustrated in

Fig. 1.

According to this figure, at time ti, the actual

trajectory has departed from the nominal case by
an amount AX. If this random acceleration is not

modeled, the contribution to ( will he

(3h(ti)) T5e(ti) : _ ax i

A. Relation Between ( and Estimation Error

We return now to Eq. (3) and view A t as an

assumed statistical description of e ; its actual be-

havior will be modified by the three classes of

errors just discussed. Defining

)-1 T -1 AHTA_ - IH H Ae = F

F becomes the matrix operator defining the filter.
Since

FH : I (6)
2.

x

A e

bx- _x = re (7) _L;

If w_. art, interested in the error induced by a sin-

gle component of 5X, say 5Xi, then

^ T5×- 6X. = f , (8)
t 1 1

whet(, f7 is the i th row of F. To facilitate the

visualization, think of f not as an hi-dimensional

vector but as a scalar function of the single param-

eter t. (This is a rather nonrigorous transforma-

tion, but it facilitates th(_ discussion and prt_senta-

150

tion of later figures. ) Thus, if tracking data are

processed on the interval [0, T], the error
becomes

_)_i 5Xi f0 T
- = fi(t) _ (t)dt (9)

The structure of fi' then, is the key in relat-
ing data errors, from whatever source, to errors

in the final estimate. For example, if f(t) were a

constant, a slowly varying or constant _ function

would produce a rather large estimation error,

whereas an ( function of complex structure or

high frequency (of equivalent power) wc,ld be
much less serious. The reverse would be true if

f(t) had the complex character.

The structure of f in a practical estimation

problem depends on the data partials (the H matrix

of Eq. Z and the A, assumed when constructing

the filter F. In single-dimension problems, where

A_ is diagonal, f simply copies the form of the
original partial (fT = (HTH)-IHT = (scalar)H T

when H is a m × 1 column vector). In multidi-

mensional problems, this simple form does not

appear because of the additional requirement that

fThj = 5ij (10)

where h: is the jth column of H and 6i:j is theJ
Kronect<er delta (see Eq. 6).

By way of examples, Fig. 2 displays the orig-

inal partial of the ranging data with respect to y
for the full dat_ arc of Mariner VI. For refer-

ence, superior conjunction occurs some Z68 days

Fig. Z.

I

Partial of range with respect to Y

I



past epoch, as shown in the figure. As already

pointed out, if y were the only quantity estimated,

the f¥ function would replicate this signature.

Figure 3 shows f,f for the more realistic case,

where spacecraft state and three orthogonal but

constant non-gravitational forces are estimated as

well. Note that while the basic character is still

preserved, unlike the original partial, both posi-

tive and negative excursions occur and the function

rings somewhat on either side of superior conjunc-
tion.

Figure 4 demonstrates the dependence on data

arc and the inclusion of additional parameters.

The solid line gives fy for the same estimation list

but includes only the data within ±l-I/2 months of

superior conjunction. Note that the magnitude has

increased (there is a factor of 10 scale change) and

that the ringing is more pronounced. More dra-

matically, the function reverses near superior

conjunction and becomes a mirror of the original

partial. Finally, the dotted fy is obtained when B,

the major parameter of the solar corona is in-

cluded in the estimate list. (B is defined in Sec-

tion IV. ) The high-frequency content becomes

even more pronounced, but adding parameters

tends to diminish the amplitudes of the excursions.

B. Specializing to Random Forces

The preceding f,( functions could be used to

determine the effects of any error source on the

estimation of y. It is thought that the qualitative

structure of the functions gives an important clue

as to what errors might be important. (For ex-

ample, a low-level data bias would be of little con-

sequence in any of the circumstances shown be-

cause of the nearly equal positive and negative

excursions. ) However, we wish to apply this point

of view to the specific problem of determining the

effect of random non-gravitational forces.

x
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To this end, Fig. 5 displays the range resid-

uals created by the application of two types of

forces on the probe. The solid curve results

from the application of constant accelerations of
magnitude 10-9 m/s Z in each of three orthogonal

directions. The dashed curve arises from a sin-

gle realization of an exponentially correlated ran-

dora process having a standard deviation of 10-9

m/stand a correlation time of 25 days. Both

curves have the same basic structure. The latter

is somewhat diminished in amplitude because of

the averaging which occurs when the process is

random. The scale does not permit showing the
additional difference, i.e. , that the dashed curve

is not as smooth-- again due to the randomness.

Both these curves were applied to the f_/ shown
in Fig. 3; the results are presented in Table 1.

The difference between the effects of these phe-
nomena is dramatic. Whereas the Case I acceler-

ation produces almost no error in the estimation

of Y, the Case II acceleration produces an error

large enough to invalidate the experiment.

The reason for this disparate behavior is

clear. The filter contains provisions for estimat-

ing the constant forces; hence f,/ will, by design,

be orthogonal to the partials of those parameters

(Eq. 10) and, by extension, orthogonal to any data
residuals caused by their presence. On the other

hand, no provisions are included to make f'/ orthog-
onal to the residuals caused by the random pro-

cess; as a result, a significant response occurs.

This last remark implies that we could make

fy orthogonal to Case II if we wished, and indeed

we could do so. But Case II is only a single reali-

zation; it is, of course, not possible to construct

a fixed non-zero function which is orthogonal to

every member of a random process. Recourse

must be taken to the concepts of minimizing the

mean-squared error in these circumstances, con-

cepts that are beyond the domain of parameter
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estimation. In order to lessen the response to

random processes, one must resort to the princi-

ples of sequential or Kalman filtering. This will

be discussed in the concluding section.

III. A Measure of the Uncertainty in_* Produced

by Random Accelerations

The preceding example clearly demonstrates

the large impact seemingly small random accel-

erations of the spacecraft can have on the orbit

determination solution in general. Of particular

concern here is to obtain some idea of how random

accelerations, of the type likely to be experienced

by. Mariners VI and VII, degrade the solutions for
"(% A study which will yield this type of informa-

tion divides rather naturally into the following
three areas:

(1) An investigation to determine what type

of random accelerations (both in magni-

tude and character) may be expected to
influence the Mariner-class spacecraft.

(2) Obtaining a measure of how the solution

for y* is degraded by using a batch filter,

which is ignorant of random spacecraft

accelerations, in the presence of these
same accelerations.

(3) Obtaining some idea of the degree of

superiority that sequential filter solu-

tions for y* can be expected to exhibit
over the batch filter solutions.

A. Possible Random Acceleratiens

The random accelerations experienced by

Mariner-class spacecraft arise primarily from

three sources: (1) leakage and imbalance of the

attitude control jets, (2) variations in the solar

Table 1. Illustration of filter behavior on

estimates of Y*

Case

I

II

Acceleration

Constant lO-9-m/s z

Random 10-9-m/s z with

a correlation time of

r = 25 days

Perturbation

in _{*

<10-4%

18%

radiation pressure, and (3) variations in the solar

wind.

The time history of the accelerations of var-

ious Mariner spacecraft produced by these

sources may be obtained by examining data col-

lected by these spacecraft. Table 2 contains the
standard deviations and the associated exponential

correlation times describing such accelerations

when they are modeled as exponentially correlated

phenomena.

The parameters characterizing the random

accelerations due to attitude control jets were

computed from an autocorrelation analysis made

of the accelerations observed along the Mariner V

spacecraft's pitch and yaw axes. (Ref. 1). The

acceleration time history was obtained by exam-

ining telemetered limit cycle data (Ref. 2). The

examination of such data is quite involved and, as

yet, -has not been carried out for Mariners VI or

VII. However, a cursory examination of the data
has shown that, like Mariner V, Mariners VI and

VII are both generally clean spacecraft. Thus,

the values quoted for Mariner V (the first and sec-

ond numbers, respectively, in Table 2), are prob-

ably representative of the accelerations experi-

enced by Mariners VI and VII.

The random accelerations due to the solar

radiation pressure are produced by 0. 1 to 0. 2%

variations in the solar constant (Ref. 3). These

accelerations will occur primarily in the sun-

spacecraft direction.

The first value given in Table 2 describing

the magnitude of the acceleration due to the solar

wind was calculated using a model describing a

quiet sun (Ref. 4). Examination of solar wind

data taken by Mariner II (1962) over a 4-month

period indicates a maximum inelastic collision
acceleration of 0. 15 X 10-9 m/s 2, the second

value in Table 2 (Ref. 5). Although these data

were taken during a relatively low period of the

solar cycle and the Mariner VI and VII experiment

took place during a relatively high period, this is

not expected to substantially affect the magnitude

of the maximum acceleration but only the fre-

quency of larger accelerations. Hence, the

parameters given in Table 2 describing the solar-

wind-induced accelerations are probably repre-

sentative of those experienced by Mariner VII.

Once more the acceleration will take place pri-

marily in the sun-spacecraft direction.
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Table2. Descriptionof randomaccelerationsexperiencedbyvariousMariner-classspacecraft

Cause of random

acceleration

Attitude control jets

Fluctuations in

Solar pressure

Solar wind

Source of data

Mariner V

(1967)

Mariner VI, VII

Mariner II

(1962)

Standard deviation,

10-9 m/s 2

0.Z and 0.6

0. 1 (at Mars distance)

0.03 and 0. 15 (at Mars

distance)

Correlation

time,

days

Z2 and 45

< 1 day

< 1 day

B. Degradation of the Solution for y* in the
Presence of Random Forces

To obtain some idea of the effect random ac-

celerations can have on solutions 'for y*, such

solutions made in the presence of a particular
random acceleration environment will be exam-

ined. This environment will be composed of ran-

dom accelerations that are constant for a period

of T days and whose magnitude is s_lected from a
normal distribution with variance ¢c. (ran), and

which is exponentially correlated from period to

period with a time constant r. A judicious choice

of the parameters of this environment allows it to

be a good representation of the attitude control,

the solar pressure, and, to a lesser degree, the
solar wind accelerations mentioned in the previous

section.

In a classical least-squares solution of an

estimation problem, a measure of the uncertainty

in a particular parameter is given by its variance.

This quantity, which will be called the computed

variance, defined in Eq. (5), is a function only of

the data noise, the a priori values of the "solve

for" parameter set, and the partial derivatives of

the data with respect to these parameters. The

computed variance of y* for Mariner VI data arcs,
which start at the initial epoch of August 5, 1969,

and are extended for 386 days, is shown in Fig. 6

in terms of its square root, the standard deviation.

Unfortunately, this is a much too optimistic pic-

ture because, as mentioned previously, the com-

puted variance does not take into account the effect

of unmodeled phenomena such as random acceler-

ations which can be expected to disturb the data

and/or the state of the spacecraft.

A much more reliable measure of the uncer-

tainty in y* is the consider variance. This quan-

tity is composed of the "computed variance and a

generally much larger term that reflects the effects

error sources (which must be described in some

statistical sense) have on the solution when the

employed solution filter is ignorant of these error

sources. For the types of data arcs discussed in

the preceding paragraph, the consider variance,
which results from a batch filter (estimating state,

constant accelerations, and y-':-')operating in a ran-

dom acceleration environment of

(ran) = 10-9 m/s g
°-R, x, y

I00

80

_63 475:588 219

SO -- A ..........

c_

COMPUTED ----/

,7, 3o

CONSIDER STANDARD DEVIATION

20 -- CALCULATED IN THE RANDOM

ACCELERATION ENVIRONMENT

DESCRIBED BY _(ronl R X y : 10 "9 m/s"
10-- ' ' '--

T = 4 DAYS, T = 25 DAYS

I I 1 I I I
32 64

CONSIDERED

96 128 160 192 224 256 288 320 352 384 4]6

DAYS PAST INITIAL EPOCH

Fig. 6. Computed and consider standard

deviations for data arc3 starting

at the initial epoch

(whereR,x, yrepresent the spacecraft roll, pitch,

and yaw axes), T = 25 days, and T = 4 days, is

also shown in Fig. 6. The point denoted by SIM in

the figure gives the error in y* which would result

if the 384 days' worth of the range residuals,

shown in Fig. 5, and the associated doppler resid-

uals were operated on by a batch filter.

The consider variance curve presented in

Fig. 6 is very instructive and contains the follow-

ing gross features:

(1) The consider variance for y* does not

substantially change from its a priori

value until more than 160 days' worth of

data are included in the solution.

4

(Z) As the data arc is extended toward supe-

rior conjunction, the consider variance,

instead of diminishing as does the com-

puted variance, actually exhibits a rapid

increase and finally reaches a maximum
of about 600%.

(3) As the data arc passes through the supe-

rior conjunction period, the consider

variance is rapidly reduced to a minimum
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(which is still nmch larger than the cor-

responding computed variance).

(4) After this minimum is reached, the inclu-

sion of more data in the solution causes a

generally continuous rise in the consider

variance.

The explanation of these gross features is

quite simple:

(1) The partial derivatives of the data with

respect to y* during the first 160 days

are so small that they contain very little

information which can be used to increase

the a priori knowledge regarding y_:.'.

However, during this time period, the

partials of the data with respect to the

remaining nine parameters of the solution

are not small, and the batch filter as-

sumes that after 160 days it has a very

good knowledge of these parameters.

(2) As the data are is extended toward supe-

rior conjunction, the partials with

respect to y,',-" continue to increase in

magnitude until their information content

far exceeds the a priori information. In

this situation, the filter will change y*

to try to reduce the residuals which have

been produced by the random accelera-

tions. The filter attempts to perform

this reduction almost entirely with _/",-"

because, as mentioned above, it assumes

that the data used during the earlier por-

tion of the data arc have yielded a very

good knowledge of the remaining param-

eters in the solution set.

(3) As the data arc passes through superior

conjunction, the data partials with respect

to y* exhibit a rather distinctive shape,

as shown in Fig. Z, and this drastically
increases the information content. Since

it is unlikely that the data residuals pro-

duced by the random accelerations will

resemble the distinct shape of the par-

tials, the filter will probably not be able

to reduce the residuals by making a large

and spurious change in y*'. Consequently,
the consider variance reduces as shown.

(4) As additional data are included in the

solution, the distinctive nature of the par-

tials around superior conjunction becomes

relatively less important, and the filter

may reduce the random acceleration

residuals by making larger changes to y*.

As just mentioned, the large errors in the

solution for y ;:; in the preceding example are the

results of the filter's attempt to absorb the random

acceleration effects in y_;_. It does this because,

by the time the 'f* partial becomes large enough to

start supplying information to the solution, the

filter thinks it has the remaining parameters very

well determined. Clearly, a partial remedy to

this problem would involve forming the solution so
as to diminish the extent to which the filter assumes

it knows the other parameters, so that they may
also be used to help reduce the random acceleration

residuals. One way to do this is to design a filter

that will operate in a sequential mode, such as

discussed in the next section. Another possible

way of improving the solution is still to use a

batch filter but to start the data arc at a later

time, so that the filter has not firmly established

the values of all the parameters except y":"before

the superior conjunction data are reached.

The results of performing a consider variance

analysis for data arcs starting at 1-1/Z and Z-1/Z

months before superior conjunction and progres-

sively extended to 1-1/z and Z-1/Z months after

superior conjunction are given in Fig. 7. These

results clearly demonstrate the superiority of the

short arc versus the long arc for solutions per-

formed in the presence of the type of random

accelerations under consideration.

Unfortunately, the above consider variance

analysis, even for the ±l-i/Z-month data arc,

presents too optimistic a n_easure of the error in

,4_:-"if it is necessary to include the solar corona

parameter B in the solution. This is clearly

demonstrated in Fig. 8, which shows the results

of performing a consider variance analysis of a

solution containing both B and y::-"in the solution

parameter set and covering the data arcs that

start at I-I/Z months before superior conjunction

and may continue for up to 3 months. The "y;',"

only" curve in Fig. 8 has been taken from Fig. 7

and is included for comparison. The degradation

of the solution for y;:_produced by including B in

the solution paran_eter set arises because the data

partials for y':-"and B exhibit son_ewha£ sin_ilar

behavior around superior conjunction. This sim-

ilar behavior din_inishes the distinctive nature of

the y-'l:partial derivatives around conjunction, and

hence degrades the solution for y;:"in the presence

of random accelerations.

Also included in Fig. 7 is a consider vari-

ance analysis of these same data arcs for a batch

filter operating in the random acceleration

environment described by _R4x ' y, = 10-9 m/s Z,

T = 1 day, and r = g days. inis type of random

acceleration environment is more representative

Fig. 7. Consider standard deviations for data

arcs starting at 1-1/Z and g-1/2 months

before superior conjunction
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Fig. 8. Consider standard deviitions with and

without B in the solution

of the solar pressure and solar wind random

accelerations, described in Table 2, than the

random acceleration environment considered

until now.

From an examination of the two "y + B"

curves in Fig. 9, it does not appear that the errors

in the solution of _;:-"are particularly sensitive to

the time constant of the random acceleration

environment.

Before attempting to use Figs. 6, 7, and 8 to

estimate the errors which random accelerations

can be expected to introduce in the Mariner VI

and VII solutions for y::-',one should scale these

errors by the values given in Table 2.

IV. iDrelirninary Sequential Estimation Results

Thus far, we have established that, because

of substantial random processes, ,l':_-cannot be

accurately estimated from the long arc of data

(410 days from Mariner VI) with the familiar

batch filter. Although the shorter arc of data

near superior conjunction does give reasonable

results with the batch filter, it is desirable to

develop a sequential filter which can perhaps

improve the ability to solve for "_;:-"by processing

the full data arc. The following paragraphs pre-

sent some preliminary results fronl one such

s equentlal filter.

The particular filter described here does not

pretend to be optimal with respect to the likely

models of random forces given in the preceding

section. It is an early experimental design•

Work is in progress to produce a more nearly

optimal filter, but in the meantime, we shall con-

tent ourselves with results using this rather prim-

itive sequential filter. There is one advantage in

that this filter can be applied to records of random

forces drawn from the formal statistical models

we have suggested. This approach gives an

important clue as to how sequential filters

respond to random processes that are modeled

somewhat incorrectly by the filter. In a sense,

we are pursuing the same type of analysis as in

the preceding section: propose a filter, and then

determine its performance when the actual environ-

ment is other than that assumed during the filter

design.

The term sequential filter, here, refers to a

"batch sequential," weighted, least-squares fil-

ter. That is, the data are processed in blocks or

batches -- sequentially in time. The size of the

data blocks is selected by the analyst• For each

block of data processed, the filter employs an a

priori estimate of the parameters at the initial

epoch and the associated covariances which

reflect the information obtained from all the pre-

ceding data. This sequential filter departs from

the typical batch filter, however, by allowing each

a priori covariance to account for uncertainties

in the filter's model of the physical world. That

is, for each estimate obtained, a covariance

matrix A c is computed. This covariance matrix

represents the uncertainties in the estimate due

to errors in the data and errors in a priori values

of the parameters. The sequential filter then

computes the a priori covariance for the next

batch to be

_ = A +Q
C

Z

z
u

L

0

_p

--X--_)('- crp 3 t0"10 m,_

-- 10-9 /2

Ar 4DAYS

j s_
0 60 120 180 240 300

DAYS PAST EPOCH

36O

Fig. 9. Sequential filter results -- percentage

error in y;:-"for different assumed

levels of random accelerations
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whereQrepresentstheuncertaintiesin the latest
estimateof theparametersduetotheeffectsof
in,properlymodeledaccelerationsonthelast
blockof dataprocessed.Thematrix Qprevents
thefilter from "knowingthewronganswertoo
well." Thatis, thea priori informationonthe
trajectoryandtheestimatedaccelerations
remainsat a levelat whichnewdatacanbeused
bythefilter to re-evaluatetheseparameters.

In order to compute Q for each batch, the

filter assumes that piecewise constant accelera-

tions affect the spacecraft. These accelerations

are in three orthogonal directions and have the

following statistical properties. Let Pi- 1
accelerations experienced during the Tth block of

data.

E 0)T] 2 fori=,,2....i- i-p i- = _P 2

_p

Each matrix Q is a function of _p and the partials
V = @Xi/OPi I, where X i = spacecraft state at the

beginning o"{_he (i+l) da-ta block. The standard

deviation of the random forces _p is an input

parameter to the program. For the case Crp = 0,

the matrix Q is zero, and the filter perforn]s like

the fan_iliar batch processor.

Currently, the filter processes range and

doppler data to obtain sequential estimates of the

following twelve parameters:

_X° = six state parameters at the initial epoch

¥_:-"= relativity parameter

solar corona parameters#

= three orthogonal forces, constant overW
--O

the entire trajectory.

Several cases have been processed with this

sequential filter using all or part of the long arc

of data from Mariner VI, where the data residuals

have been generated to reflect only random accel-

erations on the spacecraft. These random accel-

erations have a correlation time of 25 days and a

magnitude of 10 -9 m/s 2. That is, for the bulk of

the studies, we employed the same single realiza-

tion of the process that was discussed in Section II.

For each of the cases studied, the initial

standard deviations of the estimated parameters

were the following:

= 107 m in each position component at

x epoch

_ = 3. 3 × 103 m/s in each velocity

component at epoch

.,. = 50%

0-B = 0. 7 X 106 cm "3

= 0.2
E

_w = 10 "8 m/s 2 in each direction
O

All cross correlations were zero, except _B =

0. 99999. {

Table 3 shows the final percentage error in

the estimate of "/_:=and the computed standard

deviation (0-.a_)for the cases where 0"D = 0, 3 X
i0 -I0, andS0 "9 m/s g. The At indic_ttes the

length (in days) of the sequential blocks of data.

From Table 3, we can conclude that, of the

cases studied, the sequential filter with ff = 10-9

m/s 2 and At = 4 days yields the smallest _ercent-

age error in _-':-"(-0. 008%), with a standard devi-

ation of 6. 9%. However, for 0 D = 3 X i0- i0 nl/s 2

and At = i0 days, the error is bnly -0. 17%, with

_?_:.-= 3%. These results are significant when

they are compared to the 19% error in h,=:-"for

• p = 0, i.e., the batch filter result.

The sequential results are shown in Figs. 9,

I0, and ii. Figure 9 gives the percentage error

in _/':-"for the cases in which the data were pro-

cessed in blocks of 4 days and 0-D = 0, 3 × I0 -I0,

and 10-9 m/s 2. Figure i0 givedthe computed

standard deviations of these estimates as a function

of time from the initial epoch. In Fig. ii, the per-

centage error in x/g=is plotted for the short arc of

da_[a (226-318 days from epoch), with _p = 0, and

for the long arc, with O_p = 10 -9 m/s 2. (This

latter curve is repeated from Fig. 9. ) The short-

arc results are representative of the batch filter

errors. For this particular model of random

accelerations and choice of or_, the long-arc

sequential solution of "_":=is p_eferable to the short-

arc batch solution.

V. Conclusions

We have shown that random, non-gravitational

forces of the magnitude and character believed to

be affecting the Mariner VI and VII spacecraft

have a significant effect on the navigation data

::_These solar corona parameters are defined by the following electron density profile, determined by

Blackwell, Dewhirst, and Ingham (Ref. 6);

Ne(r ) = A.A_ + B for r > Z. 5
r 6 _

where A and B are electron densities, r is the distance fron_ the sun measured in solar radii, and
{ _0.3.
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Table 3. Percentage error in estimate of y*

for long arc of data calculated for the random

process described by 0-R,x,y = 10-9m/s 2,

_- = 25 days

0-p, m/s 2

&t, days

0 3 X 10 -lO 10 -9

4

10

25

,*,yx= = 19%

(O-y:,, = O. 45%) a

dW# = 19%

(o-W.:, = 0.45%)

&y':-" = 19%

(¢y# = 0.45%)

-0. OO8

(6.9)

0.1

(4.9}

aNumbers in parentheses denote the filter's

own •computation of its performance at the

end of the data arc.

from these spacecraft, and become a limiting

error source for the relativity experiment.

The effect of the random forces on the classi-

cal least-squares filter, which assumes they do

oe

. 30

bx

-x--x--x-- cr° 3. I0- "m 4"

-- % 10"9 _ _ -- 1

At 4 DAYS

0

0 60 120 180 2_W) 30(/ 360 420

DAYS PASI EPOCH

Fig. I0. Sequential filter results- standard

deviation of y",'= for different

assumed levels of random

accelerations

2O

15

SHORT ARC _p 0

IO _-- _ % Io'gm ?

At 4 DAYS

-I0

150 180 210 330 360

S,C.

240 270 3gD

DAYS PAST EPOCH

Fig. ii. Percentage error in y;:" for short-arc

batch and long-arc sequential

not exist, produces large errors in the estimate

of y_-" from the long arc of data. Although shorter

arcs of data near superior conjunction can yield

reasonable estimates ofy_-" with this same filter,

it is desirable to develop an estimator which more

faithfully represents the actual physical environ-

ment of the spacecraft. We have suggested that a

judiciously designed sequential filter can be of

significant benefit; and we believe the results pre-

sented promise that the employment of the se-

quential filter can permit use of the entire data

arc, producing results superior to any strategy

employed with the classical least- squares filter.
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I. Introduction

For many years precision doppler existed as

the major tool available to those working in the

field of celestial mechanics. Until recently, rang-

ing never achieved widespread popularity despite

the fact that it is potentially more powerful incer-

rain situations. The first application of ranging

to a major project came in 1966 with the Lunar

Orbiter series. The following year, a new plane-

tary ranging system capable of operating withdeep

space probes was used on Mariner V at Venusian

encounter. This same equipment provided valu-

able data on Mariners VI and VII at Martian en-

counter in 1969. Recognition of ranging as an

important tool came in August of 1969 when a bat-

tery failure on Mariner VII caused the spacecraft

to veer slightly from its intended course. Range

and doppler data collected following the event pro-

vided the information needed by controllers to

carry out the experiment objectives. The Mariner

VI and VII extended mission relativity experiment

marked the first time that range information be-

came more important than doppler data in estab-

lishing orbital parameters. During a few days

around solar superior conjunction, ranging was

the only usable data type. Thus, ranging has

emerged as an important tool and a large portion

of this paper will be devoted to a discussion of its

capahi]ities. The current doppler extraction sys-

tem will also be considered together with the

rather unique S-X band radio tracking systen',

planned for Mariner Venus-Mercury 1973.

If. Range and Doppler Measurements

Before considering the performance capabili-

ties of the present radio tracking systems it

would be worthwhile to distinguish between the

measurement of range and doppler. Range is ob-

tained by counting the cycles of a precise fre-

quency standard which occur between the trans-

mission and reception of an encoded signal. Thus,

range in this context is a measurement of time

rather than of distance, and any conversion to the

latter must involve assumptions regarding the

propagation of radio waves.

The topocentric range rate is measured by a

frequency shift on the RF carrier produced by the

doppler effect. Mechanization of the doppler

extractor dictates that the sample be taken over

some non-zero interval. Therefore, the mea-

surement is equivalent to a range change which

occurred while the sample was being taken. Ob-

viously any attempt to convert the data to a veloc-
ity (meters/second) encounters difficulties identi

cal to the ranging situation. Therefore, doppler

is collected as a cumulative cycle count and is

treated solely as a variation in range.

In the following discussion of the Deep Space

Network's (DSN) range and doppler tracking sys-

tem the Mars site (DSS 14) at the Goldstone

Tracking Station in California will be quoted as
typical. This can be justified by the prototype

nature of DSS 14 and the fact that identical 210-ft
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(approximately 64 m) antennas are under construc-

tion or are planned for the major overseas DSN

sites.

III. Doppler System

Figure 1 is a simplified block diagram of the

DSIF doppler tracking system. The most impor-

tant elements are the frequency standard and its

distribution system since they ultimately limit the

measurement's accuracy. Following frequency

multiplication and amplification, the carrier is

transmitted to the spacecraft where a phase-locked

receiver/transmitter system filters the signal and

returns it to the earth. Doppler is measured by

comparing the received frequency with that cur-

rently being transmitted. The doppler extractor's

output v e is described by (Ref. I)

[ )IVe -- c°s 2_______f _ _-+_ dt (I)

./to _-+ c

whe re

b = transponder multiplication ratio (240/221)

f = transmitted S-band carrier frequency

v = spacecraft topocentric range rate

c = velocity of light in a vacuum

= columnar electron dynamics

A value can be computed for _ using the

relationship

cf2 up b 2

whe re

B = 40.3 in mks units

_up uplink charged-particlecolumnar

dynamics (electrons/m2-s)

_- = down!ink columnar charged-particle-cln
dynamics

(2)

Since the frequency standard and distribution

system serve as a common reference to both

transmitter and receiver, any drift will affect the

doppler data. When discussing errors in the stan-

dard it is important to indicate the measurement

interval. Typically, three separate times are

important. First, the short-term stability (t < 1 s)

specifies the amount of high-frequency noise con-

tributed by the reference. Second, the medium-

term stability (i s < t < i0, 000 s) describes the

error accumulated in one round trip. Third, the

long-term stability (t > i0,000 s) provides infor-

mation about how well day-to-day tracking data

can be fitted over a long arc.

Figure 2 shows the stability characteristics

for typical rubidium vapor and hydrogen maser

oscillators. Note that the frequency deviation be-

comes constant for all sample times in excess of

100 s. The decrease in stability at shorter time

intervals is indicative of the high frequency noise

characteristics of the standard.

Figure 2 also demonstrates the substantial

improvement which can be realized by employing

a hydrogen maser as the timing source. For

averaging periods in excess of i min the varia-

tions should be only a few parts in 1014 . Observe

also that the high-frequency noise characteristics

are substantially better than those of the rubidium

oscillator. The advantages of a hydrogen maser

are most apparent when considering very deep

space missions where integration over long

round-trip times makes the rubidium maser

unsuitable.

The discussion thus far has disregarded any

degradation due to'frequency synthesis or dis-

tribution, and clearly errors from these sources

are equally important to those present in the fre-

quency standard. Present equipment has stabili-

ties about equivalent to the rubidium oscillator

(5 parts in 10-12), and the distribution system

planned for the hydrogen maser will have charac-

teristics compatible with that instrument.

A pair of hydrogen maser standards have

been installed at the Goldstone Mars site (210-

ft antenna) and will become available on an

experimental basis for Mariner Mars 1971. As-

suming satisfactory operations, these masers will

serve as prototypes for similar installations at

other DSN stations. Aside from the potential

in_provement in range and doppler data for deep

space missions, the new frequency references

I I SYNTHESI

I [AMa'"'

DIPL£XER

: L _ DOPPLER

R _" DATA

Fig. I. Doppler data aystem

--i0-I0'

i0.iI _-

_ 10-13

_" i0.14

I0 "15

i0-I

_----........._ROB,D,UM'I

' jJ
I I0 10 2 10 3 10 4 10 5

AVERAGINGTIME,s

Fig. 2. Typical frequency standard stability
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are thefirst stepinprovidingavery longbase-
line interferometriccapabilitywithintheDSN.

IV. Ranging

Recent experimental activity in the areas of

relativity and charged-particle dynamics has re-

sulted in an increased interest in ranging as a data

type. To better understand its capabilities and

limitations, a brief description of system mecha-

nization will be presented.

Two different spacecraft ranging machines

presently exist Within the DSN. These are the

planetary system used for Mariner Venus 1967

and Mariner Mars 1969, and the sequential system

used for the Mariner Mars 1969 extended mission

relativity experiment. Present plans include

using both systems to support Mariner Mars 1971,

and the feasibility of locating one of them at an

overseas DSN site, 85-ft antenna is currently

being explored. Conceptually, the two equipments

are similar. The basic differences lie in the

coding and in the method used to generate a replica

of the signal returned from the spacecraft. Due to

the space limitations and availability of data, the

specific performance data contained herein pertain

only to the sequential ranging equipment.

Figure 3 is a simplified block diagram of the

binary coded sequential acquisition ranging sys-

tem (Ref. 2). A frequency standard-synthesizer

generates fs (nominally 22 MHz), which is multi-

plied by 3 and phase-modulated by the transmitter

coder. The code is generated by dividing the X3

multiplier's output by 64 and applying the result to

an 18-stage binary counter. Each of the 18 binary

counter outputs is individually selectable for mod-

ulating the transmitter. The period T n of the n th

squarewave component is given by

64 × 2 n

tn 3f (3)
s

From the above relationship it can be seen

that the code's period is irrevocably tied to the

transmitter frequency. Changing the transmitter

frequency, as is done from time to time to assure

optimum reception at the spacecraft, also changes

the coder's frequency in direct proportion.

A virtually identical set of hardware exists

in the receiver; however, the + 64 stage is pre-

ceded by a frequency adder circuit. The adder

accepts as one of its inputs 66 MHz from the ×3

multiplier in the transmitter chain. A second in-

put connects RF doppler fd, properly scaled, from

the DSIF receiver. In the ranging mode, the out-

put from the frequency adder circuit is the alge-

braic sum of the two inputs:

: + fd (4)fout 3fs

The receiver coder is a duplicate of its

counterpart in the transmitter except for the in-
clusion of a second output providing code delayed

by =/2. This second channel is combined with
the first to establish the amplitude of the return-

ing signal-- a necessary step in measuring its

phase.

When the range-sync switch is in the sync

position, the two coders will be operating synchro-

nously. Because of the topocentric range rate of

the spacecraft, the received code slips with re-

spect to the transmitted code. If at time t o the

switch is changed to the range position, the re-

ceiver coder's frequency is modified by the RF

doppler and becomes coherent with the signal being

received from the spacecraft. Assuming that the

two coders were synchronized prior to the change-

over, the phase difference between the receiver

coder and the incoming signal is a measure of

range. This phase difference will remain essen-

tially constant by virtue of the doppler rate aiding,

allowing the range measurement to be made at

leisure.

Thus, a coherent model of the received range

code can be generated by modifying the frequency

of the transmitted code by the spacecraft's doppler.

Besides a drastic simplification in the hardware

design, this method of rate aiding provides a num-

ber of subsidiary bcnefits, specifically, greater

reliability, lower cost, and a means for calibrat-

ing the columnar charged-particle dynamics in the

Fig. 3.
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ray path. It has been shown (Ref. I) that the re-

ceived ranging signal is of the form

Vr = cos[_it +6'm cos (_- @0 )]

whe re

u0. z
1

m

COS( ) =

ZTr • 107 {receiver IF carrier

frequency)

spacecraft modulation index

squarewave approximation of

cos ( ); +i if cos ( ) > 0; -I if

cos ( ) < 0

(5)

80 :

:

phase shift in modulation due to

spacecraft range

perturbation of the range code due

to spacecraft velocity and particle

activity

In the above expression

: Wm + - _ dt (6)

0

where _m : 2Trfm (angular range code frequency)

and oe is defined in Eq. (2).

A comparison of Eqs. (i) and (6) illustrates

the effect of phase and group propagation veloc-

ities upon the respective signals. This difference

forms the basis of the differenced range versus

integrated doppler (DIRVID) calibration technique

(Ref. i).

V. Charged-Particle Calibration

In a dynamic charged-particle environment,

the group and phase velocities of a radio wave are

not constant. Consider a situation where charged

particles are entering the radio path to a reced-

ing spacecraft. The group velocity would then be

decreasing while the phase velocity would be in-

creasing. Since the range code is propagated at

the group velocity, the range data would make the

spacecraft appear to have moved further than its

actual physical displacement. If doppler cycles

were added over the same interval, the space-

craft's apparent displacement would be smaller

than the true distance. Thug, a dynamic phase

error results when am RF doppler synthesized

range code model is compared with an actual re-

ceived range code. In the supposed situation of

an increasing columnar content, the modeled code

will lag further and further behind the received

range code. The resulting "drift" in the calcu-

lated range is actually a direct measure of the

DRVID function, which is

ft ( )B [up 7 idn dt (7)DRVID = 7 + i

0

where

B = a constant (40.3 in inks units)

f = transmitted carrier frequency, 96 fs

Iup = uplink columnar charged-particle dy-
namics (electrons/mZ-s)

b = transponder ratio, 240/221

idn = downlink columnar charged-particle

dynamics

Comparing the DRVID function with the output

from the ranging equipment, which is

St( i )
At(t) : to cf2213 Iup + 7 Idn dt

results in

C

DRVID = _ &,/(t)

8)

(9)

Thus, the apparent drift in the range is a direct

measure of the columnar charged-particle

dynamics.

Two charged-particle calibrations were con-

ducted on November 24 and December II, 1969,

with the Mariner VI spacecraft and the results

are plotted in Fig. 4a and b, respectively. Also

shown in Fig. 4 are the range changes attributable

to the earth's ionosphere as determined by VHF

Faraday rotation monitoring (Ref, 3).

Note the excellent agreement {within I IZ_)

of the DRVID measurement with tl_e ionospheric

data. Despite the spacecraft's great distance

{approximately 2 AU) virtually all of the charged-

particle activity is indicated to be within the
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ionosphere. The figure also demonstrates that the

ranging equipment is capable of measuring the

charged-particle activity, althouRh the effect may

be very small, amounting to only a few meters over

several hours.

The ionospheric calibration was conducted

when the sun-earth-probe angle was relatively

large (60 deg). Additional data were collected

when the signal ray path passed closer to the sun.

The results appear in Ref. 4.

Vl. Experimental Results

During the past year the tracking equipment

has supported the Mariner Mars 1969 extended

mission relativity experiment. Interpretive

results obtained from the information which has

been gathered will be found in Ref. 5. This

discussion is concerned only with the data type

and its quality.

Both range and doppler information have been

used to generate a reference orbit. Range (or

time delay) data gathered near solar superior con-

junction are compared with the expected round-trip

time, and the disparity is used to compute gamma.

Obviously the experimental solutions will be di-

rectly affected by the tracking data quality.

To place the findings in their proper perspec-

tive it is necessary to examine the ranging sig-

nal's characteristics upon return to the earth

tracking station. Figure 5 shows the received

signal strength for several months around superior

conjunction. For 2 months prior to superior

conjunction the received ranging power was below
-200 dBm (10 -23 W). This low value resulted

from the probe's distance, which was nearly 2. 5

AU., and a battery proble m aboard the spacecraft
which made it impossible to use the high-gain

antenna. Toward the end of April a new high-power
transmitter (200-kW) became available resulting

in a 10-dB (10 X) increase in the received signal's

power. The remainder of the mission has been

conducted using this new transmitter.

Figure 6 is a plot of the range - doppler resi-

duals over a 1-year period as computed by the

JPL Double Precision Orbit Determination Pro-

gram (DPODP, Ref. 5). The data are clearly
divisible into three distinct categories- before,

during, and after superior conjunction. Excluding

the period around superior conjunction (March

through May) it is evident that the post-conjunction

data are considerably less noisy than the informa-

tion gathered earlier. The difference is due

largely to the new 200-kW transmitter. Data col-

lected over the 4-month post-conjunction interval
exhibit a 1-0- deviation of less than 15 m despite

the spacecraft's distance of more than 2 AU. The

true errors may even be somewhat smaller than
those shown because of systematid trends and

biases not included in the processing (Ref. 5).

Around superior conjunction, two phenomena

combined to degrade the data quality and produce
an increase in the 1-_ deviation to 60 m. First,

as the sun-earth-probe angle became small, the

antenna began to receive solar radiation, increas-

ing the effective system noise temperature. This

is caused by imperfections in the antenna pattern

as well as by reflections from the quadripod

structure. Second, significant spectral broaden-

ing resulted from signal scintillations as the ray

path passed through the solar corona.
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received radio signal

Figure 7 shows the spectral spreading of the

S-band radio signal as the ray path neared the sun.

These measurements were made by R. Goldstein,

P. Reichley, and G. Downs of JPL using the

Mariner VI spacecraft and the 210-ft antenna

at DSS 14. The lower plot was obtained on April

30, 1970 when Mariner Vl was at superior con-

junction. It graphically demonstrates the reason

for the gap in the range residual data of Fig. 6.

The signal degradation depicted in Fig. 7 is the

result of both scintillations and increased noise

temperature, which rose to well over i00°[<. The

figure also illustrates the rapid deterioration

which occurs when the sun-earth-probe angle falls

below 3 deg.

VII. Equipment Characteristics

To make the most effective use of the ranging

equipment the user must specify an acceptable

uncertainty in the data. Typically, a trade must

be made between data noise and tracking time.

During studies of charged-particle dynamics, an

additional factor should also be considered,

namely, the required resolution of the medium's

dynamical characteristics. For example, refer-

ring to Fig. 4, a slow variation over several

hours is clearly discernible. I-Iowever, devia-

tions on the order of 5 rain would not be visible

since each point represents data averaged for

15 rain. Thus, in some instances a larger data

undertainty may be preferable to the masking of

short-term variations occurring at long integra-

tion times.

Figure 8 provides a means for selecting the

prdper averaging time and is a plot of the rela-

tionship derived by Goldstein (Ref. 6).

(10)

whe r e

No :'noise spectral density

P = received signal power

t : integration (averaging) time

Consider the situation that existed during the

recent segment of the Mariner Mars 1969 relativ-

ity experiment. The received ranging signal level

was approximately -192 dBm using the 200-kW

transmitter, and a typical integration time of 120s

was employed for each point. Ten samples were

collected and averaged to get one range number

for each acquisition. Therefore, the effective

integration time was 1200 s. Figure 8 indicates

that a signal level of -192 dBm and an integration

time of 1200 s should yield an uncertainty of ap-

proximately 20 ns. Returning to Fig. 6 and con-

sidering the interval from June through September,

the period when the above conditions were appli-

cable, the I-_ uncertainty is approximately

40 ns. Two conditions combined to increase the

data noise. First, no effort has been made to

correct the range data for l_lasma induced errors.

Second, there is the experimental process noise

described by Anderson (Ref. 5). The effects of

process noise are clearly discernible in the early

range data where a strong sinusoidal character is

evident.

Drift or instabilities in the equipment must

also be considered as a potential source of error.

The frequency standard has already been dis-

cussed in relation to the doppler data, and any in-

stabilities produce similar effects upon the range

information. Specifically, the greater the round-

trip time the greater the potential uncertainty

from this component. For example, the round-

trip time of 45 min that existed near superior
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conjunction could result in range errors of several

nanoseconds when using the rubidium vapor
oscillator.

Stability measurements were made on the

ground equipment which was configured to mea-

sure its own delay (Ref. 7). All of the subsystems

normally employed in a ranging measurement

were used in these calibrations and in an identical

manner. The single addition was a zero-delay

device affixed to the antenna's surface which re-

placed the spacecraft's transponder. Its purpose

was to convert a portion of the transmitted signal

to the received frequency without introducing a

measurable delay. The results appear in Fig. 9,

which shows the change in the measured station

delay over an 8-h period. A least-squares fit to

the data indicated a maximum change over the test

interval of approximately 8 ns with worst case

slopes approaching 2 ns/h. It is reasonable to

conclude from these data and other similar tests

that ground equipment drift is not likely to be a

major problem to most experimenters.

Comparing the data of Fig. 9 with the expected

uncertainty predicted by the constant phase jitter

contours (Fig. 8) produces an interesting confir-

mation of the theoretical calculations. The test

conditions were: received signal level -185 dBrn;

integration time 300 s. The l-or error pre-

dicted by Fig. 8 is about 18 ns while the value

computed from the drift data of Fig. 9 is 20.4 ns.

VIII. Transponder

The discussion thus far has neglected the

spacecraft transponder as an error source. This

is largely due to the paucity of information re-

garding the transponderls performance in a vary-

ing environment. Understandably, the problems

associated with calibration are enormous and it

simply may not be economically feasible to col-

lect sufficient data. The major problem is acces-

sibility. All measurements must be made prior

to launch, since no practical method has been

devised for in-flight calibrations. Long-term de-

lay stability measurements are impractical since

the transponder is not normally available until

just prior to launch. In the past, calibrations have

been conducted over a period of a few days at

three different temperatures and five signal levels,

with the spacecraft enclosed in a thermal vacuum

chamber. Because of thermal gradients, the

chamber with its simulated solar radiation is the

only method for providing the correct test environ-

ment. Obviously, the procedure is very expensive,

making transponder calibration one of the first

things to be curtailed when cost cuts occur.
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Fig. 9. Ranging system drift (Nov. 4, 1969)

Testing of identical, non-flight, transponders

outside of the vacuum chamber has been consid-

ered, but even if it were possible to simulate the

thermal environment, other major difficulties

exist. Figure 10 accurately depicts the problem.

The figure shows the range code delay through the

transponder at various signal levels for two "iden-

tical" units. These devices were flown on the

Mariner Mars 1969 spacecraft indicated on each

curve. Two major problem areas can be identi-

fied. First, test equipment limitations precluded

measurements at carrier signal levels lower than

-120 dBm, although a major portion of the ex-

tended mission was conducted below this point.

Second, note the rather large difference in delay

through the two transponders at strong signal

levels. For example, the disparity is 44 ns at

-120 dBm and becomes larger with stronger sig-

nals. The former problem can be solved by pro-

curing better test equipment, but the latter one

with its implications on long-term stability may

not be so simple. It must be emphasized that a

predictable variation of range delay with signal

power need not be important since signal strength

information is telemetered back from the space-

craft. Rather it is the long-term changes of those

characteristics described in Fig. i0 that are of

concern. The ultimate solution to the problem

may be one of transponder redesign to reduce

both signal strength dependency and unit to unit
variation.

While examining future transponders, it
would be useful to consider a universal unit con-

taining an encoder identical to the one at the trans-

mitting station. The system acts as a very nar-

row-band tracking filter which locks to, and

reconstructs, the range code received by the
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spacecraft.Althoughthereceivedcodemaybe
verynoisy,thesignalwhichis retransmittedfrom
thespacecraftis virtually noise-free. Restated,
thepotentialimprovementapproximatesthe re-
ciprocalofthesignal-to-noiseratio. Theimpli-
cationsfor deepspacemissionsareenormousand
thetechniquemayoffer considerablesavingsin
termsof groundequipmentrequirements.

IX. Mariner Venus-Mercury 1973 S/X-Band

Radio Tracking System

Figure ii is a simplified block diagram of

the radio tracking system planned for the Mariner

Venus-Mercury 1973 Project. Beginning with the

ground equipment, an S-band carrier at 2116 MHz

is transmitted from the 210-ft antenna. Upon

arrival at the spacecraft, the received freouency

is multiplied by 240/221 and retransmitted with a

power of 20 W at 2298 MHz. This part of the

spacecraft's transponder is identical to earlier

units and will provide an S-band range and doppler

capability.

X. Conclusions

This paper has considered those aspects of

the radio tracking equipment affecting data quality.

An effort was made to include a description of

planned expansion and development and to assess

their meanings in terms of enhanced performance.

A potential trouble area was identified and possible

solutions were suggested. Finally, an attempt was

made to provide experimenters with sufficient in-

forn:ation to accurately estimate the capability of

the equipment and, hence, to judge the probability

of the experiment's success.

i.
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ently multiplies the received carrier frequency
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connects through a separate feed system to a
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separate range channel is included in order to pro- 3.

vide a simultaneous S/X-band ranging capability.

Upon return to the ground station the signal

enters the S- and X-band receivers via two separ- 4.

ate feeds. Each receiver provides independent

doppler extractors which are referenced to the
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FuturePossibilitiesinSpacecraftRangingandDopplerSystems

MahlonEasterling
Jet PropulsionLaboratory

California Instituteof Technology

I. Introduction

There is always a need for knowledge about

the orbit of any spacecraft. The knowledge may

be needed to properly evaluate the data collected

by the spacecraft, to guide the spacecraft into a

desired future orbit, or just to plan future opera-

tions and assure contact with the spacecraft. In

certain cases, as when the spacecraft is used to

probe a gravity field, the orbit itself is the prime
scientific datum.

Knowledge about the orbit of a spacecraft is

obtained by processing tracking .data. While a

variety of tracking instruments producing different
kinds of data are used for near-earth orbits, the

tracking of spacecraft at lunar distances and be-

yond is universally done by means of an _ctive
radar that is also used as the basis of the com-

munication system for transmitting information to

and from the spacecraft. The communications

aspects are not of concern here, and we will con-

centrate on the tracking functions of the radar. It
is well to review the structure of the radar as a

starting point for a discussion of what the future

possibilities of ranging and doppler systems may

be. In this discussion, we will restrict our atten-

tion to systems that would be useful at lunar dis-

lances and beyond.

The structure of a spacecraft tracking radar

is shown in Fig. 1. A master oscillator provides

a stable frequency signal, which the transmitter

multiplies up to the carrier frequency, amplifies

to a high power level, and supplies to the antenna

for radiation to the spacecraft. The spacecraft is

shown as having separate receive and transmit

antennas, which is typical of the major mode of

operation of Mariner-class spacecraft; but only

one antenna is sometimes used. The basic sys-
tem structure is the same in either case. The

carrier signal is received by a phase tracking

receiver one of whose outputs is locked in phase
to the received carrier. The term locked in

phase means that the phase of the output signal is

always proportional to the phase of the input sig-

nal except for momentary transient disturbances

due primarily to noise. The average of these dis-

turbances approaches zero with increasing time.

In general, the output signal is at a lower

frequency than the input signal. This output sig-

nal is the input to the spacecraft transmitter. The

transmitter multiplies the input up to the downlink

carrier frequency, which is different from the

uplink carrier frequency, amplifies it to a high

power level, and delivers it to the antenna for

radiation to the earth. The ground receiver is

similar to the spacecraft receiver in that one of

its outputs is phase-locked to the input carrier.

This output is fed to the doppler extractor, where

it is compared with a signal from the master oseil-

lator to determine the two-way doppler shift on the

carrier caused by the relative motions of the

spacecraft and the ground tracking station. The

doppler data are the primary tracking data pro-

duced by the radar.

The radar also measures range by means of

a second signal, which is carried as a modulation

on the up- and downlink carriers. It is produced

in the ranging equipment from a signal provided

by the master oscillator. In general, the ranging

signal is an aggregate of signals, which may be

transmitted together or sequentially, and which

together have a very long period. In addition, they
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have a structure that permits the phase of the

aggregate to be measured to a very small fraction

of a period. This signal is modulated onto the up-

link carrier by the ground transmitter and demod-

ulated from the uplink carrier by the spacecraft

receiver. The signal is amplified and filtered by

the ranging channel and modulated onto the down-

link carrier by the spacecraft transmitter. It is

demodulated from the downlink carrier by the

ground receiver, which also amplifies and filters

it. The signal from the ground receiver is com-

pared with the originally transmitted signal to

determine the phase shift or time displacement of

the returned signal. This time displacement is a

measure of the time required for the signal to

travel to the spacecraft and return, and hence, of

the range to the spacecraft.

It is possible to use the radar to determine

the angular direction to the spacecraft by measur-

ing the direction in which the ground antenna

points. The ground antennas are always equipped

with angle readouts which may be used for this

purpose. However, once the spacecraft is more

than a few tens of thousands of kilometers from

the earth, the direction can usually be computed

from the orbit much more accurately than it ,can

be measured by the pointing of the antenna. In

fact, the usual procedure is to use the angle read-

outs to point the antenna from computed angles

rather than using measured angles to help deter-

mine the orbit. It should be noted that this is not

the case for near-earth orbits. For our purposes,

angle measurements need be considered no

fu rthe r.

tracking radar

One final comment on the overall structure is

in order. All signals used in the radar are de-

rived from one master oscillator. This means

that all frequencies, phases, and time scales are

referred to one basis. This permits the frequen-

cies of the signals at various parts of the system

to be selected so as to avoid interference and to

solve mechanization problems without destroying

the phase relationships between these signals. As

an example, the radar measures the doppler shift

essentially as though the uplink and downlink fre-

quencies were identical to each other and to the

frequency of the oscillator itself, even though

there are many deliberate shifts in frequency in

the system. Of course, the frequency manipula-

tions must all be very carefully done, but as long

as there is only one oscillator, the fundamental

character of the data is as though all of the fre-

quencies were the san_e. Moreover, since the

ranging signal is also derived from the master

oscillator, it is possible to use the fixed relation-

ship between phases of the carrier and the modu-

lation to assist in measuring the phase of the re-

turned modulation. As we discuss below, this

phase relation is disturbed by the interaction of

the radio signal with charged particles, and this

disturbance can be used to determine something

about the number of charged particles in the propa-

gation path.

Now that we have looked at the structure of

the radar, it is appropriate to examine more care-

fully just what the radar is measuring. When

radars were first applied, the distances were such

that the time required for the radio signal to
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propagateto thetargetandbackwasvery shorton
thetime scalebywhichmovementsof thetarget
weremeasured.Thisis still thecasein most
applications,andtheterminologyappliedto the
datareflectsthis fact. Dopplermeasurements
areusuallyunderstoodto bemeasurementsof the
frequencyshift of thereturnedcarrier causedby
the radialvelocityofthetargetrelativeto the
trackingstation. Thetime at whichameasure-
mentis madecanbeconsideredto bethetimeof
transmission,thetimeof reception,or anytime
in betweenwithoutappreciableerror.

In thecaseof radarsfor trackingspacecraft
at planetarydistances,theround-trippropagation
timefor theradiosignalsis nolongershort. In-
deed,it is manyminutesor eventensof minutes
long, Whilethis is still shortin termsof the
orbital periodof thespacecraft,it is longenough

so that the radio path length to the spacecraft can

change appreciably during a round-trip propaga-

tion time. That is, it can change appreciably in

terms of the accuracy to which it can and needs to

be measured. So also can the doppler frequency

shift change appreciably during a round-trip time.

This points up the need for considering the mea-

surements in a somewhat different light than the

terms, doppler and range, would indicate.

To see what the measurements really are in

the case of spacecraft tracking, it is helpful to
consider that the radar establishes a continuous

flow of radiation to and from the spacecraft. It is

continuous in time in that it is emitted by both

transmitters as a continuous carrier and continu-

ous in space in that it exists everywhere along the

path between the tracking stations and the space-

craft in both directions. It is also helpful to con-

sider the doppler extractor as a continuous phase

comparitor. If there were a situation in which

nothing was moving, the doppler extractor would

show some constant phase between the carrier

transmitted by the ground transmitter and the

carrier transmitted by the ground receiver. If

things were then allowed to move, the phase com-

paritor would show a different phase at some later

time.

In practice, the output of the phase comparitor

is sampled periodically, say every few seconds,

for example. The phase comparitor is fitted with

an accumulating counter arranged so that the

sampled output is shown in terms of wavelengths

and fractions of wavelengths. The difference be-

tween the outputs at two samples is the difference

between the path length traversed by the radio sig-

nal that was arriving when the first sample was

read and the path length traversed by the radio

signal that was arriving when the second sample

was read. This difference is given in terms of

wavelengths and fractions of wavelengths of the

radio carrier frequency. There are complications

due to the fact that the uplink and downlink car-

riers are of somewhat different frequencies and

that the accumulating counter is fed a fixed bias of

one million counts per second so that it never has

to count negative changes, but these do not invali-

date our conceptual picture.

Each arriving segnlent of the radio signal has

a phase relative to the constant phase transmitted

signal, which is determined by the total path length

traversed by that segment. Since the path is

changing continuously, the phase changes continu-

ously. The total change in phase from the start of
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tracking is accumulated and sampled out periodi-

cally. The counter does, of course, have finite

capacity, and when the capacity is reached, it

merely starts over again. This causes no diffi-

culty, since if one sample reads 9968 and the next

reads 0083, we can supply the missing fifth digit

from the previous sampled counts that have been

obtained. It should be stressed that the counter is

not reset when the count is sampled out but is

allowed to continue counting undisturbed. Even

the technique for obtaining fractions of wave-

lengths does not interfere with the accumulation

process.

Since each cycle of the carrier is just like

every other cycle, it is not in general possible to

tell how many cycles are stretched out along the

path to the spacecraft and back. That is, when

the phase of the received signal changes by one

cycle (the path length changes by one wavelength),

we cannot tell whether the total phase has changed

from i00 cycles to 101 cycles or from 101 to 102

or, more realistically, from 687,354,693,872 to

687,354,693,873 or from 687, 354,693,873 to 687,

354,693,874. In practice, the accumulating coun-

ter is started at an arbitrary count at the beginning

of a tracking pass. Thus, each phase measure-

ment is in error by an unknown amount, but all

measurements made during a pass are in error by

the same unknown amount, so that the difference

between two measurements made during the same

pass is correct. Thus, the doppler measurements

taken during a pass together show a time history

of how the path length varied over the pass.

Obviously, the basic shortcoming of the dop-

pler measurement is that it gives only the change

in path length rather than the total path length.

This shortcoming is removed if a ranging system

is added to the tracking system. The long wave-

length of the ranging signal permits the initial

phase of the returned ranging signal to be deter-

mined from a priori knowledge. The measurement

itself is made in the same way as the doppler

measurement in terms of the phase of the returned

signal relative to the transmitted signal. The

measurement is made continuously, and changes

of phase are accumulated in a counter. In prac-

tice, only fractions of a cycle are measured; the

integer number of wavelengths is supplied when

the data is processed. Since the wavelength is

usually about 300, 000 kin, there is no uncertainty

about how many need be added to obtain the total

path length.

The fundamental differences in the range and

doppler measurements arise from the following

points. First, of course, the one measures the

total radio path length while the other measures

only changes over a 1racking pass. Another dif-

ference, which becomes important when extreme

accuracy is required, is that one measurement is

based on the phase of the carrier while the other

is based on the phase of the modulation. Thus,

one propagates at the phase velocity of lhe signal,

the other at the group velocity. In the presence of

changed particles, these are not quite the same.

The other points are concerned with the difference

in the character of the signals. Because the rang-

ing signal has such a long period and it is neces-

sary to measure its phase to a very small fraction

of a cycle, the signal has a complex structure and

the phase measuring process is quite complicated.

Even so, it is not possible to measure the phase

of the ranging signal to nearly as great precision



as the carrier signal in terms of absolute time

displacement. This is primarily because of the

frequency limitations on the ranging signal.

Since it is carried as modulation, the signal must

fit within the bandwidth allocated, Thus, the

highest frequency component is less than one one-

thousandth of the carrier frequency. Even more

complex measurement schemes cannot begin to

compensate for this difference.

In summary, then, both the ranging and the

doppler measurements are measurements of the

phase of a continuous signal that propagates from

the ground tracking station to the spacecraft and

back. In both cases, the measurement is made

continuously, and all changes in phase are accumu-

lated in a counter. The counter is sampled period-

ically, and these samples constitute the data. The

doppler data are a very fine-grained measurement

made on the short-period carrier signal and show

the time variation of the path length over a track-

ing pass. The ranging measurement is a much

coarser-grained measurement made on a long-

period complex modulation signal and shows the

total path length as well as changes over a tracking

pass. The measurement of the changes is, of

course, much less precise than that made by the

doppler. Because of the significant differences,

the two data types are truly complementary, even

though both are related directly to the path traveled

by the radio signal and both would respond to

changes in that path in the same way if the path

were entirely in truly empty space.

It has always been recognized that the ranging

and doppler measurements were inherently com-

plementary and could be useful in different ways.

The doppler measurements have been the primary

measurements used for orbit determination. In

fact, because of a combination of circumstances,

the first ranging system on a U.S. spacecraft that

went to the moon or beyond was that on the Lunar

Orbiter series. This was essentially a system

under development for, and later used on, the

Apollo spacecraft. It was intended to assist in

rapidly redetermining an orbit after a maneuver.

Its aim was to achieve an overall accuracy at

lunar distances of 15 m, but because of limitations

to transponder development, its accuracy was

probably only two or three times that. This

seemed adequate, since it was much more than

good enough to assist with the orbit determination

process. The Lunar Orbiters did show, however,

that range measurements had other uses. Once

the orbit about the moon was determined, un-

accounted for variations in range measurements

were used to refine the earth-moon ephemeris.

The first ranging system used on a planetary

spacecraft was that on Mariner V to Venus. The

transponder was the same as that flown on the

Lunar Orbiter and which had been developed for

the Mariner missions to Mars in 1964. In fact,

this same basic transponder was also used in

Mariners VI and VII and will be carried on the

Mariners intended to orbit Mars in 1971. The

planetary ranging system differed from the lunar

ranging system only in having a much more sensi-

tive ground equipment capable of making the mea-

surements on the vastly weaker ranging signals

returned from planetary distances. The overall

accuracy was the same and was realistically quoted

at 50 m.

The ranging data from Mariners V, VI, and

VII were very useful in the celestial mechanics

experiments associated with those missions, as

well as being helpful in orbit determination; there

appeared to be no real need for greater accuracy.

Thus, all ranging systems used on U.S. lunar and

planetary spacecraft were developed as an adjunct

to the doppler system intended for quickly redeter-

mining an orbit after a maneuver. The accuracies

achieved are estimated to be about 50 m. Although

more sensitive ground equipment has been devel-

oped to cope with the Mariner V, VI, and VII

flights and the Mariner VI and VII extended mis-

sion, the development was on an ad hoc basis,

with only one tracking station equippea for ranging

at planetary distances. Moreover, all the trans-

ponders used were of essentially the same kind

developed in the early 1960's.

II. Probable Future Uses of Ranging and Doppler

Recently, two new uses have arisen for range

measurements that have somewhat different re-

quirements than heretofore. The one is to use

ranging in conjunction with doppler to attempt to

determine the total number of charged particles

in the radio path. The other employs ranging as

the primary data type in determining certain kinds

of orbits. These uses may be different enough

from past ones to require significant further

development of ranging systems. The doppler

system would seem to be adequate except for

needing possible increases in stability as noted

below. For this reason, the discussion of future

developments and a detailed consideration of the

limitations of these developments will emphasize

ranging rather than doppler systems.

It was noted above that when there are charged

particles in the radio path, the propagation veloc-

ity for the carrier and for the modulation is dif-

ferent or, more precisely, the total phase shift in

the returned carrier and in the returned ranging

signal is different. This implies that the change

in path length over a tracking pass as determined

by the doppler is different from that determined

by the ranging. If both systems have the requi-

site precision, stability, and accuracy, the effect

of the charged particles can be determined and

the tracking data corrected accordingly. This is

necessary to achieve higher navigational accuracy,

and the information about the charged particles is

also of intrinsic interest.

The requirements on a ranging system for

such use are quite different than for the present

uses. Most important is that the system must be

very stable over a time scale of a tracking pass.

To make the notion of "very stable" more precise,

we note that it is customary to construct a ranging

waveform as a binary combination of elementary

binary waveforms, each with a duration of 1 _s.

The most fundamental combination is an altecnating

sequence of positive and negative elements, i.e.,

a 0.5-MHz square wave. In measuring the phase

of the received ranging signal, it is natural to

work in terms of an integer number of elementary

waveforms, i.e., microseconds, plus some frac-

tion of a cycle of the 0.5-MHz component. The

use of the l-_s element instead of a 2-_s element

is a consequence of the way in which the various

components of the signal need to be combined and

is not important to this discussion.
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In most phase measurements, i deg of phase
accuracy is considered quite good. We now seem
to see a requirement for a resolution of three to
ten times that much, corresponding to a range

resolution of 0.3 to O. 1 m. More to the point, we
wish to measure changes in range over a pass to

this accuracy, so the system must be effectively
stable to such a level over the pass. We discuss

the fundamental limitations on stability, resolu-
tion, and accuracy below. It should be noted that

there are similar requirements on the doppler,
but here the only difficultaspect of the problem is
the stability because the required accuracy and

resolution are comparable to a whole cycle of the
carrier. In the more distant future, it may be
that the required range change accuracy will be

even greater, perhaps as little as 5 cm.

The use of range data for orbit determination
imposes somewhat different requirements, namely
in overall accuracy. There is some reason to
believe that overall accuracies of the order of 1 m

may be useful. Here the problem is not resolution
but absolute accuracy and the long-term stability
to assure the accuracy even after the spacecraft

has spent many months in space.

III. Basic Configuration of Ranging and Doppler

S_y_ste_

The probable new uses of ranging and doppler
data discussed in the preceding section do not in

themselves impose any changes on the basic struc-
ture of the tracking radar. They are based on
exactly the same kind of data as is now produced.
The changes are in requirements for new standards

of accuracy, stability, and precision. All three
can be improved by further development of the
basic system. However, it appears that it may

be desirable to change the structure of the ground
tracking station somewhat to permit continuous
calibration as an alternative to inherent stability.
This is discussed further in the next section.

Another factor which may lead to a change in
the structure is the use of an X-band downlink for

high-data-rate telemetry. It was mentioned above
that the communication system shares the basic
radar with the tracking system. Actually, the
communication system dominates the radar and,

in a very real sense, dictates the direction of its
development. Thus, although it is well known that
the number of charged particles in the radio path
can be determined by comparing the change in path

length of a tracking pass as measured by doppler
at two different frequencies, such a method could
not be incorporated into the tracking system unless
there were a communications need for a second

frequency. There is now such a need, but only on
the downlink. Given the X-band downlink, it is

quite possible to use it for tracking. A probable
structure of such a radar is shown in Fig. 2. The

important thing to observe is that there is an S-band
uplink and both an S- and X-band downlink. More-
over, both downlinks are coherent with the uplink,

i.e., both downlink carriers are derived from the
uplink carrier that is received at the spacecraft.

This permits the ground tracking station to mea-
sure not only the S-band doppler but also a hybrid

doppler, which is an S-band up and X-band down,
allowing the two-frequency method of determining

charged particles to be used.
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The uplink ranging signal is also sent down on

both carriers. Exactly the same ranging signal

is modulated onto both carriers. The measure-

ment of the two ranges uses essentially identical

equipment. The two ranging equipments are

shown joined together, since they share that part

which generates the signal used to modulate the

uplink. In the absence of charged particles, the

two measurements would be identical just as

would the two doppler measurements. In the

presence of charged particles, the two measure-

ments are different from each other, as well as

giving a change in path length over a pass length

which is different from that given by either dop-

pler measurement. Obviously, having four kinds

of data to compare yields more accurate informa-

tion about the effects of the charged particles than

just having two.

It is also obvious that having separate uplinks,

too-- essentially two independent simultaneously

operating radars --would produce even better in-

formation. However, in the opinion of the writer,

there is little likelihood of this happening in the

foreseeable future. Should this opinion prove

wrong, the limitations discussed below would still

generally apply. The single major exception

would be the possible use of a wider-band ranging

signal on the X-band radar. This would permit

both greater accuracy and greater resolution.

The results derived below would scale by the

bandwidth increase.

The hybrid S/X-band radar would not in itself

yield better data for orbit determination than the

S-band radar, but improved determination of the

charged particle effects would, of course, im-

prove the data, both range and doppler. An

X-band radar would yield more accurate range

data for orbit determination by permitting the use

of a broader-bandwidth ranging signal, but, as

remarked above, this does not seem probable.

IV. Inherent Limitations on Accuracy

The discussion above has been essentially

qualitative and was intended to explain how the

tracking system operates and why it is likely to

evolve in a certain direction. In this section, we

consider the accuracy that might be achieved in
the future in terms of some of the inherent limi-

tations on accuracy. How closely these limitations

are actually approached will, of course, be deter-

mined by the needs for increased accuracy and

by the resources available to continue the develop-

ment.

It is convenient to consider the limitations on

accuracy due to each of several parts of the sys-

tem separately. These limitations will be those

of the tracking instrumentation itself and will not

include any that may be associated with the exter-

nal physical world in which the system must

ope rate.

A. Oscillator

The oscillator affects the accuracy of the

tracking system in several ways. Perhaps the

most fundamental is in determining the wavelength

of the signals. Any error in frequency is trans-

lated directly into error in wavelength and hence

in path length. The oscillators used at present

are accurate to a few parts in i0 II, andoscillators

under development appear to be accurate to one

part in 1014 . This corresponds to range accu-

racies o{ 5 m and 1.5 ca, respectively, at a dis-

tance of 1 AU.

The error in oscillator frequency also affects

the change in range over a pass as measured by

either the doppler or the ranging systems. How-

ever, an extreme change in range over a 10-h

pass might be 106 km. The corresponding errors

for the oscillator accuracies quoted above would

be 3 cm and 0.01 mm.

The stability of the oscillator also affects the

tracking accuracy. Oscillator stability is a large

subject and incompletely worked out, but for our

purposes, a simple analysis will provide a bound

on the limitation imposed by oscillator stability.

A worst-case form of instability is an abrupt

change in frequency by the full maximum frequency

error. If the change were instantaneous, the

effect, at a distance of i AU, would be a uniform

apparent change in path length that would grow to

1.5 cm over one round-trip propagation time.

After that, there would be no further change due

to the oscillator. Experience shows that the fre-

quency rate of change of the oscillators under

development is very slow, so the calculation

above is an absurd worst case. Thus, for the

oscillators under development, instabilities would

have an effect of only a fraction of a centimeter

on the change in path length measured over a

tracking pass.

B. Transponder

The transponder has an effect on the accuracy

of ranging and doppler because there are finite

propagation times of the signals through the

transponder. We will not specifically treat the

case of the carrier signal except to note that the

hypothetical systems discussed here are approach-

ing the point at which the propagation time of the

carrier signal through the transponder will be-

come of concern.

The propagation time of the ranging signal

through the tral_sponder, or more properly, through

the spacecraft, is a part of the total propagation

time measured by the ranging system. To obtain

an accurate measure of the true propagation time

to and from the spacecraft, the time through the

spacecraft must be subtracted from the total mea-

surement. This requires the careful measurement

of the time through the spacecraft before launch.

Since this is usually done with equipment very much

like actual ranging equipment, the measurement

can be made with both an accuracy and a precision

appropriate to the system with which the space-

craft is to be used. The real problem is one of

stability. This can be expressed in terms of the

basic squarewave on which a ranging signal is

built. In the S/X-band system hypothecated for the

foreseeable future, the basic squarewave would

have a wavelength of 600 m. An absolute range

accuracy of i m corresponds to just over l deg in

phase of this signal. While it is certainly possible

to measure to this accuracy, it is difficult to

achieve such stability in the spacecraft over a

period of many months or years. It certainly

could not be done using present design techniques.

An approach to spacecraft design which might

achieve a long-term stability corresponding to a
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meter or less is based on the fact that the path

through the spacecraft has three parts. There is

the passive RF circuitry, which includes the ante'n-

nas and feed llnes. This circuitry is very wide-

band, and its propagation stability is determined

essentially by its mechanical stability. It should

be possible to maintain that stability to an electri-

cal equivalent of a few centimeters. The second

part is the more conventional electronic RF cir-

cuitry in the transmitter and receiver. With care,

and by maintaining broad bandwidths, it should also

be possible to maintain a long-term stability of a

few centimeters in this part. The third part is the

ranging channel itself, which is intended to include

all critical circuits and especially the filters that

limit the bandwidth of the ranging signal. While it

is customary to refer to the ranging signal as bi-

nary, it is really a binary signal that is filtered to

fit within the band allocated. The filtering cir-

cuitry is the part that is-most important to the sta-

bility, since small changes in a filter that cuts off

at about 1.5 MHz will shift the phase of a 0.5-MHz

squarewave. As will be noted below, there are

some performance as well as frequency allocation

reasons for not widening this bandwidth.

One effective method for controlling phase

shifts in sensitive circuitry is to carefully design

the circuitry and then enclose it in a controlled-

temperature enclosure. By this means, it should

be possible to achieve a long-term stability of less

than 1 m, perhaps as little as 25 ca. It should be

noted that this is the technique used to stabilize

crystal oscillators. In an extreme case, it would

be possible to borrow a further technique from the

oscillator art and put in three channels. Range

measurements would be made using the channels

in sequence, say, on successive days, and com-

pared to verify that no channel had developed an

unexpected shift in propagation time.

Short-term instabilities in the ranging channel

have an effect similar to that of short-term insta-

bilities in the oscillator. However, a channel with

a very-long-term stability of less than I m would

be expected to have a stability over a few seconds,

minutes, or hours of about 1 ca, so short-term

stability would not be a problem.

C. Ground Equipment

The ground equipment under discussion here

includes all parts of the tracking station that are

involved in the ranging system. It is convenient to

consider the effect of the ground equipment in two

ways. The one has to do with the technique of mak-

ing the measurements, the other with the tech-

niques of calibrating the equipment.

The measurement of range is accomplished in

two parts. The time displacement of the received

signal relative to the transmitted signal is given in

terms of periods of the signal, periods of the basic

1-},s element, and fractions of a period of the 1-as

element. The first part is supplied from a priori

knowledge and is not a part of the measurement

process. The second part consists of a kind of

counting, and except for a certain very small prob-

ability of making a wrong count, is accurate and

precise. The final part is a measurement in the

conventional sense. It is already customary to
make this measurement with a resolution of one

part in a thousand or 0.15 m. There seems to be

no reason why that resolution could not be ex-

tended to one part in ten thousand or 1.5 cm.

The precision of the measurement is probably

several times as great as the resolution. Experi-

ments have indicated that successive measure-

ments under static laboratory conditions can differ

by 1 m or more. This seems to be due to the

counting process, in that the digital equipment

which generates the local model of the received

signal for comparison with the actual signal may

end up in one of a number of different internal

states, depending on the particular way in which

the count was obtained. This situation is subject

to control by more careful design, and it should

he possible to make the precision approach the

resolution.

The question of accuracy of the range meas-

urement is related to calibration. The ranging equip-

ment in a tracking station is actually a very small

part of all the equipment involved in making a

measurement. Most of the tracking station is

really involved. One is attempting to make a

measurement of the propagation time from the

tracking station to the spacecraft and back. First,

of course, there is the question of defining the po-

sitions of the tracking station and of the space-

craft. There are some interesting problems in

deciding just where in a tracking station that has

nearly an acre of reflector in the antenna and some
hundreds of feet of cable between the antenna and

the ranging equipment one places the point from

which range is actually measured. Even the space-

craft is physically large relative to the precision

of range measurements we are considering. One

usually chooses a point in the tracking station re-

lated to the axes of rotation of the antenna. For some

antennas, the axes do not intersect, but a suitable,

although variable, point can be chosen. In the

spacecraft, the center of mass would probably be

preferable, but the line of sight from the earth to

the antenna might not extend to pass through the

center of mass. Also, there is likely to be more

than one antenna, and one may be movable. Even

the center of mass may move as the attitude con-

trol gas or rocket fuel is expended. Still, a suit-

able point can be chosen.

Conceptually, one would like to calibrate the

entire ranging system by placing the spacecraft at

a known distance from the tracking station and

making a measurement. The amount by which the
measurement exceeded the known distance would

be the calibration constant and would be subtracted

from all future measurements made at unknown

distances. The two major obstacles to the applica-

tion of this concept are that the spacecraft may not

operate with the tracking station until after launch,

and the tracking station is not stable enough to

make do with one calibration. Accordingly, tech-

niques have been developed for calibrating the two

ends of the system separately.

In the case of the spacecraft, a procedure in-

volving the disconnecting of antennas, measuring

the rest, and calculating the propagation time

through the antennas has been adequate but will re-

quire some refinement for the future. The ground

equipment was originally calibrated by providing a

sort of dummy spacecraft in the collimation tower

at each tracking station. However, the dummy

device itself required calibration, so a simpler
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approachwasdevised. A smallpickupprobeis
mountedin themainreflectorof theantennaand
feedsdirectlyintoa crystalmixer. Theotherin-
putto themixer is a signalwhosefrequencyis the
differencebetweentheuplinkcarrier frequency
andthedownlinkcarrier frequency.Oneof the
signalsproducedin themixer is a replicaof the
uplinksignalbutat thedownlinkfrequency. This
is reradiatedbythepickupprobeandreceivedby
thegroundreceiver. Thepathlengthfrom the
probeto a referenceplanein front of theantenna
is calculated;thepathlengthfrom theprobeto the
subreflectorandinto thefeedis the sameasfor
signalsto andfrom a spacecraft,as is thepathin-
sidethetrackingstation. Sincethepickupprobe
andcrystal mixer arebothverysmall andwide-
band,thepropagationtime throughthemis negli-
gible. This approachpermitsthecalibrationofa
trackingstationto anaccuracylimitedonlybythe
precisionof themeasuringequipmentandtheac-
curacyof themasteroscillator. If bothofthese
wereincreasedwithoutlimit, onewouldeventually
run intothe limits imposedby themechanicalsta-
bility of theantennastructureasa whole--perhaps
2or Bca. Thus,thereappearsto benodifficulty
with thecalibrationof thetrackingstationper se.

Thestability ofthetrackingstationis a prob-
lemquitelike thatof thespacecraft,butsincethe
trackingstationis electricallymorecomplexand
physicallymoreextensive,theproblemtendsto
bemoresevere. Fortunately,thetrackingstation
canbecalibratedoften,beforeandafter eachpass,
if required. Recentexperienceshowsthatthe
calibrationmaychangebyasmuchasameteror
twoovera fewhours'time. Nodoubtthis could
be reducedby carefulredesignofparts ofthe
equipmentandbyspecialcableslesssensitiveto
changesin temperature. However,it shouldbe
recalledthatthedesignof a trackingsystem,in-
cludingthetrackingstation, is likely to bedomi-
natedbythecommunicationsneedsratherthanby
the tracking needs, so that it might not be possible

to control the station to the extent required. An

alternative to increased stability is continuous

calibration.

The signal normally transmitted to a space-

craft is exactly the same as the signal used in cal-

ibration. The transmitter is even run at the same

power to be sure that is has the same propagation

time. Thus, it would be possible to calibrate the

tracking station while transmitting to a spacecraft.

However, the receiver and the ranging equipment

(as well as the doppler extractor) would all be op-

erating on the calibration signal rather than on the

signal being received from the spacecraft. A sec-

ond receiver and ranging equipment (plus doppler

extractor) would have to be provided to receive the

signal from the spacecraft. If this were done, then

the configuration of the tracking station consisting

of the transmitter and the one set of receiving

equipment could be calibrated, while the other con-

figuration consisting of the same transmitter and

the other set of receiving equipment was tracking

the spacecraft. Of course, there would be only one

of that portion of the ranging equipment which gen-

erated the transmitted ranging signal but two sets

of the portion which measured the phase of the re-

ceived ranging signal. A block diagram of a track-

ing station with two sets of receiving equipment is

shown in Fig. 5. The diagram represents only the

S-band portion of the station. If a hybrid S/X-band

system were in use, then the X-band equipment

would have to be extended, too.

There are two parts to a normal ranging op-

eration. First, the ranging signal is acquired,

i.e. , the phase is determined by a search, and

the counter that keeps track of the phase is set to

the correct value. For the signal levels encoun-

tered at planetary distances, this may require

several minutes. Once the signal is acquired, it

is tracked, i.e. , the phase is measured contin-

uously, and the counter that keeps track of the

phase may be sampled as required. However, if

the phase of the received ranging signal were

known, the signal could be acquired very quickly

and the acquisition checked in a few seconds at

most. Use can be made of this property to devise

a strategy for continuous calibration.

Before the beginning of a pass, both configur-

ations of the tracking station would be calibrated.

When the pass began, one configuration would be

used to acquire the signal from the spacecraft.

Both the carrier and the ranging signal must be

acquired; the ranging signal cannot be acquired

until after the carrier has been acquired, but car-

rier acquisition is usually much easier at planetary

distances than ranging acquisition. Once the rang-

ing signal had been acquired, range (and doppler)

data could be read out as required. Also, the

second set of receiving equipment could acquire

the carrier and ranging signals very quickly by

using information about carrier frequency and

ranging phase provided by the first. Then data

could be read out from the second set of receiving

equipment as required and the first set switched

over to calibrate mode. Since both the carrier

frequency and ranging phase are essentially known

for the calibrate situation, acquisition is very fast.

The two sets of receiving equipment could be

switched back and forth as often as need be, even

every minute or two if desired. Thus, a new cali-

bration could be obtained as often as the stability

of the two configurations was likely to be different,

and the data produced would have to be tagged with

the correct calibration number. It might also be

Fig. 3.
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necessaryto takethetwocalibrationnumbersinto
accountwhenperformingthefastacquisitions.Ex-
periencewithpresenttrackingstationshasshown
thattheyarevery stableonatime scaleof a few
minutes,soa continuouscalibrationschemeof the
sort describedshouldeliminatethestability of the
trackingstationasafactor limiting theaccuracy
of a rangingsystem.

Althoughadetaileddiscussionof thelimita-
tionsof thedopplersystemwill notbepresentedin
this paper,it shouldbeevidentfrom theabovedis-
cussionthata similar calibrationstrategycouldbe
devisedfor thedopplergroundequipment.Of
course,thetotal numberof wavelengthsin thepath
throughthegroundequipmentwouldnotbeknown,
butchangesduringapasswouldbedetected.The
rangingcalibrationis of nohelpto thedopplercali-
bration, andviceversa,becausesignificantparts
of thepathstakenbythetwosignalsaredifferent.

Finally, there is the question of whether a

change over a time of the order of a round-trip

time is due to a change in the transmitter or a

change in the receiver. If it is the latter, it should

be applied immediately to correct the signal being
received, if the former, it should be used to cor-

rect a signal arriving one round-trip time later.

What is most likely is that a change involves both
the transmitter and receiver and that both receivers

would change in much the same way, so that the

changes in the parts of the system could not be sep-

arated. Fortunately, experience suggests that

changes are likely to be slow enough for this not to

be a problem; i.e., the changes of a meter or two

over a pass occur rather uniformly in time, so

that changes over a round-trip time are onl_ a few
centimeters.

D. Signal-to-Noise Ratio

The signal-to-noise ratio of the received rang-

ing signal affects the accuracy obtainable. In prin-

ciple, it is possible to average together as many

observations as necessary to obtain any desired

certainty in the measurement. The averaging is

actually a least-squares fit of a curve through the

observed data points, and the more scatter to the

points, i.e., the more points involved in a fit, the

more any fine structure in the.data is obscured.

Thus, in practice, a high signal-to-noise ratio

would be desirable.

A high signal-to-noise ratio also facilitates

the acquisition process. Again in principle, it is

possible to take up to several hours for the acquisi-

tion. Experience shows, however, that it is gen-

t,rally undesirable to take more than about 20 rain

for an acquisition. This is a fairly arbitrary

period, and it might be quite acceptable under some
circumstances to take an hour or two. More than

that would certainly interfere with the usefulness

of ranging to measure charged particles.

Both of the above points require a more quan-

titative treatment. If an optimum estimation pro-

cedure is used, a certain averaging time is re-

quired to achieve a certain standard deviation in the

estimate of the fraction of the basic l-as element

of the ranging signal. This averaging time also

depends on the signal-to-noise ratio or, more pre-

cisely, on the ratio of signal power to noise spec-

tral density. A brief analysis is made in Appen-

dix A, with the results presented in Fig. 4. In the

figure, the required signal-to-noise ratio is given

as a function of averaging time, with the standard

deviation of the estimate as a parameter. A

signal-to-noise ratio and averaging time can be
chosen so as to achieve a desired standard devia-

tion. The choice would be made depending on the

accuracy required, the fine structure to be elim-

inated, and constraints imposed by the particular

system in use.

The averaging time developed in Appendix A

is, strictly speaking, applicable only to a static

situation. However, it is customary to use in-

formation from the doppler extractor to determine

the rate of change of path length. This permits the

range measuring equipment to measure the phase

of the received signal relative to a signal of the

same frequency rather than relative to a signal of
a different frequency. In effect, it converts a dy-

namic situation into a static one. The analysis

given is thus applicable as a limiting case. The

real meaning is that if the data are fitted to a curve
over a certain time period, the rms deviation

would be expected to approach that indicated by

Fig. 4.

It is interesting to note that if high accuracies,

say, better than 1 m or so, and short averaging

times, say, less than a few hundred seconds, are

required, a signal-to-noise spectral density con-

siderably greater than 1 is necessary. It turns out

that the corresponding acquisition time for any one

of several acquisition schemes that have been used

or proposed is well within the 20 min arbitrarily
allowed above.

Of course, Fig. 4 and the preceding paragraph

do not entirely dispose of the problem, because a

user of a ranging system thinks in terms of range

rather than signal-to-noise ratio. The translation

of signal-to-noise ratio into range requires making

several assumptions about ranging systems. The

Fig. 4. Ranging signal-to-noise ratio as a function
of integration time
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natureof the assumptions that should be made

about future systems is the subject of considerable

debate among people working in this area. The
reader should be aware that the assumptions made

here are not concurred in by all of the people
concerned. Moreover, the assumptions made fall

into two categories. The one is the assignment of

specific values to certain system design param-

eters. The other includes the form of the ranging

channel assumed and the method of analysis used.

The first, while there might not be general agree-

ment, is not too important since the results of the

analysis can easily be scaled for other values of

parameters. The second is very fundamental and

requires some justification.

The form of ranging channel assumed is the

one in use now, e.g. , on Mariners Vl and VII,

consisting of awideband, high-gain, hard limiting

amplifier. It converts the ranging signal plus the

noise in the bandwidth of the amplifier to a slightly

filtered binary waveform of constant amplitude.

It is very simple and susceptible to being made

quite stable by using the techniques discussed

above. This form of channel is also adequate for

missions approximately out to the orbit of Neptune,

as shown by the analysis in Appendix B.

It is often argued that a different and more

narrowband channel is needed to accommodate

missions like the Mariner VI and VII extended

mission. This argument overlooks the fact that

such extended missions are essentially opportunis-

tic and make use of spacecraft that were designed

and launched for other purposes. For the other

purposes, namely missions for obtaining and send-

ingback scientific data, asignificanttelemetrycapa-

bilityis required. This capabilitywillpermittheuse

of the simple ranging channel assumed. Thus, there

is no justificationfora more complex channel to ful-

fill a purpose outside the scope of the mission no

matter how much an extended mission user may

desire it. On the other hand, if the ranging is re-

quired for the mission itself, there will certainly

be adequate telemetry capability, so that the simple

ranging channel will suffice.

Bandwidths other than the conventional I. 5

MHz are sometimes considered also. For accu-

racy and precision, a bandwidth as wide as pos-

sible would be desirable, together with a basic

element length short enough to make use of it.

The l-_s basic element for the ranging signal is

just about optimum for the I. 5-MHz bandwidth

that is compatible with the RF frequency band

allocation of 3. 3 MHz. Large changes in band-

width would be necessary to affect the performance

significantly. For example, a reduction in band-

width by a factor of g would change the received

signal strength by a factor of Z also, which would

increase the accuracy by a factor of g (see Fig. 4),

but the corresponding factor of 2 increase in ele-

ment length would reduce the accuracy by a factor

of Z, for a net loss by a factor of g. Thus, it is

desirable to keep the bandwidth as wide as possible

and the element length correspondingly short.

I0 years. This places the upper limit on the

range at which the uplink per se will operate at

about 17 AU, as determined by the signal level

required to operate the spacecraft carrier track-

ing loop. The value is derived in Appendix B.

The downlink effective received ranging power

relative to the ground receiver noise spectral

density is derived from the uplink analysis by

assuming a certain downlink telemetry capability.

Since the telemetry capability is different for dif-

ferent missions, it is included as a parameter.

The results of the analysis given in Appendix B

are shown in Fig. 5, which shows the ranging

signal-to-noise ratio versus range for various

telemetry capabilities. Together with Fig. 4, it

illustrates the accuracy achievable as a function

of range and integration time. Since the down-

link analysis is based on a prescribed telemetry

capability, it applies to either the S-band or

X-band downlink. Of course, in a particular situ-

ation, the two links may have different capabilities

and, therefore, different ranging capabilities.

E. Operational Limitations

One major operational limitation has already
been referred to, namely, the time required for

acquisition. If this time exceeds more than a

few tens of minutes, it begins to be burdensome,

although it might be possible to take as long as

an hour or more in special cases. Fortunately,

it seems that such long times will not be required

for regular missions.
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The method of analysis employed is based on

the use of a simple "turnaround" ranging channel

and assumes that, whatever the range, there will

be a prescribed downlink telemetry capability.

This permits the uplink and downlink to be sepa-

rated. The uplink analysis is based on a set of

parameters which, the writer feels, will be about

the most favorable achieved over perhaps the next
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Fig. 5. Ranging signal-to-noise ratio vs range

for various telemetry capabilities
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Anotherpossibleoperationallimitationarises
at extremeranges. Theround-triptime is ap-
proximately16rainperastronomicalunit of range,
or Zh 40rainat i0 AU. Thisreducesthetime
duringapassfor whichranging(anddoppler)data
canbeobtainedandmayimposesomelimitations
ontheuseof trackingto determinethecharged
particlesin thepath.

V. Summary and Conclusions

We have considered the probable future uses

of ranging and concluded that there will be three

major ones. The first is the present use in orbit

determination to complement doppler. The second

is as the primary data in the determination of cer-

tain types of orbits. The third is to determine, in

conjunction with doppler, the charged particles in

the radio path. It seems that the kind of ranging

data now obtained are suitable for all three of

these uses but that improvements in accuracy and

precision are required. Also, the use of a second

carrier frequency would greatly aid in the charged

particle determination. The need for an X-band

telemetry link from the spacecraft makes possible

the use of hybrid S/X-band tracking radar, with

an S-band uplink and both S- and X-band down-

links. The structure of this radar was described.

The limitations on accuracy were explored,

and it was concluded that the several parts of the

radar would be capable of an accuracy of 0.1 m or

less, except for the transponder, which, because

of the need for long-term stability, might be capa-

ble of only about 0. Z5 rn. This would permit

absolute range measurements to an accuracy of

less than I m and measurements of changes in

range over a pass to less than 0. 1 m. The very

high accuracy might require continuous calibra-

tion of the tracking station.

An analysis of the effects of range on accu-

racy and acquisition time was performed, and it

was shown that accuracy, not acquisition time,

was limited by range. This is especially to the

point for the new uses foreseen for ranging. With

the kinds of high-data-rate telemetry proposed

for future spacecraft, it should be possible to

achieve high-accuracy ranging at distances up to

i0 AU, with an absolute limit to ranging set by the

uplink at about 17 AU using the equipment in pros-

pect for the next i0 years. The question of a dif-

ferent form of ranging channel was considered,

and it was concluded that, because of the downlink

capability needed for telemetry, there was no need

to abandon the present simple form of channel.

The absolute limit to ranging is set by the up-

link, but if one speculates about further improve-

ments, for example 4Z0-ft ground antennas and

5-MW ground transmitters, the absolute limit on

distance moves out toward the edge of the solar

system. This, of course, would require a corre-

sponding change in the spacecraft to increase the

downlink capability. Finally, it would be neces-

sary to find new locations for tracking stations

that could keep the spacecraft i_n sight for longer

continuous periods of time; the round-trip propa-

gation time to the orbit of Pluto, for example, is
about 11 h.

Appendix A

Analysis of the Effect of Signal-to-Noise Ratio

on Averaging Time

If optimum independent estimates of the phase

of the ranging signal are made, the variance on

each estimate is

2 = T Z No/8St s*

whe r e

T = duration of the basic element

N = one-sided noise spectral density
0

S = signal power

t = integration time

In a typical ranging system, T = 1 _s. Also,

since the speed of light is 3 × 108 m/s, a standard
deviation of 10-9 s in the estimate of the fraction

of the basic element corresponds to a standard

deviation of 0. 15 m in the estimate of range.

Thus, the above equation can be used to relate

S/N ° to t with ¢ as a parameter, i.e.,

S I0 -Iz

N O 8_2t

This relationship is plotted in Fig. 4.

Append_ B

Analysis of Ranging Signal-to-Noise Ratio as a

Function of Range

Consider the signal power on the uplink as a

function of range. Assume:

210-ft ground antenna

500-kW ground transmitter

10% of total power in carrier

90% of total power in ranging signal

Omnidirectional receiving antenna on space-
c r aft

300 K spacecraft receiver temperature

1.5-MHz ranging channel bandwidth

This leads to the following calculation of the

received ranging signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at a

distance of I AU:

Transmitter power +87 dBm

90% of power in ranging -0.5 dB
Transmitter antenna gain +60 dB

Space loss -Z63 dB

Receiving antenna gain 0 dB

Reueiving ranging power

Receiver noise spectral density

Ranging channel bandwidth

Noise power

-I16.5 dBm

-173.8 dBm/Hz

61.8 dB/Hz
-I12.0 dBm

Goldstein, R. M., "Ranging With Sequential Components," JPL Space Programs Summary 37-52,

Vol. II, May i to June l, 1968, pp. 46-49.
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Thus,at i AU, thesignal-to-noiseratio in
therangingchannelbandwidthis -4. 5dB. Since
theoutputSNRis -2 dBrelativeto theinputbe-
causeof thelimiter, theoutputhasa signal-to-
noiseratio of -6. 5dB. Thus,the reduction in

actual downlink transmitted ranging power relative

to allocated ranging power is

PReffective (1 AU/2

PR - 0. 224 X \range!
allocated

There is a limiting range beyond which the up-

link does not work because the spacecraft carrier

tracking loop will not operate. The usual loop

bandwidth is 20-Hz, and the loop requires a 10-dB

SNR in this'bandwidth to operate properly. The

limiting range can be derived by calculating the

SNR at 1 AU and then scaling by 1/R 2.

T ransn3itte r power

10% of power in carrier

Transmitter antenna gain

Space loss

Receiving antenna gain

Received carrier power

Receiver noise spectral density

Carrier loop bandwidth

Noise power

+87 dBm

- i0 dB

+60 dB

-263 dB

0 dB

- 126 dBm

-173. 8 dBm/Hz

+13 dB/Hz

- 160. 8 dBm

SNR. = +34.8 dB

excess SNR = +24. 8 dB - factor of 300 in R 2.

Therefore, the limitation in range due to the car-
rier loop is 17. 3 AU.

The analysis of the downlink requires a dif-

ferent approach. The basic assumption on which

the approach is based is that a certain telemetry

capability will be provided on each spacecraft.

This capability requires some combination of

transmitter power, antenna gain, and other system

parameters to guarantee a certain received ratio

of signal energy per bit to noise spectral density

ratio no matter what the distance is. For reason-

ably high data rates and coding, this ratio is about

2, i.e.,

PDTB

N
O

where

PD = data signal power

T B = duration of each bit

N O = one-sided noise spectral density

If the downlink ranging power is allocated 10% as

much power as the data signal, then

PRreceived 0. 2

N O T B

As shown earlier in this appendix, the effective

ranging power is less than the allocated ranging

power, so that the ratio of the effective received

ranging power to the noise spectral density is

S data rate
-- = 0. 0448
N Z
o (range)

where the data rate is in bits per second and the

range is in astronomical units. This relation be-

tween S/N o and range is plotted in Fig. 5, with

downlink data rate as a parameter. Since the

downlink analysis is based on the assumption of a

certain telemetry capability, it applies to either

S- or X-band, although in a particular case, they

may have different rates and, therefDre, different

capabilities.
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The Lunar Laser Ranging Experiment

P. L. Bender, Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics; R. H. Dicke and D. T. Wilkinson,

Princeton University; C. O. Alley and D. G. Currie, University of Maryland; J. E. Faller,

Wesleyan University; J. D. Mulholland, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of

Technology; E. C. Silverberg, McDonald Observatory; H. E. Plotkin, Goddard Space

Flight Center; W. M. Kaula, University of California at Los Angeles; and

G. J. F. MacDonald, University of California at Santa Barbara

I. Introduction

The emplacement of the Apollo 11 retro-

reflector package on the lunar surface has made

possible very accurate measurements of the lunar

distance (Refs. 1-5). A continuing program of

range measurements to the package at nearly all

phases of the moon is being carried out by the

McDonald Observatory under NASA support. Re-

turned signals have also been obtained by the Pic

du Midi Observatory in France and by the Air

Force Cambridge Research Laboratories (AFCRL)

Lunar Laser Observatory near Tucson, Arizona.

It is hoped that several other lunar ranging sta-

tions will be in operation within the next year or

two, including ones in Japan, Hawaii, Russia, and

the southern hemisphere.

The present observing program at the

McDonald Observatory consists of three observing

periods on most nights when the weather permits,

except.for a period of 5 days around the new moon.
One observing period is near the time of meridian

transit for the moon, and the others are 3 or 4 h

earlier and later. Several runs of about 50 shots

each are normally fired during each observing

period.

The ruby laser system being used at present

gives 3-J" pulses with a repetition rate of one ev-

ery 3 s. The total pulse length between the 10T0

intensity points is 4 ns. The rms variation in the

observed transit time due to the laser pulse length

and the jitter in the photomultiplier receiving the
returned signal is Z ns. The present overall

accuracy of the measured transit time is Z ns,

and improvement to less than 1 ns requires only

refinement in the calibration procedures.

The uncertainty in the range correction for

the effect of the atmosphere was shown some time

ago (Ref. 6) to be less than 6 cm out to zenith an-

gles of 70 deg. This r_sult was based on using
the surface value of the atmospheric refractive

index as a predictor for the correction, as is often

done in radio work. Recently, H. S. Hopfield

(Ref. 7) pointed out that very much better correc-

tions for the optical case can be obtained by using

the surface pressure as the predictor. It now
seems clear that the total error in the range cor-

rection for zenith angles of up to 70 deg will be

less than 1 cm except under rare atmospheric
conditions.

With data from two or more well located ob-

serving stations, the lunar range can be corrected

accurately for the effects of polar motion and
fluctuations in the earth's rotation rate. Very ac-

curate corrections can be made for the earth tides

at each station. It appears that the use of lasers

giving roughly 0. 1-ns pulse lengths is highly de-
sirable. With them, single-shot ranging accura-

cies of about 3 cm are expected.

II. Model for Discussing Accuracy of Lunar

Results

The actual lunar range results presumably

will be analyzed by fitting a numerical integration
for the lunar motion such as that of Garthwaite,
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Holdridge,andMulholland(Ref. 8) to thedata.
All theplanetaryeffectsare thenincluded,and
thelunar librationparametersandthelocationof
theretro-reflector packagewith respectto the
lunarcenterof masscanalsobedetermined.
However,in orderto analyzetheaccuracyto be
expectedfrom thelunarrangingprogram,it is
desirableto useasomewhatsimplifiedmodel.
For this model,weneglecttheplanetarypertur-
bationsandusetheHill-Brown solution(Ref. 9)to
themainproblemfor themotionofthemoon.The
planetarymassesandorbitsappearto bewell
enoughknownsothatuncertaintiesin themwill
notaffecttheresults. Termshigherthansecond
degreein thelunar gravitationalfield arene-
glected,andthetheoryof Eckhardt(Ref. 10)for
thelunar librations is used. Effectsof theearth's
bulge,includingprecessionandnutation,arene-
glected. Finally, weassumethatthepolarmotion
andangularpositionof theeartharewell enough
knownsothat changesin theerrors in thesequan-
tities overafewdaysare small.

Theparametersin themodelareasfollows:

a,e,e',i,a 1 -- parametersinBrown'stheorycor-
respondingto themeanlunardistance,lunarec-
centricity, earth'seccentricity,inclinationof the
lunar orbit, andratio ofthe lunar to solar dis-
tance. Thea1alsoincludesa factor(E - M)/
(E+ M), whereE andM are themassesof the
earthandmoon,andthis factorwill givethemain
uncertaintyin a1whenahasbeendetermined
fairly well.

_, D, F, _'; L -- Brown's four-angle variable and

the mean longitude L of the moon; _, D, and F

are, respectively, L minus the mean longitude of

perigee, of the sun, and of the node, and _' is the

mean longitude of the sun minus that of its peri-

gee.

x l,xZ,x 3 -- rectangular coordinates of the retro-

reflector package with respect to the lunar center

of mass measured along the moon's principal axes

(x I is in the mean direction of the earth, and x 3 is

toward the north lunar pole).

_,_{ -- lunar libration parameters; _ - (C - A)/B,

y = _B - A)/C, where A, B, and C are the lunar

moments of inertia about the three principal axes.

0-,k,z -- cylindrical coordinates of the observing

station; p is the distance from the axis of rotation,

k the longitude, and z the distance above the equa-

torial plane.

-- inclination of the equatorial plane to the

ecliptic.

As is well known from spacecraft tracking re-

suits, the differences between measurements be-

fo;re, during, and after meridian passage deter-
mine _ . cos 6 and k, where 6 is the declination of

the moon. The period of the terms from which
0" • cos 6 and k are determined is 25 h, and it turns

out that the shortest period terms which have to

be determined accurately in the lunar motion and

librations have periods of about 14 days. The ac-

curacy of determining these two quantities thus

will not be appreciably degraded by uncertainty in

the lunar part of the problem once the lunar param-

eters have been moderately well determined. If

data from only one station are available, some

loss in accuracy will result from having to deter-
mine _ .'cos 6 and k, but with several well located

stations, little accuracy will be lost. There are

thus in effect only 17 parameters instead of 19

which have to be determined from the lunar range

terms with periods of longer than 1 day. Three

ofthese, e', l', and al(actually al/a) are prob-

ably better determined trom planetary radar or

spacecraft tracking.

We take a right-handed earth-centered coor-

dinate system for the observing station location,

with the x-axis pointed from the center of mass of
the earth to the center of mass of the moon. The

y-axis is in the ecliptic plane, and the z-axis in

the northern hemisphere. For the retro-reflector

location we take a similar coordinate system, ex-

cept that it is centered on the moon and rotated

180 deg about the z-axis. The topocentric distance

to the reflector is then given by

2 ZM ) Zp = (r - x E - xlk4) Z + (YE + YM )2 + (zE -

where r is the center-to-center distance, x E,yE,

z E are the earth station coordinates in the new

system, and x M,yM,zM are the reflector coordi-
nates. Expanding this gives

: - Z-L (r - x E ) xM

+ ]+ L(r-x E )

where r E and rM are the radii of the earth and

moon at the observing station and reflector loca-

tions. If we write D as

P = r - XE - xM + " a

we can show that the uncertainty in C affects only

the constant term in p. The second bracketed

term is always less than 3 x 10 4 m in amplitude,

so that only the largest terms in it need to be con-

sidered. Thus, with some relatively small cor-

rections, the conclusions concerning the accuracy

achievable from the lunar range measurements

are almost the same as if only the first bracketed

term in p were present.

Using any of the above forms for p, we can

calculate the partial derivatives of p with respect

to each of the parameters. Each partial deriva-

tive consists of a sequence of terms of different

frequencies. How well the corrections needed to

the different parameters can be separated depends

on whether the partial derivatives involve the dif-

ferent frequencies in substantially different ways.

A slightly conservative estimate of the accuracy

of the results can be obtained by taking 17 of the

frequency terms in the partial derivatives which
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appear to affect the results most and considering

that only the coefficients of these terms in the

range residuals are determined by the observa-

tions. The problem can then be inverted to find

the accuracy of each parameter, given the accu-

racy with which the residuals at the different fre-

quencies are determined.

In the above model, it may seem that the mean

motions for the five angle variables in the problem

should be included as parameters. However, if

the corresponding phase angles are determined

separately from the earlier and the later parts of

the data, then the changes in the phase angles give

a measure of the errors in the mean motions. Sim-

ilarly, differences in phase angles from three sec-

tions of the data can be used to determine the sec-

ular acceleration. While additional parameters

for the corrections to the mean motions and the

secular accelerations would be included in a final

analysis, they do not seem necessary at present.

III. Checks on Gravitational Theory

For several centuries the motion of the moon

provided one of the most stringent tests of gravita-

tional theory. With the very accurate range mea-

surements now being made, it appears that this

will again be the case. The most general test, of

course, is to see which if any of the existing theo-

ries can be made to fit the observations by adjust-

ing the known parameters in the problem. Whether
or not a given deviation from an existing theory

can be detected depends on whether the residuals

it causes have the same frequencies as do the re-

siduals caused by errors in some of the param-
eters to be determined.

One general relativistic correction termwhich

enters in the motion of the moon and should be

measurable has been pointed out by Baiertein

(Refs. 11 and 12). It has an expected amplitude of

about 1 m and a time dependence of the form cos

2D, where D is the difference in the mean longi-

tudes of the sun and the moon. The only non-

Newtonian part of the metric which plays a role in

determining the coefficient of this term depends on

Baierlein's parameter r]'. The cos ZD term would

have an amplitude of 1.Sin instead of about 1 m if

r]' were zero instead of one. The Einstein theory

and the Brans-Dicke theory with _ = 5 give a dif-

ference in amplitude for this term of about a
centimeter.

Isolating the roughly 1-m term with cos ZD

time dependence requires some care, since the
main term of this form due to the strong perturba-

tion of the moon by the sun has an amplitude of
about 3000 kin. The values determined for a, e,

and x 1 are all strongly affected by the observed
amplitude of the cos ZD term. In effect, the con-

stant term in the range depends mainly on a - x 1,
and the cos e term depends mainly on e • a. The

cos ZD term depends mainly on a and is the most

efficient term to use in decoupling the three pa-
rameters. However, with about a factor 5 loss in

accuracy, one can regard the cos 3_ term as being
used with the constant and cos _ terms to deter-

mine the three parameters. Theresultingexpected

value of the cos ZD term can then be compared

with the observed value to look for the relativistic

term.

A second effect to look for has been suggested

byNordtvedt (Refs. 13-16). This is a possible

difference between the gravitational mass and the

inertial mass of a large body. Under Einstein's

theory, the ratio is exactly unity, but in other

theories it can have a slightly different value. The

question raised by Nordtvedt is whether the gravi-

tational self energy of the body enters in the same

way for both types of mass. If it does not, then

he predicts that the anomalous acceleration of the
earth toward the sun will lead to an extra term in

the earth-moon distance, with time dependence

cos D. For the maximum plausible effect, where

the gravitational self energy does not contribute

at all to the gravitational mass, Nordtaredt gives a

magnitude of roughly 24 m for this term. The

scalar-tensor theory predicts an effect which is

smaller than this by a factor (_ + 2). With w = 5,

this would yield a term of roughly 3-m amplitude.

The experimental separation of Nordtvedt's
term from other terms of the same frequency

seems quite feasible. The largest such term pres-

ent in the lunar motion has an amplitude of 110 km

and is proportional to a • a 1. With a small in-
crease in the accuracy of a, the main limitation

will come from uncertainty in the moon-earth

mass ratio, which enters in the definition of a 1.
For an uncertainty of 3 X 10 "5 in this ratio, as

obtained from the tracking of space probes, the

corresponding cos D term can be calculated to

7 cm. The effect of uncertainties in the other pa-

rameters in the problem is even smaller. Thus,

the equality of gravitational and inertial mass for

the earth apparently can be checked to high accu-

racy by the lunar ranging experiment. The cos D

term is fortunately well separated in frequency

from the other terms in the problem which have

to be determined.

A third way in which a departure from Ein-

steints gravitational theory would affect the motion

of the moon has been discussed by Dicke (Ref. 17).

The scalar-tensor theory with w - 5 predicts a
decrease of roughly 3 × 10 -13 to ; X 10 -11 per

5;ear in the gravitational constant, depending on

the present mass density of the universe. This
would lead to a secular deceleration of the lunar

motion and an increase in the lunar distance. The

totaI secular deceleration of the moon could be

determined very accurately from the lunar range

measurement in a period of 5 to 10 years (Ref. 18),

but there now appears to be doubt about whether

the tidal part of the deceleration can be found well

enough to permit separation of the scalar-tensor

theory effect. Van Flandern (Ref. 19) has recently

obtained an apparent secular acceleration of the

moon which is quite different from the previously

accepted value derived from the work of Spencer

Jones. In discussing possible sources of system-
atic errors in the earlier work, Van Flandern

3tares: "In particular, corrections applied to the

observations to smooth out the effects of changes

in observing procedure are sufficient by them-
selves to alter the derived acceleration by 100%."

Whether future re-analysis of the material used

bySpencer Jones could give the tidal deceleration

with the necessary accuracy is thus doubtful.
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The Accuracy of Laser Tracking

J.-E. Blamont

University of Paris

I. Introduction

In 1968 it was proposed to ESRO to measure

the coefficients of the space-time metric around

the sun by tracking a heliocentric probe, with the

nongravitational effects such as the solar radia-

tion pressure and the solar wind pressure care-

fully taken into account (Ref. I). The tracking

would be accomplished with the use of a laser

transmitter placed on the earth whose pulses

would be observed from the probe.

Such a system, possibly using a CO Z TEA

laser, could provide an accuracy of better than

I m for the distance measurement. With an accu-

racy of 10 -13 for the measurement of the tin_e, it

would be possible to measure y with an accuracy
of 2 - 3 X 10 -4 .

In this presentation, a brief discussion of the

actual laser tracking performance of geodetic

satellites is followed by a discussion of the errors

inherent in the laser system, and an estimate is

made of the capability expected to be available in

the next few years for the tracking of a heliocen-

tric probe.

II. The Systems of Today

A. Description

Retro-reflectors are carried on six satellites

now in orbit (see Table I), including Explorer 22,

which was launched by NASA on October i0, 1964,

at a 79.7-deg inclination, ll00-km apogee, and

939- km perigee.

Table 1. Satellites with retroreflectors

Satellite

BE -B

BE-C

Geos 1

D1 -C

D1 -D

Geos g

(1964 64A)

(1965 32A)

(1965 89A)

(1967 llA)

(1967 14A)

(1968 ZA)

Apogee,
106 m

Perigee,
106 m

1.09

1.32

2.27

1. 35

1.85

1.61

0.89

0.94

1.12

0.53

0.58

1.08

Inclination,

deg
Per.iod,

rain

Average

visual

magnitude

80 I05 8

41 I08 8

59 120 8

40 104 8

39 Ii0 8

74 112 8

Number

of cube

corners

360

360

334

144

144

40O

Effective

area,
cm 2

80

80

940

20- I00

20- I00

If00

Stabilization

Magnetic

Magnetic

Gravitational

Magnetic

Magnetic

Gravitational

18Z



When the laser pulse energy E (in joules) is

fired, the number of reflected photons S at 6943 2k

can be estimated as in the following range equation:

S 1 AsAR _2 1019 photons

_'= R4_ l _ J
(I)

where

A S = effective are_ of the satellite's retro-
reflector, m _

A R = effective area of the receiver, m 2

f_T = solid angle of the transmitted laser
beam, sr

12S = solid angle of the beam reflected from
the satellite, sr

R = range of the satellite, m

T = atmospheric transmission (one way)

The maximum range Rma x will be automati-

cally derived from Eq. (i) by giving the minimum

detectable number of photons, taking into account

the background noise (which is determined by

probability) and the possible peak output of the

laser light, because all other parameters A S , A R,

_2T, and _2S are dependent on the tracking system.

With the typical values found in Table 2 com-

bined with A S = 9.35 X 10 -2 and gZS = 7. 85 X 10 -9

for the Geodetic Earth-Orbiting Satellite (GEOS),

the received photons at a Z000-km range and l-J

transmitted energy will be obtained as 3 X 104

photons. Atmospheric transmission, which varies

widely with meteorological conditions, is taken as

T = 0.7, a value for clear weather. Actually, the

received photons are considerably dependent on

range, irregularity of laser pulse energy, inci-

dence angle of the light ray falling on the satellite,

transverse energy distribution of the laser beam,

atmospheric sway, and velocity aberration of

light.

B. The Errors in the System

1. GEOS- A

NASA has conducted a Geodetic Earth Orbiting

Satellite-A (GEOS-A) Observation Systems Inter-

comparison Investigation (Refs. 2, 3). Part of

this investigation consisted of side-by-side track-

ing tests of the GEOS-A spacecraft by the Goddard

Range and Range Rate (GRARR) system and the

Goddard Laser tracking system. Seventeen passes

were observed from July to November 1966 by the

Rosman, North Carolina, GRARR station, and ten

of these were evaluated. In the investigation, the

laser system tracks of the spacecraft were used

as a reference trajectory for the GRARR system.

The types of tracking stations which partici-
pated in GEOS-A are listed in Table 3.

a. Laser System. The laser tracking data

consist of one measurement per second of range
in nanoseconds and elevation and azimuth in

degrees, punched on paper tape. Using a

Table 2. Typical values

Laser

Oscillation mode

Wave length

Peak laser power output

Pulse length

Pulse energy

Pulse repetition rate

Beam divergence

"Q"- switched mode

with rotating

prism

6943 A

20 MW nominal

50 ns

1J

1-30 s, variable

4 mr (without

optic s )

0. 6-5. 5 mr (with

4" optics)

Transmitting telescope

Type

Aperture

Iobjective lens

Focal length 1
|eyepiece lens

Galileo telescope

i00 mm

700 mm

70 mm

preprocessing program, the following corrections

are added to the whole-second time for each mea-

surement to give the time at the spacecraft:

WWV correction (3.6 ms for the Rosman

station).

Delay time between the 1-s pulse and

actual laser firing.

One-half the round-trip interval of the

laser beam.

An internal delay correction due to photomulti-

plier, cables, and receiving telescope (90-ns

round trip) is made to each range measurement
when it is converted from a time interval into

meters.

b. GRARR System. The GRARR system is

a high-precision spacecraft tracking system that

determines range using the sidetone ranging tech-

nique, and range rate applying the principles of

coherent doppler. Angular data are obtained from

X/Y-mounted antennas but are not used for orbit

determination. Each GRARR station uses an

S-band system and a VHF system in conjunction

with a multichannel transponder on the spacecraft

being tracked. Only the S-band system was used
for this evaluation.

Data, at one measurement per second, con-

sisting of the range in meters, range rate in

meters per second, and X and Y angles in degrees,

were used for this evaluation. In the operational

preprocessing, the times to the spacecraft are

corrected and a constant transponder bias
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Table3. GEOS-Atracking systems

IInter comp.

net

Min. Max.

Radio systems

Army/SECOR 1 4

Navy/TRANET 4 7

NASA/Minitrack 3 6

NASA/GRARR 1 1

Total 9 18

World net Frequency, Mc/s

Min. Max. Up Down

1 9 420.9 244.5,449.0

17 21 None 162,324,972

9 12 None 136.8

3 3 2271 1705

30 45

Lasers

NASA/laser 0 1 0 1

SAO/laser 0 1 0 1

Total 0 2 0 2

Cameras

Air Force/PC i000 0 14 1 14

NASA/STADAN MOTS 5 7 11 14

NASA/SPEOPT MOTS 8 12 8 12

SAO/Baker Nunn 4 7 Ii 14

ESSA (C&GS)/BC-4 1 8 1 8

International/Opt. 0 0 12 15

Total 18 48 44 77

Opt. freq.

Opt. freq.

Opt. freq.

Opt. freq.

Opt. freq.

Opt. freq.

Opt. freq.

Opt. freq.

Data

measure s

R

A

R and l_

R

R

A

A

A

A

A

A

Estimated

accuracy

10m

5 cm/s

20 arc-s

i0 m and 5 cm/s

2 m and i cm/s

2m

1 arc-s

1 arc- s

1 arc-s

2 arc-s

2 arc- s

1 arc- s

correction equivalent to 3677 ns is made for each

range measurement before submission to the Data

Center at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC).

c. Summary of Results. Data were obtained

from colocated laser and GRARR systems at

Rosman for 17 passes. Tables 4 and 5 give a

summary of the laser and GRARR results,

respectively. They are presented as an example

of data actually obtained. The average bias error
for the Rosman GRARR relative to the laser was

found to be -5. 3 ±2.5 m. The random noise after

removal of the bias was 6. 8 m. The ave rage dif-

ference between the laser and the GRARR range

timing was -2. 1 ±1.2 ms. After an appropriate

error analysis, it was shown that the average

difference between the laser and the GRARR range

rate timing was only -0.20 ±0. 2 ms.

d. Analysis of Errors. In order to investi-
gate further the sources of error in the GRARR

system, three passes were chosen for closer

examination. The average values for these three

passes were:

Range Range Range rate Range time

rms, bias, rms, difference,
m m m/s ms

6.2 -4.2±2.0 2.6 -2.31 ±1.50

e. Laser Errors. For the three laser

passes used for GRARR error modeling, the laser

range residuals had a mean value of -0. 002 m

and a standard deviation of 1. 5 m. A ehi-square

test of normality was run on the range residuals,

and none of the three sets were found to be sig-

nificantly abnormal, although a slight skewness

was noticed in each of the three data sets. How-

ever, the residuals appeared to be random and

if any systematic effects were present, they were

quite small.

Tests have been made for serial correlation

in the laser data. The results showed the serial

correlation to be insignificant. Using the assump-

tion of independence, the eigenvalues of the co-
variance matrix of the velocity parameters X, Y,
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Table 4. Summary of laser data for GEOS-A intercomparison study

Run. No. Date Pass duration, s Range rms, m Azimuth rms, mrad Elevation rms, mrad

{

• .

1

2

3

4

5

6

8

9

i0

ii

12

13

14

15

16

17

July 27

July 28

July 29

Aug. I0

Sept. 9

Sept. I0

Oct. 6

Oct. 7

Oct. 8

Nov. 15

Nov. 18

Nov. 19

Nov. 19

Nov. 20

Nov. 20

Nov. 21

392

252

No overlap

96

345

304

2O5

377

344

174

305

153

No overlap

416

336

423

27. ia

17. ia

2.1

4.3

2.1

1.5

1.7

1.6

1.2

1.6

1.0

2.3

1.4

1.6

1.1

1.6

0. 34

0. 17

0.20

0. 14

0.27

0.20

1.07

i. ii

0.26

0. 18

0.31

0.47

0.32

0.69

0.49

0.51

1.91

0. II

0.15

0.09

0.16

0.07

0.14

0, 24

0.13

0.13

0.07

0.14

0.12

O.3O

0. 54

0.24

Average i. 8 0.42 0.28

aNot included in average

and Z can be used to get an estimate of the accu-

racy with which range rate can be determined

using orbits defined by the laser. It was calcu-

lated that range rate would be no more accurate

than 1 cm/s using the laser as a standard.

f. Conclusions of GEOS-A Analysis. The

GRARR range bias of-5. 3 ±2. 5 m and the range

timing error of -2. I =hl. 2 n_s could be explained

in part by inaccuracies in the transponder delay

curve.

From this intercomparison experiment, it

appears that laser orbits can be used to detect

systematic errors in both the range and the range

rate to about 2 m and 1 ca/s, respectively. After

the laser data were edited, systematic effects

therein seemed to be at a minimum.

2. GEOS- 2

As part of the GEOS Observation Systems

Intercomparison Investigation, several of the

geodetic satellite tracking systems used with

GEOS-2, including a NASA Laser, an Army

Secor, and a Navy Tranet, were moved to the

NASA Wallops Island station and located near the

FPQ-6 and I_'PS- 16 C-band radars there (Ref. 4).

GEOS-2 was simultaneously tracked by all of

these systems during April, May, and June, 1968,

to compare the tracking data without the effects of

uncertainties in survey, gravity field, and system

time synchronization.

Six separate short-arc laser reference orbits

were derived from the laser range, azimuth, and

elevation data for the first six simultaneous

passes, in deriving these reference orbits, the

laser data were assumed to be unbiased, and were

combined so as to minimize the weighted residu-

als in a least-squares sense. The a priori esti-

mates and relative weighting factors for the laser

range and angle residuals were 2 m and I mrad

(206 s of arc), respectively.

Range, range rate, azimuth, and elevation

values were computed from the laser reference

orbits and compared with the observations from

each of the other tracking systems. Comparison

of tracking data from the radio tracking systems

with the laser reference orbits yielded residuals

from which zero-set and timing biases were

derived for each system. The preliminary

results for the six passes reported indicate that

the Secor had consistent, unexplained, negative

zero-set biases, averaging about 12 m. The two

C-band radars generally agreed with the laser to

within ±5 m.
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Table 5. Summary of GRARR data for GEOS-A intercomparison study

Range rms, m Range bias, m IRange rate rms, cm/s Range time difference, msRun No. Date

4 Aug. l0

8 Oct. 6

9 Oct. 7

I0 Oct. 8

ii Nov. 15

12 Nov. 18

13 Nov. 19

15 Nov. 20

16 Nov. 20

17 Nov. 21

Average

12.9

6.4

6.5

6.1

5.6

6.1

5.7

6.2

6.2

6.2

6.8

-5.6 ±I. 0

8.7 ±1.3

10.6 ±0.8

-3.6 ±0.8

-4. i ±2.2

-35. 2 ±i. 0

-4. 7 ±i. 5

-2.6 ±0.6

-I0. 1 ±i. 1

-6.5 +0.7

-5.3 ±12.4

No range data used

21.6

5.4

3.3

3.3

8.6

9.9

2.0

5.8

2.4

6.9

-1.40 ±0.77

-3. 75 ±0. 52

-3. 28 ±0. 23

-4. 04 ±0. 28

-I. 73 ±i. 27

-0. 82 ±0.42

-0.77 ±0. Ii

-1.47 ±0. 17

-2. 02 ±0.44

-1.41 ±0. 17

-2.07 ±1.19

3. Improvement of the SAO Laser Ranging

Accuracy

The returns from the ruby-laser system at

the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory's

(SAO) Mr. Hopkins Observatory exhibit a variation

in signal strength that is typical of laser systems

(Refs. 5, 6). The variation is due in part to the

fact that the signal varies inversely with the

fourth power of the satellite range, and also to

an observed "scintillation," or random variation

in returns from the same satellite range, as

illustrated in Fig. I. The range measurements

are affected by this variation in signal strength

when they are obtained directly from a time-

interval counter that is started by the transmitted

pulse and stopped by the received pulse. The

resolution of the counter is I ns, which corre-

sponds to 15 crn, but the duration of the pulse is

18 ns (full width between half-power points). Con-

sequently, counter readings corresponding to a

given range can vary significantly if the counter

stops at different points on the pulse's leading

edge. A correction, which is the time between

the intersection of the counter's "stop" threshold

and the centroid of the pulse, is obtained from

oscilloscope photographs of the return pulses. By

applying such corrections to the readings of the

time-interval counters, the instrumental errors

of the ruby-laser systems of SAO can be reduced
from I - 2 m to 20 - 50 cm.

The French group, using the GEOS and

DIADEME satellites, has reached the same con-

clusions as the SAO. This group has observed

errors of 1. 5 m and estimates that an accuracy

of 20 cm can be achieved by refining the technique.

It is concluded, therefore, that the accuracy

of laser tracking, currently 1 to 2 m, will be

improved to 20 cm in a period of 2 to 5 years; it

is already better than any other tracking technique

and is used for calibration of other tracking

systems.

III. Errors in the Trackin_ of a Heliocentric
Probe

A. Errors Due to the Telluric Atmosphere

1. Variation of Refraction Index

Since the refraction index of the atmosphere

n is a function of the altitude h, n = n o e-d(h'h0 )

(d is a constant = 0. 1385/km), the difference

between the optical path through the atmosphere

and the optical path through vacuum _R is for an

elevation angle _:

AR_ 2. 1/sin _ (in meters)

Then, for useful elevation angles (_% > 60 deg),

this correction is about 2. 5 m.

2. Bending of the Beam

The path length X is increased by the value
_R -- X/cos 0 (_0/z) 2

A0 = (n - 1 ) tg 0

where O is the angle between the ray and the nor-
mal to the earth's surface, O = 90 - D. _O is of

the order of 10 -5 to 10 -4 tad and has to be taken

into account in order to strike the target but intro-

duces no error in the tracking data.

3. Atmospheric Absorption

The laser beam, passing through the atmo-

sphere, undergoes a certain amount of extinction

due to scattering by water droplets. The following
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expression for the atmospheric transmission

is given by

= exp (-r/cos e)

where 0 is the angle the beam makes with the nor-

mal and r is given by

r = 0.009 k -4 + 0.223

where k is the wavelength in microns, and the

first term represents the scattering by gas mole-
cules, the second one the scattering by water

droplets.

The transmission ix as a function of the ele-

vation angle 80 is shown below for the ruby laser
transmitting at 6963 )k:

BO, deg A

10 O. 275

20 O. 515

30 O. 635

4O O. 7O5

50 O. 745

60 O. 77

70 O. 79

80 O. 795

9O O.8

If we consider a useful angle for the measure-

ments of the order of 60 deg (i.e., ±30 deg around

the normal to the ground, which allows about 4 h

per day measuring time), we see that the trans-

mission is larger than 0.75.

4. Atmospheric Turbulence

Air temperature varies from point to point in

the atmosphere in a random way and is a function

of altitude and wind speed. The index of refrac-

tion of the air depends on its temperature. There-

fore, when a light beam passes through an air

region in which there is a temperature change,

the beam is partially or totally deviated, depend-

ing on the relative dimensions of the beam and of

the inhomogeneous region. The main effects of
turbulence are:

(a) Beam steering: The random a'ngular
deviation of the beam (as a whole) from

the line-of-sight path, which can cause
the beam to miss the receiver.

(b) Beam spreading: Small angle scatter-

ing, which increases the beam divergence
and causes a decrease in spatial power

density at the receiver.

(c) Beam scintillation: Small-scale destruc-

tive interference within the beam cross

section, causing variations in the spatial

power density at the receiver.

To see which of these effects is predominant, we
must look at the ratio between the beam diameter

b and the inhomogeneity dimension 1. If b/1 << 1,

the major effect of the turbulence is to deflect the

beam as a whole (beam steering). This is the
case of communications from an earth transmitter

and a deep-space receiver.

The theory of Tatarski gives the following

formula for the corresponding rms angle of
deviation:

(An) 2 = 2.91 b -1/3 sec 0 C (Z) dZ

where b is the beam diameter, 0 is the angle with

the zenith, and C n is the structure constant of the
turbulent medium.
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The integral the RMS angle deviationS0 is of the order of
2 × 10 -4 rad, and the intensity fluctuations

f0 C Z)dZ

has been evaluated in the case of medium turbu-

lence. It was found to have a value of 1.3 × 10-11

ml/3. The value of An as a function of the eleva-

tion angle D0 is shown below:

_0' deg Aa, rad

i0 19.4 X 10 -6

20 13.8 X 10 -6

30 11.4 X 10 -6

40 10. i X 10 -6

50 9. 2 X 10 -6

60 8.7 X 10 -6

70 8.35 X 10 -6

80 8. 15 X 10 -6

90 8. I × 10 -6

The calculations have been performed for a beam

diameter of 0.2 m, corresponding to a beam aper-

ture of 5 X 10 -5 tad at a 4000-m height (where

more or less maximum turbulence occurs).

In the case of strong turbulence, the value

obtained above must be multiplied by a factor of

2, whereas in the case of weak turbulence they

must be divided by a factor of 6. We see that for

useful elevation measuring angles (80 -> 60 deg)

and for a laser beam with an initial divergence of

5 X 10 -5 tad, the steering effect is negligible,

while strong turbulence can cause a deviation of

the beam from the line of sight of the order of

10% of the beam divergence.

5. Atmospheric Distortion of Short Laser
Pulses

Only very short laser pulses (-30 ps) may

experience noticeable time dispersion when pass-

ing through the atmosphere, so we can neglect
this effect in our case.

B. Errors Due to Coronal Effects

When a laser beam passes near the sun (for

instance at 1 or Z sun radii), it can undergo a

certain amount of dispersion and scattering due

to the presence of plasmas in the corona region.

Some calculations have been performed to take
into account these effects. It is found that a

gaussian pulse of 10-ns duration passing at a
distance of 1 sun radius from the surface of the

sun undergoes a delay of 6 X 10 -4 ns and a broad-

ening of~10 "10 ns due to the dispersion intro-

duced by the coronal plasmas. These effects of

the dispersion can be completely neglected, and

the effect of scattering is also negligible. Indeed,

are of the order of 3 × 10 -4 .

IV. Possible System

The CO2-N2-He laser transmits at the wave-

lengthk = 10-.6 _; it can be operated either as a

CW or as a pulsed transmission. In the con-

tinuum mode, it has achieved a power of 10 kW.

Recently, with the use of short pulses at low repe-
tition rates, it has been found that excessive gas

heating can be avoided. A transversally excited

CO 2 atmospheric pressure gas laser (TEA) has
achieved the following performances (Ref. 7):

efficiency 17%, 2 J per pulse, repetition rates

1000 pulses/s, half-power pulse 300 ns. Further-

more, Dumanchin, et al. (Ref. 8), have achieved

a peak energy (for one giant pulse) of 650 MW for

a 0.2-_s pulse. It is estimated that a CO 2 TEA
laser should be able to achieve the following per-

formances within 2 to 3 years: power 200 MW,

repetition rates 1 to 10 kHz, pulse duration (by

mode locking) 1 ns.

The advantage of the CO 2 laser for long-
distance transmission lies in the fact that it is

diffraction-limited; therefore, it can be easily

matched to any diffraction-limited system. Placed

at the Coude focus of a 1-m telescope, which can

easily be built diffraction-limited, it would have

a beam aperture of 3 arc-s. The transmission
factor of such a beam through the terrestrial

atmosphere is 70%.

Such a system would provide a signal of

about 10 -6 W at a distance of 2 AU, as compared

with a signal given by the sun of 10 -8 W. This

signal could easily be detected by a state-of-the-

art (Hg Cd Te) nitrogen-cooled photovoltaic 1/2/detector with a detectivity of 2 X 1010 cm Hz W

dual response time of 2 ns.

However, it can be remarked that even with

a ruby laser of today, the tracking of the probe

would be possible with a small error. With a
duration of 10 ns, a repetitive frequency of

1 pulse/min, an energy of 1 J (peak power of
100 MW), and a beam divergence of 5 X 10 -5 tad,

the signal would be received with a 30-cm-
diameter Cassegrain telescope (f/2), a 10-/_-

bandwidth filter, and a 2- to 4- ns rise time of the

receiver.

For

(a)

both systems, the major errors would be:

Uncertainty of the knowledge of the speed

of light: We have to limit ourselves to
deviations from an average orbit smaller

than 1000 kin, which would introduce

errors of ±1 m.

(b) Refraction index of the atmosphere:

This introduces an error of 2. 5 m which

can be known at 10%; then the resultant

error is 0.25 m.
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(c) Indetermination of the measurement of

the time of arrival of the pulse due to
turbulence: " In 95% of the cases the error

would be ±8 ns or 2.4 m for the ruby

laser or 0.2 m for the CO 2 laser. The
total error would be 2.6 m for the ruby

laser or 0.2 m for the CO 2 laser.

This is obtained without any integration

method; thus, ordinary electronic circuits may

be used.

Therefore, it is concluded that a system using

a laser situated on the earth and a small telescope

on a probe would provide an accuracy at least as

good as any tracking system in the S- and
X-bands.

The major advantage introduced by the use of

a laser tracking system would be the possibility

of obtaining measurements down to a few minutes

of the solar limb, over the part of the orbit of an

heliocentric probe where the effect of the gamma

term is large.
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Drag-Free Satellite Control System Technology

Daniel B. DeBra

Stanford University

I. The Drag-Free Principle

Satellites are disturbed by external forces

such as radiation pressure, atmospheric drag,

micrometeorite impacts, etc. A proof mass
located inside the satellite is shielded from these

external forces and will have a pure].y gravitational

orbit if the satellite does not bump it or disturb it.

If the satellite can be propelled in response to an

error signal generated when it approaches the

proof mass, the satellite will follow the same

orbit as the proof mass. The orbit of the proof

mass is dr_.g-free; hence, the satellite is called

a "drag-free satellite. "

Although the idea had been proposed pre-

viously (Ref. 1), it was independently conceived

in 1961 by Lange (Ref. 2), who performed the

first detailed analysis of drag-free satellite per-
formance and control mechanization (Ref. 3). As

a result of his studies and as part of a program to

perform a gyro test of relativity (Ref. 4), the

development of drag-free technology was started
in 1964. Since that time, a number of applications

for drag-free operation have been proposed and
studied in detail. One of these, the Navigation

Mission, has been funded, and Stanford University

has designed, and is building, the ctrag-free con-

trol system for the Johns ltopkins Applied Physics

l_aboratory as part of the Transit Navigation

,qal_.llite Improvement Program. The most ambi-

tious drag-free experiment to elate is designed

for a heliocentric relativity experiment (Ref. 5),

and Juillerat presents a thorough error analysis

in this proceedings.

In this paper, some of the technology devel-

oped in building a drag-free satellite simulator for

laboratory use will be described, the design deci-
sions made in order to achieve a 10 -11 g pertur-

bation level for the Navigation Satellite will be

discussed, and the control system development

that will make possible drag-free operation of

spinning satellites to reduce perturbation levels

by averaging will be described.

II. Laboratory Simulator

In 1964, the first version of a laboratory drag-

free satellite simulator was completed. There

have been many modifications of this vehicle since

that time, and it continues to serve as a test bed

for new drag-free satellite technology develop-

ment. The simulator is supported on an air film,

with very low friction in the two lateral directions.

For typical simulator velocities, the frictionlevel
is much smaller than the uncertainties in the level-

ness of the table on which it rides.

An automatic table leveling system was de-

signed and built to permit simulation correspond-

ing to altitudes of up to 275 km (Ref. 6). This
table holds a level reference with an accuracy of

0. 1" for periods of i2 h during which experimental

work can be perforn_ed. The limitation in simu-

lating an orbital environment in the two horizontal

directions is primarily the asymmetry of the gas

flow in the bearing (this is different from the drag
due to relative motion between the vehicle and

table and is quite sensitive to the location of the

mass center of the vehicle with respect to the

bearing), and the air currents in the room.

In the simulator, the proof mass is supported

over the table. The simulator moves with respect

to it much as the satellite will move with respect
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to the reference proof mass that will be in free

fall in orbit. The simulator is perturbed by tilt-

ing the table, and the control system must provide

the thrust to hold the simulator centered, just as

the orbiting satellite must react. The degree of

rotational freedom available is used to simulate

spinning satellites.

There are two types of problems associated

with drag-free satellite design. The first are the

perturbing forces that act on the proof mass due

to the presence of the satellite. The second type

are the design problems of controlling the satel-

lite so it will not touch the proof mass. For

illustration, the Navigation Satellite proof mass

perturbations and recent control system develop-

ments in the mechanization of spinning vehicles

will be discussed.

III. Navigation Satellite Design

The TRIAD I configuration is shown in Fig. i.

The satellite is composed of three main bodies:

the power section at the top, the main electronics

for the navigation function at the bottom, and the

disturbance compensation system (DISCOS), which

is the drag-free control system, at the center.

This three-part design not only provides gravity

stabilization for the satellite, but keeps the major

portion of the satellite mass sufficiently far away

from the proof mass so that the accuracy of cal-

culating and compensating for mass attraction is

considerably relaxed.

The principal proof mass perturbations are

the interactions of the DISCOS with the proof

mass. The largest of these is mass attraction.

Figure Z shows the layout of the DISCOS. The

ELECTRONICS

r .... TOROID

CAGING MOTOR

Fig. 2. Layout of DISCOS

MAIN

ELECTRONICS
(TOROID)

ANTENNA

Fig. 1.

BLADE(4)

:R UNIT

EXTENDIBLE BOOMS (2)

10-ft LONG EACH

_NICS UNIT

TRIAD I configuration

positioning of individual masses is critical, and

each mass must be weighed accurately and located

precisely. The masses closest to the proof mass

have a much greater effect and are more sensitive

to errors in weighing measurement and location

than those farther away. The error budget for

mass attraction was divided, with a weighing

factor of m/rZ for each part of the system, where

m was the mass of the part and r was an effective

average distance. For example, a ring around

the proof mass would use the radius of the ring

even though the net force is 0 by symmetry be-

cause the sensitivity to errors is related to the

uncertainty in the individual particles of the ring,

and each of these has the ring radius.

Fixed masses can be measured and later com-

pensated. The mass of the propellant, however,

is time-varying, and its effect must be compen-

sated at all times. Therefore, a cold-gas pro-

pellant was used which distributes itself uniforn_ly

through two toroidal tanks. The symmetry of

these tanks with respect to the proof mass ensures

that the net force from the propellant is always 0.

Because there is relative motion of the satellite

with respect to the proof mass within a deadband

which is introduced to ensure efficient use of the

propellant, the gradient in the mass attraction

field is also important. The attractive force along

the axis of symmetry of the toroid increases at

first from zero at the center of the toroid to a

maximum, and then decreases approximately
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r -2 as one gets far enough away from the toroid

to treat it as a particle. At the point of maximum

force, the slope of the force curve with respect to

distance is zero. The derivatives of the force with

respect to lateral displacements must be equal to

each other by symmetry, and the trace of the

gradient must be zero by Laplace's equation.

Hence, independent of the amount of propellant in

a toroidal tank, the gradient in the mass attraction

field is zero at this point. The dual toroidal tank

also provides zero mass attraction, but a weight

penalty results because cold gas is most efficiently

stored in a spherical propellant tank. In this de-

sign, the principal perturbing force on the proof

mass is the mass attraction of the satellite. Using

state-of-the-art machining tolerances, the know-

ledge and measuring techniques available for

obtaining mass properties including density homo-

geneity, the mass attraction perturbation can be

made as small as 10-11g and the gradient in that

mass attraction kept smaller than 10-11g.

A number of methods for sensing the relative

position of the satellite with respect to the proof

mass were considered. A capacitive pickoff was

chosen, and with careful design, the maximum

electrical field forces --due to the imbalance in

the bridge when the satellite moves relative to the

pickoff-- can be kept smaller than 10-1Zg, with a

ball-to-wall gap of 9 ram.

The proof mass material was selected to

minimize the effects of surface forces and per-

turbations produced by gradients in the magnetic

field. The acceleration due to surface forces is

minimized by using the highest density possible.

The effect of a gradient in the magnetic field is

minimized if the magnetic susceptance is made

small. An alloy of 30_0 platinum (which is para-

magnetic) and 70% gold (which is diam_agnetic)

gives a density greater than 20 g/crab and a sus-

ceptance of less than 5 X 10 -8 cgs units. An

etched sample of this alloy measured by the

National Bureau of Standards had a magnetic sus-

ceptance of 10 -8cgs units. (The specification

level of five times this amount was based on the

assumption that a magnetic moment of i00 pole

cm might be located approximately IZ cm from the

proof mass. ) With this material, the magnetic

gradient forces are considered to be negligible for

the Navigation Mission.

Temperature differences within the DISCOS

produce perturbations in several ways. First,
the mass of the satellite is redistributed as a

consequence of thermal distortions, and a change

in the mass attraction of the proof mass results.

The gaseous propellant is most sensitive, requir-

ing a temperature gradient of less than Z°C across

the propellant tanks to keep perturbations to

10-12 g. A temperature differential across the

pickoff housing produces both a radiation pressure

and a differential gas pressure in the chamber.

To minimize this effect, beryllium oxide was

selected as the insulating material for the housing

to maximize the thermal conductivity. While this

has been an excellent choice in regard to ensuring

good mechanical stability and stable electrical

properties, the density inhonlogeneity of ceramic

materials is undesirably large. We have been

unable to obtain material with better than 0. 3_/0

homogeneity.

IV. Spinnin_ Vehicle Translation Control

o

The perturbation levels described above are,

in general, body-fixed and relatively slow-

changing. In drag-free satellite experiments,

where the sensitivity to perturbations is not iso-

tropic, it is possible to spin the satellite and sig-

nificantly reduce the average perturbing forces

in the plane of spin. The spin axis must be per-

pendicular to the sensitive direction(s); for exam-

ple, in navigation and geodesy, the sensitive

direction is along the orbit, and the vehicle may

be spun perpendicular to the orbit plane for a

circular orbit about the vertical. The averaging

obtained is effective for body-fixed forces. How-

ever, a systematic satellite displacement to pro-

duce an error signal, coupled with the force

gradient in the satellite, may produce a perturb-

ing force in a space-fixed direction. Further-

more, some forces- for example, temperature

gradient effects --may be created in a way which

is systematic with respect to the environment

producing them. The following discussions des-

cribe the translation control system development

that has been done to permit operating a spinning

satellite drag-free and simultaneously to cancel

the forces produced by systematic error signals

that couple with the gradient. These techniques

do not correct for systematic perturbations due

to temperature differentials or other effects

which act directly on the proof ma'ss.

A. Trapping

Powell has discovered a nonlinear phenon_enon

in spinning vehicle control systems which he

refers to as "trapping" (Ref. 7). Figure 3 shows

the conditions for trapping in a controller with

deadband. When the thrust due to the actuating

error signal (which is the sum ofpositionerrorand

velocity) is parallel to the position error of the

vehicle with respect to the mass center, an equi-

librium can exist in which the thrusters contin-

ually provide the force to produce the centripetal

e'y, Yb i
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Fig. 3. Control direction for point in

trapping region (from Ref. 7)
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acceleration required to maintain the mass center

in a circular trajectory. Figure 4 shows the in-

crease in propellant expenditure due to trapping

compared with normal propellant use due to limit

cycling in a disturbance-free environment.

The trapping effect depends on the shape of
the deadband of the controller and on the location

of the mass center of the satellite with respect to

the pickoff null. Powell developed two techniques

for minimizing the trapping effect. First, he

devised a round deadband which decreases the

sensitivity to trapping significantly (Fig. 4).

Secondly, he developed a mass center estimator,

which determines the location of the mass center

from the dynamic behavior of the satellite. The

null of the sensor is then electrically shifted to

the observed mass center.

The experimental results using a mass center

estimator are in good agreement with the predicted

results shown in Fig. 5. The figure also shows
the effectiveness of a mass center estimator in

maintaining the pickoff null at the mass center

within the minimum displacement before trapping

occurs. The estimator accuracy was 25_m

(0.001 in.), with a gap of 2.0 mm and a 5-ca-
diameter ball.

The shape of the deadzone in the plane of the

spin determines the sensitivity of trapping. With

a circular deadband, the displacement of the mass
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center with respect to the null point must not be

greater than one-half of the deadband, or trapping

will occur. This ratio decreases as the number

of sides of a polygonal shape approaches a square.

For a square, it is theoretically possible to get

trapping even though the mass center is exactly

aligned with the pickoff null point. For a three-

sided deadzone, trapping is ensured in spite of

perfect alignment of the null and center of mass.

Special deadbands and mass center estimation

are needed only when the spin rate must be "high. "

The rotation rate w is high enough to influence the

behavior; i.e., when r'd_Z represents a significant

amount of total propellant expenditure, where I-"d

is the deadspace radius.

For values of spin rate that are sufficiently

small, the control system may be considered to

operate as it would if the orientation were fixed

with respect to inertial space.

Figure 6 shows a typical response of the mass

center estimator of the simulator following a
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Fig. 6. System response to center-of-mass

shift (from Ref. 7)
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changein the mass center location. The upper

curves are the relative motion of the vehicle with

respect to the proof mass as shown in body axes.

The circular nature of these trajectories is typi-

cal in the presence of an external disturbing force

which requires an error signal biased on one side

of the deadzone with respect to inertial space.

The relative motion therefore appears to be a

circle in body axes. The axes shown have an

arbitrary origin that is fixed in the vehicle. The

null point of the controller is located at the esti-

mated mass center, which is approximately at the

center of the circular trajectories. The upper

figures show the behavior before the mass center

is relocated, with the relative motion trajectories

typically nearly circular. The movement of the

mass center due to the addition of a weight causes

trapping to occur, which continues during the 20

to 30 s required for the mass center estimator to

determine the proper location for the pickoff null.

After this transient period, the vehicle resumes

its limit cycle behavior, with circular trajectories

centered at the new center-of-mass location. The

lower part of the figure shows the time history at

the mass center estimator and the error signal

which activates the propulsion system. Figure 7a

presents a typical scale factor calibration for the

mass center estimator, showing a stability and

resolution of approximately 0. 001 in. (25 _tm).

The practical realization of a mass center

estimator must be accomplished carefully and

requires relatively high-quality electronics.

Figure 7b shows a comparison of an estimator

mechanized using an analog computer, with the

successful circuit design that was developed for

the laboratory simulator.

0.010

0

-0. O10

O.Oi

TIME

E CENTER-OF-MASS ESTIMATE BEFORE SENSOR MOVEMENT

<_,00101

(OBSERVERTURNEDOFF)'-j[

CENTER=OF-MASS ESTIMATE AFTER 0.010-1n. SENSOR DISPLACEMENT

Fig. 7a. Verification of analog-observer

center-of-mass estimation accuracy

(from Ref. 7)

ANALOG OBSERVER

0.010-0.010

..

SIMULATOROBSERVER

o.olo_-0.010

_ WEIGHT ON

+x AXIS

Fig. 7b. Comparison between analog and
simulator center-of-mass estimates

(from Ref. 7)
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B. Integral Control

Spinning vehicle control is capable of averag-

ing any body-fixed forces in the plane of spin.

There are two other ways in which disturbances

reach the proof mass. One is the coupling of the
relative motion of the vehicle with respect to the

proof mass and the gradient to produce systematic

disturbing forces in the same direction as the

external forces that are perturbing the vehicle.
The second is a class of disturbances which act

directly on the proof mass. The thrust to com-

pensate an external force requires an actuating

signal which is consistently in a direction to can-

cel the force. This signal does not have to be pro-

duced by an error signal from the pickoff. By the

use of integral control, one can produce an error

signal which is maintained as long as the external

force does not change. To do this on a spinning

vehicle, it is necessary to transform the error

signal into a space which is relatively fixed with

respect to the source of the disturbance, perform

the integral control (or estimation of the disturb-

ance force), and transform the results back into

the error signal space. If no integral control is

used, compensating an inertially fixed disturbing

force requires an error signal which varies sinu-

soidally at spin frequency in body axes with fixed

amplitude. With integral control, a stepped input
in external disturbance results in an initial sinu-

soidal response, but the amplitude decays as the

integral reaches a steady-state value which is

capable of compensating the external forces. This

effect is shown in Figs. 8a and 8b (from Kef. 6).

V. Conclusions

Some perturbations act directly on the proof

mass without depending on the mechanization of

the control system or on whether the vehicle is

spinning or not. For example, a gradient in the

i

8

0.1

-0.1

Fig. 8a. Plot of Xh/Y b vs t; low Kc; not
enough dampifig (from Ref. 6)

|

8

0.1

-0.1

Fig. 8b. Plot of x b or Yh vs t; optimal K c

(from R_f. 6)
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magnetic field of the earth would act directly on

the proof mass in proportion to its susceptance.

Similarly, a temperature gradient induced across

a spinning vehicle remains fixed in the vehicle

with respect to the heat source rather than being

fixed in the vehicle axes which are rotating. As

a result, radiation pressure and thermally induced

gas pressure differences are not influenced by the

spin averaging or integral control except insofar

as the spin speed may be fast compared to the

thermal relaxation time of the vehicle, which

would cause a reduced gradient at higher spin

speeds.

Though mass attraction is the limiting factor

for nonrotating vehicles, the smaller effects

which act directly on the proof mass in a rotating

vehicle become the limiting factors in how suc-

cessfully a vehicle may be made drag-free. Even

if the effects were comparable to the state of the

art in predicting mass attraction compensation,

there is no practical way of testing to see if the

predicted level has been achieved prior to flight;

hence, spinning may be desirable as insurance

against errors. Furthermore, the mass attrac-

tion levels may be relaxed considerably (say, by

a factor of 30) without loss of ultimate drag-free

performance if full advantage is taken of the aver-

aging due to spin. Table 1 (from Ref. 5) shows

what can be achieved for an earth orbit satellite

using spin and an integral controller. I£ can be

seen that the cost of relaxing the mass attraction

requirements is the need for very accurate attitude

control, so that the component of the unaveraged

perturbation along the spin axis that is contributed

in the sensitive direction is kept small.

I.
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Physical Limitations in Sensors for a Drag-Free Deep-Space Probe

R_my Juiller at

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales (ONERA), Paris-

I. Introduction

The relativistic effects derived from an ex-

periment performed with a deep-space probe can

be calculated within the necessary accuracy 0nly

if the perturbing acceleration exerted on the probe

falls below 10-12 m/s 2 (Refs. 1 and 2). Since the

action of external perturbing forces, with particu-

lar reference to solar radiation pressure, exceeds

that value by several orders of magnitude, the

need arises to device a drag-free spacecraft.

The performance of.a drag-free spacecraft

was carefully studied by B. Lange (Ref. 3). A

vehicle of this type consists of a free-falling, ball-

shaped proof mass shielded by the spacecraft it-

self against external perturbing nongravitational

forces. A sensor measures the space between the

respective centers of proof mass and cage, and

acts on the controls of the craft in such a way as

to nullify this distance, forcing the vehicle to fol-

low the proof mass trajectory. Thus, only ex-

ternal perturbation affecting the spacecraft is auto-

matically balanced out by a propulsive counter-

action (Fig. i).

However the spacecraft's perfect shielding of

the proof mass against external perturbing forces

does not come equally into play against any resi-

dual internal forces that may exist between proof

mass and craft. The guidance control system

tends to compensate for them by giving rise to an

acceleration of the vehicle which produces an an-

tagonistic force of inertia. The integration of this

acceleration is responsible for the difference be-

tween the actual and the ideal, purely gravitational

trajectories.

Research conducted at Stanford University

(Ref. 4) led to the evolution of a drag-free earth

satellite stabilized by a gravity gradient, with an
internal disturbance of less than 10-11 g (approxi-

mately 10- 10 m/s2).

Investigations recently made at ONERA were

concerned with the feasibility of a drag-free deep-

space spacecraft set spinning around an axis nor-

mal to its orbital plane, with a spurious accelera-

tion in that plane required to fall below 10-12

m/s Z. This research was able to draw on the ex-

perience gained in developing the CACTUS-type
ONERA accelerometer having a sensitivity of 10 -8

m/s 2 (Refs. 5 and 6).

This paper analyzes the inner perturbing

forces, while taking into account the technological

limitations imposed on-the proof mass position

pick-up and on the proof mass acquisition system•

The resulting perturbing accelerations are evalu-

ated as a function of the drag-free sensor param-

eters. These data are to be used to study the laws

of guidance, thus making for an optimization of

the probe as a whole.

II. Internal Perturbing Forces

A. Nature of Perturbations

The origins of the particular forces, shown in

Fig. 2, comprise

(i) Gravitational attraction, exerted by the

masses of the spacecraft upon the proof
mass.
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Fig. 1. Drag-free deep-space probe control system

(2)

(3)

Electrical action, taking two different

forms: (a) attraction between the proof

mass carrying an electric charge Q and

the cage wall carrying the image charge

-Q, and (b) a force applied to the proof

mass (carrying charge Q) by any electric

leakage field generated by the spacecraft

inside the cage or by elements of the cage
(spurious charges from dielectrics).

Magnetic action, also of two kinds: (a)

the effect of the magnetic field gradient

of the craft on the proof mass, whose

magnetic susceptibility is not strictly

zero, and (b) a force due to the motion of

the proof mass (bearing electric charge

Q) in the interplanetary magnetic field.

MAGNETIC ELECTRICAL STRAY FIELD

STRAY_IELO __

O,6'SING ". "

" #'a = !

_I/.-"/' .,",
l _ [ ' " _ 'rsp"CeC"Fr'

Jr,\ l r El' ,MISSES

POSITION (/ I ....

SENSOR

Fig. 2. Sources of perturbing forces

(4) Pressure 'effects due to residual gases in

the cage. The proof mass may be subject

to anisotropic pressure in the following

cases: (a) dissymmetry of the outgassing
molecular flow of elements within the

cage, and (b) momentum transfer between

the proof mass and thermalized gas mole-

cules on the cage wall, which differs in

temperature at various points (thermo-

molecular pressure). This effect is due

to a temperature gradient on the cage
wall.

(5') Radiation pressure effects within the

cage. The same temperature gradient on

the cage wall has a further anisotropic

effect on the proof mass through thermal

radiation from the cage wall toward the

proof mass.

(6) Action of position pickup (capacitive or

optical).

All these forces are brought to bear on the

same mass m (mass of proof mass). They will

therefore be expressed in terms of acceleration

directly representing the perturbation of motion of

the spacecraft without the neutralizing effect of

spin.

B. Classification of Perturbing Accelerations

Perturbing accelerations fall into three cate-

gories (Fig. 3), viz:

Type I: Acceleration of constant direction

within spacecraft-related axes and of an am-

plitude independent of the proof mass position.

It is a nonrotating (in craft axes} acceleration

in a spinning craft, denoted by the subscript

0; i. e. , F 0.

T..y_pe II: Acceleration dependent on the dis-

tance A_ between the proof mass center and

the zero point of the position pickup. The
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Fig. 3. Types of perturbation

relationship between force and displacement

is generally a tensorial one. The term

Idl_/d_l stands for the value of the highest

tensor coefficient.

Type III: Constant acceleration within absolute

coordinates. It is a rotating (in craft axes)

acceleration in a spinning craft. Such an ac-

celeration may be caused, e. g, , by a thermal

gradient AT whose direction is determined by

the position of the sun. This temperature

gradient may originate either in the heat dis-

sipation of equipment switched to a frequency

that equals the angular frequency of rotation

of the spacecraft or in solar flux through the

craft (spinning or not). In the case of a spin-

ning craft, only the amplitude of the first har-

monic of temperature variation can give rise

to a constant acceleration along absolute axes.

Without going into detail over the piloting con-
trol of the craft, it should be noted that

(1) Using a three-axis stabilized spacecraft,

the three types of acceleration will dis-

turb the craft motion.

(2) Using a spinning craft, with the spin axis

normal to the orbital plane, (a) the

orbital-plane components of Type I accel-

eration are averaged with a residual ef-

fect diminishing with increasing accuracy

of attitude control; (b) the less the uncer-

tainty of the proof mass center position,

which depends on the position pickup

noise, the slighter will be the untoward

effect of Type II acceleration; and (c)

Type III acceleration gives rise to the
same disturbance as in the case of a non-

spinning craft.

C. Forces of Gravity Incident to the Vehicle

Keeping these forces down to manageable

levels is largely a problem of technology and,

more specifically, dimensional design for, in

theory, there is always a way of so distributing
the masses of the spacecraft as to ensure that the

action of gravity on the proof mass is nil.

In practice, however, the proof mass will re-

main subject to some residual gravity effects

through

(1) Errors in allocating the masses.

(z) Errors in evaluating, on the strength of

inertial measurements, the gravity ef-

fects of each individual item of equipment.

(3) Consumption of _mass of the propulsion

units.

(4) Mass displacements due to backlash,

looseness, creep, etc.

(5) Mass displacements due to temperature

gradients.

Gravity disturbances can be assessed by sev-

eral different methods, as illustrated by M.

Bismut (Ref. 7). One approach he suggests, as

applied to a ball-shaped, homogeneous vehicle,

rests on the following reasoning: The body is con-

ceived of as split into two equal hemispheres, and

the gravity effect is estimated for either half, i.e. ,

r'l/2. With position uncertainty and wrong ap-

praisal of the gravity effects of each element taken

as represented by an error 6, the value of F1/g
can be estimated with an uncertainty of

AFI/Z/FI/2 = 6.
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Withthesameerror referredto bothhemi-
spheres,the residual action of gravity of Type I

will accordingly be on the order of

= 6v/-Z - . F 1rG o /2

Applying this calculation to a spacecraft 2 m

in diameter and 350 kg in mass, and separating

the near masses (those of the proof mass cage and

of the associated electronic equipment--2 kg) from

the far masses (all spacecraft equipment located

beyond a radius of 15 cm), we have

Fl/2 of near masses : 1.4 • 10 -8 m/s z

F1/z of far masses : 1.5 • 10 -8 m/s 2

On the assumption that error 6 can be kept to

below 0. 5%, the value of perturbation Type Iwill
be

-10 2

['Go : approx. 10 m/s (1)

This reasoning offers the advantage of a sim-

ple way to estimate both the gravity gradient tensor

coefficients and the higher-order terms. For each

of these coefficients, the sphere is divided into two

sections so that by suppressing one of them, the

particular coefficient is given its maximum value.

The shapes of the sections will depend on the order

of magnitude of the coefficient concerned. There-

after, the same computation is made.

Working with the same data, this leads to

d[" G
= approx. 3 ' 10 -9 m/sg/m (Z)

for perturbation Type II.

The near masses account for only a minor

part of the total spacecraft mass, and their geom-

etry is much better known than that of the far

masses. Their share in the above result is ac-

cordingly slight. In first approximation, then,

gravity effects will be treated as being independent

of the size of the position pickup.

The effect of a temperature gradient inside

the craft will depend largely on its structure. An

attempt can be made to assess it by considering a

cylindrical, homogeneous spacecraft model having

an expansion coefficient close to that of aluminum .

{2 • 10-5/deg) (Fig. 4). Choosing a law of con-

stant temperature along a generatrix of the cylin-

der, dependent on the polar coordinates R S and d,

of any point of the spacecraft through the relation

Y

Y

Fig. 4. Effect of temperature gradient on
mass attraction

AT M R S

T = T O +_ X _ cos ¢b
RSM

(3)

the following relation is obtained for the Type III

perturbation:

d['o 3OM l 1 -tg )
2RsM \

(4)

For a craft weighing 350 kg and having a diam-

eter equal to its height, namely, 2 m, this Type

III perturbation works out as

dF G
3 • 10 -13 m/s2/deg (5)

d(AT M )

This value merely represents an order of magni-

tude, for if the temperature gradient is due to heat
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dissipation within the spacecraft; whether cyclic
or not, the above law (3) no longer applies.

All the same, it is a useful result in that it

points up the impact of temperature gradients on

internal gravity effects. Thus, for a three-axis

stabilized spacecraft, a temperature difference of
the order of 100°C between two diametrically oppo-

site points will induce a perturbing acceleration of
3 • 10 -11 m/s 2. In a spinning spacecraft_ on the

contrary, AT M is merely the amplitude of the first

harmonic of the temperature change, and the

higher the rotational speed of the craft, the lower
its value will be.

D. Electrical Forces

1. Acceleration N O Resulting From Attraction
Between Charge-Q on Proof Mass and

Image Charge on Cage

Contrary to the case of gravity effects, this

type of perturbation is related to factors which are

difficult to control by means of present technology.

There are at least two good reasons why the elec-

tric charge on the proof mass should not be zero:

(a) When contact is broken between the proof

mass and the cage, the proof mass re-

tains an electric charge due to the differ-
ence between the work functions of the

two materials. Even if the two bodies are

plated with the same metal, residual sur-

face pollutions through gas adsorption
and surface treatment maintain a differ-

ence of approximately 0. 05 to 0. l V be-
tween the work functions (Ref. 8). Again,
in non-contact conductive bodies whose

nearest elements are spaced less than

some 10 A apart, a charge exchange takes

place through tunneling (Ref. 9). Yet, the

resistance equivalent to this effect shows

an extremely rapid variation as a function

of the interbody spacing; so much so that

the proof mass will retain, even for a

very slow separation speed of some 10 -8

m/s, a charge Q defined by the work
function difference (in terms of V) multi-

plied by the capacitance present between
the two bodies at the vanishing point of

the tunneling.

The ONERA investigations have shown

that the residual charge between two gold-

plated bodies giventhe same surface
treatment is on the:order of from 10 -11

to 10-12 C. For a proof mass of a few

centimeters radius; this charge corre-

sponds to a potential of something like
IV.

(b) Under free-fall conditions inside the

spacecraft, the charge varies as a re-

sult of the capture of cosmic particles

with sufficient energy to pass through the

vehicle. A straightforward assessment

(Ref. 10), which is confined to the pri-

mary effect (no secondary emission) and

neglects nuclear reactions induced by

very-high-energy particles, leads to the

conclusion that this 1-V potential is

reached in a few days under the influence

of galactic cosmic particles and can be

attained within a few minutes when a high
solar flare occurs.

It seems practical to control this charge

either by purely physical or by technological
means.

The physical method was suggested by W. M.

Fairbank of Stanford University (Ref. Ii). It

consists of inserting between proof mass and cage

a luminous flux previously filtered on the short

wavelength side so as to limit the energy of the

photoelectrons emitted from cage and proof mass

to a value of v volts. In this way, the proof mass

potential will be stabilized to a value between -v

and +v volts.

For physical reasons, such as the fluctuations
of the work functions between the different surface

points of the cage and the proof mass elements,
and effects of the variation of these work functions

on the outgassing of these surfaces, no fine sta-

bilization can reasonably be expected. It is most

likely a realistic assumption, then, that this po-
tential can be stabilized to a value of no more than

IV.

This can be achieved, for example, by means

of a gold layer over all proof mass and cage sur-

faces, gold having awork function of something

like 4.8 eV, or by an ultraviolet light flux filtered

to a minimum wavelength of 2100 A, which corre-

sponds to energy photons of 5.8 eV. This light

can be drawn from the solar flux. The photoelec-

tric stabilizing current yielded by the flux passing

through an aperture of about 1 cm 2 considerably

exceeds that induced by cosmic particles. The

radiation pressure of this luminous flux is of a

negligible value compared with other perturbations.

Even should laboratory experiments bear out

the feasibility of this procedure, it would seem

wise to locate on the cage an electrometric sensing
device for remote measurement of the proof mass

potential. A vibrating reed electrometer should

be sufficiently sensitive, particularly as the inte-

gration time of the instrument need not be short.

Such metering provides a means of checking

the proper functioning of the equipment, and it

will also enable the potential to be servo-controlled

by a value closely approaching zero (or at any
rate, lower than i V) through operating charge in-

jection devices (such as photoemissive apparatus).

In any event, this potential will be assumed to
have a maximum value of 1 V.

The law defining the acceleration, ['O_' im-
parted to a proof mass of mass m, radiu£ r, and

potential V (taken as constant), located in a cage

of radius R = r + e, with its center offset with re-

spect to the cage center by the value _, is written

(Fig. 5):

_ 4n _ 0vZr2 ___
(6)

if e/r << 1 (slight ball-cage gap).
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_4"'0V2r2[ +.."]' (7)

if e/r >> 1 (point charge, small ball). The ex-

pressions of these two extreme cases differ by

only a factor of 3.

For e/r < l, the first expression comes

closer to the actual law. The expansion to the

third order gives _ the value 1/2:

  0V2r2[ tr'Q .... I + -_ \-_l3m e 3 + ""
(8)

or, for _/e < 0. 1:

4_0V2r 2

VQ = 3 _ (9)
3m e

With the error made in setting the position

pickup to zero on the geometric center of the cage
taken as 1% of the proof mass/cage gap (i. e. ,

10 -d e), the following values can be derived from

expression (8):

Constant term (Type I perturbation)

2

['Q0 = 3.7 • 10- 13mr e2 (10)

Coefficient of first-order term (Type II

perturbation)

dFQ 2

_ = 3.7 . 10-11 r 3
m e

(ll)

2. Acceleration F E Through the Action on

Proof Mass Charge Q of a Stray Electric

Field E Inside the Cage

Electric field E is largely due to electric

charges attaching to the surface of the cage dielec-

trics, which may be pickup insulators or lenses of

the optical devices.

Given a small relative gap e/r (the kind to be

chosen later), this leakage field has a local action

exerted only on part of the proof mass. If, for
instance, a 1-kg proof mass of 150-cm 2 overall

surface area, brought to a potential of 1 V, is

subjected to a field of 1 V/m operating locally on
an area of 1 cm 2, the disturbance willbe a mere

2 • 10- 13 m/s 2.

These stray fields seem amenable to being
limited to values below 10-12 m/s 2 by the use of

a suitable staggered shielding. In optical detec-

tion, however, shielding tends to become an alto-

gether more delicate operation, requiring the op-

tical system to be placed inside a deep enclosure,

or the use of metal grids at the exit of the optical

beams.

E. Magnetic Forces

I. Acceleration V B Through the Action on

the Proof Mass of Magnetic Susceptibility

K of a Stray Magnetic Field Gradient In-

side the Cage

In a proof mass of non-ferromagnetic mate-

rial, the only magnetic moment is one induced by

the stray magnetic field B within the cage. This

perturbing acceleration is therefore expressed by

K V(B 2) (12)
['B 2_t0p

Given a copper proof mass of K = 10 -6 mag-

netic susceptibility and p = 8.9 • 103 kg/m 3

density, a perturbing acceleration of 0. 5 • 10 -12

m/s 2 is produced by a dipole located 25 cm off the

proof mass center, and having a magnetic moment
of 1 A • m Z. The induction field _enerated at the

proof mass center is B = 3 • 10 -5 Wb/m Z. Thus,

the perturbation appears limitable to below 10-12

m/s 2 by an expedient arrangement of the space-

craft parts and effective shielding of the detection

system.

A word of warning is appropriate here about

the need for stringent precautions against the
variable magnetic induction fields caused by equip-

ment recurrently switched to a frequency that

equals the craft's speed of rotation. The resulting

effect would induce a constant acceleration (Type

III) in the absolute axes.
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Equallycarefulsafetymeasuresmustbe taken
to protecttheproofmassfrom ferromagneticim-
purities. A ferromagneticparticleof 1_g(dust
adheringto surfaceor trappedinsidemass)im-
parts to theproofmasslocatedin aninduction
field of 3 • 10-5 Wb/m2 an acceleration of the

order of 10-1Z m/s Z

Z. Acceleration F S Due to Spacecraft's

Movement in the Interplanetary Magnetic

Fie id

With the spacecraft moving at velocityq2 or-

thogonally to the interplanetary magnetic field H S,

the acceleration acting on the proof mass carrying

electric charge Q and unshielded against that field

will be

_0Qq)Hs

FS - m (13)

The mean value of the interplanetary magnetic

field is on the order of 5"_ (Ref. ig). By Mariner's

measurements, the field may reach values of P0_

(Ref. 13), or 2 • 10 -8 Wb/m 2. At a velocity of

35 km/s, the spurious acceleration is, accordingly,

something like i0-15 m/s g. Since such an effect

is identically zero in a perfectly conductive cage,

and as the actual cage will be made from a good

conductor, this kind of perturbation may safely be

regarded as totally negligible.

F. Effects Due to Residual Gases

I. Pressure of Residual Gases Between Ball

and Cage

To ensure the lowest possible pressure, it is

proposed to create a vacuum between ball and cage

by having this gap issue into outer space. This is

easy to effect by means of cylindrical ducting some

I0 cm in diameter (Fig. 6), complete with baffles

against micrometeorites, and with dust filters.

With no part of the spacecraft protruding be-

yond the plane of the duct outlets, the molecules

emitted from the vehicle by the outgassing and sub-

limation of some constituents are left with little,

if any, possibility of access to the ducts owing to

the very high value of the mean-free path of the

gases evacuated. In other words, the outer vac-

uum will act as an environment of negligible resi-

dual pressure in relation to that prevailing inside

the dueling. Residual pressure between ball and

cage is accordingly computed from the outgassing

rate of the constituents and from the area of the

internal surfaces.

The outgassing rates of non-outgassed high-

grade metals (copper, stainless steel, gold)are

at present put at 10 -6 Pa • m/s (approx. 10 -9

tort - _ . s- 1 . ca-g) after i0 h under vacuum,

and of the same metals outgassed at 400°C at 10 -9

Pa • m/s (approximately I0- lg torr . f • s- I

• cm "g) (Refs. 14 and 15).

As a function of time, these rates obeya [/t

rule. This rule has been checked for periods-of

severalhundred hours. Over longer periods, the

rate necessarily decreases more rapidly, as the

MICROPIETEORITES

SHIELO _TER

SUN

APPROX. DIA : lOom

'APPROX. LENGTH • 50cm

OUTGASSINGRATE = IO-# MKSA = APPROX lO-tt Hgmm/L/s/cm 2

SYSTEM UNSYMMETRY =20 %

4xlO-11(r+_r) _

VAUOfOR--_0
rDG = fTt • 2

Fig. 6. Proposed sensor vacuum system,

acceleration due to sensor outgassing

calculation of the mass of gas emitted would lead

to a divergent integral. The I/t rule thus gives a

maximum value for the evaluation of the rate on a

mission of several months' duration.

Accordingly, the outgassing rate of the con-

stituent cage and duct materials is taken to be

10 -8 Pa • m/s, or approximately I0 -ll tort •

• s-i cm-Z. This rate can be achieved Ca) after

an outgassing time in orbit of approximately i000

h (l-I/Z months), with the system not previously

subjected to hot outgassing, or (b) by giving the

drag-free sensor a hot outgassing and protecting

it from the earth atmosphere with a cover to be

removed in orbit. In this case, the rate will be

reached in a shorter time, probably within some

tens of hours.

The residual pressure between ball and cage

will be largely due to the low conductance of the

dust filters. That of a perforated-foil filter of

30% transparency, with 10-_m holes, is approxi-

mately 3 • 10-Z m 3 s -l (30 _/s).

Given a 0. 5-m 2 overall surface area of the

ball, cage and set of accessories located within

the filter-bounded space, the internal pressure

will have the value

P0
= 0.8 • 10 -7 Pa, or approximately 10 -9 torr

(14)

2. Perturbing Effect Due to Outgassing

On the strength of the above values, with the

ball-to-cage gap giving into the open via a single
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outlet, theoutgassingflux leadsto anacceleration
impartedto theballandhavingthecomputedvalue
(withe/r < i)

+ 4 • 10-10(r + e/Z) 4 (15)
FDG = g

m e

The use of a system of symmetric ducting

will obviously reduce this thrust. A 20% unbalance
of the conductances of the two ducts has been

shown to give rise to a ten times lower accelera-

tion, a value taken as the basis for this particular
effect:

4 • i0-ll(r + e/Z) 4 (16) I
FDG = 2

m e

To minimize the perturbation, the ducting axis

may be set perpendicular to the orbital plane.

3. Thermomolecular Pressure Effect Due to

a Temperature Gradient

With a temperature gradient present on the

cage wall, the neutral particles of the residual gas

may, bythermal accommodation on the wall, take

up an energy varying with the temperature of the
wall section concerned. It follows that the whole

series of collisions between these molecules and

the proof mass will impart to the latter a certain

momentum of a direction dependent upon that of

the cage temperature gradient. To estimate this

force, the following assumptions are made:

(a) Steady state: there is no source and no

sink, i.e., neither outgassing of walls

nor condensation on them.

(b) Full thermal accommodation: after a

collision, the energy of the particle is

determined by the wall temperature at the

point of impact.

(c) The molecules are re-emitted in com-

pliance with Lambert's law (spherical

emission).

(d) There is no temperature gradient on the

proof mass skin.

(e) The temperature on each cage wall point

is defined by the relationship (Fig. 7).

l 1 ATc ¢_)T = T O +_ " -_0 cos
(17)

Assumption (a) implies that the flux emitted

per unit area of wall surface is equal at each of

its points.

Assumption (d) leads to the conclusion that the

flux of the molecules re-emitted by the proof mass

gives a zero resultant force, thus leaving only the

THERMO -

MOLECULAR

PRESSURE

#oAT

_¢1 PrM- 3to

• _ #o AT

7" >>I #rm --2T

#o :1o-Z#, :a## lO- gHgmm

To.SOOK
m=O.l

a -5.7xlO-_MKSA

c =3.10em/s

RA OIAT/ON

PRESSURE

8 ao T_ AT

P_- 3c

PR 3c

_ 5xlO- I0r2

d(arc) m

= 5x10-Sr;

d(Ar.) m

Fig. 7. Action of cage thermal gradient through

differential pressures

effect of the cage re-emission molecules to be

considered.

For the 10 -7 Pa pressure value computed in

Section 2, the mean-free path is on the order of

50 kin. Hence, there are practically no collisions

between molecules inside the cage. The result of

this calculation, expressed in terms of differential

pressure PTM brought to bear on the cross section

of the proof mass, is

PTM ATc
- A (18)

P0 TO

Coefficient A is a form factor having a value of

1/2 for a point proof mass (e/r >> 1), and 1/3 for

an infinitely small relative gap (e/r << 1).

From this is derived the expression for the

Type III perturbation due to the temperature gra-

dient of the cage, assuming a residual pressure of

10-7 Pa (10-9 tort) and a temperature of 300°K:

dFTM 5 • 10- lOr2

d(&Tc) m
(19)
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G. EffectDueto ThermalRadiationof Cage Wall

The same temperature gradient AT C present

on the cage wall will give rise to a flux of aniso-

tropic radiation on the proof mass (Fig. 7).

Retaining assumptions (d) and (e) in Section 3,

i.e., the same temperature laws for cage and

proof mass, and treating both as black bodies, the

relationship below is derived, giving expression to

this effect in terms of differential pressure applied

to the cross section of the proof mass:

A' _T _ AT C

PR : Y " C (Z0)

Coefficient A' is a form factor of the values A' = 4

for e/r >> 1 and A' = 8 for e/r << 1.

In practice, however, if the two bodies have
an emission coefficient, a, of less than 1 (bright

bodies), the multiple reflections from this radia-

tion will have the effect of reducing the influence

of the gradient• It can be shown that, in the first

approximation, and for a small gap (e/r < 1),
coefficient a will occur as a factor in the above

expre s sion:

8a_T30 ATc

PR = C
(21)

For a larger gap, the averaging effect is more

pronounced, and the expression below gives amax-

imum value

4aCT _ AT C

PR < C (Z2)

This leads to the expression for the Type III per-

turbation due to the temperature gradient of the

cage and its own thermal radiation, on the assump-

tion of an emission coefficient of O. 1 (highly re-

flecting gold coating):

dFR 5 • 10-9r 2

d(AT C) - m

(23)

This effect is predominant over that due to residual

gases at a pressure of 10 -7 Pa.

H. Disturbance Due to Position Pickup

1. Capacitive Pickup

The characteristics of capacitive pickup are
described in a later section. What should be said

here is that, if the photoelectric control of the

proof mass potential described in Section IV A is

not to be upset, the voltage applied to the pickup
electrode must not exceed 1 V. "

As this pickup is essentially made up of capa-

citance bridges (one bridge per axis.) (Fig. 8), the

electrostatic force of the sensing electrodes is dif-

ferential, and the resulting acceleration is

= TrD----_Z _ (24)FD 2e 0q)d2 × 4 3
m e

Y
i

X

| - = [

I I u*'_×Ax

Cd2 _- _ Cdl

_. c5 c; _ I

Vd2 _ I Vd,

Fig. 8. Capacitive pickup
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Where the six electrodes do not cover the

entire cage surface, a comparison of expression

(24) with (6) shows that the perturbation will in-

v'ariably be less than that caused by the electric

charge on the proof mass.

2. Optical Pickup

Whatever kind of optical device is used, the

luminous flux needed to detect the proof mass

position is invariably very slight, and a simple

calculation can demonstrate that the incident per-

turbation falls several orders of magnitude below
those discussed above.

I. Inferences From the Analysis of Perturbing
Forces

The foregoing analysis has shown the main

sources of perturbing acceleration to be

(1) Gravity action due to the spacecraft.

(2) Effect of the electric charge on the proof
mass.

(3) Effects of the temperature gradient of the

craft and the cage of the drag-free sensor.

These accelerations were expressed as a function
of

(1) The proof mass radius r.

(2) The gap between proof mass and cage e.

(3) The mass of the proof mass m.

Obviously, the last parameter must be of the

highest possible value. This prompts the choice

of a high-density material. Copper seems to meet

the case fairly well, as it has a relatively high den-

sity (8.9 • 10 3 kg/m 3, it is a diamagnetic mate-

rial of low susceptibility (10-6), and, in the O. F.

H.C. quality, it is a stable material well suited to

vacuum techniques.

On the basis of this choice, Figs. 9, 10, and

11 illustrate the main perturbations as referred to

a proof mass radius of between 1 and l0 cm, i.e.,

a mass of between 37 g and 37 kg, for the two re-

lative gap values e/r = 0.2 and e/r = 1. Figure

9 shows acceleration Type I, and Fig. 10 repre-

sents the acceleration gradients (Type II pertur-

bation). The acceleration induced by the tempera-

ture gradients of the spacecraft, _xT M, and of the

cage wall, _Tc, is shown in Fig. 11.

III. Position Pickup

A. Capacitive Pickup

In actuality, the capacitive pickup comprises

three identical pickups, one for each of the three

axes defining the proof mass position. The pickup

on each axis is essentially made up of a capacitance

bridge (Fig. 8), whose response on its own axis

is given by

U x AC d - AC'
-- = 2

V d _C i
(Z5)

m/$8c 2
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Fig. Ii. Perturbing accelerations due to

thermal gradients (Type III)

where

and

_C d = Cdl- Cdg

c;-

The pickup's sensitivity is a result of the re-

lationship existing between AC d and the component

Ax along the axis of the sensor detecting the dis-

tance between the proof mass center and the point

corresponding to the position pickup zero. It was

assumed that this point could be set in a sphere of

0. 0t e radius (Section IV-A). This relationship

can be written, for Ax/e<< 1, as

_Cd _ S _x

C d e

(26)

The sensitivity coefficient S is dependent on

the surface area of each capacitance electrode

(Fig. 12). Since the cage carries a large number

of devices (six capacitance electrodes, the acqui-

sition device, the input device for the luminous

flux, the electrometric pickup, etc. ), each elec-

trode has a relatively small surface area. Through

the selection of a 1T0 ratio of pickup area to proof

mass area, the sensitivity coefficient can be ex-

pressed as a function of the relative gap e/r. For
an e/r between 0 and 0. 2, the coefficient lies quite

close on 1 (Fig. lZ). For e/r = 0.4 it drops to
0. 5, and decreases at a rapid rate from then on.

This justifies the choice of e/r = 0.2 in the earlier
sections.

The domain of uncertainty on the proof mass

center position is, accordingly, a cube with its

edges lying in the direction of the position pickup

axes and having the value q. This value is given

by the thermodynamic noise of the electronic cir-

cuitry associated with the capacitance bridge, and

also by the variations ZXC' of the stray capacitances

C' caused by •local temperature fluctuations. Any

variation in stray capacitance _C' will be inter-

preted as an equivalent deviation Ax C, defined by

the relationship

i AC' C'.... e (z7)
AXc = S " C' C d

By suitably disposing the circuits, the stray

capacitances can be reduced to very low values,

arising exclusively from the presence of electric

leakage fields at the ends of some conductors.

With the leakages occurring through the coats of

varnish and embedding resins, such variations

_C'/C' are caused by variations in the dielectric

constants of these materials. Their value, on the

strength of experience gained with the CACTUS

accelerometer (Ref. 5), is given as

_C'
- 10-4/deg- (2.8)

C'

Again, the value of C d is written in first

approximation :

2 4n _ 0r2_ -12r 2

C d = i0 e = approximately I0 e

(Z9)

Stray capacitance C' is only slightly dependent

on dimensions e and r, and can be estimated at

less than 0.5 pF. This gives

5 • 10-5te'\2/_ )AXc - S , deg (30)

Thus, this first source of position pickup noise is

seen to depend solely on the relative gap e/r.

Putting the variance of local temperature
fluctuation at less than (0. 5o) 2, relation (30) pro-

vides the following estimate for the noise at zero

mean value of the position pickup, due to local

temperature variations :

for e lr = 0. 2, [(_'T_, It / zq = AX C) < 1 I_m

(3l)

for e/r = 0. 4, q < 8 t_m
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Fig. 12. Capacitive pickup sensitivity

It is easy to ascertain that, with V d chosen to

be 1 V, the thermodynamic noise of the electronic

circuitry is negligible by comparison with the above

value. An inquiry into the thermodynamic noise

also shows that, for one particular amplifier, it,

too, depends on the relative gap e/r alone.

In conclusion, then, it can be said that the un-

certainty of the proof mass position is given by

relation (31) for each axis under measurement.

B. Optical Pickup

The systems applicable include light beam in-

tercepting devices and scanning photomultiplier

detectors. Unlike capacitance pickups, these de-

vices give better service with larger relative gaps

(e/r) in use.

On the debit side, optical equipment takes up

more cage space than do capacitance electrodes

and its dynamic range falls below the correspond-

ing capability of a capacitance pickup. These con-

siderations make for the conclusion that, unless

there is need, for any reason, to use a relative

gap of over 0. Z or even 0.4, the capacitance pickup

seems to be the better choice as a position-

detecting device.

IV. Acquisition and Reset System

A. General Considerations

In the launching phase, the proof mass needs

to be mechanically secured by retractable arms.

Moreover, the impact of a micrometeorite or some

other incident occurring on a mission may bring

the proof mass into contact with the cage wall, to

which it may stay attached by short-distance forces

of attraction {Van de Waals forces}. Such attach-

ments through contact between ball and cage can be

minimized by an appropriate control logic so long

as provision is made for the proof mass to be re-

turnable to the cage center from any point of ad-

herence. If there are, say, eight retractable

arms, this operation is feasible for a ball diameter

of roughly half the cage diameter.

This is what brings us to the view that the e/r

ratio must not exceed 1 whatever the type of posi-

tion pickup in use. An examination of the perturb-

ing forces has shown, incidentally, that there is
no need for e/r > 1.

B. Principle of Acquisition and Reset With
e/r- < 0.4

The retractable arms can be mounted as shown

in Figs. 13 and 14. The ends of the ball support-

ing arms are insulated from the cage and connected

to a voltage generator. Once the spacecraft is in

orbit, the arms are brought back to the level of

the cage surface and can act as electrodes, exert-

ing an electrostatic action on the ball. The elec-

trode voltages can be controlled by the proof mass
position pickup so as to keep the ball centered in

the cage. This form of suspension works on the

same principle as in electrostatic accelerometers.

When the relative speed of the ball in the cage

reaches a sufficiently low rate, the operating volt-

ages are cut off, and the ball is kept centered by

the guidance controlof the spacecraft. This device

INSULATORS PUSH- ROD

/,ll / / ,
. z

II

ECTRICAL

/ CONNEXION

\ SPRING

, \FLEXIBLE TUBE

/'/,

BEARINGS IN THE MIDDLE AXIS OF POSITION PICK-UPS

Fig. 13. Proof mass bearing for launch phase
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Fig. 14. Acquisitionsystem

offersa dualadvantage:(1)In thecourseof the
initial acquisition,thebackingmovementof the
supportarmscanbarelybeeffectedwithoutim-
partingspeedto theball; theelectrostaticsus-
pensionremediesthis effect. (2)Shouldtheproof
masshappento workbackontothecagewall, it
canbebroughtbackintopositionbyexclusivere-
lianceontheplayof etectr,ostaticforces. The
mechanismwill thereforehaveto beusedonly
oncefor securingtheproofmassonlaunch.
C. Assessmentof theElectricForcesRequired

for ResetWithe/r = 0. 2

V = 2 . 105r
a

With the proof mass spaced at a distance of
2 e from the electrode, the electrostatic force of

attraction is written as

uCbVgr 2
F = a (33)

a 2
4e

The electric forces must of necessity over-
come the short-distance forces of attraction. The

latter were estimated by P. Bertrand (Ref. 16),

following up work by Casimir (Ref. 17) and Fierz

(Ref. 18). He gives the following expression:

where b = electrode surface area/ball surface

area.

Figure 15 gives the value of F a versus r, with
b = 10 -2 • This force exceeds the theoretical

_hC 2=(r + e/Z) 2 (32)

FC = 1440 e d 3

This theoretical expression has been experi-

mentally confirmed on the CACTUS accelerometer.

It will take further testing in reference to the sys-

tem parameters to make certain that the law is

applicable to all drag-free sensors. In any case,

expression (32) can be regarded as the first ap-

proximation to the relevant orders of magnitude.

It is shown in Fig. 15 for a proof mass radius be-
tween 1 and 10 cm, and a ball surface roughness

estimated at 0. 1 _m.

The maximum electric recovery force is de-

pendent on the maximum admissible voltage on the

work electrodes. Granting that, for r = 10 cm,

these electrodes and the cage may be spaced no

more than 1 mm apart, and with a maximum elec-

tric field of Z00 kV/cm (admissible under vacuum),

the operating voltage can be expressed by

NEWTON

10 4

lO'e Fc (,sucking forc e}=..__---'--

10-7
2 5 70

r (cm)

sec

10o

Fig. 15. Reset system performance
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value of the force of adhesion by 2 or 3 orders of

magnitude. The figure also shows the time taken

to effect the reset by this procedure referred to r;

this time ranges from 8 to 80 s.

D. Principle of Acquisition and Reset With

e/r = l

With e/r = 1, the value of the maximum elec-

tric forces attainable approaches that of the forces

of adhesion; thus the reliability of the device seems

to become inadequate, and the operation is best

carried out in two phases:

Phase 1 : Partial withdrawal of support arms

and suspension by electrostatic

means, as before.

Phase Z: With operating voltage cut off and

spacecraft guidance control switched

into circuit, complete withdrawal of

support arms.

In the event of accidental adherence, reset is

to be effected accordingly by bringing the elec-

trodes closer to the ball, i.e., by concurrent op-
eration of both the electrical and mechanical facil-

ities. This is a serious drawback to the use of a

large gap system, in which an optical pickup is

required.

V. Conclusions

For a drag-free deep- space spacecraft used

in experiments on the theories of gravitation to
have a perturbing acceleration of less than l0 -12

m/s 2 in its orbital plane, the inevitable choice is

a spinning craft, since its constant acceleration,
in the craft axes, is on the order of 10 -10 m/s 2.

The acceleration gradients and the uncertainty of

the position of the proof mass play a vital part in

such spacecraft, and induce the residual perturb-

ing acceleration, which is dependent on the guid-

ance control pattern chosen.

The present investigations were conducted at

ONERA by M. Bismut (Ref. 7), who showed that,

with the use of a control system including a good

estimator of the integral term, the equivalent re-

sidual acceleration due to position pickup noise

may be reduced to 2 • I0-13 m/s2; the relevant

data were as follows:

Proof mass radius 3 cm

Proof mass mass l kg

Relative gap e/r 0. 2

Pickup noise 2

Limit cycle 0. 1 mm
Computer accuracy I0-3

Because of the spin, Type I accelerations are

not involved except for their components along the

spin axis. This kind of acceleration, on the order
of 10- 10 m/s 2 and mainly due to gravitational at-

traction, calls for an attitude control accuracy of

0. 1 deg.

A study of Type III acceleration (constant in

absolute axes) has, moreover, pointed up the im-

portance of temperature gradients. They need,

however, to be clearly separated into the constant
term and the term related to the first harmonic at

the spacecraft rotational frequency; the constant

term gives rise to a Type I and the cyclic term to

a Type IH acceleration. Thus, for a 1-kg proof

mass, the cage wall may show a 20 ° temperature

difference between two opposite points, but the

variation of this difference at the spacecraft rota-

tional frequency must not exceed 0.2 °. The same

applies to the spacecraft structure, for which the

order of magnitude of the temperature variations

in phase with the rotating motion must be below 1 °.

Stringent as these requirements may be, they are

well within the reach of present-day space

technology.

In light of the investigations described, the

achievement of a perturbation level below 10-1Z

m/s 2 seems to be within the range of technological

possibility. This has been shown by the present

feasibility study, and may be confirmed by labora-

tory experiments, in which the validity of the as-

sumptions made would be checked. But the imag-

inative powers of scientists will be severely

strained to devise the comprehensive, yet low-

cost, experiment in which the actual operating

conditions are closely approached, so that the

true level of the residual perturbations may be as-

certained. In this respect, experiments performed

in an orbital station are bound to be of supreme

interest.

Nomenc latur e

A, A' = numerical coefficients; shape factors

a = emissivity of proof mass and cage

B = magnetic induction vector

b = numerical coefficient

Cdl, Cdg =

cl,cl :

C. -:
I

pickup electrode capacitance

stray capacitance

bridge capacitance picked off of a

voltage amplifier

C = speed of light in vacuum

D = diameter of pickup electrode

roughness

d = proof mass surface unevenness

E = stray electric field

e = gap between proof mass and cage, or

charge of electron

r --
a

F =
c

G =

acting force utilized for acquisition

of proof mass

sticking force between proof mass and

cage

gravitation constant = 6.7 • 10"ll

MKSA

H S =

h =

interplanetary magnetic field

Planck's constant = 6.6 • 10 -34

MKSA
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M =

m =

P0 =

PTM =

PR =

R =

R S =

RSM =

r =

S =

T =

T O =

AT =

&T C =

zXT M =

AX =

U --
x

V =

V =
a

Vdl' Vd2 =

c_ =

0(, _I --

['B =

VDG =

FIE =

F G =

r'Q =

satellite mass

mass of proof mass

pressure in cage

thermomolecular pressure acting on

proof mass

radiation pressure acting on proof

mass

radius of cage

modulus in cylindrical coordinates of

any point of the craft

outer radius of a cylindrical

spacecraft

proof mass radius

sensitivity factor of capacitance

pickup

temperature

mean temperature of satellite

temperature gradient

temperature difference at two opposite

points of cage

temperature difference at two opposite

points of satellite

component on the X-axis of the dis-

tance of proof mass center from zero

point of position pickup

output voltage of capacitance bridge
on the X-axis

proof mass potential

voltage of acting force electrodes

voltage of capacitance pickup
electrodes

satellite velocity

numerical coefficients

overall sensitivity of capacitance

bridge

perturbing acceleration due to stray

magnetic field gradient

perturbing acceleration due to out_

gassing flow

perturbing acceleration due to stray

electric field

perturbing acceleration due to internal

gravitational forces

perturbing acceleration due to elec-

tric charge on proof mass

F R = perturbing acceleration due to radia-

tion pressure

i-"S = perturbing acceleration due to inter-
planetary magnetic field

FTM = perturbing acceleration due to thermo-
molecular pressure

['i/2 = acceleration due to gravitational
forces of spacecraft half

t0=

relative uncertainty of gravitational

forces in all parts of satellite

permittivity of vacuum = 8. 85 • i0-12

F/m

K = magnetic susceptibility of proof mass

k = expansion coefficient of satellite

-6
_t0 = permeability of vacuum = i. 25 • I0

H/m

rl = uncertainty on proof mass center

position due to position pickup noise

= distance of proof mass center from

cage center

A_ = distance of proof mass center from

zero point of position pickup

p = proof mass density

-8
= Stefan's constant = 5. 7 • I0 MKSA

polar angle of any point of spacecraft

or cage as measured in reference to

axis set in direction of temperature

gradient

= angle, in cylindrical coordinates of

any point of spacecraft
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Applicationsof PresentlyPlannedInterplanetary
Missionsto TestingGravitationalTheories

L. D. Friedman
Jet PropulsionLaboratory

CaliforniaInstituteof Technology

I. Introduction

This paper will present a summary of the

probable interplanetary missions for the 1970s

that might prove useful in testing the general

theory of relativity. Although it is to be under-

stood that relativity testing is not (yet) a major

scientific objective of any of these missions, we

will try to show that significant testing can be

done on them.

Anderson (Ref. 1),'Curkendall (Ref. 2), and

Trask (Ref. 3) have discussed the non-gravitational

limitations of interplanetary spacecraft modeling

and possible means of circumventing these limi-

tations. The dispersive media model limitation

on knowledge of the ray path is not severe with the

introduction of dual-frequency tracking. The

unmodelled non-gravitational forces, however, do

constitute the important limitations on using inter-

planetary spacecraft. Estimates in the following

sections and covariance studies for both the Helios

and the Venus-Mercury projects suggest that to

make significant estimates of _ and J20, the un-
modelled accelerations must be less than 0. I% of

the modelable part, e.g., at approximately I0-i0

m/s 2, in the inner planet region of the solar sys-

tem. For longer arc tracking on outer planet

missions, we feel that I0 -II m/s 2 will be nearer

the minimum upper bound tolerable for unmodeled

accelerations. This value could be achieved by

(I) designing a drag-free spacecraft, (2) using

very accurate accelerometers (see section V), or

(3) seeking very tight engineering specifications

on gas leakages during the mission and on material

reflective property changes. We are also quite

hopeful that improved filtering and modeling will

reduce sensitivity to these forces. Anderson

(Ref. l) has shown how filtering improvements can

allow the tolerance to the unmodeled non-

gravitational forces to increase. If the filter is

fortuitously chosen, or if several filters are per-

mitted to operate on the data, improvement in the

estimates may be forthcoming (see also Ref. 5 in

which the improved treatment of process noise --

the unmodeled accelerations driving the state--

is described).

Non-gravitational forces can also be elimi-

nated by anchoring the spacecraft to the planet;

indeed, such missions offer exciting possibilities,

for they provide the opportunity of tracking mas-

sive bodies with highly accurate doppler and time-

delay radio (active radar) data. Possibilities for

experiments with such spacecraft are just begin-

ning to be investigated (Ref. 4).

If. Interplanetary Space Program

It is impossible to present a definite plan for

the interplanetary space program for the next

decade, not because none exists (many do) but

because of the vagaries of politics and technical

developments. The following summary is taken

from recommendations of the Planetary Explora-

tion Planning Panel at NASA (Ref. 5) and from

information from the present NASA 5-year plan,

which is being used in the budget preparations.

Cislunar and earth orbital missions are not in-

cluded. Inclusion of the activities of other nations

has not been attempted, with the exception of

Helios --a joint West German-U.S. project. The
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SovietUnionhasnotannouncedanyfutureplans
for interplanetarymissions,althoughtheyhave
indfcatedthatat leastavigorousVenusandMars
explorationprogramwill continue.

In Fig. I, thespaceprogramof the1970sis
depictedasa plotofthemissions'he!iocentricdis-
tancevs date. Byreadinghorizontallyacrossthe
plot, weseethemissionsplannedover thedecade

to various parts of the solar system. By reading

vertically, we can obtain a picture of the range

through the solar system of scientific measure-

ments at any time. The dashed lines on the plot

depict possible extensions to the basic missions.

We briefly summarize the missions and some

of their characteristics in Tables 1 and 2. Not

mentioned in the tables are the solar-electric

propulsion mission to an asteroid, listed in the

5-year plan for a 1978 launch, or the Jupiter

Atmospheric Entry Probe, similarly listed for a

1980 launch, since they are more problematical

at this tinge and their functions are quite obvious.

III. The Mariner Venus-Mercury 1973 Mission

The Mariner mission planned by the United

States for flyby of Venus and Mercury in early

1974 is the first announced planned use of a

planetary swingby to provide additional energy to

a spacecraft's orbit in order to reach a more

distant planet (Ref. 6). The trajectory for the

basic mission is depicted in Fig. 2.

The scientific objectives for the Mariner

Venus-Mercury (MVM) mission are primarily to

obtain close flyby observations of Mercury and

its environs, and secondarily to obtain Venus

encounter and interplanetary measurements. To

achieve these objectives, NASA formulated a

Science Steering Group (SSG) to advise and coor-

dinate the preliminary science instrumentation
and recommendations. The SSG met for about

6 months preceding the payload (i.e., experi-

menters) selection. Celestial mechanics, includ-

ing gravitational theory testing, was represented
on the Radio Science and Celestial Mechanics

Team. Reports of this team and the SSG report

have been published as MVM project documents

(Refs. 7 and 8).

One very important outgrowth of the SSG-

Project early studies was the planne,' use of both

S- and X-band tracking data (ranging and doppler)

throughout the mission. As seen in Fig. 2, the

MVM mission is characterized by relatively short

cruise arcs between two planetary encounters.
Since there will be three or four midcourse cor-

rections, no very long arc of tracking data will

be available for reduction. Thus, the emphasis

on this mission for the celestial mechanics experi-

menters is on using the tracking data of the plan-

etary encounter to deduce information about the

target planet's grhvitational field, if only the

basic mission were flown (ending at Mercury

encounter plus 20 days), no definitive measure

of y, _, or J2(9 could result.

100
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Fig. 1. Possible interplanetary mission schedule in the 1970s
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Table i. Tentative interplanetary mission set (approved)

Mission

MM 1971

(Mars

orbiter)

Pioneer F,

G 1972

(Jupiter

flybys )

MVM 1973

(Venus,

Mercury

flybys )

Helios 1973

(solar

probe)

Viking 1975,

19777,

19797

(Mars

orbiter,

lander)

Spacec raft

2 Mariner

orbiters

(JPL)

Pioneer flyby

(NASA-ARC,

TRW)

Mariner flyby

(JPL,

industry)

Solar probe

(W. Germany

-- MBB, USA

-- NASA

GSFC)

2 orbiters

(NASA LaRC,

JPL)

2 lander s

(NASA

LaRC,

Nfartin)

I
I

Primary objectives

Mars mapping, in-

vestigation of at-

mosphere, topog-

raphy, internal

activity, and mass

distribution.

Fields, particles

Exploration of inter-

planetary medium,

Asteroid belt,

and Jupiter
environment

Observations and

measurements of

Mercury and its
environment

Measurement of so-

lar wind, charged

particles and par-

ticularite matter,

particle- field

interactions

Acquisition of vi-

sual, thermal, and

water vapor data;

radio science

Life and organic

systems search,
TV and atmo-

spheric observa-
tions; radio and

in situ measure-

ments

Science payload

60 kg: TV,

UVS, IRIS,

IRR

25 kg: Magne-

tometer fie tds

and particles,

radiation, IRR,

UV, meteor-

oids, imaging,

polarimeter

60 kg: Imaging,

IR R, UVS,

plasma

science,

magnetometer,

charged par-

ticle telescope

52 kg: Plasma,

magnetometer,
micrometeor-

oids, cosmic

ray, zodiacal

light, photom-
eter

70 kg: TV, IR

30 kg: TV;

life, soil, and

water sam-

piers; atmo-

spheric

sensors

Celestial

mechanics

investigators

J. Lorell

(JPL)

I. I. Shapiro

(MIT)

J. Anderson

(JPL)

G. Null

(JPL)

J. Anderson

(JPL)

I. I. Shapiro

(MIT)

W. Kundt

(Hamburg)

J. Anderson

(JPL)

W. Melbourne

(JPL)

W. Michael

(NASA

LaRC)

D. L. Cain

(JPL)

_I. I. Shapiro

(MIT)

Relevance to

relativity

testing

Anchored space-

c r aft

Ephemeris im-

provement
Precise orbit

about central

body

Long-arc track-

ing (only

dopple r)

Improvement of

Jupiter mass

Long-arc track-

ing, possible

Possible super-

ior conjunction

communication,

dual-frequency

Possible two

Mercury en-

counters

(anchors)

Ephemeris im-

provements

Long-arc track-

ing
Eccentric solar

probe, low

periapsis

Superior con-

junction

Both kinds of

anchored

spacecraft

Orbiter/lander

geometry
Precise orbit

about central

body

Precise plane-

tary motion

In February 1970, a Mercury science sympo-

sium was held at Caltech. At this meeting, Prof.

Columbo queried as to whether the Mariner space-

craft, after encountering Mercury, returned to

the planet again. Subsequent investigation found

that the swingby of Mercury indeed provided wide

control of the post-encounter period of the space-

craft, and that there existed a family of ballistic

trajectories which returned to Mercury 176 days

later (two Mercury orbital periods). What was

most remarkable is that there were trajectories

among this family which satisfied all the other

trajectory requirements of the baseline mission.

A heliocentric plan view of a Mercury-to-Mercury

return trajectory is shown in Fig. 3.

With the astrodynamic feasibility of a

Mercury re-encounter established, the Project

made a study of a so-called expanded MVM

mission. This study provided conclusions which

stated that the expanded mission was scientifically

extremely desirable and, with some engineering

modifications to the spacecraft (connected with

making additional midcourse maneuvers, and

providing continuous communication with the

high-gain antenna), could be provided at a

relatively small incremental additional cost.

It also showed that multiple Mercury returns

could be made repeatedly as long as sufficient

midcourse fuel was available to perform trajec-

tory guidance.
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Table 2. Tentative interplanetary mission set (not yet approved)

Mission

Venus probes

1975, 1978

(Venus

entries)

Venus

orbiter

1976

(Venus

orbiter)

Grand Tour

1976, 1977,

1979 (outer

planet

flyby)

Spacecraft

2 Explorers

(NASA

aSFC)

Ezplorer

(NASA

GSFC)

ITOPS (JPL,

industry)

Primary objectives

Composition and

circulation pattern

of atmosphere,

distribution and

composition of

c loud s

Venus fields and

particles environ-

ment and atmo-

spheric observa-

tions

Observation of all

outer planets and

several of their

natural satellites

Science payload

candidates

12-25 kg: UV,

IR, and imag-

ing;fields and

particles

12-25 kg:

Fields and par-

ticles, UV, IR,

and visual

imaging

(camera)

lO0 kg: imag-

ing TV, IR,
and UV; radio

emission;

occultation;

fields and par-
ticles; micro-

meteorites

Celestial

mechanics

inve sti gator s

Not yet
selected

Not yet
selected

Not yet
selected

Relevance to

relativity

testing

Incorporation of

tracking data

Improved Venus

ephemeris

Anchored space-

craft may im-

prove Venus

ephemeris,

but limited by

orbit trim

maneuvers and

atmospheric

perturbations

Long-arc

tracking

Superior con-

junctions

Ephemerides of

• all planets
Satellite

epheme rides

Solar system

escape

With an expanded mission, relativity tests

become feasible, and four specific tests have been

suggested:

(1) The S/X-band ranging and doppler track-

ing through superior conjunction should

provide a confirmation, and at least one

order of magnitude improvement, to the

Mariner 1969 experiment because the

dual-frequency ranging and doppler data
will both eliminate the limitation due to

the dispersive media models and reduce

the dependence on a previously estab-

lished accurate orbit (hence relieving the

low-thrust force limitation). The solar

corona model in particular will not be

critical as with the Mariner 1969 experi-

ment. Furthermore, the spacecraft is on

a much faster orbit and the superior con-

junction passage occurs much more

quickly than on the Mariner Mars mis-

sions, so that the buildup in error due to
unmodeled accelerations does not occur

to as large an extent.

The Radio Science and Celestial Mechan-

ics Team estimated that y could be mea-

sured to 0.002 and _ to 0. 1 with the

dual-frequency S/X-band system in use

through solar superior conjunction. This

experiment does not depend on re-

encounter, just on extension of the

(z)

mission, and on the continuous S/X-band

operation through superior conjunction.

The long-arc tracking of the spacecraft,

depending on the middourse correction

strategy, in the Mercury-to-Mercury re-

turn phase may allow estimation of 8, y,

and J2Q in the full least-squares orbit
determination solution. The limit here

will he with the non-gravitational forces

and will thus depend on the "cleanliness"

of the spacecraft. Preliminary studies

have shown that a 2_0 estimate of _ and an

estimate of J2(._/R_with a standard devi-
ation of less than 10-5 are possible with

a long arc of tracking, when the low-

thrust forces can be modeled, but also

have indicated significant correlation be-

tween the f_ and J2Q estimates and those

parameters of the low-thrust forces. The

author has performed computer covari-

ance analyses for this mission (Ref. 9}

and found that even if the tracking period

is nearly a year, the correlation coeffi-

cient between f5 and J20 estimates is
about 0.9, and the coefficients between

these parameters and the modelable non-

gravitational force parameters are

greater than 0. 96. ;'= The high correlations

show both the high sensitivity to the non-

gravitational force model and the need

for independent data to separate the f5 and

The parameter set included probe initial conditions, low-thrust force parameters, relativity parameters

J20, observing site locations, the astronomical unit and interplanetary medium constant. Including G

in the solution led to unity correlations between it and 320 and [3.
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Fig. 2. Venus-Mercury 1973 mission orbit

J20 estimates. The results and previous

experience indicate that error estimates

will increase by at least a factor of 3 to

i0 if the unmodeled accelerations are i%

of the modeled part. The long-arc data

reduction does not require the Mercury

re-encounte r.

The two ties to Mercury's orbit may pro-

vide extremely accurate indications of

Mercury's motion, from which we would

like to deduce the solar oblateness coeffi-

cient. This possibility is still being in-

vestigated, but it appears that if a J20 /

R_ of 10 -5 is to be detected, the Mercury
position (relative to earth) will have to be

resolved to better than 1 kin. A resolu-

tion of such magnitude has not been pre-

dicted but is not far from being feasible.

The celestial mechanics investigators on

the mission are currently investigating

this point.

Finally, we cite the continuing work of

Lieske et al. (Ref. 10) at JPL and

Shapiro et al. at MIT, who seek to com-

bine the interplanetary spacecraft data

The

te r plus

with the tens of thousands of planetary

observations to estimate all solar system

parameters and to provide very accurate

planetary ephemerides from which rela-

tivistic gravitational effects can be ob-

served. The MVM experimenters include

n_enlbers from these groups, and they

will actively pursue studies needed to

properly evaluate the potential from con-

catenating the different data sets into the

estimation process. Detailed computer

simulations estimating the many param-

eters are necessary as part of these

studies. The two encounters to Mercury

should be most beneficial in the combined

data set, for they will provide independent

benchmarks for the radar data which can

resolve ambiguities and allow the filter

to give accurate parameter estimates, tt

seems probable that this combination of

radio, radar, and optical data of the inner

planets will provide the best gravitational

theory experiment from the mission, and

indeed perhaps the best of the 1970s.

basic mission ending at Mercury encoun-

20 days is now the Project plan. However,
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an attempt is being made to design the spacecraft

and the mission to allow expansion of the mission

to accommodate the superior conjunction experi-

ment and Mercury return(s).

IV. Mission Characteristics

In seeking to "hop on board" already existing

missions to do relativity testing, we are concerned

with both the characteristics of the trajectory and

mission plan for obtaining relativistic effects from

the tracking, and the characteristics of the space-

craft to suggest instrumentation for measuring

relativistic effects directly. In the next section,

we discuss additional spacecraft instrumentation

for relativity testing; here we consider aspects of

the missions. We will continue to confine our

attention here to the other flyby missions of the

1 970s.

In 1974, a German spin-stabilized solar probe

(Helios) will be launched into an orbit with a
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perihelion distance of from 0.2 to 0.3 AU. * A

representative trajectory for a perihelion distance

of 0.2 AU is shown in Fig. 4 in a synodic coordi-

nate system (which rotates at the angular rate of

the earth about the sun). As can be seen from the

figure, the spacecraft spends a great deal of time

within a few degrees of the sun, and a general

relativistic time-delay test is certainly feasible.

The Helios project will probably equip the

spacecraft with an S-band ranging transponder;

they have no plans to include an X-band capability.

Nevertheless, it should be possible to obtain a 1%

test of the general relativistic time delay, and

hence of.i, by ranging to Helios. Also, the rela-

tively small perihelion distance of Helios suggests

the possibility that a significant measurement of

the parameter _ and the dynamical solar oblate-

ness parameter J2(Dmight be possible. In order

to investigate this possibility, JPL investigators

have performed covariance analyses for two

orbits with perihelion distances of 0.2 and 0.3 AU.

A drag-free situation has been assumed. Although

this is not the case for Helios, still the results

are useful for comparison purposes between the

two trajectories.

The results also indicate what can be achieved

with drag-free satellites which make relatively

close approaches to the sun. Time delay and

doppler measurements with random noise values

of 277 ns and 1.37 mHz, respectively, were as-

sumed. Significant _ and J2(_) estimates require

i00 days of tracking (assuming 1 pass per week),

but beyond that, time improvement in the errors

of the estimates is very small. With a perihelion

distance _ of 0.3 AU, estimates of _ to 4 - 5%

and of J2G/R_ to 0.6 - 0.7 x 10 -5 are all that is

possible. Fr_'m the closer orbit (q = 0.2 AU), a

much more favorable determination of _ and JZ(D
can be achieved. The determinations of _ to

0.01% and JzQto 0.002 × 10 -5 R_ for q = 0.2 AU
are far more significant values. The disparities

in the precision between the 0.2 AU and the 0.3 AU

case are so great that the investigators have

recommended a smaller perihelion distance, if

possible, for Helios.

Unfortunately, Helios is not a drag-free

satellite, and the cited results cannot be taken

seriously for that spacecraft. At this time we do

not have any precise estimates of what the non-

gravitational forces will do to these curves; re-

sults of this sort should soon be available. Pre-

liminary results indicate that the uncertainty in

for the perihelion distance of 0. 3 AU increases

from an accuracy of about 3% to an accuracy of 5%

when the solar radiation and solar wind forces are

assumed uncertain by 0.3% of the total radiation

pressure force. This is a reasonable assumption

when one considers the random fluctuations in the

solar flux, which was actually measured on

Mariners VI and VII.** Under this assumption,

the estimate of the solar oblateness coefficient

J2(D becomes indeterminate.

The results here are consistent with our dis-

cussion of the Venus-Mercury mission and with

4O °
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70 °

80 °

90"

30 ° 20 ° I00 O0 350 ° 340 ° .330"

:320"

310 °

300 °

290"

280"

270 °

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

DISTANCE, AU

Fig. 4. Helios trajectory; launch

date March 13, 1974, perihelion

distance 0.2 AU

the comments in Section I about overcoming the

unto.deled non-gravitational forces.

The Pioneer F and G missions will not con-

tribute much to the parameter estimates, except

insofar as the mass of Jupiter estimate is im-

proved because there will be no range data and

also because the tracking will be at a single fre-

quency subject to charged particle limitations.

The Venus survey missions may or may not have

these limitations. In any case, they will repre-

sent only incremental improvements over the
Mariner II and V data results.

The Grand Tour missions, with their 9 - 12

year lifetimes and penetration to 40 AU, will add

considerably to our solar system data set, es-

pecially if S/X-band ranging and doppler tracking

continuously operates on these missions.

The encounter data from the outer planet

missions will be used to improve ephemerides

and mass estimates of the planets. Such improve-

ments are necessary in seeking the measurement

of relativistic terms in the motion of the planets.

The combining of these data with the two-century

arc of optical data should yield an excellent de-

scription of motion in the solar system to an accu-

racy sufficient for gravitational theory testing.

In this way, a measured time variation of the

gravitational constant may also be sought. This

analysis is essentially a determination and fit to

a parameterized model of planetary ephemerides.

The beginning of this effort has already been re-

ported in Ref. 10.

To be investigated are the motions of the

major planet satellites. Over the past few years,

scientific interest in observations of the planetary

satellites has begun to rank equally in importance

to observations of the planets. We can thus expect

that mission plans will require close passage to

several bodies in the Jovian system. This charac-

teristic makes our probe into a sort of mini-comet

relative to the Jovian system. But we shall be

The discussion of the Helios mission is due to J. Anderson and P. Esposito (see also Ref. ii).

It is to be realized that solar flux measurements are not measurements of the forces on the spacecraft

and do not take into account changing reflective areas and properties nor leaks from the gas tanks.
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"on" thecometandreceivingaccuratetracking
informationfrom it, bothrelativeto earth(radio)
andrelativeto thesatellite-planetsystem(optical).
Sinceobservationsby TVpicturesof the satellites

against a star background are currently planned,

"inertial" references will also be established.

Being on such a comet with inertial, geocentric,

and central body references should suggest new

possibilities for gravitational theory tests. In

particular, spacecraft navigation will use observa-

tions of these satellites, coupled with radio mea-

surements for reducing spacecraft orbit determina-

tion errors. From the solution will come precise

orbits of the satellites.

The Jovian and Saturnian systems have many

interesting satellite orbital resonances. It seems

reasonable that precise orbital knowledge of devi-

ations from perfect resonances should permit

estimation of parameters causing the perturbation

to the Newtonian gravitational system, The mag-
nitudes or relativistic terms, from General Rela-

tivity and from other hypotheses, should be evalu-

ated so that orbit tracking tests can be devised.

Nordtvedt's suggested effect from a breakdown in

the Equivalence Principle might be observed in

the Jovian system and post-Newtonian terms may

be measured from precise satellite observations.

Further calculations will have to examine the

feasibility of detecting such effects and making

relativistic parameter estimates from motion and

observation in the zeocentric system. Orbiters,

especially in the Jovian or Saturnian systems,

might offer particularly exciting dynamics detect-

ing capabilities. As mentioned above, using the

parametrized version of the post-Newtonian metric

may be particularly powerful in this study, for the

many interacting effects may yield estimates on

many of the parameters.

The outer planet missions will go through a

near-solar superior conjunction approximately

every 300 days. Certainly, the determination of
can be confirmed and reconfirmed from this fea-

ture. The solar pressure force will become pro-

gressively smaller, thus reducing our limitation
due to the orbit determination. The latitudinal and

radial dependence of the relativistic time delay

can be studied from these superior conjunctions,

possibly to yield information connected with solar
rotation.

The Grand Tour program is not yet rigidly

defined. Options in the program plans allow for

the missions to include adaptive trajectory design,

entry probes, satellite flybys, and possibly even

orbiters. Investigation of orbital motion effects
on the satellites could be enhanced with close

flybys of several satellites or on an orbiter mis-
sion.

V. Instrumentation

A. Low-Level Aceele rometer

A three-axis, inertially referenced (either

through gyros or with independent celestial refer-

encing) accelerometer package capable of accu-

racies in the 10"ll-m/s Z (10-1Z-g) range could

provide a means of overcoming the problem in-

duced by unmodeled accelerations on the space-

craft. Since the main component of low-thrust

forces is (not counting the rotational forces of

attitude corrections) from the solar pressure ac-

celeration (of order 10-7 m/s 2 in the inner planet

region), a dynamic range of 10 -8 to 10 -12 g is

necessary. It is also necessary to avoid the

measuring of the centrifugal forces of the attitude
corrections.

The subject of low-level accelerometers has

been studied erratically over the past 15 years.
The main hindrance has been the lack of incentive

or application for such an instrument. Orle accel-

erometer with specifications near the 10 -8 to 10 -12

g level (Ref. 12) has, however, been constructed

and used operationally on several different space

programs. Although such accelerations have not

yet been measured because of lack of application,
the users feel that there are no fundamental limi-

tations impeding their detection. Recently,

Neiberling, Lesco and Berkopec (Ref. 13) re-

ported use of that accelerometer on a spacecraft

with measurements of about Z _g to 1% accuracy.

Reinel of West Germany, has presented a

method for laboratory and in-flight calibration of
this accelerometer to the 10 -7 g range on earth,

and 10-9 g in space (Ref. 14), which suggests that

the testing of low-level accelerometer instrumen-

tation for space flights is feasible. • '_¢ We do not

intend to neglect or minimize the obvious engi-

neering problems of continuous use of the instru-

ments, calibrated and accurate to the pico-g level,

over a mission lifetime of perhaps 10 years, or

even for missions of 1 year. Further study and

testing do, however, seem to be warranted if a

reasonable priority on having such data (for

tracking, navigation, or science purposes) is

established.

C. S/X-Band Transponders and Antennas

Martin (Ref. 18) and Easterling (Ref. 19) have

discussed the S/X-band ranging system, and

Trask (Ref. 3) has referred to the advantages of

dual-frequency tracking in removing charged-

particle and dispersive media effects from the

tracking data. The Mariner Venus-Mercury 1973

spacecraft, the Viking orbiter spacecraft and the

outer planet (Grand Tour) spacecraft will have such

capability. For the Venus-Mercury mission, the

main benefit to gravitational theory testing of the

S/X-band system will come at solar superior

conjunction (if the mission is extended). Since

the spacecraft passes relatively close to the sun,

the engineering problems of keeping the antenna

pointed at the sun near superior conjunction are

not trivial, nor is the problem of designing the
antenna mount so as to satisfy all the mission

objectives.
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Studyof the Determination of the Coefficients _ and y of the Generalized Metric of

Robertson and of the Dynamical Oblateness of the Sun

Christian Marchal

Office National dlEtudes et de Recherches A_rospatiales (ONERA), Paris

I. Motion of a Probe Around a Spherical Center
of Attraction (in the General Relativity Theory)

Let us take the velocity of the light as unity.

The most general static and spherical metric may

be expressed in the form of Robertson (Ref. I) as

We shall use the form of Schwarzschild, in which

the coefficient of the circumferential differentials

is one. Let us put

r = new radial distance = p

with

ds 2 : f(p) dt 2 - g(9) • (dx2 + dY 2 + dz2)

y2 2p = radial distance = x2 + + z

= 9 +-_m + .."

4_ = latitude

L = longitude

and f and g being two functions of 9 equal to one

at infinity:

2
The differential element ds becomes

f(p) _ 1 . mR_a... + _ + ...
P

P

g(o) : 1 +_z- +...
9 with

ds 2 = F(r) dt 2 - G(r) dr 2

. r z (d_ 2 + cos 2 4_ ' dL 2)

where m is a length equal to GM/c 2- (_1.48 km in

the case of the sun) and a : I to have a Newtonian

motion to the zero order.

The Einstein theory leads to _ = _/ - 1, but

some other theories (Jordan, Thiry, Brans-Dicke)

disagree. Totestthesetheories, let us first study

the motion according to the metric of Robertson.

- 1 - 2m + 2r_(_3 - "/) + "'"F(r) = f(p) - r

(G(r) 1 + = +'"

according
to _ : i
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In theEinsteiniancase,F(r) = 1/G(r) =
1- (2m/r)exactly.

The free motion is plane. If we assume that

it is in the plane _b = 0, the equations of motion

are:

2dL
r _ = h = integral of the angular momentum

dt
F(r) .--- = k = constant

(dd-_)2 r2 Idg_ 2 /dt_ 2G(r) + _ds ] + 1 - F(r)_ds ] = 0

= expression of ds 2

The parameter t is a regular time (at a great

distance and velocity zero), and the parameter s

is the time of the probe itself. These equations

may be integrated easily, to the first order, with

the help of an auxiliary Keplerian motion. Let us

put

h 2

h 2 2

: k4 +-_(k 2 - I) - _ --

h 2 2

+ (1 - k2)(6 + 4, I - 2_) ----Z(1 - k 2) (2 +,_)
m

and let us consider the Kepler[an orbit of eccen-

tricity e and semi-latus rectum p around the

same center of attraction. (We shall use the usual

parameters n, a, b,p, e, v, E, M, and the gravita-
tional constant _ (=nZa 3) is here equal to m. )

We then obtain, in terms of p and e,

h2 :mp +m213 + 2y- 2_ +e 2 +Y-_]

3

+ order m
P

2 e 2: m ¥mZe2(l + )
k 2 1 - -_- +-_+ 2

a 2p

3
m

+ order
P

P
a - 2

1 - e

And, in terms of the auxiliary true anomaly

v, the motion is integrated (to the first order)into

1 1 + e cos v Yme 2

r = p 2p-_ cos 2v

L : L0 +vii +_(2 +2y - _)]

<m ym 3e 4

s : so + I +_T_+--6-i - 4 + 2(i- eZllJ

Yme 2 3e 3

2me sin E

na

i. e. ,

t = to+ +2m + . +
a 2(1 - e 2

2me sin E
+

na

+ Yme2 - 2e sin E + 2 - e

np(l - e 2) _ sin 2

with, as usual, tan E/2 = _/(1 - e)/(1 + e) tan v/2

and M = E - e sin E; M/n is the proper time of

the Keplerian orbit and L0, s0, to are three con-

stants of integration.

These equations give the position, the proper

time, and the regular time, that is to say all the

parameters of motion, in terms of v; they are

valid (to the first order) for any eccentricity and,

with spherical symmetry, for any inclination.

It should be noted that

(1) _ appears only in the expression of L.

(2) The only visible long-period effect is the

secular advance of perihelion [angular

velocity = (nm/p)(2 + 2y - [3)].

(3) The second order gives lengths of less

than 1 cm (order m2/p). We shall see

that they are useless for our purpose.

II. Mot'ion of a Probe Under the Influence of the

Oblateness of the Sun

Let us consider the ordinary potential of an

oblate body
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__ [ R2 3 sin2 4# - 1 ]
U = m 1 + +''.

- r J20 --2- 2
r

and let us neglect the terms after J20 (R being

the radius of the sun). As usual, J20 = -J2 (by

definition); J20 is negative for an oblate body.

The motion of a free probe in this potential

may be expressed, to the first order, with the

help of an auxiliary rotating Keplerian orbit O.

The elements of Oare, as usual, n; a, b, p, e, i,

_2, _, v, E, M, with

4/_ 2- ez)b = a - e ; p = a(l - ;

E il - e " tanV"n = ; tan-_-= 1 + e 2'

M = E - e sin E

Let us rotate O around the polar axis and

around its normal axis, with angular velocities

proportional to that of v:

3Jz0R2

fl = fl0 + v • _ cos i
2p

¢o = "0 + v • 3J202"2_ (i - 5 cos 2 i)

4p

_0 and _0 being two constants of integration.

Let us call r 1, 4#1' L1 the coordinates of the
point moving along the rotating orbit O:

r 1

4#1

L 1

P = a(1 - e cos E)
= 1 + e COS v

= arc sin [sin i • sin (v + _)] ]I1
+ arc tan [cos i . tan (v + w)

Hence)

and

tan 4# 1 = tan i • sin (L 1 fl)

cos (v + w) : cos 4#1 " cos (L 1 - fl)

Then the motion in the potential U of the

oblate body may be expressed to the first order

(Ref. 2), with six appropriate constants of inte-

gration a, e, i, _20, w 0, tQ, in terms of the
description parameter v, oy

r = r I

)J2°R2 e3
_ [7_- cos 2i cos 2v- -_ sin 2icos 3v

2]cos ;1+ 2r

4# =4#1
sin 24#I

+ J20 R2 ----_

t 4r I

3 _ _)]

sin i • sin 2(v + w) • cos (L 1

8b 2

( ° )
L = L 1 + _12e cos i sin v 1 +_ cos v

p t:

2 ]1 -e 2
sin i sin 2(L I - e)

t = time

to 3J20R2 p2
o4 15sin2 ) + I - e 2\2 - 16

J20 R2 2 .
_- sin L • sin 2(v + _o)

4 nab

J20R2e

2( _np 1 e 2)

sin E (3__- 2e2)+ sin2E(_._ _ 3i

+s n2[19221]i sin E 1 - --{-e +'_ e 4

+ sin 2 [ sin 2E - _-_ e
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These equations give the position and the time in

terms of the true anomaly v. They are valid (to

the first order) for any eccentricity and any

inclination.

III. Estimation of _, 7, and J20 by the Study of
the Motion of a Solar Probe

A. State -of-the-Art

(1) The deflection of light beams when they

pass near to the sun is proportional to

1 + y and is known with an accuracy of

20%:

y= 1±0.40

B. Measure of

Let us call C the angle between the radial

vector of the earth and the radial vector of a probe

(Fig. I), and let us Construct the Euclidian tri-

angle sun-earth-probe either with the distances r

or with the distances p defined in Section I.

The radio-electric and the laser measure-

ments of the distance earth-probe give neither the

distance d r nor the distance dp of Fig. i, but, due

to the curvature of space, a length 27 is obtained

(for ds -- 0):

= - m(l + y) log an -_- tan/7 d r

(2)

(3)

(4)

(Today's improvements have even yielded

7 = I + 0. I0.)

The advance of the perihelion of Mercury

is related to _, N, and Jz0, as given by

2y - _ - 9 • 103 J20 = 1.01 ± 0.03 (i)

The motion of the node of Mercury on the

solar equator (when planetary perturba-

tions are removed) is not very well known.

There is an upper limit of about 5 • 10 -5

on ]J20J

The geometrical oblateness of the sun, as

measured by Dicke and Goldenberg, is
= 5 • 10-5. .

Since the ratio of the centrifugal to the

gravitational force at thelequator is4_ = _2R3/GM = g.l • 0 -5 , the

hypothesis of a sun in equilibrium leads

to:

- Nm (cos A + cos B) + order

2
m

r E sin A

= dp - m(1 + U) log an T tan

2
m

+ order
PE sin A'

One can verify that, since r = p +'fro +

order m2/p, the two formulas give concordant

re sult s.

This provides an easy way to measure "_

accurately when A and B vary near zero; for in-

stance, with a drag-free probe on a 6- or 8-month

orbit tangent to that of the earth, _ can be mea-

sured with an accuracy of 10 -3 if one uses laser

measurements (and if there is an accurate clock

4_ - 2_ - -2. 6 • 10 -5
J20 - 3

But if the mean rate of rotation of the sun

is near the equatorial one, the same

hypothesis leads to 0 >_ aT20 _. -51_/4MR Z,

i being the moment of inertia of the sun

(hence, I -< 2MR2/5). Then we must

choose between tWO hypotheses:

(a) J20 = - some 10 -6 and the geometri-

cal oblateness of the sun is due to

some phenomenon other than the

Newtonian attraction and the centri-

fugal forces, for instance, the

magnetic field or the radiation pres-

sure (inside the sun).

(b) Jz0 = -2 or -3 • 10 -5 . This case

requires that the inside of the sun

rotate with a mean rate of rotation

equal to about twice that of the sur-

face. (A uniform rate of rotation

leads to 24_ < 4_ < 54_, which is not

the case. )

dr

RoE  ARTH

dp

oBE  EARTH
PP_ P_SUNE

Fig. 1. Measure of
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in the probe). The accuracy is reduced somewhat

if only radio-electric measurements are used

because {1) the accuracy of the measure of .£ be-

comes 10 to 15 m instead of 3 m, and (2).f be-

comes very difficult to measure through the solar
corona.

C. Measure of _ and J20

The parameters _ and J20 can be measured

by their action on the motionof a solar probe. For

instance, if the orbital plane of the probe is near

the solar equator and if planetary perturbations
are removed, the mean rate of rotation of the

perihelion (n being the mean angular motion of the

probe) is

[__ 3J20R2n (2+ 2,_- f3)- 2p2

Practically, the first characteristic length

d_l--i.e. , the greatest measurable length related

to _, _, and J20--is, for one revolution, the

length shown in Fig. 2 (the Keplerian motion being

closed, this measure avoids the errors upon the

orbital elements). This length is about

£1 : lie 2m(2,/ - f3) - 3J20 +-7--+ .-.

(2)

Since d_ 1 is a length of only a few kilometers,

the measure of _ and J20 requires an accurately

compensated, drag-free probe: the remaining

unknown long-period perturbations must be of the

order of 10-12 m/s 2 at most; this can probably be

achieved by a drag-free probe in the ecliptic plane

/

Fig. 2. Measure of _ and J20

and spinmng in that plane. The out-of-plane com-

ponent of the perturbing accelerations remains

important, of course (10-10 or 10-9 m/s2), but

this has practically no effect upon the measure-

ment of .£ and -/71. (This is the reason why out-

of-ecliptic orbits must be avoided. )

Note that since the second characteristic

length is generally much smaller than _'1 (Ref. 3),

the best way to obtain [5 and 3-20 is also to use

Eq. (1) resulting from the advance of the perihelion

of Mercury. However, the 6-month orbit tan-

gent to that of the earth must then be avoided be-
cause this orbit has almost the same semi-latus

rectum as that of Mercury (0.413 and 0.371 AU,

respectively, compared with 0.69 AU for an

8-month orbit), and the ratio of the coefficients of

and Jr0 is proportional to this semi-latus rectum

(see Eq. 2).

Finally, three types of experiments with a

drag-free probe can be envisioned to measure _/,

_3, and J20, as shown in Table 1.

Table l. Experiments to measure _, _3, and J20

Mission Spacecraft

II

III

composition

Laser + clock + dual

frequency for the
radio-electric

measures

Dual-frequency +

rotation of the probe

Mission I +

Mission II

Remaining perturbing I Error in

aor2on 01 .0
0 0/%10
L 110 "IZ 10 -3 1% / 3'10 -6

Orbit

Preferably
6or

8 months

8 months

8 months
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It should also be noted that, actually, the

major source of errors in the measurement of

by a laser and a clock came from the drift of the

clock--about 10- 13 at best, or 2.6 m per day in

the measurement of .E.

IV. Conclusion

It is possible to measure the coefficients

and _ of the metric of Robertson and J20 of the

sun with a drag-free probe on an heliocentric orbit

of great eccentricity if the remaining unknown

long-period perturbing acceleration is of the order
of 10 -11 or 10-12 m/s2.

The second-order effects are too small to be

useful.

1.

3.
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An E_tvos Experiment in Earth Orbit
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[. Introduction

It is an axiom in general relativity that the

ratio of passive gravitational mass to inert mass

m

k = __2_P
m.

I

(i)

is a constant for all bodies, independent of their

composition. This condition is also required in

virtually all other theories of gravitation, although

in some (for example, the Brans-Dicke cosmology,

Ref. 1), the ratio is allowed to vary from point

to point in space-time. The assumption of

composition-independence for k is a statement of

the Weak Principle of Equivalence.

The evidence for this hypothesis consists

primarily of experiments of the E_tviSs type.
Given two bodies, of materials A and B, these

experiments may be regarded as measurements
of the E_tv}Ss ratio

.k(A) - k(B 1

N(A,B) = gk(A) + k(B)
(2)

The most precise experiment of this type to
date is that of Roll, Krotkov and Dicke (Ref. 2),

which showed that, for gold and aluminum, the

ratio is not larger than 10 -11. In order to under-

stand the motivation for improving this remark-

able accuracy, it is necessary to consider the

various forms of energy which together make up

the mass of any body or system of bodies. These

are:

(i) The elementary particles which make up

atoms, particularly protons, neutrons,

and electrons.

(2) Energy stored in the strong interaction,

which binds protons and neutrons together

to make nuclei.

(3) Energy stored in the electromagnetic

interaction, which binds electrons and

nuclei together to make atoms, atoms

together to make molecules and crystal
lattices, and which causes protons in a

nucleus to repel each other.

(4) Energy stored in the weak interaction,

which is responsible for _-decay

processes.

(5) Energy stored in the gravitational inter-

action, which binds planets and stars into

solar systems and solar systems into

galaxies, but which is very weak indeed

on the laboratory scale.

With the exception of the gravitational self-

energy, the fractional contribution of each of these

energy forms to the overall mass of a body depends

strongly on its chemical composition. Eb'tv_s

experiments using bodies of widely different com-

position therefore allow conclusions to be drawn

concerning the passive gravitational mass of some
of these fundamental forms of energy. Schiff
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(Ref. 3) has shown that experiments to date indi-

cate with reasonable accuracy that protons, neu-

trons, electrons" (and their antiparticles), strong

interaction energy, and electromagnetic energy do

not have anomalous gravitational behavior.

The present experiment is intended to investi-

gate the gravitational interactions of mass energy
stored in the weak interaction. If successful, this

will leave only the gravitational self-interaction

untested. As has been pointed out recently by

Nordtvedt (Ref. 4), advances in radar and laser

tracking of celestial bodies may soon allow this

aspect to be investigated as well. Null results in

both these tests would provide strong support for

present conceptions of gravitation and increase the

impetus to find a satisfactory interpretation of

inertial mass in Machian terms. On the other

hand, anomalous results might open the door to a

totally new understanding of the field. These ex-

periments therefore have an importance far tran-

scending mere improvements in accuracy.

The weak interaction is of particular interest

because it is known to violate well-established

physical principles, those of parity conservation

and charge-conjugation symmetry (Refs. 5 and 6).

While no theoretical arguments are available on

this point, it is tempting to guess that the weak

interaction might violate the Equivalence Principle
as well.

II. The Magnitude of Possible E6"tvBs Anomalies

A. The Weak Interaction

In order to estimate the accuracy required in

the experiment, let us assume that energy stored

in the weak interaction has inert mass but no pas-

sive gravitational mass. If _(A) is the fractional

contribution of weak interaction energy to the over-

all mass energy of body A, and if all other forms

of energy do not exhibit anomalous gravitational

behavior, then Eq. (2) yields

q(A, B) : a(B)- _(A) (3)

to first order in these small quantities.

After the discovery of non-conservation of

parity in weak interactions, the theory of these

interactions was substantially improved (Ref. 6),

but unfortunately it is still not possible to calculate

accurately the contribution of the binding energy

to the mass density of matter. However, Blin-

Stoyle (Ref. 7) has estimated that weak-interaction

energy is approximately one part in 10 7 of the

strong-interaction binding energy in a nucleus, a

result which appears to have been experimentally

confirmed by Lobashov et al. (Ref. 8). On this

basis, if A and }3 are gold and aluminum, Eq. (3)

gives

n(Au,Al) = i0 -II (4)

In view of the uncertainties in this calculation,

it is evident that the accuracy of the experiment

of Roll, Krotkov, and Dicke must be improved by

several orders of magnitude in order to give any

reliable information on the gravitational behavior

of weak-interaction energy. The design goal in

the present experiment is one part in 1014.

It should be noted that, if an anomaly in the

cornparison of gold and aluminum were detected

at this accuracy, it could be construed as indi-

cating a minor violation of the Equivalence Prin-

ciple by one of the other forms of mass energy.

This possibility could be investigated by carrying

out the experiment using several different pairs

of materials, except that a weak-interaction effect

will not be separable from a small strong-

interaction effect until the theory of these inter-

actions has been improved further.

B. The Gravitational Self-Energy

For a spherical body, the fractional contribu-

tion of the energy in the gravitational field to the
overall inert mass is (Ref. 4)

Gm
= (5)

g
rc

where r is the radius of the body, G is the gravi-

tational constant, and c is the speed of light.

This number is of order 10 -25 for laboratory

bodies, much too small for any possible anomaly
to be detected. However, it is about 10 -9 for the

earth and 10 -5 for the sun, so that solar-system

experiments are much more promising.

C. Spin-Orbit Interactions

It is predicted by general relativity (Refs. 9

and 10) that a spinning body does not follow exactly

a geodesic in the Riemannian space-time deter-

mined by neighboring massive bodies, when it is

acted on by no forces. In other words, there is an

anomalous gravitational force acting on a spinning

body: if an EStv_s experiment were cari'ied out

which compared a gyroscope with a non-spinning

body, a positive result would be obtained. The

magnitude of the effect has been calculated by

Schiff (Ref. 11) as

H._2
-_ -- (6)

rl spin mc 2

for the case of an apparatus in earth orbit, with

orbital angular velocity __. Here H___is the angular

momentum of the gyro and m its mass. For a

large gyro in low orbit, with a wheel radius at

I m, spinning at 10,000 rpm (close to the value at

which centrifugal stresses would tear it apart),

the EStvba ratio would be of order 10 -17.

Careful design and a sufficiently large appa-

ratus might nlake this effect experimentally de-

tectable, thereby allowing another test of general

relativity. Although such a device would, in

principle, be capable of detecting the difference

between inertial acceleration and a gravitational

field, this would not necessarily violate the Strong

Principle of Equivalence, which is limited to in-

finitesimal regions (because, in a finite region,

it is always possible to differentiate between

gravitation and acceleration by measurement of

gravity gradients). A spinning body cannot be
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infinitesimal, evenin principle, essentiallybe-
causetheperipherymustmoveat lessthanthe
_peedof light. Thus,this experimentwouldcon-
stitutea testof theconsequences,andnot the
foundations,of generalrelativity.

D. TheElectromagneticRadiationReaction

At first sight, radiationfrom an accelerated

charged particle seems to violate the Equivalence

Principle. How does a charged body, at rest in a

terrestrial laboratory, know that it is experienc-

ing a gravitational field and not an acceleration,

so that it does not radiate? The usual answer, of

somewhat dubious validity, is that radiation phe-

nomena must occur over distances of at least a

wavelength, and hence cannot be considered as an

experiment in an infinitesimal region. In any case,

it is of interest to calculate the anomalous E_tvSs

ratio which would be expected if a charged body

were compared with an uncharged one in earth

orbit, because of the radiation reaction.

The power radiated by an accelerated charged

particle is given by the Larmor formula (Ref. 12)

where

.2

P = -mTv = F_ra d • v (7)

2
2 e

T = 3 3 (8)
mc

e being the charge and m the mass. In a circular

orbit,

_2 : (v x_)2 = v2e2 (9)

so that Eq. (7) may be written

or

[F_ra d + mr_22v]_ • _v = 0 (I0)

F mT&22(R X f2) -rag X r_l (II)
-- rad -- --

The radiation reaction force may thus be con-

sidered as a drag, opposite to the orbital velocity,

whose magnitude is less than the weight of the

particle by the factor r_. The characteristic time

Thas its maximum value, 6.26 X 10 -24 s, in the

case of an electron, which, in low earth orbit,
would thus exhibit an anomalous E_tv6s ratio of

magnitude about 10 -26 • The effect is therefore

negligible.

III. Design of a Sensitive E_3tvbs Experiment

If it is true that weak interaction energy vio-

lates the Equivalence Principle, it appears that

the phenomenon may be detectable after a rela-

tively modest improvenaent in the accuracy of the

E_Stv6s experiment. The other possible phenom-
ena discussed are too small to be detected, at

least in a terrestrial or orbiting laboratory

environment, without major advances in technol-

ogy. They will therefore not be considered further

here.

The characteristic of E6"tv_;s experiments

which distinguishes them from earlier investiga-

tions of the equivalence of inert and gravitational

mass [such as Galileo's famous and perhaps

apocryphal experiment at the Leaning Tower of

Pisa, or early attempts to determine whether the

period of a pendulum depended on the material of

the bob] is that they are null experiments, taking

advantage of situations in which, if the Weak

Principle of Equivalence is rigorously true, there
exist a balance between inert and gravitational

forces. E_tv_s himself (Ref. 13) used the fact

that a plumb bob suspended in the laooratory does

not generally lie exactly along the local direction

of gravitation, because of the rotation of the earth,

so that, in the horizontal plane so determined,

there is a small component of centrifugal force
(about 1.7 cm/s 2 at 45° latitude) directed toward

the equator, and an equal but opposite component

of gravitation. Roll, Krotkov, and Dicke (Ref. 2)

used the balance between the gravitational pull of
the sun (about 0.6 cm/s 2) and the centrifugal force

due to the orbital motion of the earth.

The advent of space technology has made

possible a substantial improvement in the experi-
mental conditions. In low earth orbit, a balance

exists between gravitational and centrifugal accel-

erations whose magnitude is of order 1 g, about a

thousand times greater than those available in

terrestrial experiments. Furthermore, the free-

fall environment might allow great reduction in

the problems associated with suspension of the

apparatus, such as coupling to ambient noise. In

view of the importance of the experiment to the

foundations of general relativity, it is an obvious

candidate for performance in space.

The most obvious technique for carrying out

this experiment in orbit is to use an adaptation of
the rotational balances which have been successful

in terrestrial experiments. However, _ravity-

gradient torques may swamp those due to Eb'tv_s

forces unless great care is taken to make the sys-

tem inertially symmetrical.

Without going into the details of the design of

such a balance, some general conclusions may be

drawn. For simplicity, consider a system with

one of its principal axes along the orbit normal.

The gravity gradient torque is then along the orbit

normal and of magnitude (Ref. 14)

T : -_f22AI_ sin 20 (12)
g

where AI is the difference in the moments of in-

ertia about the principal axes lying in the orbit

plane and O is the angle between ono c_f th_.qe axes
and the local vertical.

Let us suppose that the system is constructed
of two different materials, A and B, for which the

ratios of passive to inert mass are k(A) and k(B),

respectively. The E_Stv5s torque about the center
of mass is then
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T
-e

= -nmg x a_ (13)

where g is the local gravitational field, n_ is the

total inertial mass of the system, and

if= -- r dm (14)a
-- m

B

With appropriate symmetry, a will lie in the

orbit plane, but generally not along one of the

principal axes. Then, _Te is along the orbit nor-

mal and has the value

T e = -qmga sin _5 (15)

where 4_is the angle between a and the local

vertical.

In order to estimate the difficulty of inertially

balancing the system, a reasonable condition to

impose is that the frequency of gravity gradient

oscillations be less than that due to EStv'6s torques.

If I is the moment of inertia about the orbit normal,

this may be written

z__!< _Ra (16)
I 3b Z

which, under the conditions assumed in (17), gives

a period of some 2000 h._ It is clear that very

great care indeed would have to be taken to pro-

tect the balance from non-gravitational disturbing

torques. Furthermore, it is highly desirable to

design an experiment from which the data can be

extracted more quickly.

For these reasons, an alternative technique

is under study, in which an attempt is made to

measure Eotv[_s forces directly, without convert-

ing them into torques. The design was motivated

by the following considerations :

(1) Modulation of the E6tvSs forces, to mini-

mize the duration of the experiment by

operation in a higher frequency region,

to allow resonance to be used to enhance

the EUtvUs effect, and to allow frequency

discrimination of many important noise

sources.

(2) Minimization of gravity gradient forces

by placing the centers of mass of the

bodies of different composition under test

as nearly as possible at the same point in

space.

(3) Exploitation of the tensor properties of

residual gravity gradients to distinguish

them from the phenomenon under study.

As shown in Fig. i, the proposed apparatus

consists basically of an aluminum wheel, spinning

with inertial angular velocity_, which lies along

the normal to the plane of a low, circular orbit

about the earth. This orientation is, of course,

stable under gravity gradient effects. A sensitive

accelerometer is mounted radially in the plane of

the wheel; it contains two proof masses, one of

gold and one of aluminum, suspended coaxially and

independently by electrostatic forces, as shown in

Fig. 2. The null position of the proof masses is
close to the overall center of mass.

where R is the radius of the orbit and b the radius

of gyration about the orbit normal. For q = i0-14,

low earth orbit, and a= b __ I0 cm, we obtain

_I -7

T < z × i0 (17)

Inertial balancing to this accuracy is difficult

but not impossible, especially as it may be pos-

sible to exploit the double-angle dependence of

Eq. (12) and a design difference in the directions

of a and the principal axis to effect balancing on

orbit.

Even if this condition can be met, however, it

must be recognized that the torques under consid-

eration are extraordinarily weak. From Eq. (15),

the angular frequency of oscillation due to the
E_tv6s forces is

2 qRa g
_ e (18)

e b Z
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Fig. i. The orbital Eb'tv'ds apparatus
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Fig. 2. Accelerometer structure

Let m, M be the inert and gravitational

masses of the gold proof mass and r its position

vector relative to the center of mass of the system.

It is assumed that the mass of the wheel is so

large that motion of the proof mass does not ap-

preciably shift the position of the CM within the

system. Since the axis of the accelerometer may

not, in general, pass through the CM, write

r = x + d (19)

where d is the position vector of the null of the

accelerometer. The equation of motion along the
accelerometer axis is then

m3_ = -mq + m_2r • i

+(Mg - rag_o) • i- mf • i (20)

where mq represents a servo restraint force

applied to the proof mass, i__is a unit vector along

the sensitive axis, ._is the gravitational field of

the earth at the prool mass, go is the inertial

acceleration of the CM due to gravitation, and fis

any disturbing acceleration applied at the CIv[. In

this equation, terms which are definitely perpen-

dicular to the accelerometer axis, such as that

due to the Coriolis acceleration, have been

dropped.

Without loss of generality, the ratio of pas-

sive to inertial mass for aluminum may be taken

as unity; this is equivalent to defining the gravi-

tational constant as that measured in a Cavendish

experiment using aluminum masses. If there is

too little gold or other non-aluminum material

in the system to affect the overall ratio of passive

to inert mass significantly, then

-go= -azR (21)

where R is the geocentric position vector of the

CM. Expanding the gravitational field in a vector

Taylor series about the CM,

M_ - m-g ° : m[kg - go ]

_. + ..] (22)= m[qg° + k(r V)g_J° .

where k = M/m andrl = k-I is the Eb'tvUs ratio

for gold and aluminum. In tensor notation, -the

quantity (r • V)gl o is equivalent to

= -aZ[bij - 3R-2RiRj]rj (23)

where M s is the mass of the earth and 8.. is the
unit tensor. Substituting in Eq. (20), tj

K = -q + _2x+ q-go" i

-k_22 [i- 3R-Z(_R. i)2]x - f. i

+ ( 2 . keZ)d . i

+ 3R-2(R • d) (R • i) kf_2 (24)

The term in d • i is a constant, which may

be minimized by choosing d as nearly as possible

along the spin axis of the wheel. Since this axis

is nominally along the orbit normal, such a

choice also minin_izes R • d_. Then, since R and

go are rotating at the orbital angular velocity_,

and i is rotating at __ about the same axis, the

equation becomes

[_ ±e2 3_2 t]+ q _ 2 + 2 +_ cos 2(_ - _2) x

= qg cos (_o - fi)t - f' (25)

where, to an entirely sufficient accuracy, k has

been taken as unity. Neglecting constant terms,

f' = f cos [(¢o- _)t + _i]

32 [ ]+ _e d cos 2(_ - e)t + P2 (26)

where f and d are now the con_ponents of these

vectors in the plane of the wheel, _i is the angle

between f and the local vertical, and _2 is the

angle between d and the acceleron_eter axis.

If q is a simple spring restraint, q = Kx,

then Eq. (25) is recognized as a standard Mathieu

equation.

For the aluminum proof mass (which has

q -= 0), an identical calculation yields the equation
of motion.
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X cos 2(_o - f2)t]x' = -f' (27)

On the right-hand side, it is assumed that the null

positions of the gold and aluminum proof masses

are identical, a condition which may be maintained

to within a fraction of the wavelength of light be-

cause of the coaxial design.

The quantities which can be measured directly

in this system are x, x', and y = x - x'. By sub-

traction, the equation of relative motion of the

two proof masses is

_;+ q- q' - [_02 + Ii22 + 23--_2 cos 2(¢0 - E2)t]y

= rlg cos (_o - fZ)t (28)

The orbital angular velocity is of order 0.01

rpm, whereas the wheel angular velocity may be

of order i00 rpm. The time-varying coefficient

in (27) and (28) is then some 8 orders of magni-

tude smaller than _o2, and may be neglected in

the preliminary servo design (although it must be

taken into account in the final analysis, since it

may cause instability). The Laplace transform

of (27) is then

s + A(s) - _2]x' = -f' (29)

where the transform of q' has been taken as A(s)x'.

The transform of q is chosen to be

q(s) = B(s)y + (i + 6)A(s)x' (30)

so that, from (28),

]ly = [s2+B(s)- 2 [_-His)f']
(31)

where

Z e)2]-I= qgs s + (¢o- (32)

is the Laplace transform of the very small EUtv'ds

acceleration which it is desired to detect, and

-1F 1

 (sl= [s2+A(sl2] 6ACsl (331

The block diagram of this system is shown

in Fig. 3. Using the differential displacement y

as the output, the function of the aluminum proof

mass system is to filter disturbing accelerations.

Common electronics can be used in the x'- and y-

loops for A(s), so that the value of 6 depends only

on the differences in sensitivity of the displace-

ment detectors and the force transducers used to

command the two proof masses: a value as low

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the

accelerometer servo

as 0. 001 may be obtainable. The optimum choice

for A(s), consistent with stability in the x'-loop,

must await specification of the statistics of the

disturbing acceleration and is thus dependent on

the overall vehicle design.

It is a simple matter to assure stability of the

x'-loop, but stability in the y-loop may be affected

by the time-varying term in the equation, which

can also cause spurious responses that might be

mistaken for the Eb'tv'os effect. To investigate

this, it is assumed that the disturbing accelerations

have been reduced to an acceptable value, and

Eq. (28) is written as

_;+ [w2- A cos 2(_- _)t]y

= ng cos (_ - fZ)t (34)

where w 2 has the Laplace transform

wZ(s) = B(s)- 2 i z- yn (35)

and A is used in the time-varying coefficient to

allow for the possibility of computing, from exter-

nal measurements, a compensation term in the

servo, if this should prove necessary.

For maximum resonance, the first choice for

w2(s) is clearly a real quantity

2
w = (_- $2)2 (36)

but such an ideal, infinite-Q case results in one

of the unstable regions for solution of the Mathieu
equation (Ref. 15). Examination of the stability

boundaries shows, however, that stability can

be achieved by operating off the resonant frequency

by a fractional amount

w - (_ -e) i A
(_0- i2) > 4 (_0- i2)2 (37)
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TheoverallQof thesystemmustthenbe
limitedto

Q < 4(_ - _2) 2 = 108 (38)
A

where the numerical estimate is based on a wheel

spin of 100 rpm and A has its natural v_lue of
3_22/2. On the other hand, a reasonable value of

Q, within the limits of mechanical feasibility, is
104-105; this would allow stsrting transients to

die away in a period of a few hours.

In the steady state, the amplitude of the dis-

placement due to the EtStv'6s acceleration is

qgQ (39)

= (__ c)2

which, for q = i0"14 and Q = 105 , amounts to

10 -8 cm, well within the capability of electrostatic

or interferometric displacement detectors.

More sophisticated servo designs to ensure

stability and maximize the sensitivity are currently

under study. There are many other error sources
which have not been considered here, such as nuta-

lion and imbalance of the wheel, deviation of the

spin axis from the orbit normal, eccentricity of

the orbit, and thermal noise in the accelerometer.

Current estimates, however, lead to the expecta-

tion that the system should be capable of sufficient

accuracy to determine whether or not energy

stored in the weak interaction has gravitational

mass, if external disturbing accelerations are re-

duced to a level where they can be effectively
filtered.

IV. Spacecraft Design Considerations

It is clear from Eqs. (25) and (26) that dis-

turbing accelerations which are constant in a local-

vertical orbital reference frame masquerade di-

rectly.as Eb'tvb's accelerations, especially any

component along the local vertical. An example is

residual atmospheric drag on the system: while it

may be possible to distinguish the major component

along the orbital velocity because of its phase dif-
ference from an Eb'tvUs effect, the vertical com-

ponent can be compensated only by means of the

filtering capabilities of the aluminum proof mass

system. In order to achieve this, H(s) in Eq. (33)

should be made as small as possible, by choice of

6, and in addition be designed for strong rejection

at the frequency (t_ - g2}. Since, in a typical

spacecraft at, say, 300-nmi altitude, the vertical

component of atmospheric drag is expected to be

below 10 -9 g, it does not appear that this distur-

bance should upset the measurement at the ac-

curacy under consideration. Similar considera-

tions apply to the other known constant disturbances

(e. g. , the constant component of solar radiation

pressure). At the present time, then, it does not

appear to be necessary to take elaborate precau-

tions, such as flying the apparatus unsupported in
a servo-controlled windshield (i. e. , in a "pure

gravity orbit").

Accelerations which appear at a frequency v

in the orbital frame will produce sidebands at

frequencies (w - f2) + v in the frame of the accel-
erometer. These can be filtered by choice of H(s)

in the x'-loop as well as by the resonant charac-

teristics of the y-loop itself. With a reasonable

choice of Q, only those disturbances with frequen-

cies longer than several hours will appear in the

passband of the y-loop. In particular, accelera-
tions which are fixed in inertial space or which,

as seen in the orbital frame, appear at orbital

frequency, are well outside the passband.

It therefore appears possible to mount the

apparatus in gimbals attached to a suitable space-
craft. Indeed, it may be possible to fly the ex-

periment, mounted to the wall in this way, inside

a manned space station. In this case, the peak
accelerations art. expected to be of order 10 -5 g,

with periods measured in seconds. Suitable shock

mounts for the gimbals and appropriate servo de-

sign may reduce these to effective levels low

enough not to interfere with the measurement.

Even discounting the professional bias of one

of the authors of this paper, a manned vehicle of-

fers great advantages for this experiment. If
flown unmanned, the very sensitive accelerometers

would require caging to withstand the boost envi-

ronment, and some form of orbital gyrocompass-

ing, with attendant horizon trackers, etc., would

be necessary to erect the wheel spin axis to the

orbit normal. Furthermore, if it is desired to

measure the EtStv_Ss ratio of several materials,

relative to aluminum, a mechanism would be re-

quired for replacing the gold proof mass. Finally,

experience with low-level accelerometers in orbit

indicates that problems may arise which are very
difficult to solve in an inflexible, automatic sys-

tem. For example, an engineer on the spot could

optimize the servo design for the actual disturbing
accelerations encountered, instead of relying on

statistical estimates obtained from other space

missions. It should also be noted that the perform-

ance required of this system is of an order which

simply cannot be tested in the terrestrial environ-

ment. It is not possible to operate accelerometers
at levels much below 10 -6 g on earth, because of

seismic noise, leveling difficulties, and cross-

coupling from the strong suspension forces re-

quired for the proof mass. Similarly, it is prob-

ably impossible to balance the wheet sufficiently
well in a terrestrial facility. This experiment

can make excellent use of the capabilities of man,

allowing him to make final design choices as a re-

sult of on-orbit experience, tune up and deploy the

system in its optimum configuration, monitor the

performance and investigate any anomalies ob-

served, and modify the experiment to extend the

investigation; at the same time, the equipment may

be considerably simpler than in the unmanned case.

Even if it proves impossible to hard-mount

this experiment in a manned vehicle, because of
the ambient noise levels, much of the advantage of

man can be obtained by allowing him to set up the

apparatus and then deploy it into a free orbit

through an airlock. Even better, it may be pos-

sible to provide a rudimentary "pure gravity orbit"

capability in some of the manned vehicles which
will be orbited during this decade. If the system

is free-floating in an evacuated chamber of
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reasonable size within the spacecraft, it is only

necessary to drive the spacecraft so as to cancel

very low-frequency or constant accelerations.

For example, an oscillating acceleration of magni-

tude 10 -5 g and period as long as 1 min results in

a displacement amplitude of only i ca. The space-

craft thrusters will have to be fired only when the

system approaches one wall of the chamber, either

automatically or as a result of direct observation.

The fuel required to provide this capability is

very modest. For a typical space station, weigh-

ing several hundred thousand pounds, using

thrusters with a specific impulse of, say, Z50 s,

an average fuel flow below i Ib/h is sufficient to

compensate rms accelerations of order 10 -7 g. _"

The capability is therefore not difficult to provide;

in view of its possible utility in a number of ex-

periments other than the present one, it is sug-

gested that it be considered in the early design

phase of any fairly small space station.

V. Conclusion

The apparatus described here is still in a

relatively early stage of conceptual design, but it

appears capable of improving the accuracy of the

E'dtv'ds experiment by several orders of magnitude,

so as to allow investigation of the gravitational in-

teractions of energy stored in the weak interaction.

If this experiment and that of Nordtvedt (Ref. 4)

are successful, the application of the Equivalence

Principle to all known forms of energy will have

been checked.

The principal advantages of the system over a

conventional rotational balance are that it is rela-

tively insensitive to gravity gradients and that it

is possible to use resonance to enhance the E_Jtv_Js

effect. Since techniques are available to isolate

the device from disturbing accelerations, or to

filter them out, its inherent sensitivity to these is

not considered an insuperable obstacle.

environment in a manned laboratory in earth orbit,

and these have received relatively little attention

as yet. Conventional laboratory facilities in free

fall offer unique opportunities for significant ex-

periments in gravitation, and it is to be hoped

that growing awareness of the capabilities under

development will lead to imaginative utilization

of this potential by experimental relativists.

I.
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_:"Reducing the effective steady acceleration to this level requires that the experiment be close to the cen-

ter of mass of the vehicle, because of terrestrial gravity gradients.
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ESRO Study Program for a

Space Experiment on Gravitation Theories

G.M. Israel

European Space Research Organization (ESRO) Headquarters, Paris

I. Introduction

ESRO is currently considering a space exper-

iment on gravitation theories. The study, which

is in the definition phase, was initiated when ESRO

received a proposal from Blamont in May 1969 for

an improved method of conducting the time delay

experiment already described by Shapiro, Ross,

and Shill. It was considered that a more complete

utilization of the state of the art in space tech-

niques, leading to highly accurate acceleration

measurements in a heliocentric spacecraft,

together with an improved laser signal propaga-

tion method (using a space-borne atomic clock),

could substantially increase the validity of the

gravitational time delay test during solar conjunc-

tion. Subsequently, ESRO decided to set up a

group of scientific experts':: to estimate the real

gain one could expect from a complex space

experiment entirely and exclusively devoted to

tests of gravitation theories. Preliminary investi-

gations of the primary required techniques were

carried out in industry or in institutes under ESRO

contract. These studies included an orbit analysis

by the Space Division of MBB (Munich, Germany),

investigation of the drag-free techniques by ONERA

(Chatillon, France), and studies of the time mea-

surement instrument by LSRH (Neuch&tel,

Switzerland).

All these studies were completed by the end

of February 1970 and used by the group to define

the framework of a space experin_ent on gravita-

tion theories. A preliminary feasibility study of

the mission is currently being undertaken, with

ERNO (Bremen, Germany) as the prime contrac-

tor. The completion of this work is expected by

June 1971 and will be reviewed by ESRO before a

decision is made to enter a new phase. Also, it

is expected that in 1971 an important effort will

be made in some advanced technique develop-

ments to ascertain the feasibility of critical sub-

systems.

The broad lines of the project, as viewed at

the present time by the ESRO Mission Definition

Group, are given below.

The objectives proposed for the missibn were

to use a spacecraft in heliocentric orbit to mea-

sure with the highest accuracy possible the three

parameters Y, [3, and Jg. Two orbits with an

aphelion at approximately i AU were selected:

(i) An orbit with a period of 6 months and

perihelion of 0. 29 AU, which provides a

very long superior conjunction after 6

months, and a second one after 18 months

(Fig. 1).

(2) An orbit with a period of 8 months and

perihelion of about 0. 50 AU, the first

superior conjunction occurring after 1

year (Fig. 2).

The performance analysis of available
Anlerican launch vehicles showed that a TitanlII

D/Centaur can inject a total mass of 420 kg into

-':-'Professor Blamont, University of Paris; Professor Colombo, University of Padua; Dr. Kundt, Univer-

sity of Hamburg; Mr. Lago, Centre Spatial de Br_tigny; Mr. Marchal, ONERA, Paris; and Professor

Roxburgh, Queen Mary College, London.
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Fig. I. 0. 29-AU orbit in the co-rotatin_ coordinate system. Launch in January,

period 184 days (from MBB, Munich)

a 6-month orbit. The same mass can be put into

an 8-month orbit by a smaller Atlas/Centaur

vehicle. Also considered were orbits internal to

earth orbit (achieved by means of velocity impulse

at perihelion) and orbits out of the ecliptic plane.

However, the spacecraft mass would be reduced

to 220 kg, even with a Titan III D/Centaur +

Burner II.

The preliminary studies have shown that the

experimental requirements, and consequently

uncertainties, are different for the determination

of _ and J2 than for the measurement of _{.

if. The Orbital Motion Test

The measurement of _ and J2 reduces to the
tracking of a heliocentric spacecraft moving over

a pure gravitational orbit. The experimental

problem is the drag-free system for which the

required accuracy is 10-12 m/s 2. The physical

limitations of the drag-free system have been

worked out by ONERA, which conducted two
studies:

(1) Definition of a drag-free system with a

level of perturbations lower than

i0-12 m/s 2 with consideration of two

possible detectors:

(a) Electrostatic detector (capacity

pickup, small cavity; Fig. 3), with

the limitation that the electrostatic

gradient of acceleration is too high

because of the small gap (500 _.m).

(b) Optical detector OPCS (large cavity;

Fig. 4), whose limitations are
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Fig. 2.

(2%

8-month orbit for launch in April, perihelion 0. 52 AU (from MBB, Munich)

gradients of gravitational forces,

uncertainty in the position of the

proof mass, time of reacquisition.

New concept of a medium-size cavity

(a few millimeters gap), a_ain with an

electrostatic detector (1 V for the ball

potential). An estimation of the pertur-

bations on the proof mass due to the

relative probe/proof mass movement
was also made.

Control by cold-gas jets instead of ionic pro-

pulsers was also investigated by ONERA. The

principal results of these studies, as presented by

Juillerat in this proceedings, are the following:

Perturbing accelerations on the proof
mass due to internal gravity effects in

the spacecraft, electric charge of the

proof mass, and thermal effects (thern_o-

molecular flow and radiation pressure)

inside the cavity.

The required accuracy for the experi-
ment is 10 -12 m/s 2 in the ecliptic plane

and 10 -9 m/s 2 in the normal plane. The

latter is achievable by proper distribu-

tion of masses. However, for the first

(i)

constraint it is necessary to give the

probe a constant rotation.

(2) Perturbations on the proof mass due to

the relative motion. Average cancel-

lation of the perturbing accelerations in

the plane of rotation is obtained if two
conditions are fulfilled: (a) the axis of

rotation is perpendicular to the ecliptic

plane, and (b) the acceleration on the

proof mass is strictly constant in the

frame of reference of the probe. These

conditions are not completely fulfilled,

and there is a "gradient" effect which is

not neutralized by rotation if the mean

value of P0 is not very small (P0 is the
offset in the absolute axis of the position

of the proof mass; see Juillerat's article,

this proceedings). However, by an

appropriate control with a measurement

accuracy of 1 _m, the gradient effect can
be diminished. This implies a computa-

tion of the integral term by the logic

control of 1%.

Preliminary results from the present IERNO

study confirmed that a rotating satellite con_pen-

sates all radial gravitation forces from surround-
ing mass to the level required for the experiment.
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Fig. 3. Capacity position sensor for small cavity (a few millimeters gap)

The remaining effects from components in the

axial direction and the perturbing effects of

acceleration forces are investigated utilizing the

theory of coaxial homogeneous mass rings, lead-

ing to preferable mass configuration criteria.

Computations were made in the case of the large

cavity, which seemed to be the more promising.

Statistical investigations of the perturbations have

shown that, through proper mass distribution

around the large cavity model, it is possible to

reduce the gradient effects to the desired level.

It is not yet clear, however, whether the large

cavity system will still require a computation of

the integral term.

Another important conclusion of the prelim-

inary ERNO study is that the control restitution

system for the drag-free spacecraft operation can

be achieved with cold gas with a small limit cycle

of +0. 5 mm and a normal pulse duration of

7. 10-3 s. This system certainly increases the

reliability of the mission as compared to an ionic

thruster restitution system.

III. The Time Delay Experiment

The determination of ,{ consists of the mea-

surement of the transit length of an electromag-

netic signal between the earth and the spacecraft.

The experimental problems are;

The process noise. A drag-free system

is required but with less constraint (a

I0-i0 m/s 2 drag-free system operating

for 2 months would provide enough

accuracy for this measurement).

(1)

(2) The radio ranging (particularly the

transponder's performance), which is

required anyway with the best accuracy

for the _5 and J2 measurements, but

which appears to be very much compro-

mised by the decrease of the sun-earth-

probe angle (antenna noise).

On the other hand, the physical limitations of

the propagation method for the two-way experi-

ment are mainly due to the signal scintillations

through the solar corona. This cannot be im-

proved much, even with the dual-frequency

method (S- and X-bands).

For the one-way experiment, involving a

light signal emitted by a laser from earth and

recorded on the spacecraft, which implies the

use of a clock on board and a clock on earth, the

effects of the solar corona are negligible. How-

ever, the experimental problems are of another

order of magnitude. They are:

(1) The requirement of anon-board laser

detector-telescope, especially if one

wishes to use a spinning spacecraft and

if infrared techniques are employed.

(g) The utilization of a stable clock.

At the present time it seems that a COg-TEA

laser transmitter (I0.6 _.m) can be used on the

ground "with 300 MW peak power, and a pulse dur-

ation of lns and a repetition frequency of i000

pulses/s (pulse-code modulation).
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For the time measurement, LSRH strongly

recommends the choice of an atomic cesium tube.

This was shown to be sufficient for the long-term

stability specified to be 5. 10- 12 during the 2-

years' duration required for the mission. How-

ever, a uniformity of the time scale of +i0 ns for

10 5 s was considered as marginal though feasible.

The required chronometry to 1 ns has already

been developed for other applications and seems

applicable to space missions.

These general considerations on the tech-

niques involved in the mission which ESRO is

currently defining will certainly indicate what

the difficulties are in designing a spacecraft to

test the gravitation theories. During the next

phases of the project, many aspects will be

reviewed. For instance, ERNO is considering

different versions of the system:

(i) A spinning satellite of the Helios type

(Fig. 5).

(2) A dual version, where the drag-free

spacecraft is linked to a n_other space-

craft (used for ranging, communications,

Optical sensor parallel light beam system for large cavity (diameter = i m)

and experiment, and forced to follow the

daughter spacecraft by means of an

appropriate propulsion unit).

Applying the same philosophy, ESRO is also

studying an alternative to the drag-free space-

craft concept. In this new version, proposed by

Colombo and Bertotti, two probes having iden-

tical physical properties, except for a difference

of mass, are injected into a heliocentric orbit.

The technical constraints related, for instance,

to the thermal and optical properties of the two

probes appear, however, to be at least as severe

as those on the drag-free system.

To conclude, mention should be made of the

analytical study at present being undertaken at

ERNO and also at ESOC (ESRO's Space Operations

Centre) to assess more precisely what are the

possible accuracies achievable on the parameters

_(, _, and J2 as determined by the data on ranging

and tinle measurements collected during the mis-

sion. Mr. Marchal (ON}ERA) and Dr. Roth (ESOC)

present preliminary results of this aspect of the

mission study in this proceedings.
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• CYLINDRICAL CENTRAL BODY CARRYING THE CAVITY
AND BOTH LASER TELESCOPES

• SIX VERTICAL EQUIPMENT PLATFORMS CARRYING TWO
ATOMIC CLOCKS AND THE COMPONENTS OF THE

TM/TC, POWER SUPPLY, ATTITUDE CONTROL, AND
RESTITUTION SYSTEMS

• TWO CONICAL SOLAR ARRAYS

• SPACECRAFT LAUNCHER ADAPTER

!

Fig. 5. Spacecraft principal characteristics (from ERNO, Bremen)
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On the Accuracy of the Relativistic Parameters _, _/, and the Solar

Oblateness Coefficient J2' As Deduced From Ranging
Data of a Drag-Free Space Probe

E. A. Roth

European Space Operations Centre, Darmstadt, Germany

I. Introduction

A space probe will be called drag-free in this

study if all non-gravitational perturbations larger

than ]O'Ig ms-2 are compensated. Such a probe

allows for the determination of the coefficients of

the second-order terms of the generalized

Schwarzschild metric. For this purpose, it is

necessary to take into account the short periodic

perturbations produced by the deviation of the

general gravity field from the Newtonian field.

The important result is that the coefficient _ can

be obtained with a similar accuracy as "y. Up to

now, _ has been deduced with very poor accuracy

from the secular advance of the Mercury peri-

helion, assuming the solar oblateness to be negli-

gible.

The covariance analysis is based on simple

models, including only a limited number of param-

eters to be estimated. The results are there-

fore optimistic and show what could be obtained if

all the other parameters were known with sufficient

accuracy; nevertheless, they give the relative
m,_rits of various heliocentric orbits,

ds 2 = ( 2 )1 - aa rn + 2_- + ' ' '
r r

dtZ

----_ i + 2_ r + "'"
c

(I)

with m = fM /c 2
®

In the case of Einstein's general gravity

theory, we have a = _ = _/ = I, whereas for the

Brans-Dicke theory, c_ = _ = I, ? =

(1 + _)/(z + _).

It is assumed that a particle moves in this

field along a geodetic. Considering the deviation

of the line element (Eq. i) from the Newtonian line

element as a perturbation, the acceleration of a

particle can be written

"r = _Newton + Xrel (a}

II. Motion in the General Gravity Field

'Fhe linv element of the generalized

Schwarzschild metric has, after appropriate ex-

pansion, the form

The perturbing acceleration _rel has been

derived by Anderson (Ref. 1) for the metric

(tgq. 1). This perturbation is easily separated
into a radial and a transverse component:
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2 2)s : 20 + + 2/1+ e sin 0
r

(31

m

T = --_ " Z(I + "_) e sin 8
r

where _ = fM® and a = 1 has been assumed.

Using the planetary equations of Lagrange for
the variation of the orbital elements, it is easy to

deduce the short-periodic perturbations of a, e, w,

and t. (Full details are given in Ref. 2. )

III. Covariance Analysis

The covariance matrix is given by

A = xTN-1X (4)

Element

a, AU

e

_, de g

80, deg

P, months

Probe I

0.64054

0.5873

0

180

6

Probe II

0.77530

0.3114

0

180

For the covariance analysis it was assumed

that the range experiment starts 0. i year after

launch and that every day one uncorrelated mea-

surement can be obtained. For the standard de-

viation of the range measurement, the value c_r =

15m (= 10-9 AU) has been adopted.

Figures i and 2 show the standard deviations

calculated for the drag-free probes I and II in the

where N -I is the covariance matrix of the mea-

surements and X the matrix of the partial deriva- 10-2

tives of the earth-space probe distance with re-

spect to the parameters (Ref. 3). The expected _'_r

values of the errors cq of the parameters Pi can be

derived from A:

(5)
1

E (_i'_k) = iA-

In a first model, the primitive model, only the

relativistic parameters _ and'f, and in addition the 10-3
solar oblateness coefficient Jz have been consid-

ered. Using the results of the first-order pertur-

bation theory for _, "f, and JZ' the elements of the

matrix X follow easily. In this case, the partial

derivatives become independent of the parameters.
This model shows what could be obtained in the

most favorable case, in which all other param-

eters are already known with sufficient accuracy.

In a more sophisticated model; the simplified

model, the orbital elements of the space probe and

the earth are included as quantities to be improved.

It is assumed that the probe moves in the ecliptic I°-4

plane, so that the motions are restricted to two

dinmnsions. This model provides a first indica-

tion of how the inclusion of more parameters re-

duces the accuracy _ith which the parameters are

obtained.

IV. Numerical Results

As a first instance, two drag-free space probes

with an orbital period of 6 and 8 months, respec-

tively, have been considered. The main reason for

this choice is that these probes allow the addition

of a sun-occultation experiment from which an in-

dependent measurement of'_ is obtained from the

time delay of an electromagnetic signal. The or-

bital elements of the two probes are given below:

i0-5

"6

Is
21

I 0-8

e - 0.5873

a = 0.64054 A£

0o

9 180 °

P - 6 MONTHS

STANDARD DEVIATION: o'S, o-y, rJ 2

SPACEPROBE P 6 m, 3 PARAMETER MODEL, o-r 15 m

10 -9 I1'

0.1 013 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.1 113 1.5 t cYEARS)

Fig. I. Standard deviations of parameters _, Y,

Jfi vs tracking time for drag-free Probe I;
three-parameter model
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10-2 10-5

o'/3, o'y o-J2

10-3 10-6

10-4 10 -7

10-5 10 -8

• = 0.31139

a = 0.77530 AE

8 = 180"

P = 8 MONTHS

STANDARD DEVIATION: o'_, o-7, e-J2

SPACE_OBE P = 8 m, 3 PARAMETER MODEL, o'e = 15 m

\

\

k

, ' 1

01 013 o:s 0:7 019 lh 113 1:5 ,IYEARSl

Fig. 2. Standard deviations of parameters 13, "/,

J 2 vs tracking time for drag-free Probe
II; three-parameter model

case of the primitive model. In order to obtain a

reasonable result, tracking has to be performed

during at least one revolution, and the second rev-

olution improves the result by a factor of 10. It is
interesting to note that probe I gives the coefficient

with a slightly higher accuracy than ¥. From

Fig. 3 it follows that the inclusion of more param-

eters reduces the accuracy by a factor of Z to 3.

Parameters _ and _/ are still obtained to an accu-

racy of 10 -4 and JZ slightly less, but the correla-

tion of_/ with _ and 3"2 is rather high (-0.86, 0.78,

respectively, after i. Z y). The correlation be-

tween _ and J2 is -0.46. It seems, therefore, that

two space probes with very different orbits are

necessary in order to determine the individual

parameters.

Note: A further calculation has been per-

formed, assuming that a transponder has been

placed on Mars or Icarus. (In this case, the"drag-
free" problem is nonexistent.) The result is thata

transponder on Mars produces about the same

10-3

10 -6

:J2

i0 "7

10-4 -8

10-5 10 -9

_J2

I

I

E/

EARTH

a = 1.0

e : 0.01675

_ 0 o

9 - _80 °

l
l

_" .... J2

STANDARD DEVIATION: 0"/3, _" 7, °'J 2

SPACEPROBE P = 6 m, 10 PARAMETER MOD£L, _r 15 m

6 MONTHS

0.64053

0.58730

0 o

180 o

I-

0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 I.I 1.3 t /YEARS!

Fig. 3. Standard deviations of parameters _5, Y,

J2 vs tracking time for drag-free Probe I;

ten-parameter model

accuracy as probe II, whereas a transponder on

Icarus is equivalent to probe I. For a Mars trans-

ponder, the correlation of,/ with _ and J2 is con-
siderably reduced (-0.68 and -0.42), but the cor-

relation between [3 and J2 is large (0.95).
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Anchoring Spacecraft to Planets

D. L. Cain

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology

I. Introduction

Emphasis is currently on the use of time delay

and bending tests of radio and light rays traveling

near the sun to verify theories of general relativ-

ity. Different relativistic theories differ in their

predictions of the motions of the planets (or space-

craft) in the solar system (e. g. , perihelion ad-

vance), and these differences can be used to select

"best" theories.

Proposals have been made to study the motion

of spacecraft in orbit around the sun using an

accurate acceleromefer to calibrate or remove

the non-gravitational accelerations. _'_ The limit

of experimental accuracy is the accelerometer

performance. Without analyzing the latter, it can

be said simply that for planet tracking, the im-

mense mass relative to app]ied non-gravitational

forces (for even the smaller asteroids) removes

this limitation on our ability to model the motion

mathematically. A lander on a natural satellite

(other than our moon) would not suffer from non-

gravitational effects, and would further have a

large mean motion -- important for observing

gravitational effects. Of course, the proximity of
the moon to the earth contributes to its usefulness

in relativity testing as reported elsewhere._';;_"

Before discussing the relative merits of

landers and orbiters, we must select candidate

planets. Although practical considerations not

associated with relativity usually dominate the

decision procedure, some comments about the

inner planets are summarized in Table i.

Radio tracking, either radar bounce or active

transponder tracking, can be used to infer posi-

tional information about planets. The bounce data

are less precise because the echo emanates from

many points on the surface of the planet; there-

fore, the topography must be taken into account,

which somewhat weakens the solutions. However,

the long time span over which this type of data

has been and will be taken recommends its use in

combination with the more accurate data from

transponders when such data become available.

When a transponder on an orbiter is used for

the study of planet motion, the most striking effect

is the increased precision of the range (and range

rate) data as contrasted to radar bounce data. We

see the topography and surface reflectivity re-

moved as an error source, but we must contend

with the gravity field undulations. Since a planet

orbiter experiment has yet to be accomplished,

we can only guess at the magnitude of this problem

on the basis of experience with the earth and the

moon. Based upon exploratory simulations, using

reasonable similarity laws to estimate gravity-

field uncertainties, and plausible assumptions

about the spacecraft non-gravitational forces, we

estimate that the center of mass, say of Mars,

can be determined by the orbit reduction process

to about 50 m, using the ranging data of today's

technology. Thus we can see that long-term

;::D. DeBra, "Stanford State-of-the Art on Drag-Free Systems" (Conference paper).

':':"P.L. Bender "Laser Ranging to the Moon" (Conference paper).
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Tablei. Considerationsin theselectionof candidateplanets

Planet Advantage Disadvantage

Mercury

Venus

Mars

Jupiter

Higheccentricity
Largepropagationdelay
Largemeanmotion

Trackingbyday(earthionosphere)
Nearsolarcorona
For lander: high energy require-

Large mean motion

Good propagation delay

Night-time tracking

Less corona

Observable effects of

relativity on orbiter

motion -- high Q

ments and high day-time sur-

face temperature

For lander: high surface temper-

atures, winds

For orbiter: potential of t;'e

atmosphere difficult to model

Lower mean motion

Distance

Energy requirements

Landing difficulties

tracking of an orbiter, yielding a sequence of (in

essence) geocentric range data points, can be

used in relativity theory tests.

But a lander would yield even better data,

because whatever difficulties are involved in the

uncertainties of the theory of rotation of a planet,

the orbiter, too, would be subject to these, in

addition to the velocity, gravity field, and non-

gravitational force uncertainties. Table 2 pre-

sents a guess at the ranking of the "equivalent

range data" capability of three methods.

The theory of the motion of a lander about

the center of gravity of a planet such as Mars is

subject to much less speculation than that of an

orbiter, because rigid-body motion may be safely

assumed. For this reason a detailed analysis

was m_de of such a lander.

II. Analysis of a Mars Lander

Preliminary analysis showed that even after

tracking periods of several months, the uncertain-

ties in Mars' and earth's orbits predominated and

obscured relativity results. Therefore, the anal-

ysis incorporated data for a whole synodic period

(i. e. , a return of Mars to its original position on

the celestial sphere as seen from earth). A

variance-covariance analysis" was made using

ranging data between an earth tracking station and

the lander, assumed to be located on Mars' equa-

tor. Range standard deviation was assumed to be

3 m with no bias. A tracking pass was taken

every 40 clays for the 780-day total period, and a

range point was taken over (}. ; clay during the

pass clay while the earth was visible to the lander

Table 2. Estimated equivalent range

data capabilities

Method

Planet bounce

Orbiters

Landers

Representative

geocentric

distances, m

±5O0

±50

±5

(6 data per pass). Data were not taken while the

sun-earth-Mars angle was less than 15 deg to

avoid the necessity of considering the solar

corona.

The solution parameter set consisted of six

orbital elements for Mars, three earth orbital

elements, the sun's mass, and seven elements of

Mars rotation. Keplerian motion (conics) was

used to approximate the motion of both Mars and

earth. Brouwer and Clemence (Ref. I) "Set Ill"

elements were used for the partial derivatives.

Three of the earth's six elements (constants

of integration of the equations of translation) were

eliminated to account for the three degrees of

unobservability (e. g. , three Eulerian rotations)

when only distance measurements were used.
The rotational elements of Mars were three lander

coordinates, rotation rate, two spin axis orienta-

tions, and precession (motion of spin axis).

::=The computer program used for this study was a conglomeration of available programs: A. S. Liu

furnished the conic routines and did the main program structuring, M. J. Sykes supplied the _B and h'

partial routines, and the author provided the Mars rotation and associated partials.
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A. SolutionCharacteristics

The solutions were viewed in two separate

ways: (1) assume that the relativistic form of the

equations of translation is known (Einstein Theory)

and (2) assume that the two parameters (3 and

(Refs. 2 and 3) in the relativistic "perturbations"
of the Newtonian motion are not known but must be

estimated (both separately and together).

B. Relativity

When _5 is estimated, and to a lesser extent,

_, the determination of the in-plane elements of
Mars and earth suffers, as shown in Table 3.

In spite of the high correlations* between

the in-plane parameters and (3, 7, the result pro-

duced a 16% test on (3 (or 7% assuming _/ was

known by then), a very encouraging test of gen-

eral relativity.

C. Orbits

When _3 = "l = 1 is assumed, the in-plane

parameters of Mars (relative to the earth refer-

ence) are well determined. The periapsis of

Mars (&r in the Set III elements) is determined

to 0.8 × l0 -3'', showing the degree to which an

inertial framework is defined. The other two

axes (i.e., small rotations &p and Aq) are less

well determined by a factor of 10, but this is still

impressive relative to today's determinations.

D. Rotational Elements

The parameter of greatest interest here is

the precession. In this case, the motion reflects

the action of the sun on Mars' equatorial bulge,

resisted by the planet's angular momentum. With

the mass already known to five figures, the pre-

cession yields the polar moment of inertia -- a

stringent test of any theory of the internal distri-
bution of mass.

E. Lander Location

The study again confirmed prior simulations

regarding the difficulty in determining equatorial

distance. The inclusion of (3, _/ does worsen this

determination, changing the 170 m in Table 4 to
1 kin. The other two coordinates are well

determined.

III. Summary

Much useful information can be obtained from

the tracking of a Mars lander over a long period.

If the lifetime is sufficiently long, conclusions of

fundamental significance can be drawn in the
areas of

I) Relativity - determination of (3.

2) Precise inertial framework deterrn'ina-

tion.

3) Internal structure - polar moment.

(4) Planetary ephel-nerides, Mars physical

ephemeris.

Table 3. Determination of in-plane elements of Mars and earth;::

Relativity parameter
Orbit solution errors (I - or) detern_ination

Estimate Mars X 109 Earth × 109

(3 and _/

(3 only

y only

Neither

I

6a/a [ be

1.63

0.48

0.21

0.05

2.0

0. 74

0. I

0.03

I
5a/a

3.9

1.4

0.2

0.03

_e

3.2

1.3

0. 05

0.05

0.16

0. 07

*No a priori information assumed on any parameters -- 3-m ranging standard deviation.

0.03

0.01

':=The out-of-plane and Mars orientation were almost uncoupled with (3, "/, and in-plane parameters•
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Table4. Solutionstandarddeviationsfor 3-m ranging;
= _ = 1 (not in solution)

Parameter Mars X 109 Earth × 109

Al + Ar
O

Ap

Aq

e_r

aa/a

A_

0.18

1.5

1.5

0.42

0.05

0.03

AU

0.028

0. 030

0. 049

20 m

I r

Lander k $

Z

0.5Zm

0.61 m

170 m

Pole
t _r/day

I °
0

Precession = dflo/dt : 0.61 X 10

0. 13 x 10 -8.

1.0m

1.3rn

-4 r/century

_:'Multiplied by Mars radius.

1.
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The Use of the Earth-Moon System as a Radio Tracking Facility

3. Derral Mulholland

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

California Institute of Technology

I. Introduction

Earlier in this meeting, Mahlon Easterling

remarked that, for distant missions, tracking sta-

tions may have to be put somewhere other than the

surface of the earth. He was referring to the fact

that the two-way time delay to an object 30 AU dis-

tant is about 8 h. Actually, we already have non-

terrestrial tracking stations in a sense, in the

Orbiting Astronomical Observatories and various

orbiting data links such as the communications
satellites.

There are several potential applications that

one could envision for a tracking station estab-

lished on a satellite with high-velocity parallax

and which would be large enough to accommodate

a large variety of tasks. Leaving economic and

political considerations aside for the moment, it

seems a logical extension of the orbiting data link

concept to recognize that our natural satellite, the

moon, satisfies this description. Perhaps we

should consider, then, the establishment of a

radio-tracking facility on the lunar surface. In-

deed, :Yurkevich (Ref. l) has suggested such a sta-

tion for the surface of Mars, but that is an im-

practicability of an entirely different order of

magnitude than that of the present discussion. A
much better case can be made for the earth-moon

system.

II. Discussion

The suitability of the moon for such a purpose

suggests itself because one of the requirements of

a radio tracking network is maximum accuracy in

the knowledge of relative locations of the stations
in the net. In conformance with the discussion by

my colleague in the Lunar Ranging Experiment,

Peter Bender, there seems good reason to believe

that, within a few years, the motion of the moon
about the earth and the motion of the moon about

its own center of mass will each be determined to

something approximating the absolute accuracy

with which terrestrial distances are known, per-

haps the order of 1 m. Instantaneous topocen-
tric distances to lunar surface sites will be capable

of being monitored at the centimeter level, using

laser systems and relatively low-cost optical re-

ceivers now under development. When this state

of affairs is realized, there will be no more prob-

lem with the definition of a Goldstone - Sinus

Medii baseline than with a Goldstone - Woomera

baseline.

What are the reasons for suggesting such a

facility? There must be some important advan-

tages if the suggestion is even to be considered,
some tasks or researches that either cannot be

done as well or not at all from the surface of the

earth, such as the following:

(1) Extension of baseline by two orders of

magnitude.

(2) Absence of lunar atmosphere.

(3) Higher-velocity parallax with longer

period.

(4) The moon's more "modellable" rotation.

The most immediately obvious difference in-

troduced by a tracking station on the lunar surface

is the greater distance between it and its sister

stations, compared to the present situation. The
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baselinebetweentwostationsof anearth-bound
very longbaselineinterferometer(VLBI)system
is customarilyontheorderof 2000-9000kin; the
ultra-longbaselineinterferometer(ULBI)will
haveits endpointsseparatedbyabout360,000-
410,000kin. Ideally, this couldyielddirectional
measuresof radiosourcesto precisionsonthe
order of 10-5 arc secat 1cmwavelength.Such
precisionwouldgreatlyenhancetheexecutionof
radiosignaldeflectionstudiesduringsuperior
conjunctions.Timedelayinterferometryof this
precisioncouldbeusedin conjunctionwithmore
conventionalspacecrafttrackingtechniquesto
determinethe instantaneousthree-dimenslonal
geocentricpositionof theobjectto theorder of
10m, thusenhancingboththeorbit determination
processandthefertility of relativistic testswith
spacecraft.Theapplicationof ULBI to the study

of stellar sources would permit the resolution of

features as small as l light year in extent at

cosmological distances, or smaller than the orbit

of Jupiter at the galactic center.

One of the current limitation factors in radio

tracking, whether in simple tracking or interfer-

ometry, is the effects of the earth's atmosphere.

This limiting action takes on two forms: (1) Un-

certainities in ray-path refraction degrade the ac-

curacy of the data, and {2) atmospheric absorption

of large regions of the electromagnetic spectrum

imposes a severe limit on the observable frequen-

cies. The moon, of course, has essentially no

atmosphere. A tracking station that simply makes

observations for subsequent relay to the earth is

hampered by neither problem and can thus make

higher quality observations, both in the sense of
avoidance of the refractive uncertainties and in

the ser/se of being capable of continuous surveys

through the frequency spectrum. Such a facility

could observe the x-ray emissions expected from

black holes. The continuous frequency spectrum

capability could be used to investigate such poten-

tially fundamental questions as quasar luminosity

distribution over frequency and the wideband

characteristics of pulsars.

In conjunction with earth-bound stations, the

lunar base possesses other advantages in the mat-

ter of atmospheric degradation. For example,

one might expect that a ULBI installation would

experience refractive degradation that was lower

by a factor of ,_-2 compared with completely earth-

bound interferometers. Furthermore, the influ-

ence should be much less in terms of degrading
the resolution, because of the increased baseline.

The lunar base would provide the possibility of

regular multi-frequency monitoring of the earth

atmosphere and ionosphere by means of range and

range-rate measures between the earth and the

moon, much as is now done with artificial satel-

lites. This could provide a calibration of the tro-

pospheric and ionospheric effects and reduce the

influence of the atmosphere as an error source for
the terrestrial stations.

The cyclic doppler shift imposed on a signal

by the revolution of a tracking station about the

geocenter can be used in a sense as a single-
station non-simultaneous interferometer. The

higher-w.locity parallax of the lunar station (1000

m/s) compared to an earth-bound station (400
m/s} and the longer period of revolution can be

significant advantages in spacecraft tracking.

Finally, a real and present barrier to in-
creased precision from earth-based stations is

that posed by unpredictable and unmodellable mo-

tions of the earth due to its non-rigidity. The

polar motion, variable rotation rate and possible

continental drift do corrupt tracking data in a

bothersome and interesting way. In principle,

and eventually in fact, the motions of a lunar sur-

face point relative to the selenocenter can be re-

moved as an error source in tracking data from a

lunar station, because the effects of non-rigidity

are much smaller.

Having specified the potential advantages of a

lunar tracking facility, it is necessary to observe

that these can be utilized in a variety of ways,

ranging from the very simple and relatively eco-

nomical to the very complex and costly. In fact,

we have already had the use of some of the sim-

pler nnes, which I will designate as "reflective

data links" (Fig. 1). These are devices that

rec¢,ive a signal fron_ the earth and retransmit it in

some manner back to the earth. The simplest pos-

sible device of this kind is the totally passive data

link, typified by the laser ranging retroreflector.

The entire facility consists of a device that is car-

ried to the lunar surface and implanted, where it

just sits being bombarded by photons. It costs
a small fraction of the total mission and has no

operating parts. It can provide very high-pre-

cision data, but relating only to the earth-moon

system. One such device is already on the lunar

surface, with two more scheduled. The informa-

tion provided by these devices is expected to ren-

der the more sophisticated systems feasible, by

tying down station locations relative to the

geocente r.

Another simple reflective facility is the active

transponder, which receives signals from an earth

station, transforms them in some specified fash-

ion, and retransmits the transformer signal back

to the earth; the Surveyors carried such devices.

They are more complex than the passive reflec-

tors, requiring power supplies. They involve

operating equipment, which is to say failure-prone

components. With such a station of suitable endur-

ance, one could investigate the earth-moon system

and, more importantly, the atmospheric effects on

various frequencies of transmission.

Next in complexity in the hierarchy of possible

facilities is the three-way transponder tracking

Fig. 1. Reflective data link
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Fig. 2. Transpondertrackingstation

station,withthecapabilityof trackingsomething
otherthanthemoonitself (Fig. 2). Thiswouldbe
primarily aninterferometricstation,slavedto an
earth-boundstationin a waythatdependsonthe
objectsbeingobserved.For spacecrafttracking,
one could maintain a phase-coherent system by

transmitting and receiving the basic signal at an
earth station that shared a master clock with the

station receiving the signal retransmitted from

the lunar station. For interferometric tracking

of natural objects, it might be necessary to have

a reliable time and frequency standard at the lunar

site. Either arrangement requires a sizable facil-

ity, at the very minimum something like a giant

Surveyor, possibly even an astronaut-constructed

unit, but it would provide the ULBI capability of

extending the angular measures 2 orders of

magnitude, of potential interest in tests of relativ-

istic models and the examination of the structure

of distant radio sources.

Finally, one may mention the monostatic

tracking station and data link (Fig. 3), which pro-

vides the additional capability of wideband fre-

quency surveys of radio sources. Again, this

would involve a major facility, providing essen-

tially complete radio tracking capability, which

might be accomplished more effectively and per-

manently if constructed by an astronaut team,

although there seems no need that it be manned

in operation.

In addition to the tracking functions that would

be the primary raison d'etre for the lunar station,

other interesting studies could be pursued at the

same site, taking advantage of the data link capa-

bility. For example, one could perform the

equivalent of a clock-in-a-satellite experiment,
if there were a station time standard. Another

possibility is presented by the suggestion of

de Sabbata (Ref. 2) that the mass concentrations

of Muller and Sjogren might be suitable resonating

devices for the detection of gravitational waves

from pulsars, in the 1-Hz regime. If this is in-

deed a reasonable suggestion, then detecting

equipment could be situated at the tracking station

{located on a suitable mare) and could be moni-

tored from the earth-bound DSN. Going further,

Fig. 3. Monostatic tracking station and data link

Marchal (Ref. 3) proposed to determine the solar

oblateness and the coefficients of the metric ten-

sor by means of observations of a laser signal

fired from a space probe during the interval in the

vicinity of superior conjunction with the sun. Fa-

miliarity with the operations of the LURE facility

at the McDonald Observatory is sufficient to make

me suspect that one does not want to try to ob-

serve such a transient and costly phenomenon

from beneath the earth's security blanket of air;

again, the lunar tracking site provides an "all-

weather 'r location for the detector, with the means

for data transmission back to the earth.

IIl. Summary

The use of the earth-moon system for radio

tracking has several potential points of interest

from a scientific standpoint, and the facility would

be a convenient base station for certain other in-

teresting researches not directly involving the

tracking capability but utilizing the facilities as

an orbiting data link. The idea seems to have

much to recommend it and covers a wide spec-

trum of possible modes of realization, presenting

an equally wide range of possible applications. It

is my purpose here only to stimulate your imagi-

nations with these visions, and I hope that I have
been successful.
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Summation and Critique

R. W. Davies

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

California Institute of Technology

Unfortunately, the wide differences of opinion

that all of us are aware of emerged more fre-

quently during the cocktail and dinner hours than

on the conference floor itself. Consequently, the

confrontations of the issues which will have to be

faced some day were not dealt with as clearly as

some of us had hoped. The individual papers do

not faithfully reflect the argumentative excitement

of the subject nor the ambience of the three days.

My own attitude on experimental gravitation

is very heavily conditioned by the historical

record. Not until the late eighteenth century was

the Newtonian Theory of Gravity generally ac-

cepted because Newton's great continental con-

temporaries were wedded to Cartesian philosophy.

Despite the fact that it was the best theory at the

time, the astronomical observations appeared to

fit with it to only the first order. Later, Lagrange

and Euler did much to develop the mathematical

analysis of NewtonianGravity (leading up to a field

theory), but even they were still concerned be-

cause of the apparent secular accelerations of

Jupiter and the moon. Finally, in 1787, Laplace

put the problem in proper perspective by demon-

strating that the accelerations were actually of

very long period, and Newtonian Gravity was gen-

erally accepted.

Dicke once speculated on what the history of

the theory of gravity might have been had Lorentz

come forward. We can also speculate on what

might have happened in the twentieth century if

Simon Newcomb had not, a half century after

LeVerrier, refined the work of LeVerrier and

found he had to correct the ephemeris of Mercury

by 43 arc-s per century.

In my opinion, the way is clear. In the last

several years, we have seen the development of

new operational methods for observing the mo-

tions of the planets and the moon. We should uti-

lize them as extensively as possible. Further-

more, we should employ the best theory of gravi-

tation available, the General Theory of Relativity,

and make every effort to demonstrate its consis-

tency with the observations.

When the equations

seem to be in difficulty, we should follow up

LeVerrier style and invoke

G.. -- r..

ij D

A half century later, the Frenchman

LeVerrier undertook the great task of fitting the

observations of the motions of the planets to the

developed theory. He found a discrepancy in the

precession of the perihelion of Mercury of 35

arc-s per century. The seriousness of this dis-

crepancy became progressively more evident
when the search for other planets did not turn up

anything.

before we abandon the structure of Gij. Perhaps
I an_ taking some of the glamour out of the subject

by being reluctant to take alternative theories

very seriously at this time. Nature has its own

standards of drama, and it is not yet time to

guess at the next act.

Of course, it is essential that we push for

practical new tests of the General Theory of
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Relativity. It is even more important, however,

to remember that we owe something to the future

besides a collection of contesting theories. Scien-

tists have often lamented the destruction of scien-

tific records or the omission of observations. We

wish that more would have been observed and

recorded about the three supernoval events. We

certainly wish that only a century ago observers

had had more precise clocks and telescopes. I

am hoping that with these new observational tech-

niques at our disposal, we can continue in the

tradition of leaving a legacy of fine observations

for another generation.

The value of the PPN type of formalism is

that it helps us understand to what level of accu-

racy we have tested General Relativity and to what

level we have to strive to detect some discrepan-

cies from the theory's predictions. I believe we

are better off not to take the alternative theoret-

ical descriptions too seriously and to search for

other physical causes for these discrepancies.

Experimenters should be careful not to bias the

interpretations of their observations by stating

them in PPN parameters only or in any theoreti-

cal framework; rather, the results should be pre-

sented phenomenologically, giving the theorist not

only more freedom to interpret them but also an

opportunity to evaluate inconsistencies. For ex-

ample, I like the fact that Muhleman accepted

General Relativity and calculated the electron

density of the solar corona. The result is consis-

tent with those obtained from eclipse observations.

If the result had been inconsistent, I would have

given up on the eclipse observations or on

Muhleman's methods before giving up on General

R e lativity.

Dicke stated that the singularly most impor-

tant problem was measurement of the gravitational

quadrapole moment of the sun. I believe that

most of the people at the conference agree with

him. Unless Hill and his collaborators find an

experimental inconsistency in the Princeton solar

oblateness experiment, we will continue to have

an interesting problem one way or another. Either

General Relativity gives the right answer for the

wrong reasons, or there is an astrophysical prob-

lem in need of explanation.

What then is the most practical method of

measuring the solar quadrapole? Shapiro states

unequivocally that it can be accomplished with the

proposed upgraded Arecibo radar antenna. JPL

personnel feel that it might also be possible to use

the Deep Space Network for that purpose. These

possibilities should be carefully considered. We

can visualize that such experiments might take

longer or be less accurate than their proponents

now believe. On the other hand, if they are fea-

sible, we must re-evaluate the role of a space

mission such as the one being studied by ESRO.

The ground-based radar experiments might prove

to be inconsistent, or they might be consistent but

not in agreement with General Relativity, where-

upon a space mission acquires more importance.

Another possibility is the one mentioned by

Friedman, where an extension of the Mariner

Venus-Mercury mission might provide a measure

of the solar quadrapole to a part in 10 5. This

level of accuracy, according to Dicke, would

settle the gravitational question but not the astro-

physical solar oblateness problem.

We have witnessed the presentations of re-

sults from three different operational experiments

for determining the parameter y. We may see the

fourth experiment at Tucson become operational

soon. Because these experiments are now oper-

ational and capable of repetition, we can expect to

see the realistic error uncertainties decrease

with time. If we take the results at face value,

then the General Theory of Relativity continues to

be the odds-on favorite even though we can expect

to see some contradictions once in a while that

will continue to keep us uneasy. However, I

believe that unless these operational experiments

show us that _ is definitely not unity, it will not

interest us as much five years hence as will _ or

the solar quadrapole.

While I have made my preference for General

Relativity clear, i£ would be unwise to accept the

results of these recent experiments on'_':'_uncriti-

cally. On the other hand, much of the criticism

expressed outside the conference corridors was

completely unfounded. Muhleman, Anderson, and

Shapiro had much to say, and they did so with

respectable candor.

In a technical sense, Muhleman's presentation

was the most instructive, yet the least understood

and the least appreciated. I had expected L. T.

Little to be rather critical; but it appears that

there is no disagreement with Muhleman at a level

of accuracy of about I%. Muhleman's approach

was that the plasma delay on the radio signal was

not an error term in itself but "one of the physical

effects to be measured. He uses a well known

solar corona model that is static. The variability

of the plasma is not represented in the model, and

he regards it as an error. It was clear that

MacDoran did not seem to agree with Muhleman

on the character of the error. MacDoran's prin-

cipal interest was in relating the fluctuations in

the solar corona with the McMath regions on the

sun. He demonstrates that these fluctuations

occur as far out as 40 solar radii. What we need

to know to understand this problem is how much

these fluctuations change the integrated electron

content in the ray path of the radio signal. How

long do they persist and how frequently do they

occur ?

Unfortunately, the Muhleman-Anderson team

needed the ranging capability at the Goldstone

radio antenna at the same time MacDoran would

have liked to use it. Consequently, MacDoran had

only a limited time to gather his information. It

would have been useful if he had provided us with a

kind of histogram so that the solar event frequency

could have been more easily extrapolated to reg-

ions near the sun.

For the well documented event of May 29,

1970, the solar corona caused a fluctuation in

range of about 55 m in the course of a few hours.

The time delay effect at this date is approximately

30 km. At the time of the conference, all the

range points on Mariner VI and VII were evenly

weighted with an error of 90 m. MacDoran may

be correct that the solar fluctuations would be

larger and more frequent nearer the sun; nonethe-

less, 90 m seems pretty conservative. If the

fluctuations were too large, then the system would

have lost radio lock. Consequently, Muhleman's

contention that error in _" due to the solar corona

is within I% seems credible.
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Theconferencecamea little toosoonfor a
completedpresentationof thetimedelayresults

- from Mariner6 and7. AndersonandEsposito
hadnothadtimetoproperlycoordinatewith
Muhlemanor withCurkenda11.Theyhadanunre-
finedresultwhichtheywerestill attemptingto
digest. Thetaskofchoosinga least-squaresfit
of 18parameterstotrackingdatatakesbothskill
andfortitude. Theyobtainedfine resultswhen
processingsequencesof rangingpointsof several
weeks I duration, but when attempting to fit 14

months of tracking data, they found semiperiodic

residuals which they could not explain. They

systematically eliminated various causes such as

the effect of the motion of Mercury on the motion

of the earth, and demonstrated to their own satis-

faction that the true cause was the random non-

gravitational forces on the spacecraft. The con-

stant nongravitational forces can be estimated

very accurately, but the stochastic accelerations
(of the order of I0 "10 m/s Z) can build up in error

as time to the three-halves power. (Anderson has

not published a derivation of this formula.)

It is easy for me to accept the thoroughness
and the conscientiousness of the JPL and MIT

groups. Their results are dependent upon the

proper design of their computer programs, and it

appears that part of the business is accepting that
all this is in order also. I believe that I am re-

flecting the concerns of others more than my own

when I say that it leaves one uneasy.

Shapiro's group at MIT performs the time-

delay experiment by reflecting X-band radar

waves from the planets. The principal sources of

error are due to the roughnesses of the planets.

Their data-processing program is not the same

as JPL's, so the fact that their results are also

consistent with General Relativity lends more

credibility to both groups.

The MIT group presents a formal standard

error of 0.03 and a realistic estimate of uncer-

tainty of 0.05. The JPL group gives a formal

error of 0. 14 and a realistic estimate of uncer-

tainty of 0.04. Anderson went to a little more

effort to explain the character of his worries, and

he seeTns to be influenced by the perplexing ana-

lytical findings of Curkendall, et al. , with respect

to sequential estimation of the parameter _'::and

the level of the nongravitational forces acting on

the Mariner 6 and 7 spacecraft.

The details are numerous and not easy to

follow, but both groups vary a variety of param-

eters systematically and see what happens to their

solutions for the parameter _:"=. From this exper-

ience and from previous experience, they choose

a "realistic" estimate of the error. Somewhere,

I feel, the human personality enters into this

choice of conservatism at the gut level.

Friedman attempted to evaluate the potential

of future planetary missions for the determination

of the parameters we have been discussing. The

Mars 1971 orbiter looks prumising for d_termin-

ing a more refined value of y':' - I% or better.

The most interesting possibility lies in extending

the Mariner Venus-Mercury 1973 mission.

Friedman has performed a covariance analysis

and simulated the type of data problems that

Anderson, Esposito, and Muhleman have been

encountering. He also attempted to introduce

some conservatism into his model dealing with the

nongravitational forces, and he tries to account

for correlations between the various parameters.

There is an element of judgment involved in this,
but since Friedman has worked with both the JPL

and MIT groups, we can assume that his conser-

vatism has a precedent. Presumably ESRO will

be undertaking a similar error analysis very
soon. With the results of the Mariners in a

couple of years, we will be able to test these pro-

jective assumptions and better understand how to

analyze the possibilities of future space missions.

This conference once again gave us the oppor-

tunity to feel the enormous gap that exists between
the theoreticians and the technicians. The infor-

mational background and personality orientations
are sufficient reasons to create a chasm, but

each group has its own political condensations

which create gaps within the gaps. One man

wants to preserve his viewpoint, and he seizes

upon the technological information that seems to

support him. Meanwhile, the engineer worries
about where the resources will come from to

allow him to continue his own love, and he hopes

that the holy water of pure science will either

help him or at least not obstruct him.

Those of us primarily concerned with erect-

ing a solid bridge across the gap must first look

at the viewpoints of Muhleman and Shapiro. They

were projecting in the right direction several

years ago and duying the interim have seen their

optimism both shattered and reawakened. Shapiro

has devoted the most time in his very challenging

paper to how he feels we should proceed in the
future, and he leaves no doubt that he believes

ground-based operations come first. Some con-

ference participants did not hide their skepticism

and suspicion. Even if we admit that he is opt-

mistic in his technical projections, his argument

cannot be avoided indefinitely because at the

present time it is a lower cost option.

There is overlap in the viewpoints of

M uhleman and Shapiro on the potential uses of

very long baseline interferometry. Muhleman

also points out that centimeter and subcentirneter

wavelengths might possibly be employed in making

accurate doppler measurements on interplanetary

spacecraft and thus provide an independent check

on the time-delay experiment.

Ranging with spacecraft is comparatively

new, and its accuracy appears to improve by
approximately a factor of two every couple of

years. For very greatly improved ranging accu-

racy, increased bandwidths are required, and it

is likely that political constraints will be en-

countered before inherent physical problems are

the limiting factors. At distances of an astronom-

ical unit or greater, radio ranging and doppler

tracking of spacecraft will continue to be funda-

mental to all interplanetary missions for some
time. These comments seem to be the main

thrust of the papers by Martin and Easterling.

Laser ranging with the moon, however, is of

itself very exciting. It is encouraging to learn

that the ranging accuracy is continuously improv-

ing. Despite Benderts careful and sensitive pre-

sentation, one cannot help but be staggered by the

size and representation of the laser ranging
team.
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On the face of it, the possibilities for making

checks on grayitational theories are most impres-

sive. It would be presumptuous of me to question

Brownts theory of the motion of the moon, but

there are celestial mechanicians who doubt that

the Newtonian description of the motion of the

moon has ever been handled adequately. On the

other hand, I am presumptuous enough to question

the likelihood that the scalar tensor parameter

is only about five, and I doubt if detecting the

amplitudes of some special frequencies will give

us a reliable method of estimating new param-

eters in the PPN approach. However, these mild

reservations are not meant to be criticisms of the

operations experiment itself, because we all know

that these range observations will be important.

Of all the gravitational experiments now on

the operational level, the one by Weber is the

most suspenseful and the most significant to our

scientific futures. Much has been said in criti-

cism and defense of his experiment, and I have

nothing original to add. If his findings are veri-

fied in the coming year by Braginsky and others,

the implications will be profound. Under these

circumstances, I find I am obliged to be a reac-

tionary and assume that Weber has detected some-

thing we cannot explain as yet, rather than believe

that the universe is falling apart. If it turns out

he has been detecting gravitational waves all this

time when he says he has, then, like so many

others, I will suffer less the pain of embarrass-

ment than I will enjoy the pleasure of being a new

convert. We are all on his side, but is Nature?

Inasmuch as this conference was sponsored

by two space agencies, I will confine my remain-

ing criticisms to three very specific formal pro-

posals presented to them to test gravitational

theories. They are the gyroscope experiment at

Stanford presented by Everitt, the satellite clock

experiment at the Smithsonian presented by

Vessot, and the ESRO solar satellite mission

described by Isra@l. These proposed missions

are potentially expensive by ordinary laboratory

standards, so we have to ask ourselves two ques-

tions: (I) Are the scientific answers worth the

cost? (2) Will the techn_logical developments

which run up the cost be sufficiently useful to

justify the expenditure? To the first question, the

American scientific community would give either a

negative answer or a divided reaction at this time.

For example, we have heard Thorne and Dicke

debate the value of future gravitational red-shift

experiments at this conference, so that the satel-

lite clock experiment certainly does not enjoy a

cross-the-board endorsement with the community

of relativists. Perhaps there would be a different

outlook if the experiment would test the red-shift

formula to one part in I012.

The Stanford experiment has two parts, a

measurement of the geodetic precession and a test

of the precession of a gyroscope due to the Lense-

Thirring terms in the space-time metric. The

geodetic part of the experiment is an independent

way of measuring the parameter y. Unless the

geodetic precession experiment gives results con-

sistent with the time-delay and ray-bending ex-

periments, we cannot have any confidence in the

more sensitive Lense-Thirring precession experi-

ment.

It is at this point that I would like to digress

and partially contradict myself by mentioning one

of the virtues of the PPN development. If the

laws of conservation are not arbitrarily discarded,

then, as Will has shown, all the PPN parameters

can be expressed in terms of _ and y. Conse-

quently, it is not necessary for the Stanford ex-

periment to be so precise as to distinguish between

the factors (3 + 2_)/(4 + g_) and one, but only to

be capable of determining the rotation's direction.

Distinction between the General Theory of

Relativity and the Brans-Dicke Theory can be

determined elsewhere. This would allow relaxing

the experimental precision by an order of magni-

tude, more in line with the known positions of the

fixed stars, and would ease some of the difficul-

ties posed by O'Connell in his paper. (A glance

at Table 6 in the Thorne, Will, Ni paper is in-

structive.) Even with these suggestions for

lessening the precision requirements of the exper-

iment, it is still a tour de force.

As indicated earlier, the potential scientific

value of the ESRO mission concept is, in my

opinion, contingent on the results of experiments

which will be performed in the next few years.

Schiff, Fairbank, and Everitt had obviously

given considerable thought to the second question

I posed above. Schiff told me at the conference

that he did not know whether the gyroscope _xper-

iment could be successfully performed in space

but that he was certain that the research efforts of

Fairbank and Everitt in low-temperature space

technology would prove to be valuable, and

Fairbank's paper does a creditable job of reflect-

ing this attitude.

It was a little disappointing, therefore, that

Vessot and the ESRO groups presented their con-

cepts as single missions and had nothing to say on

the programmatic potentialities of the technical

developments required for these flights.

Muhleman, in his paper, suggests one possible

use of a very accurate and stable clock in a solar

satellite. The ESRO concept also requires an

atomic clock, but the ESRO advisors prefer a

cesium beam clock because the hydrogen maser is

both too heavy and does not, in their view, have a

sufficiently long-term stability record. NASA, on

the other hand, has been skeptical of the cesium

clock for space flight purposes.

The drag-free concept was discussed

thoroughly and very competently by both Juiiierat

and DeBra. It is an important development and

will appear on the space scene soon. The ques-

tion is how difficult and expensive it will be to

manufacture and test a spacecraft system in which

nongravitational accelerations are removed to a

level of I0 -g m/s 2. For deep space missions, an

accelerometer that was integrated twice would do

just as well because the fundamental physical

measurements are range displacements. The de-

tailed accelerations themselves are not required.

However, such a highly accurate system operating

over several orders of dynamic range has not been

advanced. We have already discussed the model-

ing on nongravitational forces, and it is clear that

attitude_controlled spacecraft that are unattached

to a planet in some way cannot compete in theory _

with a i0 -IZ m/s 2 drag-free system. The
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